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FOREWORD

This is the tweny-fifth in a series of semiannual technical progress reports on fusion materials.
This report combines the full spectrum of research and development activities on both metallic
and non-metallic materials with primary emphasis on the effects of the neutronic and chemical
environment on the properties and performance of materials for in-vessel components. This
effort forms one element of the materials program being conducted in support of the Fusion
Energy Sciences Program of the U.S. Department of Energy. The other major element of the
program is concerned with the interactions between reactor materials and the plasma and is
reported separately.

The Fusion Materials Program is a national effort involving several national laboratories,
universities, and industries. A large fraction of this work, particularly in relation to fission reactor
experiments, is carried out collaboratively with our partners in Japan, Russia, and the European
Union. The purpose of this series of reports is to provide a working technical record for the use
of the program participants, and to provide a means of communicating the efforts of materials
scientists to the rest of the fusion community, both nationally and worldwide.

This report has been compiled and edited under the guidance of A. F. Rowcliffe by
Gabrielle Burn, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Their efforts, and the efforts of the many
persons who made technical contributions, are gratefully acknowledged.

F. W. Wiffen
International and Technology Division
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and the reduction of strengths with temperature insignificant at least up to 750”C.
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and M. L. Hamilton (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory) 7

A study of the thermal creep properties of V-4Cr-4Ti is being performed using
pressurized tube specimens. Creep tubes nominally 4.572 mm OD and 0.254 mm
wall thickness were pressurized with high-purity helium gas to mid-wall effective
stress levels below the uniaxial yield strength at the test temperature of interest.
Specimens are being heated to 700 and 800”C in an ultra-high vacuum furnace and
held at temperature for specific time intervals. Periodically the specimens are
removed to measure the change in OD with a high-precision laser profilometer. Initial
results show that creep rates at 800°C are substantially greater than at 700”C.
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EXPOSURE IN THE JFT-2M TOKAMAK – H. Tsai (Argonne National Laboratory),
W. R. Johnson, P. W. Trester (General Atomics), S. Sengoku (Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute) 17

Four Charpy impact specimens were received from General Atomics (GA) after they
were exposed in the tokamak environment of the J~-2M. These specimens were
prepared from the GA’s 832864 heat of V-4Cr-4Ti material. The exposed specimens
were impact tested at ANL using established procedures. The results showed no
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exposure.

1.4 TENSILE PROPERTIES OF V-Cr-Ti ALLOYS A~ER EXPOSURE IN HYDROGEN-
CONTAINING ENVIRONMENTS – K. Natesan and W. K. Soppet (Argonne National
Laboratory) 21

A systematic study is underway at Argonne National Laboratory to evaluate the
performance of several V-Cr-Ti alloys after exposure to environments containing
hydrogen at various pattial pressures. The goal is to correlate the chemisty of the
exposure environment with hydrogen uptake by the samples and the resulting
influence on the microstructure and tensile properties of the alloys. At present, the
principal effort has focused on the V-4Cr-4Ti alloy of a heat identified as BL-71;
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however, other alloys (V-5Cr-5Ti alloy of Heats BL-63 and T87, plus a V-4Cr-4Tl alloy
from General Atomics [GA]) are also being evaluated. Other variables of interest are
the effect of initial grain size on hydrogen uptake and tensile properties, and the
synergistic effects of oxygen and hydrogen on the tensile behavior of the alloys.
During this period, specimens of Heat BL-71 were exposed for 100 h to pH2 in the
range of 3 x 10= and 5 x 102 torr (2.7 x 105 to 0.45 Pa) at 200 and 350°C. Tensile
test results obtained on specimens exposed for 100 h at 200, 350, and 500”C to

pH2 in the range of 1 x 106 to 0.01 torr, showed negligible effect of 1+ on either
maximum engineering stress or uniform and total elongation. However, uniform and

total elongation decreased substantially when the alloy was exposed at 500°C to 1.0
torr pH2.

1.5 TENSILE AND IMPACT PROPERTIES OF A V-3.1 Ti-0.5Si ALLOY A~ER
IRRADIATION IN THE FAST FLUX TEST FACILITY – H. Tsai, L. J. Nowicki, T. S. Bray,

M. C. Biilone, and D. L. Smith (Argonne National Laboratory) 25

Tensile and Charpy specimens made of alloy BL-42 (with a nominal composition of
V-3.lTi-O.5Si) were irradiated in the Fast Flux Test Facility (F17F) in Cycle 11 at 520
and 600”C to up to 51 dpa. Some of these specimens were retrieved from storage
and tested in this reporting period. The interest of this material stems from recent
findings that show binary alloys of this class appear to exhibit lower susceptibility to
radiation-induced embrittlement than other V-base alloys in low-temperature
irradiation (<=400”C). The results of our tests show the BL-42 material to have good
tensile properties and fair impact properties after the 520-600”C irradiation and that
alloys of this class may warrant further development for improved low-temperature
performance.

1.6 EFFECT OF IRRADIATION ON TOUGHNESS-TEMPERATURE CURVES IN V-4Cr-4Ti -
E. Donahue, G. R. Odette, G. E. Lucas, And J. W. Sheckherd (University Of California,
Santa Barbara); A. F. Rowcliffe (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 32

Small, pre-cracked, l/3-sized Charpy specimens of V-4Cr-4Ti were irradiated to a
dose of 0.5 dpa at a temperature of 200 + 8“C. The specimens were tested in three

point bending under static conditions to measure effective toughness-temperature
curves. Fracture processes were examined by using confocal microscopy and
fracture reconstruction methods. It was found that this alloy undergoes normal
stress-controlled cleavage transition below a characteristic temperature, and that
irradiation hardening increased the transition temperature significantly. Shifts in the

transition temperature imposed by irradiation hardening can be reasonably predicted

by a simple equivalent yield stress model.

1.7 MICROSTRUCTURAL INHOMOGENEITIES IN V-4Cr-4Ti MECHANICAL PROPERTY
SPECIMENS PREPARED FOR IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTS IN HFBR, BOR-60,
AND HFIR – A. F. Rowcliffe and D. T. Hoelzer (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 42

Significant variations exist between the microstructure of the vatious batches of
mechanical property specimens prepared for the 500 kg heat of V-4Cr-4TL The
development of banded grain structures is shown to be related to non-
homogeneous distribution of Ti (OCN) particles (0.1-0.3 p in diameter) that occur in
some, but not all, plate products. Precipitation of Ti (OCN) will occur during the hot
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extrusion of the ingot in regions where the dislocation density is high and where the
temperature falls below the Ti (OCN) SOIVUSat 1125”C. Investigation of the potential
benefits of a homogenizing treatment at 1150”C is recommended before
proceeding with additional fabrication of plate products from the extruded bar.

1.8 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF TFOXYCARBONITRIDES IN V-Cr-Ti BASED
ALLOYS - D. T. Hoelzer (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 59

A study was conducted to determine the crystal structure of Ti-OCN particles which
are commonly observed in V-Cr-Ti based alloys. The information obtained from this
study will be used to gain a better understanding of the physical metallurgy of the V-

Cr-Ti based alloys. The precipitates examined in this study were those that formed in
a V-4Cr-4Ti alloy (S-40) plate) that was annealed at 10OO”C for 2 hours. The
precipitates are characterized as having a globular shaped morphology with some

degree of interracial faceting. The structural analysis indicated that these

precipitates are consistent with the m3m crystal point group.

1.9 LASER-WELDED V-Cr-Ti ALLOYS: MICROSTRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES - K. Natesan, C. B. Reed, Z. Xu, and D. L. Smith (Argonne National
Laboratory) 64

A systematic study has been in progress at Argonne National Laboratory to examine
the use of YAG or C02 lasers to weld sheet materials of V-Cr-Ti alloys and to
characterize the microstructural and mechanical properties of the laser-welded

materials. During this report period, thirty-eight weldments were made with a YAG
Iaseu the emphasis was on determining the optimal weld parameters to achieve
deep penetration in the welds while eliminating porosities found previously. A
preliminary assessment was then made of the weldments on the basis of visual
appearance and sectioning to determine depth of penetration and extent of

porosity.

1.10 DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRICALLY INSULATING CaO COATINGS – K. Natesan,
M. Uz, and S. Wieder (Argonne National Laboratory) 69

A systematic vapor transport study has been initiated to develop electrically
insulating CaO coatings that are compatible with use in a liquid Li environment.
Several experiments were conducted to study how the deposition of Ca on V-4Cr-
4Ti substrate alloys is affected by variations in process temperature and time, and
specimen location, surface preparation, and pretreatment. During this reporting
period, a setup has been completed to measure the electrical resistivity of the
coatings in air or in an inert gas environment as a function of temperature up to
750°C. Some preliminary data are presented.

2.0 SILICON CARBIDE COMPOSITE MATERIALS 73

2.1 SiC FIBER EVALUATIONS – G. E. Youngblood and R. H. Jones (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory) 75

The SiC fiber types selected for the JUPITER 14J irradiation experiment are
presented together with the rationale for their selection. The fiber diameter variation
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from fiber-to-fiber within a tow and along single filament lengths was assessed by
image analysis and SEM for four SiC-based fibers: Hi-Nicalon, Hi-Nicalon Type S,
Tyron SA, and Dow Sylramic. Because of the apparently characteristic fiber diameter
variations observed across tows (6-22 pm) as well as along single filaments (up to
*1.0 prrdcm), it is not appropriate to use average fiber diameters to determine
individual fiber strengths or fiber strength distributions. Generally, SiC fibers with
larger diameters have lower tensile strengths. Therefore, a 3-parameter modified
Wiebull analysis which includes a diameter dependence parameter is preferred over
the simple 2-paramater Weibull analysis to properly describe SIC fiber strength
distributions. The newly introduced diameter dependence parameter may be a
sensitive measure of fiber quality or performance.

2.2 FABRICATION OF SiC/SiC COMPOSITES USING ADVANCED FIBERS -
N. L. Vaughn, L. L. Snead, R. A. Lowden (Oak Ridge National Laboratory);
A. Kohyama and Y. Katoh (Kyoto University); J. L. Bailey, J. J. Henry, and
A. M. Williams (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 81

FCVI SiC/SiC composites are being fabricated and vdl be incorporated in the
upcoming 14J experiment in conjunction with the Jupiter and Crest Projects. Three
different fiber compositions, three different fiber architectures, and two different
interface thicknesses are being evaluated simultaneously. All of the fibrous

preforms received a pyrolytic carbon surface coating between the fiber and matrix
interface. Many of the non-irradiated samples have been characterized and trends
examined.

2.3 METHODS FOR JOINING SILICON CARBIDE COMPOSITES FOR HIGH
TEMPERATURE STRUCTURAL APPLICATIONS - C. A. Lewinsohn and
R. H. Jones (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), M. Slngh (NASA Lewis Research
Center), T. Shibayama (Hokkaido University), T. Hinoki, M. Ando, Y. Katoh, and
A. Kohyama (Kyoto University) 87

Joining methods are required to allow affordable fabrication of large or complex
SiC/SiC components for fusion energy systems. Previous analysis of the criteria for
successful and functional joints indicate that reaction-formed and polymer-derived
silicon carbide should be considered as candidate joint materials. Efforts have been
initiated to investigate the issues involved with fabrication and durability of these
joints. This report summarizes initial investigations of the long-term thermal stability
of silicon carbide joints formed by a reaction-based approach. Results indicate that
the joint may contain unreacted phases that react further during high-temperature
exposure. These results, and their implications, must be confirmed by additional
investigations.

2.4 DOSE RATE DEPENDENCE OF THE AMORPHIZATION OF SILICON CARBIDE -
L. L. Snead, S. J.Zinkle, W. S. Fatherly, D. K. Hensley, N. L.Vaughn, J. W. Jones
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 93

Single crystal silicon catiide (SIC) has been 2 MeV silicon ion irradiated in various
irradiation temperature and ion flux ranges to measure the effect of these
parameters on the critical dose for amorphization. The temperature and flux range
for which amorphization was observed ranged from 80 to 400 K and 0.066 to 3 x 10-4
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dp~s, respectively. The critical dose, Da,, was found by locating the depth of the

boundary between partially crystalline and fully amorphous material using dark field

TEM from samples prepared in cross section. This depth was compared to the
damage profile as calculated using the TRIM-96 code. The temperature
dependence of Dti, is found to agree well with previously reported values, though
new evidence suggests a defect species becoming mobile in the 250-300 K range.
Also of significance is that D.,i was dependent on flux at 340 K, ranging from 0.79
displacements per atom at the lowest ion flux to -0.6 dpa at the highest flux level.
The dose rate dependence of D~ is compared with a chemical rate theory model
previously described by the authors. It is seen that the dose rate dependence is
substantially weaker than theorized. An extrapolation of the measured dose rate

dependence is also compared with recent data on fast neutron amorphized SiC.

2.5 INTERPHASE INTEGRITY OF NEUTRON IRRADIATED SILICON CARBIDE
COMPOSITES – L. L. Snead and E. Lara-Curzio (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 100

SiC/SiC composites were fabricated from Hi-NicalonTM fibers with carbon, pseudo-
porous SiC and multilayer SiC interphases. These materials were then irradiated in

the High Flux Beam Reactor with fast neutrons to a dose level equivalent to 1.1 dpa.
Results are presented for bend strength of both non-irradiated and irradiated
materials. Degradation in ultimate bend stress was seen for all materials studied,
while the matrix micro-cracking stress was unchanged. V/ithin the interphases
studied the multilayer SiC interphase material showed the least degradation (8-209!.)
in ultimate bend stress, while porous SiC underwent the greatest degradation
(-35%). The fiber matrix interphases are studied with TEM for both non-irradiated
and irradiated materials. While no irradiation induced microstructural evolution of the
interphase was observed, debonding of the interphase from the fiber was observed

for all cases. This debonding is attributed tensile stresses developed at the
interface due to densification of the Hi-NicalonTMfiber. Residual stress analysis of
the fiber matrix interface clearly indicates that for densification of Hi-NicalonTMand
volumetric expansion of the CVD SiC matrix corresponding to these irradiation
conditions tensile stresses occur well in excess of those which can be withstood by
these, or any other viable SiC composite interphase.

3.0 FERRITIC/MARTENSITIC STEELS 109

3.1 SUMMARY OF IEA WORKSHOP/WORKING GROUP MEETING ON
FERRITIC/MARTENSITIC STEELS FOR FUSION - R. L. Klueh (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory) 111

The International Energy Agency (IEA) Working Group on Ferritic/Martensitic Steels
for Fusion held a workshop at ECN Nuclear Research, Petten, The Netherlands, 1-2
October 1998. The Working Group, consisting of researchers from Japan, the
European Union, the United States, and Switzerland, met to review research that
has been completed since the previous meeting and to continue planning and
coordinating an international collaborative test program on reduced-activation
ferritic/martensitic steels for fusion applications. At the workshop, data were
presented from the continuing research on the USA heats of steel that are being
studied in the collaboration. Data on these and other reduced-activation steels in
the irradiated and unirradiated condition were presented. Other subjects that were
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discussed included effects of a ferromagnetic steel in a fusion machine, the effect of
helium on properties, and the development and application of oxide dispersion-
strengthened steels for fusion. A Working Group status-review meeting is planned

in conjunction with the International Conference on Fusion Reactor Materials
(ICFRM-9) in Colorado Springs, 10-15 October 1999, at which time plans for a
workshop to, be held in 2000 will be finalized.

3.2 MECHANl~AL PROPERTIES OF TWO 7-9Cr FERRITIC/MARTENSITIC STEELS –
G .R. Odette, G. E. Lucas, and P. Spatig (University of California, Santa Barbara) 119

Tensile and fracture tests were performed on two ferritic/martensitic stainless steels.
The temperature dependence of the yield stress and the thermal stress
dependence of the activation volume were found to be in good agreement with a
model based on the propagation of double kinks on screw dislocation segments.
Effective fracture toughness-temperature curves were developed for two specimen
sizes, and a constraint correction based on a critical stress (a)-critical area (A) model
was found to rationalize the differences. The status of the Master Curve Experiment
is discussed.

3.3 EFFECT OF SMALL AMOUNTS OF RHENIUM AND OSMIUM ON MECHANICAL

PROPERTIES OF A 9Cr-2W-0.25V-0.07Ta-0.1 C Steel -R. L. Klueh, D, J. Alexander,

and M. A. Sokolov (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 125

The nuclear transmutation of tungsten to rhenium and osmium in a tungsten-
containing steel irradiated in a fission or fusion reactor could change substantially the
chemical composition of the steel. To determine the possible consequences of

such changes on mechanical properties, tensile and Charpy impact properties were
determined on five 9Cr-2W-O.25V-O.07Ta-O.l C steels that contained different
amounts of rhenium, osmium, and tungsten. The mechanical properties changes
due to these changes in composition were relatively minor. Observations were also
made on the effect of carbon concentration. The effect of carbon on tensile
behavior was relatively minor, but there was a large effect on Charpy properties. The
steels showed relatively little effect of tempering temperature on the Charpy
transition temperature, which was tentatively attributed to the silicon and/or
manganese concentration.

3.4 SHEAR PUNCH TESTING OF IRRADIATED ISOTOPICALLY TAILORED
FERRITIC/MARTENSITIC STEELS - M. L. Hamilton, D. S. Genes (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory, S. Ohnuki (Hokkaido University), K. Shiba (JAERI), Y. Kohno
(University of Tokyo), and A. Kohyama (Kyoto University) 136

Single variable experiments are being conducted to study effects of H/He/dpa on
properties based on isotonically tailored alloys. ‘Fe has been used to prepare an
isotonically tailored duplicate of the commercial steel F82H, and a small number of
TEM disks have been irradiated in order to study radiation embrittiement. From
single disk specimens, mechanical properties were obtained using a shear punch
technique that produces a 1 mm blank from the 3 mm disk. Results indicate that
shear punch testing can be used successfully to provide mechanical property data
from single TEM disks. Little effect of helium on properties was found, either in ‘Fe
isotonically tailored specimens or in a boron-doped specimen.



3,5 MICROSTRUCTURALEXAMINATIONOF IRRADIATEDISOTOPICALLYTAILORED
FERRITIC/MARTENSITIC STEELS FOLLOWING SHEAR PUNCH TESTING -
D. S. Genes (Pacific Noithwest National Laboratory), S. Ohnuki (Hokkaido University),
K. Shiba (JAERI), Y. Kohno (University of Tokyo), A. Kohyama (Kyoto University),
J. P. Robertson (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), and M. L. Hamilton (Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory) 143

Single variable experiments are being conducted to study effects of H/He/dpa on
properties based on isotonically tailored alloys. ‘Fe has been used to prepare an
isotonically tailored duplicate of the commercial steel F82H, and a small number of
TEM disks have been irradiated in order to study radiation embrittlement. From
single disk specimens, mechanical properties were obtained using a shear punch
technique that produces a 1 mm blank from the 3 mm disk. The 1 mm blanks have
been thinned and examined by TEM. The novel thinning procedures are described
and microstructural observation presented in detail. Little effect of helium o n
microstructure was found, either in 54Fe isotonically tailored specimens or in a boron
doped specimen.

3.6 HYDROGEN PRODUCTION EFFECT ON MICROSTRUCTURE OF HFIR-IRRADIATED
LOW-ACTIVATION F82H STEEL USING ‘Fe ISOTOPE – E. Wakai (Japan Atomic
Energy Research Institute), N. Hashimoto (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), K. Shiba
and Y. Miwa (JAERI), and J. P. Robertson and R. L. Klueh (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory) 151

Reduced-activation F82H-std and a similar F82H doped with ‘Fe (F82[(54Fe]) steels
were irradiated at 250°C to 2.8 dpa in HFIR and examined by TEM. The produced
hydrogen concentration in the F82H(wFe) steel is estimated to be 68 appm. Pre-
irradiation microstructure of F82H(54Fe) steel were very similar to those of F82H-std
steel. A few small cavities were formed in the irradiated F82H(WFe) steel, but the
swelling is insignificant, while in the F82H-std steel no cavities were observed.
Precipitates with contrast similar to a’ phase were observed on many dislocation
loops in these steels. The number density and mean size for dislocation loops in the
F82H-std and Fu2H(WFe) steels are 1.4x 10z m-3and 7.9 nm, and 2.1 x 10= ma and
6.6 nm, respectively. These types of loops are b=(a/2)cl 11> for the F82H-std and
b=(a/2)cl 11> and acl 00> for the F82H(WFe) steel. The concentration of ael 11>
type to all loops in the F82H(WFe) steel is about 73?4..

3.7 SWELLING OF THE HFIR4RRADIATED F82H, F82H+ ’06 AND F82H+ ‘Ni STEELS -
E. Wakai (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute), N. Hashimoto (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory), K. Shiba, and Y. Miwa (JAERI), and J. P. Robertson and R. L. Klueh (Oak
Ridge National Laboratory) 161

Swelling of reduced-activation F82H-std and F82H steels doped with natural boron
(31 1 appm), isotope ’06 (325 appm), 1.35 at% ‘Ni, and 1.31 at% %4 irradiated at
300 and 400”C to 52 dpa in the HFIR have been examined by TEM. The swelling of
F82H-std irradiated at 400°C to 52 dpa is about 0.6% and the natural B and ’06
doped F82H steels is about 0.9 and 1.1%, respectively. In the ‘Ni and ‘Ni doped
F82H steels, swelling is 0.02 and O%, respectively, even though the 5*Ni-doped

specimen has the highest helium production. Large cavities in the F82H-std are
observed in the matrix but not observed near many lath boundaries, while in the ‘OB
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doped specimens, cavities are formed even near lath boundaries. While the cavities
formed at 300°C to 52 dpa are observed in only F82H+ ‘OB and F82H+ ‘Ni steels,
the swelling value is insignificant. The number densities of dislocation loops formed
in these steels at 300°C to 52 dpa are very high (i.e., on the order of 1@2m<), and at
400”C to 52 dpa the number densities are very low (i.e., on the order of 1020 m“3). A
high density of precipitates is formed in the matrix of the Ni-doped F82H steels. The
low swelling of Ni-doped specimens at 400”C of 52 dpa may be caused by the
formation of a high density of precipitates.

3.8 MICROSTRUCTURE OF ISOTONICALLY-TAILORED F82H AND HT9 IRRADIATED
AT 400”C IN HFIR – N. Hashimoto, J. P. Robertson, A. F. Rowcliffe (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Y. Miwa and K. Shiba (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute) 170

Microstructure of reduced-activation ferritic/martensitic steels, F82H (8Cr-2W-0.2V-
0.04Ta), 8Cr-2WVTa doped with 58Ni, HT9 (12Cr-1 MoVW) and HT9 doped with ‘Ni,
irradiated at 400°C to 7 dpa in the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR), were
investigated by transmission electron microscopy. Cavities were observed in the
standard F82H (f82H-std.) and 8 Cr-2WVTa-WNi, but not in the standard HT9 (HT9-
std.) and HT9-%Ni alloys. The irradiation induced aO<l00> and (aJ2)<l 11> type
dislocation loops in all alloys; the number density and the mean diameter of
(a02)-=111> type loops were lower and smaller than that of a.<1 00> type loops.
Also, there is a tendency that the number density of loops in the F82H and 8Cr-
2WVTa-=Ni alloys were lower than those in the HT9 alloys.

3.9 SWELLING OF F82H IRRADIATED AT 673 K TO 7 dpa in HFIR – Y. Miwa, E. Wakai,
K. Shiba (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute), N. Hashimoto, J. P. Robertson,
and A. F. Rowcliffe (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 175

A reduced activation ferritic/martensitic steel F82H (F82H-std) and a heat with the
addition of isotope ‘OB (F82H+’OB) were irradiated at 673 K to 7 and 51 dpa in HFIR.
The swelling behavior of these alloys was examined by transmission electron
microscopy. In the F82H-std irradiated to 7 dpa, small cavities (-8 nm in dia) were
observed in lath cells, but not on the interfaces of lath boundaries or precipitates.
The cavity number density (NC)was about 4 x 102’ m-3. The swelling was about 0.2%.
In the F82H+’OB irradiated to 7 dpa, smaller cavities (-5 nm in dia) were observed in
lath cells, and some cavities occurred on the interfaces of lath boundaries or small
precipitates. The NCwas about 1.5 x 10Z m-s, and the swelling was about 0.2Y0. In
the F82H std irradiated to 51 dpa, large and small cavities were observed in lath cells,
but not on the interfaces of lath boundaries or precipitates. The NCwas about 1 x
102’ m-3, and the swelling was about 0.6’?4..

4.0 COPPER ALLOYS AND HIGH HEAT FLUX MATERIALS 183

4.1 TEMPERATURE AND STRAIN RATE EFFECTS IN SOLUTION ANNEALED CuCrZr –
D. J. Edwards (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory) 185

Previous reports presented the effects of strain rate and test temperature on the
tensile properties of GlidCopTM A125 and Hycon 3HPTM tested in air. The present
report summarizes the results of a similar set of tests on solution annealed (SA)
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CuCrZr. The SA CuCrZr proved to have only a slight dependence on test
temperature up to 350°C in comparison to the other alloys tested in this series.
Tests conducted at 450”C, irrespective of the strain rate used, produced a low level
of precipitate aging in the solution annealed alloy that masked any potential effect of
strain rate and test temperature. For a given strain rate the yield and ultimate

strength decreased slightly up to 350”C, then increased significantly at 450°C as the
aging began. The uniform and total elongation both decreased steadily as the test
temperature was increased to 450°C. The reduction in area was less sensitive to
temperature up to 250°C, then decreased steadily up to 450”C. In general the
tensile results showed little dependence on strain rate with the exception that the
reduction in area was somewhat higher at the two highest strain rates (1.5 x 10-’ and
1.5 s-’) when tested at 350 and 450°C, which may be a consequence to the age

hardening. Failure mode in the material appeared ductile throughout the range of
strain rate and test temperatures.

5.0 AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS 195

5.1 MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF COLD-WORKED AUSTENITIC STAINLESS

STEELS IRRADIATED TO 17 dpa IN SPECTRALLY TAILORED EXPERIMENTS OF
THE ORR AND HFIR AT 400°C – E. Wakai (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute),
N. Hashimoto and J. P. Robertson (Oak Ridge National Laborato~), and T. Sawai and
A. Hishinuma (JAERI) 197

The microstructural evolution of cold-worked JPCA, 316R, C, K steels irradiated at
400°C in spectrally tailored experiments of the ORR and HFIR was investigated. The
helium generation rates were about 12-16 appm He/dpa on the average up to 17.3
dpa. The number density and average diameter of dislocation loops in the steels
had ranges of 3 x 102’ to 8 x 102’ m< and 14.4 to 23.7 nm, respectively. Carbides
were formed in all steels by the irradiation, and the number density and average
diameter had ranges of 2 x 102’ to 1 x 1022m-3 and 3.4 to 17.7 nm, respectively. The
number density and root mean cube of radius for cavities were 6 x 102’ to 2 x 10n m-
3, and 1.2 to 2.4 nm, respectively, in these steels, and the swelling was 0.007 to
0.1 % in these steels. JPCA-CW which has the lowest swelling shows the highest
number density of carbides, while K-CW which has the highest swelling shows the
lowest density of carbides.

6.0 INSULATING CERAMICS AND OPTICAL MATERIALS 203

6.1 EFFECT OF LOW TEMPERATURE ION IRRADIATION ON THE MICROSTRUCTURE

OF NITRIDE CERAMICS – S. J. Zinkle, L. L. Snead, W. S. Eatherly, J. W. Jones,
and D. K. Hensley (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 205

Cross-section transmission electron microscopy was used to investigate the
microstructure of polycrystalline silicon nitride (Si3N4) and aluminum nitride (AIN)
following 2 MeV Si ion irradiation at 80 and 400 K up to a fluence of 4 x 1&’ ions/m2
(maximum damage of -10 displacements per atom, dpa). A buried amorphous band
was observed at both temperatures in Si3Nd in the region corresponding to the
peaks in the implanted ion and displacement damage. From a comparison of Si3NA

specimens irradiated at different fluences, it is concluded that the amorphization is
primarily controlled by the implanted Si concentration rather than the displacement
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damage level. Si3N4 amorphization did not occur in regions well-separated from the
implanted ions for doses up to at least 3 dpa at 80 K, whereas amorphization
occurred in the ion implanted region (calculated Si concentration >0.01 at.%) for
damage levels as low as -0.6 dpa. The volumetric swelling associated with the
amorphization of Si~Nd is <107.. Amorphization was not observed in any of the
irradiated AIN specimens. A moderate density of small (-3 nm) defect clusters were
observed in the c~stalline damaged regions of both the Si3N4 and AIN specimens
at both irradiation temperatures. Aligned network dislocations were also observed in
the AIN specimen irradiated to high dose at 80 K.

6.2 PHONON SCAITERING RATE AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVl_W REDUCTION DUE
TO DISLOCATION LOOPS IN ALUMINA-D. P. White (Oak Ridge National

Laboratory and Merrimack College) 212

The phonon scattering rate due to dislocation loops has been calculated. The
dislocation loops are modeled as plate-like inclusions in the lattice. Using the
calculated value of the phonon scattering relaxation time the reduction in the lattice

thermal conductivity is estimated. It is found that for characteristic values of loop size
and number density in irradiated alumina dislocation loops will produce a fractional
reduction in the thermal conductivity of approximately 33 percent, assuming this is
the only scattering mechanism other than intrinsic scattering.

7.0 SOLID BREEDING MATERIALS 217

No contributions.

8.0 RADIATION EFFECTS, MECHANISTIC STUDIES, AND
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 219

8.1 DEVELOPMENT OF SUPERPOSITION RULES FOR HARDENING IN ALLOYS
CONTAINING MULTIPLE DEFECT POPULATIONS – G. R. Odette, G. E. Lucas,

G. Tedeski, and B. D. Wirth (University of California, Santa Barbara) 221

In this study extensive computer simulations were carried out to calculate the yield
strengths arising from the presence of two defect populations. The motion of an
individual dislocation through a random obstacle field containing varying ratios of
obstacles with two different barrier strengths (strong and weak) was computed
based on equilibrium bowing of dislocation segments between adjacent obstacles.
Yield stress was determined as the minimum stress necessary for the dislocation to
successfully traverse the obstacle field. The results show that the superposition law
is neither linear nor root sum square, but can be approximately represented by a
superposition weighting parameter that is a simple analytical function of the
individual strong and weak barrier strengths. Illustrations of the implications of this
law are provided.

8.2 MECHANISMS OF PLASTIC AND FRACTURE INSTABILITIES OF FUSION
STRUCTURAL MATERIALS - N. M. Ghoniem (University of California, Santa Barbara) 227

The main thrust of the current modeling effort is to identify the mechanisms which
lead to localization of plastic deformation, the accelerated cavitation at grain
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8,3

8.4

8.5

boundaries, the detrimental influence of helium transmutations, and the loss of
ductile crack propagation in irradiated materials. We report here our initial research
findings on the problem of accumulation of nano-scale prismatic defect clusters in
the vicinity of dislocations. Under irradiation conditions, small defect clusters are
produced in collision cascades. These mobile clusters interact with dislocations

hindering its motion. Thus, radiation hardening takes place as a result of these
interactions. However, it is shown here that once these nano-phase clusters
approach dislocations, they may be trapped in their elastic strain fields. Trapping is
shown to occur by elastic interactions within a zone of 10 nm in bcc Fe, and 20 nm in
fcc Cu at RT. If the local stress (i.e. applied plus internal) is high, clusters are
absorbed in the core of grown-in dislocations as a result of unbalanced moments,
providing sufficient energy for rotation of their Burgers vectors in a zone of 2-3 nm in
Fe. Near the dislocation core, sessile defect clusters in Cu are shown to convert to a
glissile configuration.

EVALUATIONOF FRACTURETOUGHNESS,CONSTRAINTAND SIZE EFFECTS
FROM CRITICAL CRACK TIP OPENING MEASUREMENTS USING CONFOCAL
MICROSCOPY AND FRACTURE RECONSTRUCTION METHODS - G. R. Odette,
G. E. Lucas, K. Edsinger, E. Donahue, and H. Rathbun (University of California,
Santa Barbara) 243

This work demonstrates the use of confocal microscopy and fracture reconstruction
methods to measure the critical crack tip opening displacement for several candidate
fusion reactor structural materials - including both tempered martensitic steels and
V-4Cr-4Ti - as well as other alloys for a variety of testing conditions and specimen
sizes and configurations. Extensions of the method to regimes that deviate from
small scale yielding, including stable crack growth and small specimens, based on
local measures of toughness combined with simulations of crack tip fields are also
described.

COMPARISON OF SWELLING AND IRRADIATION CREEP BEHAVIOR OF FCC-
AUSTENITIC AND BCC-FERRITIC/MARTENSiTiC ALLOYS AT HIGH NEUTRON
EXPOSURE - F. A. Garner (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), M. B. Toloczko
(Washington State University), and B. H. Sencer (New Mexico Tech) 252

Extended Abstract

PROGRESS ON THE INTEGRATED FOCUS ON FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES -

VANADIUM INITIATIVE - H. L. Heinisch (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory) 254

IFFS-VI was initiated at the JUPITER Workshop on Theory and Modeling for Fusion
Materials held October 30, 1997, during ICFRM-8 in Sendai, Japan. The original
initiative is described, participants and collaborations are identified, and recent

progress and future plans are discussed.
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8.6 SIMULATION OF DAMAGE EVOLUTION AND ACCUMULATION IN VANADIUM -
E. Alonso, M.-J. Caturla, T. Diaz de la Rubia (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
and J.M. Perlado” “(lnstituto de Fusion Nuclear, Jose Gutierrez Abascal, 2 E.T.S.I.L) 259

Energetic atoms which have been knocked off their lattice sites by neutron or ion
irradiation leave a trail of vacancies and interstitial in their wake. Most of these
defects recombine or cluster within their own collision cascade. Some fraction,
however, escape to become freely migrating defects (FMD) in the bulk of the
material. The interaction of FMD with the microstructure has long been linked to
changes in the macroscopic propetiies of materials under irradiation. We calculate
the fraction of FMD in pure vanadium for a wide range of temperatures and primary
knock-on atom (PKA) energies. The collision cascade database is obtained from
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with an embedded atom method (EAM)
potential. The actual FMD calculation is carried out by a kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC)
code with a set of parameters extracted either from the experimental literature or
from MD simulations. We take two different approaches to the problem and compare
them. The first consists of an idealized simulation for single cascades. Annealing
each cascade at different temperatures allows the mobile species to escape and
account for FMD. The second analyzes bulk diffusion and damage accumulation in a
specimen irradiated at a low dose rate in the presence of impurities, in order to mimic
experimental conditions. At the temperature studied, beginning of stage V, we
observe that only vacancies are free to move whereas most interstitial are stopped

by impurities. The fraction of FMD obtained is 11% for high purity vanadium, which is
in good agreement with the figures reported in literature. We also analyze the role of
impurities in damage accumulation.

8.7 KINETIC MONTE CARLO STUDIES OF THE EFFECTS OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL
GLIDE ON THE REACTION KINETICS OF INTERSTITIAL CLUSTERS-H. L. Heinisch
(Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), B. N. Singh (Risa National Laboratory),
and S. 1.Golubov (Institute of Physics and Power Engineering) 271

Extended abstract.

9.0 DOSIMETRY, DAMAGE PARAMETERS, AND ACTIVATION
CALCULATIONS 275

No contributions.

10.0 MATERIALS ENGINEERING AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 277

10.1 MATERIALS INPUT FOR THE ARIES-ST DESIGN PROGRAM -M. C. Billone
(Argonne National Laboratory) 279

The ARIES-ST design incorporates a number of materials for which data and design
criteria are required. The materials input includes the present status of the materials
database, as well as progress in fabrication techniques and materials development
which can be reasonably achieved over the next 25-50 years. During the past year,
input was provided for the copper alloys considered for the electrically-conducting
center post, the aluminum alloys proposed for the toroidal field return outer shell,
the ferritic steels (low-activation and ODS) to be used as first-wall and blanket
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structural material, the compatibility between the slow-flowing Pb-Li breeder and the
SiC thermal barrier and the ferritic steel structural material, and the tungsten selected
for both the plasma-facing divertor material and the divertor coolant pipes. Some
guidance was also provided with regard to fabrication and joining techniques. The
level of detail provided with regard to the database and design guidelines for the
various components depended on the functional importance of the component and
the status of the database.

11,0 IRRADIATION FACILITIES, TEST MATRICES, AND EXPERIMENTAL
METHODS 283

11.1 ACCELERATED HELIUM PRODUCTION IN Fe-54 DOPED ALLOYS -
MEASUREMENTS AND CALCULATIONS FOR THE FIST (FERRITIC ISOTOPIC
TAILORING) EXPERIMENT – L. R. Greenwood, B. M. Oliver, D. S. Genes (Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory), S. Ohnuki (Hokkaido University), K. Shiba (JAERI),
Y. Kohno (University of Tokyo), A. Kohyama (Kyoto University), and J. P. Robertson
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 285

Iron alloys enriched in Fe-54 were irradiated in the High Flux Isotopes Reactor
(HFIR). Measurements and calculations have been performed to demonstrate and
to predict the accelerated helium production due to higher fast and/or thermal
neutron cross sections for helium-producing reactions on the iron isotopes of Fe-54
and Fe-55. A heliutidpa ratio of 2.3 was achieved for a 1.25-year irradiation.

11.2 MODULATED-BEAM MASS SPECTROMETRY SYSTEM FOR THE DETERMINATION
OF LOW LEVELS OF HYDROGEN IN IRRADIATED MATERIALS – B. M. Oliver,
J. A. Abrefah, F. A. Garner (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), and A. Kumar
(University of Missouri, Rolls) 291

A high-sensitivity analysis system has been developed for the measurement of
hydrogen in solid materials. The system is based on a low-volume hot crucible

hydrogen extraction furnace in combination with a modulated-beam quadruple

mass spectrometer detector system. Calibration of the system is conducted using a
commercially available hydrogen leak source attached to the detector volume input
line. Initial tests on the system using 5 to 10 mg sized specimens cut from a
hydrogen-containing steel standard of 5.2 * 0.3 wppm gave an average
concentration of 5.8 * 0.2 wppm. The ultimate system detection limit is currently -5
x 10’4 atoms, or -5 appm for a 10 mg specimen. Future work will now involve
analysis of a number of irradiated materials from various fission and fusion research
programs.

11.3 CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE FUSION-2 EXPERIMENT FOR IRRADIATION
TESTING OF VANADIUM ALLOYS IN A LITHIUM ENVIRONMENT AT 500-700”C IN
THE BOR-60 REACTOR-V. Kazakov, V. Chakin, V. Efimov, V. Petukhov,
A. Tuktabiev, P. Gabiev (Research Institute of Atomic Reactors), H. Tsai, T. S. Bray,
D. L. Smith (Argonne National Laboratory), and A. Rowcliffe (Oak Ridge Nationall
Laboratory) 296

The specific requirements of this task were to complete the conceptual designs of
irradiation capsules to a neutron dose of approximately 20 dpa in BOR-60. The
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specimen matrix will include sheet tensile, compact tension, bend bars, irradiation

creep tubes, and TEM disks. The irradiation temperatures will be approximately 500,
550, 600, and 650”C; the temperature changes related to changes in reactor
operating conditions are to be minimized; and all specimens are to be encapsulated
in lithium. In addition, the possibility of a multi-temperature assembly and
reconstitution of assemblies was assessed.

11.4 PROGRESS REPORT ON THE OPERATION OF THE VARYING TEMPERATURE
EXPERIMENT (HFIR-MFE-RB-I 3J) - A. L. Quails (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
and T. Muroga (National Institute for Fusion Science) 302

Irradiation of the HFIR-MFE-RB-13J irradiation experiment began during this
reporting period. Four cycles of operation were completed and the fifth cycle began
during the reporting period. While the operating temperatures of the experiment are
slightly higher than anticipated, control of the experiment has worked as expected
including temperature control during reactor startup.

11.5 OPERATING HISTORY OF THE HFIR-MFE-RB-1 lJ AND -12J (P3-2 AND P3-3)
EXPERIMENTS - K. E. Lenox and M. L. Grossbeck (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 307

The HFIR MFE-RB-11 J and -12J experiments are being conducted under the
auspices of the Japanese Monbusho, the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
(JAER), and the U.S. Fusion Energy Sciences Program. The irradiation of the
experiments was completed in July of 1998, and the disassembly of the
experiments is scheduled to be complete in early 1999. The operating history of

both experiments, including the operating temperatures of the specimens, is
discussed.

11.6 AS-BUILT CONDITION AND OPERATING HISTORY OF THE U.S./JAERl HFIR
MFE-RB-1 OJ CAPSULE – K. E. Lenox and J. P. Robertson (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory) 324

The HFIR-MFE-RB-1 OJ experiment is being conducted under the auspices of the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)/Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI)
Collaborative Testing Program. The final specimen loading lists, operating
constraints, and operating history of the experiment are discussed. The experiment
has undergone approximately ten (1O) days of irradiation, but has been removed
from HFIR due to the development of a leak in the primary containment vessel. The
associated europium liner has also been removed. Efforts are underway to apply for
approval to continue the irradiation of the RB-1 OJ experiment as soon as possible.

11.7 STATUS OF DOE/JAERl COLLABORATIVE PROGRAM PHASE II AND PHASE Ill
CAPSULES - J. P. Robertson, K.E. Lenox (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), and
Y. Miwa (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute) 334

Significant progress continues to be made in the post-irradiation examinations (PIE)
of the specimens from the DOE ORNUJAERI collaborative capsules and in the
design and fabrication of additional capsules. This report serves as a summary of the
irradiation parameters for the capsules and the Fusion Materials progress reports
related to the design, loading, operation, and dosimetry.
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11.8 SCHEDULE AND STATUS OF IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTS – A. F. Rowcliffe
and J. P. Robertson (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) 337

The current status of reactor irradiation experiments is presented in tables

summarizing the experimental objectives, conditions, and schedule.

11.9 PROGRESS REPORT ON THE TRIST-TC1 EXPERIMENT – A. L. Quails, L. L. Snead,

S. J. Zinkle, W. S. Eatherly, R.G. Sitterson, and D.W. Sparks (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory), R. Yamada (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute), and Y. Katoh
(Kyoto University, Institute of Advanced Energy) 345

Fabrication of the experiment began during this reporting period. Forly specimens,
in addition to eight heat generation measurement standards, were cut to size and
brazed into twenty-four specimen pads. The specimen pads were assembled into
three temperature zones comprising the experimental region of the capsule.
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TENSILE PROPERTIES OF 832665 AND 832864 HEATS OF V4CrJ17 ALLOY AT HIGH
TEMPERATURES*” - H. Tsai, L. J. Nowicki, T. S. Bray, M. C. Billone, D. L. Smith (Argonne National
Laboratory) and W. R. Johnson (General Atomics)

Summary

To explore the upper operating limit of vanadium-base alloys, SS-3 tensile specimens were prepared
from the 832665 and 832864 heats of V-4Cr-4Ti alloy and tested at temperatures between 600 and
800°C. The results showed the behavior of the two heats to be similar (with the 832864 heat being
slightly weaker) and the reduction of strengths with temperature insignificant at least up to 750”C.
Ductility for both materials is good in the test temperature range. These findings are largely
consistent with previously reported results on these two heats.

Objective

The objective of this task is to determine the high-temperature tensile properties of the 832665 and
832864 heats of V-4Cr-4Ti alloys. The 832665 heat[l] is the “500-kg” heat procured by the U.S.
DOE and the 832864 heat[2] is the “1200-kg” heat procured by General Atomics (GA) for the DIII-D
radiative divertor upgrade[3].

Background

Susceptibility of vanadium-base alloys to low-temperature embrittlement[4,5,6] during neutron
irradiation may limit the application of these alloys in low-temperature (-=400”C) regimes. To extend

the service window, it is necessary to assess the performance of the materials in the high-
temperature end, i.e., in the =700-800”C range. While the performance at high-temperature may be
limited by many factors, including helium effects and creep, adequate tensile properties remain an
important consideration.

The tensile properties for the GAs 832864 heat have been measured up to 380”C[7]. Those for the
832665 heat have been measured to 700°C and recently to 800”C[8,9].

Test Specimens

The test specimens for this study were prepared from the 832665 and 832864 heats of V-4Cr-4Ti
alloys. The compositions of the two heats are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the two alloys investigated

Heat Ingot Nom. Composition Interstitial Content (wppm)
Number Size (kg) (wt.%) o N c Si
832665 500 V-3.8 Cr-3.9Ti 310 85 80 780
832864 1200 V-3.8Cr-3.8Tl 370 120 30 270

The specimens had nominal gauge dimensions of 0.76 (t) x 1.52 (w) x 7.6 (1) mm. The
longitudinal direction was parallel to the final rolling direction of the sheets. The 832665
specimens were cut by electric-discharge machining (EDM) from a cold-rolled sheet with the
appropriate thickness. For the 832864 heat, as sheets of the required thickness were not
available, EDM was used to slice sheets of the correct thickness from a 4.8-mm-thick plate and
then prepare the specimens from the sliced sheets. This method avoided rolling of the plate, thus

*Work supportedby U.S. Department of Energy, Office of FusionEnergy Research, underContractW31-109-Eng-38.
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preserving the plate’s as-rolled microstructure. (4.8-mm-thick plate is a major product form for the

DIII-D application.)

After the machining, all specimens were held in a Ti boat and annealed at 10OO°C for 1 h in a
vacuum better than 10-7 torr.

Experimental Procedure

The tests were performed with the specimens and the test train contained in a quartz tube purged
with high-purity argon. An impurity getter made of Ti foil was used to protect the specimen at
temperature. Heating was achieved with a radiant furnace and the specimen temperature was
indirectly measured with a thermocouple attached to the lower specimen grip. As no
extensometer was used, gauge section extension was determined from the crosshead
displacement after the slack in the grip and the deformation of the load frame were subtracted.
The strain rate for all tests was 1.09 x 10-3/s, except one, which was conducted at 1.09 x 104/s to
investigate strain-rate effects.

Results and Discussion

The results of our tests are summarized in Table 2. For both materials, in the 600-800°C-test
range, the maximum strength appears to occur at 700”C. All specimens display substantial
ductility, with uniform elongation ranging from 7.4 to 12.3% and total elongation from 15.2 to
20.9%. In comparison, as has been seen before in lower-temperature tests[7], the 832864 heat
appears to be slightly weaker than the 832665 heat. Not unexpectedly, the 832864 heat exhibits
slightly greater ductility. Serrations in the load curve, due to dynamic strain aging, were observed
in both materials only at 600”C. At higher test temperatures, serrations could not be identified.
Strain-rate effects at 750”C appear to be slight.

Our results exhibit fairly good agreement against previously reported tensile data, as shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. The overall database indicates that degradation of the tensile properties due to
high temperatures appears not to be an issue, at least at temperature up to =750”C.

Table 2. Summary results of the high-temperature tensile tests

Heat/ Specimen Test Strain Rate 0.2% 0s UTS
Material No. Temp.(°C) (s-’) YS (MPa) (MPa) (:/: ;:)

832665 133 600 1.09 x 10-3 227 413 9.8 18.6

(V-4Cr-4Ti) 134 700 1.09 x 10-3 238 428 10.6 17.3

135 750 1.09 x 10-3 233 395 9.6 18.4

137 750 1.09 X104 230 401 7.4 15.8

136 800 1.09 x 10-3 217 357 7.8 15.2

832864 114 600 1.09 X104 199 382 10.0 18.7

(V4Cr-4Ti) 115 700 1.09 x 10-3 223 398 12.3 20.9

116 750 1.09 x 10-3 174 388 11.5 16.3

117 800 1.09 x 10-3 173 350 10.5 16.3

Future Activities

The fracture surface of the specimens will be examined with scanning electron microscopy to
delineate the fracture mode and to determine areal reduction.
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BIAXIAL THERMAL CREEP OF V-4Cr-4Ti AT 700”C AND 800”C - R. J. Kurtz and M. L.
Hamilton (Pacific NorthwestNationalLaboratory)”

OBJECTIVE

To determine the biaxial thermal creep characteristics of V-4Cr-4Ti over the temperature
range 600 to 800°C at realistic stresses for comparison with uniaxial creep tests and
irradiation creep experiments.

SUMMARY

A study of the thermal creep properties of V-4Cr-411 is being performed using pressurized
tube specimens. Creep tubes nominally 4.572 mm OD and 0.254 mm wall thickness were
pressurized with high-purity helium gas to mid-wall effective stress levels below the uniaxial
yield strength at the test temperature of interest. Specimens are being heated to 700 and
800”C in an ultra-high vacuum furnace and held at temperature for specific time intervals.
Periodically the specimens are removed to measure the change in OD with a high-precision
laser profilometer. Initial results show that creep rates at 800°C are substantially greater
than at 700”C.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Vanadium-base alloys are attractive candidate materials for fusion first-wall/blanket
structural materials, in part, because of their potentially high service temperatures.
Information on the timedependent, high-temperature deformation properties of vanadium
and vanadium alloys is limited, and within the existing data base there are uncertainties
which may have influenced the results such as the interstitial impurity content of test
specimens and vacuum quality. Because of this paucity of data it is a priority for the U.S.
Advanced Materials Program to characterize the creep and creep rupture properties of the
reference vanadium alloy V-4Cr-4TL

To develop a suitable test matrix, the pertinent data on thermal creep of pure vanadium and
vanadium alloys was collected and summarized [1-8]. Wheeler, et al. [1] determined the
secondary creep rate of pure polycrystalline vanadium over the temperature range from 477
to 1600”C. Their results showed that the activation energy for creep increased linearly from
234 to 507 kJ/mole as the stress decreased from 147 MPa to 2.5 MPa. The activation
energy for creep was seen to be larger than that for selfdiffusion at any given temperature.

A fifth power dependence of the minimum creep rate on applied stress was found when the
ratio of strain rate to diffusivity was less than 109 cm‘2. Above this ratio a stronger stress
dependence was observed. Figure 1 presents a graph of the stress dependence of the
minimum creep rate for pure vanadium over the temperature range of 600 to 850”C. The

650 and 800”C data in Figure 1 were generated by Shirra [2]. Note the stress exponent is
about 11.3 at stresses above 40 MPa but drops to 6.2 at stress levels below 30 MPa.

●Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) is operated for the U.S. Department of
Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under contract DE-AC06-76RL0-1830.
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Figure 1. Stress dependence of the minimum creep rate of pure vanadium.

The stress dependence of the secondary creep rate for V-Ti alloys is similar to that for pure
vanadium [3-6]. The available data suggests that for TI concentrations around 5 w/o,
temperatures in the 650 to 700”C range, and stress levels above about 200 MPa the stress
exponent is around 11. The stress exponent decreased to values between 2 and 6 for
specimens with higher Ti content and tested at higher temperatures and lower stresses.
Higher titanium levels have been observed to increase the secondary creep rate.

The creep behavior of V-Cr-Ti alloys tested between 600 and 800”C is plotted in Figure 2
[7,8]. The Ti concentration was about 4 to 5 w/o while the Cr concentration ranged from 4 to
15 w/o. The creep resistance of V-Cr-11 alloys appears to increase with increasing Cr level,
although this observation is not unequivocal. The stress exponent is between 10 and 11 for
the bulk of these data. It should be noted that all of the creep data shown in Figure 2 was “
generated at stress levels greater than 200 MPa. Recentfy summarized tensile property
data for V-4Cr-4Ti [9-11] shows that stresses of this magnitude are very close to the yield
strength at temperatures between 300 and 700°C. Furthermore, a preliminary design
analysis for V-4 Cr-4Ti using the procedures given in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code and the ITER Interim Structural Design Criteria indicates that the primary membrane
stress limit in the temperature range of 500 to 700°C is about 110 MPa [12]. Thus, the initial
test matrix was selected to explore the thermal creep properties of V-4Cr-4Ti at stress levels
bounding the conditions that a vanadium first-wall structural material might experience.
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Figure 2. Stress dependence of the minimum creep rate of V-Cr-Ti alloys between
600-800”C.

Table 1 lists the temperatures and mid-wall hoop stress levels planned for the initial series of
experiments. Since the ratio of inner radius to wall thickness for our creep tubes is less than
10, it is more appropriate to calculate tube stresses using the expressions for a thick-wall
cylinder rather than the approximate thin-wall equations. The mid-wall hoop stresses given
in Table 1 were obtained from

(1)

where ROis the outer radius, Ri is the inner radius, p is the internal pressure at the test
temperature and R~ is the mid-wall radius. As highlighted in Table 1 by bold italicized

entries the first tests will focus on the 700 and 800”C temperaturessince these should be
completed in the shortest time. It should be noted the stress levels and test temperatures
may be revised and updated to reflect early results.

tal Pr_

Sections of V-4Cr-4Ti tubing with a nominal 4.572 mm OD, 0.254 mm wall thickness and
-45Y0 cold work level were obtained from Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) for fabricating
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Table 1. Planned matrix for biaxial thermal creep experiments. Italicized values represent
specimens tested during the first campaign.

Test Temp., ‘C Mid-Wall Hoop Stress, MPa

600 ‘ 100 150 175 200 225 250
700 75 100 125 150 175 200
800 25 50 75 100 125 150

creep specimens. Figure 3 shows a sketch of the specimen geometry including end-caps.
Details of the tubing fabrication have been reported previously [13]. Specimen blanks 25.4
mm long were cut from the tubing and measurements of the ID and OD were performed at
two axial locations (x/L = 1/3 and 2/3) and at 45° azimuthal intervals prior to cleaning.
Specimen blanks and end-caps were then prepared for welding by cleaning in accordance
with modified ANL Procedure IPS-181 -00-00. The modifications to this procedure included a
somewhat shorter exposure to the pickling solution (-3 min.) and deletion of the oven drying
step. Following cleaning, specimen thickness was measured using a metallurgical
microscope at eight equally spaced azimuthal locations around each tube end. Five TEM
disks punched from pure titanium foil were inserted into each specimen and end-caps were
electron-beam welded to the tubes. Following end-cap welding the specimens were loosely
wrapped with titanium foil and annealed in a vacuum (s107 torr) at 1000”C for 1 h. After
heat treatment specimen ODS were re-measured using a laser profilometer. The sensitivity
of the laser profilometer is *5x1& mm which translates to a strain measurement sensitivity
of about *0.01%. The diameter measurements were made at five axial locations (x/t of 0.1,
0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9). Specimens were then filled with 99.999% purity helium gas to the
desired pressure and sealed by laser welding. Fill pressures were determined with a
computer code that accounted for the thermal expansion of the tubing and compressibility of
the helium fill gas at the test temperature of interest. The specimen OD was again
measured using the laser profilometer to determine the elastic diametral displacements for
each tube. Table 2 summarizesthe pre-fill dimensional measurementsfor each specimen
currentlyunder test alongwith the fill pressuresand mid-wallhoop stresses.

4.084 mm
4.572 mm

lF

Figure 3. Sketch of creep tube specimen geometry.
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Table 2. Unpressurized creep tube dimensions, fill pressures and mid-wall hoop stress
levels.

E
Test

Tern . ‘C
700

800

Specimen Specimen Specimen Fill Mid-Wall Hoop
Code OD, mm Wall, mm Press., MPa Stress, MPa
AR11 4.5674 0.2601 2.896 72.5
AR12 4.5662 0.2532 3.909 99.9
ARI 3 4.5672 0.2456 4.937 129.6
AR14 4.5657 0.2499 5.930 151.9
AR15 4.5659 0.2553 6.964 173.4
AR16 I 4.5684 I 0.2477 I 2.654 I 77.3
AR17 4.5667 0.2507 3.571 101.2
AR18 4.5664 0.2461 I 4.482 I 128.7

AR19 4.5667 0.2543 5.419 149.4

Prior to insertion into the vacuum furnace each specimen was loosely wrapped with titanium

foil to provide additional protection against oxygen pickup during the experiment. Initially
tube diameters were measured weekly until it was apparent that longer intervals could lx)
tolerated. Testing will be conducted for several months to permit measurement of secondaty
creep rates and in some cases the time to failure. Two tube sections without end-caps were
also included with the pressurized specimens at each test temperature to enable periodic
assaysfor oxygenpickup.

Tube diameters were measured as a function of time using the same equipment, procedures
and personnel as before test. Tables 3 and 4 give the time dependence of the specimen
diameter and effective mid-wall creep strains for the 700 and 800”C test temperatures,
respectively. To preclude end effects only the middle three measurements along the length
of the tube were used to compute the average diametral strain. For failed specimens the
creep strain is based on the diameter measurement taken nearest to the failure location.
Creep strains were calculated from the total measured strain minus the elastic contribution.
Conversion from outer diameter strain to mid-wall strain was done using the expression
derived by Gilbert and Blackburn [14]. it should be noted the conversion factor is only a
constant for very small strain levels. The conversion factor decreases with increasing strain.
The Gilbert and Blackburn expressions were evaluated numerically to give values of the
conversionfactor up to diametralstrains of 0.3. The resultsare plotted in Figure 4. Mid-wall
hoop strains were converted to effective strains by

&e=+&, (2)

where s,,is the effectivemid-wallcreep strain and chis the mid-wall hoop strain. me resuits
in Tables 3 and 4 are plotted in Figures 5 and 6. Effective mid-wall stresses obtained from
the Von Mises distortion energy criterion are presented in Figures 5 and 6 rather than the
mid-wall hoop stresses. The principal stresses inserted into the Von Mises equation were
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the appropriate expressions for stress in a thick-wall, closed end cylinder. The ratio of mid-
wall effective stress to mid-wall hoopstress is given by

(3)

where a. is the effective mid-wall stress and all other variables are the same as above.

Figure 4.

1.130 , , a I , , I , , , , I , , , I , I # , ,
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z
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Diarnetral Strain, ‘%.

Ratio of mid-wall hoop strain to diametral strain as a function of diametral strain.

Table 3. Time dependence of specimen diameter and effective mid-wail creep strain for
700”C tests.

Time, I AR11 I AR12 I AR13 AR14 I AR15 I
1 ,, I ““ 1 % 1 .Ih I nn* I - ●* I qD

‘% OD % OD % OD %
o 4.5682 0.0000 4.5674 0.0000 4.5687 0.0000 4.5872 0.0000 4.5874 0.0000

188 4.5684 0.0072 4.5874 0.0000 4.5890 0.0072 4.5674 0.0072 4.5882 0.0217
242 4.5684 0.0072 4.5874 0.0000 4.5890 0.0072 4.5677 0.0145 4.5887 0.0361
357 4.5684 0.0072 4.56i7 0.0072 4.5890 0.0072 4.5882 0.0289 4.5702 0.0795
598 4.5684 0.0072 4.5682 0.0217 4.5692 0.0145 4.5892 0.0578 4.5748 0.2096
1375 4.5684 0.0072 4.5679 0.0145 4.5695 0.0217 4.5715 0.1229 4.5999 0.9246
1523 4.5684 0.0072 4.5674 0.0000 4.5700 0.0361 4.5720 0.1373 4.6124 1.2783
●Outer diameter in mm.
xxq _ effective mid-wali strain, 0/0
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Table 4. Time dependence of specimen diameter and effective mid-wall creep strain for
800°Ctests.

riTime, AR16 I AR17 I AR18
h OD* ~ ●* f)D E. OD LI % I

5 I 0.0000 I 4.5674 I 0.0000 I 4.50 ‘-4.5695 i679 0.0000

168 4.5705 0.0289 4.5697 1 0.0650 4.5730 0.1445
242 4.5707 0.0361 4.5715 0.1156 4.5898 0.6212
412 4.5735 0.1156 4.5959 0.8089 4.7724 5.7999
488 4.5758 0.1806 4.6213 1.5306 4.95C

. 1- 1, 1
D7 10.632 - -

578 4.5817 0.3466 4.6708 2.8363 5.4242 24.141 - -

727 4.5989 0.8375 4.7937 6.4173 - - - -
864 4.6228 1.5156 5.0013 12.290 - “ - -

1031 4.6622 2.6327 - - - - - -
1343 4.7615 5.4454 - - - - - -
1491 4.8204 7.1108 - - - - - -
1784 4.9525 10.635 - - - - - -

“Outerdiameterin mm.
**Q = effective mid-wall strain, YO
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$
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r 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 I I 1 I 1 , 1 I & t I I 1 I i I 1 r 1 I I i
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Figure5. Tme dependenceof effective mid-wallcreepstrainat 700°Cfor unirradiatedV-
4Cr-4Tl.
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Figure 6. Time dependence of effective mid-wall creep strain at 800”C for unirradiated V-
4Cr-4Ti.

It is apparent from the results to date that the creep rate at 800”C is considerably higher than
the creep rateat 700”C. For the three highest stresses at 800°C it appears that the
secondary creep regimewas very short in duration. Evenat the loweststressthe results
suggest the specimen is exhibiting tertiary rather than secondary creep. Only the highest
stress level for the 700°C tests exhibits measurable strain at this juncture. The other stress
levels may be too low to cause significant creep at this temperature. These tests will be
continued to give an adequate opportunity to accurately measure the secondary creep rate.
Significantly more testing is required before meaningful interpretation of the data can be
made and comparison of results with those obtained by other investigators.

FUTURE WORK

Considerable work remains to be done on the specimens which have failed at 800”C. We
plan to perform fractographic and microstructural analyses to determine deformation and
failure mechanisms. Chemical analyses are also planned to determine if oxygen pickup has
influenced the deformation behavior in anyway.
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IMPACT PROPERTIES OF
THE JFT-2MTOKAMAK -

GA’S 832864 HEAT OF V-4Cr41_i ALLOY AFTER EXPOSURE IN
H. Tsai (Argonne National Laboratov), W. R. Johnson, P. W. Trester

(General Atomics), S. Sengoku (Japan A{omic Energy Research lns~tute)

SUMMARY

Four Charpy impact specimens were received from General Atomics (GA) after they were exposed
in the tokamak environment of the JFT-2M. These specimens were prepared from the GAs 832864
heat of V-4Cr-4Ti material. The exposed specimens were impact tested at ANL using established
procedures. The results showed no appreciable degradation of impact properties of the material
from the JFT-2M exposure.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this task was to determine the impact properties of the 832864 heat specimens after

the exposure in the JFT-2M tokamak.

BACKGROUND

A long-term test has been. conducted in the JFT-2M tokamak fusion device to determine the
effects of environmental exposure on the mechanical and chemical behavior of a V-4 Cr-4Ti alloy.
Test specimens of the alloy were exposed in the outward divertor chamber of JFT-2M in a region
away from direct contact with the plasma, and were held in a fixture which contained a heater to
preheat the specimens to 300C prior to plasma discharges. During their nine-month residence in
JFT-2M, the specimens experienced exposure to air, low-pressure hydrogen and deuterium (=10-2
Pa), titanium (during vessel interior conditioning via sputtering of titanium by Ar ions with
magnetron-type RF discharges), and interaction with neutral high energy particles, including
metallic species, during 2,210 plasma shots and disruptions. The latter included approximately
200 lower-single-null divertor shots for which high energy particle fluxes to the test specimens
were significant, and a number of non-diverter disruptions and upper-single-null divertor shots for
which high energy particle fluxes to the test specimens were very low.

Similar specimens from a different heat of V-4Cr-4Ti alloy (Heat 832665) have been exposed to the
DIII-D tokamak environment. Results to date from those tests[l] indicate the absorption of
interstitial is limited to the very near surface, and that neither the strength nor the Charpy impact
properties of the alloy are significantly changed.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Test Specimens

The test specimens for this study were prepared from the 832864 heat[2] of V-4Cr-4Ti alloy. The
composition of the material is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the 832864 heat

Heat Ingot Nom. Composition Interstitial Content (wppm)

Number Size (kg) (wt.%) o N c Si

832864 12oo- V-3.8Cr-3.8Ti 370 120 30 270

The Charpy impact specimens were l/3-size, 3.3 mm (t) x 3.3 mm (w) x 25.4 mm (l), with a 30°,

*Work supportedby U.S. Departmentof Energy, Otice of Fusion Energy Research, under ContractW31-109-Eng-38.
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0.61-mm-deep, 0.08-mm-root radius machined notch. The notch
propagation direction) was perpendicular to the final rolling direction and

orientation (i.e., crack
into the thickness of the

plate. - This Charpy specimen” design is a de facto standard and has been used extensively in
previous fusion materials tests.

Test Procedure

The Charpy impact tests were conducted. in air with a Dynatup drop-weight tester following

established procedures. Specimen temperature during the impact test was measured with a
thermocouple spot-welded to the end of the specimen. For the above-ambient-temperature tests,
a hot-air blower was used to provide the heating. For the below-room-temperature tests, liquid
nitrogen was used to chill the specimens.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the Charpy tests are summarized in Table 2 and Fig. 1. From Fig. 1, which also
shows the baseline data for the 832864 [3] heat and other relevant data of the sibling 832665 heat,
it appears that the impact properties of the JFT-2M-exposed 832864 specimens are essentially

unchanged from the nonexposed baseline. The exposed material still possesses excellent impact
properties at temperatures as low as -150°C.

SEM fractographic examination of the tested specimens confirmed these positive findings. Even
at a low temperature of–150”C, the fracture was ductile tear. Only at -195”C, did the specimen
show brittle cleavage fracture. These results are shown in Fig. 2.

Table 2. Charpy impact properties of the 832864 specimens after the JFT-2M exposure

Spec. Test temperature Absorbed
G1 23 9.7
G2 -195 3.5
G3 -150 11.8
G4 200 9.9

18

16
I o

I ~ ~sz~~5.1“~.cfl~

i

A 832665.10M-C/2h
● 832665.11W“C/2h
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Fig. 1. Charpy impact properties of Heat 832864 specimens after the JFT-2M exposure
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-1 50”C

-1 95°C

Fig. 2. SEM fractography of the JFT-2M-exposed Charpy specimens showing ductile tear at -1 50°C
and brittle cleavage at–195”C.
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TENSILE PROPERTIES OF V-Cr-Ti ALLOYS A~ER EXPOSURE IN HYDROGEN-CONTAINING
ENVIRONMENTS*
K. Natesan and W. K. Soppet (Argonne National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objectives of this task are to (a) determine the hydrogen uptake of V-Cr-Ti alloys as a function of
temperature and partial pressure of hydrogen (pH2) in the exposure environment, (b) examine the
microstructural characteristics of surfaces and cross sections of the alloys after exposure,
(c) evaluate the influence of hydrogen uptake in Iow-PH2 environments on the tensile properties
and cracking propensity of the alloys at room and elevated temperatures, and (d) determine the
effects of oxygen/hydrogen interactions on the tensile properties of the alloys.

SUMMARY

A systematic study is underway at Argonne National Laboratory to evaluate the performance of
several V-Cr-Ti alloys after exposure to environments containing hydrogen at various partial
pressures. The goal is to correlate ?he chemistry of the exposure environment with hydrogen
uptake by the samples and the resulting influence on the microstructure and tensile properties of
the alloys. At present, the principal effort has focused on the V-4Cr-4Ti alloy of a heat identified as
BL-71; however, other alloys (V-5Cr-5Ti alloy of Heats BL-63 and T87, plus a V-4Cr-4Ti alloy from
General Atomics [GA]) are also being evaluated. Other variables of interest are the effect of initial
grain size on hydrogen uptake and tensile properties, and the synergistic effects of oxygen and
hydrogen on the tensile behavior of the alloys. During this period, specimens of Heat BL-71 were
exposed for 100 h to pH2 in the range of 3 x 10-6 to 5 x 10-2 torr (2.7 x 10-5 to 0.45 Pa) at 200 and

350”C. Tensile test results, obtained on specimens exposed for 100 h at 200, 350, and 500”C to

pH2 in the range of 1 x 10-6 to 0.01 torr, showed negligible effect of H2 on either maximum
engineering stress or uniform and total elongation. However, uniform and total elongation
decreased substantially when the alloy was exposed at 500”C to 1.0 torr pH2.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The nominal compositions of the heats of vanadium alloys selected for the study were V-5 wt.% Cr-5
wt.% Ti (designated as BL-63 and T87) and V-4 wt.% Cr-4 wt.Yo Ti (designated as BL-71 and 44 from
the GA heat). Detailed chemical analyses of these heats were presented in an earlier report. 1 The
tensile specimens were fabricated according to ASTM Standard E8-69 specifications and had a
gauge length of =19 mm and a gauge width of =4.5 mm. Specimens were annealed for 1 h at
1000*C before hydrogen exposure and tensile testing. During this period, tensile specimens of
Heat BL-71 were exposed for 100 h at 200 and 350”C to environments with pH2 levels of 1 x 10-6

and 1 x 10-2 torr they were subsequently tensile-tested at a strain rate of 1.8 x 10-4 S-l in room-
temperature air. The specimens were loaded by means of pins that pass through holes in the grips
and the enlarged end sections of the specimen, thus minimizing misalignment. Total elongation
was measured with a vernier caliper and load/elongation chart records. The fracture surfaces and
longitudinal and axial cross sections of the tested specimens are being examined by scanning
electron microscopy. The specimens are also being analyzed for hydrogen content.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The engineering stress/engineering strain plots at room temperature for V-4Cr-4Ti and V-5Cr-5Ti
materials in as-annealed condition and after exposure at 500”C in pH2 levels of 3 x 10-6 and 1 torr
were reported in Refs. 1 and 2. The results showed that in the pH2 range of the present study, BL-

*This work has been supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Fusion Energy
Research, under Contract W-31 -1 09-Eng-38.
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71 exhibited a small decrease in uniform and total elongation after exposure to hydrogen at 500”C.
During this period, additional tensile specimens of V-4 Cr-4Ti were exposed for 100 h at 200 and
350”C to pH2 levels of 1 x 10-6, 1 x 10-4, and 5 x 10-2 torr. Engineering stress/engineering strain
curves from various tests at room temperature were analyzed to evaluate the tensile properties of
the alloy after several exposures to hydrogen. Table 1 shows the values for maximum engineering
stress and uniform and total elongation of the alloy after exposure at several pH2 levels and at
various temperatures.

Figure 1 shows the engineering stress-engineering strain curves for V-4 Cr-4Ti alloy specimens that
were exposed to various pH2 levels at 200, 350, and 500”C and subsequently tensile tested at
room temperature air. Figure 2 shows the maximum engineering stress values as a function of
hydrogen concentration for the alloy at 200, 350, and 500”C. The results show that pH2 levels in
the range of the present study have little or no effect on the maximum engineering stress for the
alloy. The uniform and total elongation values for the alloy are 0.14-0.20 and 0.19-0.31,
respectively, at pH2 levels of 1 x 10-6 to 5 x 10-2 torr. After exposure at a pH2 of 1 torr at 500”C, the
alloy showed a significant decrease in uniform and total elongation, indicating that this pH2 level may
be the threshold for embrittlement of the alloy. Figures 3 and 4 are plots of uniform and total
elongation values as a function of H2 concentration for the alloy exposed at 200, 350, and 500°C
and tested at room temperature. The hydrogen concentration in the alloy after exposure for 100 h
at 500”C in 1 torr pH2 was 358 wppm. Examination of the fracture surfaces and specimen cross
sections, and measurements of hardness profiles are in progress, and the results will be used to
correlate the microstructure, hydrogen concentration, and hardness data with the tensile properties
of the alloys.

Table 1. Effects of 100-h hydrogen exposure at 200, 350, and 500°C on room-temperature
tensile properties of V-Cr-Ti alloys, initially annealed for 1 h at 1050”C in vacuum

Exposure pH2 in exposure Maximum
temperature environment engineering stress

PC) (torr) (MPa) Uniform elongation Total elongation
200 3X1 O-6 421 0.199 0.302

Ixlo-’$ 420 0.178 0.313

5X I0-2 419 0.138 0.207

350 3X I0-6 434 0.133 0.184

1X1 O-4 525 0.182 0.242

5x 10+’ 460 0.183 0.294

500 424 0.186 0.322
3X1 O-6 440 0.174 0.263

1X1 O-4 467 0.154 0.227

1 x 1O-Qa 491 0.148 0.206

lX IO-2 459 0.169 0.263

5X I0-2 477 0.142 0.191
1 468 0.0016 0.0016

aRepeat
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Figure 1. Engineering stress/engineering strain curves for V-4Cr-4Ti alloy at room temperature after
100 h exposure to hydrogen at 200°C (top left), 350*C (top right), and 500°C (bottom).
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TENSILE AND IMPACT PROPERTIES OF A V-3.lTi-O.5Si ALLOY AFTER IRRADIATION IN THE
FAST FLUX TEST FACILITY - H. Tsai, L. J. Nowicki, T. S. Bray, M. C. Billone, and D. L. Smith
(Argonne National Laboratory)

SUMMARY

Tensile and Charpy specimens made of alloy BL-42 (with a nominal composition of V-3.lTi-O.5Si)
were irradiated in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) in Cycle 11 at 520 and 600°C to up to 51 dpa.
Some of these specimens were retrieved from storage and tested in this reporting period. The
interest of this material stems from recent findings that show binary alloys of this class appear to
exhibit lower susceptibility to radiation-induced embrittlement than other V-base alloys in low-
temperature irradiation (<dOO°C). The results of our tests show the BL42 material to have good
tensile properties and fair impact properties after the 520-600”C irradiation and that alloys of this
class may warrant further development for improved low-temperature performance.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this task was to determine the tensile and impact properties of the BL-42 specimens
(with a nominal composition of V-3.lTi-O.5Si) irradiated in FFTF at 520 and 600°C to 41-51 dpa.

BACKGROUND

In the last several years, significant efforts have been devoted to the development of ternary alloy V-
4Cr-4Ti for fusion reactor applications. Prior to that, binary V-(3-5)Ti alloys with Si additions up to
=1 ?/o were also considered as promising candidates. The V-4Cr-4Ti alloys were selected as the

reference because of their overall superior performance in terms of strength, ductility, and most
importantly, radiation resistance determined in irradiation tests in temperatures >=400°C. Recent

irradiation experiments at temperatures -400°C, however, show these alloys may be susceptible to
significant low-temperature embrittlement[l ,2,3]. In the same low-temperature irradiation
experiments, the binary V-Ti alloys appear to exhibit less irradiation hardening and embrittlement
than the V-4Cr-4Ti alloys[4,5]. For this reason, it was decided to retrieve the BL-42 V-3.lTi-O.5Si
specimens from storage and to complete their postirradiation evaluation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Test S~ecimens

BL-42 was a small Iaboratoty heat produced by Teledyne Wah Chang. The composition of the
material is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Composition of the BL-42 alloy
Concentration (wt.YO) Interstitial Concentration (ppm)

Ti Fe o N c Si

3.1 0.02 580 190 140 5400

The tensile specimens were of the SS-3 design, which is the de facto standard for the fusion
materials program. The nominal dimensions of the gauge section were 0.76 (t) x 1.52 (w) x 7.6 (1)
mm, and the longitudinal direction of the gauge was parallel to the final rolling direction of the
plate.

*Work supportedby U.S. Departmentof Energy, Officeof FusionEnergyResearch, underContractW31 -109-Eng-38.
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The Charpy impact specimens were l/3-size, 3.3 mm (t) x 3.3 mm (w) x 25.4 mm (l), with a 45°,
0.61-mm-deep, 0.08-mm-root radius machined notch. The notch orientation (i.e., crack
propagation direction) was perpendicular to the final rolling direction and into the thickness of the
plate. This Charpy specimen design is also a de facto standard and has been used extensively in
previous fusion materials tests.

The test specimens were irradiated in Li-bonded capsules in the Materials Open Test Assembly
(MOTA) of FFTF in Cycle 11. The irradiation conditions of the specimens are summarized in

Table 2.

No hydrogen-outgassing (e.g., at 400”C for one hour) was performed on these specimens prior to
the mechanical testing.

Table 2. Irradiation conditions of the BL-42 test specimens in FFTF Cycle 11

Specimen MOTA Irradiation
Specimen Type No. Capsule No. Temp. (“C) dpa

SS-3 Tensile 143 V549 520 41

144 V552 520 46

146 V653 600 47

147 V656 600 51

148 V656 600 51

149 V657 600 51

l/3-Size Charpy 152 V656 600 51

153 V656 600 51

154 V657 600 51

155 V657 600 51

Test Procedure

Only one tensile test (with specimen 149) was conducted at room temperature; all others were
conducted at the specimens’ respective irradiation temperatures. The room-temperature test was
conducted in air; the elevated-temperature tests were conducted in high-purity flowing argon with
the specimens protected by a Ti-foil impurity getter. The tests were performed with an Instron
machine without an extensometer attached to the specimen gauge. Extensions due to slack in
the grip and deformation of the load frame were subtracted from the crosshead displacement to
obtain the correct gauge-section extension. The strain rate for all tests was 1.09 x 10-3/s, which is
the reference used in many previous fusion materials tensile tests.

All Charpy impact tests were conducted in air with a Dynatup drop-weight tester. Specimen
temperature during the impact test was measured with a thermocouple spot-welded to the end of
the specimen. For the above-ambient-temperature tests, a hot-air blower was used to provide the
heating. For the below-room-temperature tests, liquid nitrogen was used to chill the specimens.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tensile Tests

The results of the tensile tests are summarized in Table 3. A representative load/displacement
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curve (for specimen 146) is shown in Fig. 1.
examinations have not yet been conducted.

Reduction-in-area measurements and fractographic

Table 3. Tensile properties of BL-42 specimens after the FFTF irradiation

Spec. dpa Irradiation Test 0.2?4. Yield Ultimate Uniform Total
No. Temp. Temp. Strength Tensile Elongation Elongation

(“c) (“C) (MPa) Strength (MPa) (%) (%)
143 41 520 520 525 624 4.2 8.1
144 46 520 520 453 559 7.7 16.4
146 47 600 600 373 541 11.0 15.9

147 51 600 600 368 566 10.4 14.4

148 51 600 600 380 539 11.7 17.2
149 51 600 22 424 615 11.7 15.0
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Fig. 1. Load-displacement curve for a 600°C tensile test (with specimen 146)

In all six tests, the specimens show only moderate irradiation hardening when compared with the
nonirradiated yield and ultimate tensile strengths of =300 and 480 MPa, respectively, for this heat
of material at 520”C[6]. As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, these measured strengths are fairly consistent
with previously reported data for MOTA-irradiated specimens of several other vanadium-base
alloys.

All BL-42 specimens tested displayed high ductility, with the uniform elongation ranging from =4 to
12?4.and total elongation from =8 to 17Y0.

. .— ..-+. .
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Charrw Impact Tests

The results of the Charpy tests are summarized in Table 4 and Fig. 4. There appears to be no

clear ductile-to-brittle transition and the absorbed energies are relatively low (<5 J). SEM
fractography showed the mode of fracture to be ductile tear at 23 and 10O°C and a mixture of
ductile tear and brittle cleavage at -50 and -195°C (Fig. 5). The mixed-mode fracture at low
temperatures is consistent with the “non-zero” absorbed-energy measurement at -1 95°C and at
least partially explains the lack of marked ductile-to-brittle transition in the absorbed-energy curve.
Further evaluation is necessary to fully assess the fracture behavior of these specimens. (Ref. 7

reported an absorbed energy of 5.5 J at room temperature from a test of a specimen from this
group. That data point, also shown in Fig. 4, is essentially consistent with the present work.)

Table 4. Charpy impact properties of BL-42 specimens after the FFTF irradiation

Spec. Irradiation Test Absorbed

No. dpa Temp. (“C) Temp. (“C) Energy (J)

152 51 600 23 4.6

153 - 51 600 100. 3.9

154 51 600 -50 3.6

155 51 600 -195 2.2
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig.5 SEMfractography of the BL42Charpy specimens showing ductile tear inthe230C (a)
and 10O°C (b) specimens and mixed ductile tear and brittle cleavage in the –50”C (c) and
–195°C (d) specimens.
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FUTURE ACTIVITIES

Fractographic examination of the test specimens will be completed to determine the areal reduction
in the tensile specimens and to further elucidate the fracture behavior of the Charpy specimens.
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EFFECT OF IRRADIATION ON TOUGHNESS-TEMPERATURE CURVES IN

V-4CR-4TI — E. Donahue, G. R. Odette, G. E. Lucas, and J. W. Sheckherd (University of Califor-

nia, Santa Barbara); A. Rowcliffe (Oak Ridge National Lab)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to explore the variation of effective fracture toughness with test tem-

perature in V-based alloys, and to assess the effect of neutron irradiation on this toughness-tem-

perature relationship.

SUMMARY

Small, pre-cracked, l/3-sized Charpy specimens of V-4Cr-4Ti were irradiated to a dose of 0.5 dpa

at a temperature of 200 ~ 8 ‘C. The specimens were tested in three point bending under static

conditions to measure effective toughness-temperature curves. Fracture processes were exam-
ined by using confocal microscopy and fracture reconstruction methods. It was found that this al-

loy undergoes normal stress-controlled cleavage transition below a characteristic temperature,

and that irradiation hardening increased the transition temperature significantly. Shifts in the tran-

sition temperature imposed by irradiation hardening can be reasonably predicted by a simple

equivalent yield stress model.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Vanadium alloys are attractive candidates for structural applications in fusion reactors because of

their low neutron activation, favorable thermal properties and potential for radiation stability. How-

ever, a potential problem that these alloys share with other body centered cubic (bee) metals is a
transition in fracture mode from ductile to brittle cleavage transition below a temperature (Tt), with

an attendant loss in fracture toughness. Moreover, Tt may be significantly elevated as a conse-

quence of irradiation. Preliminary studies using nonstandard tests — including one-third-size

Charpy V-notch and disc bend specimens — have suggested that alloy compositions in the range

V-4Cr-4Ti are highly resistant to embrittlement, with Tt in the vicinity of or below -196°C [1-5].

However, Tt depends on the details of the test procedure[6], and it cannot be used to quantify

structural stress and strain limits; hence, it is neither a fundamental material property nor a useful

engineering parameter. A more useful quantitative measure of fracture resistance is the effective

toughness as a function of temperature, Kc(T); however, this too depends on variables such as

size scales and flaw geometry, loading rate, irradiation and other sources of embrittlement (e.g.,

hydrogen). As discussed in detail elsewhere[7], it maybe possible to develop a method to predict

the stress and strain limits of flawed fusion structures using a Kc(T) curve adjusted on an abso-

lute temperature scale using measured shifts to account for variables such as irradiation, con-

straint, and strain rate. Hence, in support of this approach the objective of this study was to exam-

ine the effects of irradiation on the Kc(T) of a V-4Cr-4Ti alloy, and to evaluate these effects within

the context of understanding the mechanisms of fracture and the effects of irradiation on these

mechanisms in this alloy system.
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Ex~eriment

The study was carried out on a 3.8 mm thick plate in the 40% warm-rolled (400”C) condition

taken from the program heat of V-4Cr-4Ti (#832665) [8]. Small, 1/3-sized Charpy V-notch speci-

mens (3.33 x 3.33 x 25.4 mm) were electro-discharge machined from the plate. The machined

specimens were annealed for 2h at 10OO*C in a vacuum of better than 10-4 Pa to produce a re-

crystallized microstructure and remove residual hydrogen. This series of heat treatments pro-

duces an average grain size of about 25pm and a Vickers microhardness of about 150~5 [9,1 O].

Fatigue pre-cracking was carried out at a final AKs 15 MPa~m to a nominal crack length (a) to

specimen width (W) ratio of a/W = 0.5. The specimens were encapsulated and irradiated in the

High Flux Beam Reactor (HFBR) to a dose of 0.5 dpa at 20038 ‘C.[14]

Following irradiation, the specimens were tested in three point bendingover a temperature range
from -60 to 20”C at approximate loading rates of 2.5x 10-6 ink.. Load and load-line displacement

were monitored during testing. In most cases a cleavage pop-in occurred after some permanent

displacement. In most of the pop-in cases, the specimen was post-test fatigued to mark the final

location of the pop-in. In all these cases Ke was determined from

(1)

where E’ is the plane strain elastic modulus and J Ie is the effective energy release rate deter-

mined from the area under the stress-displacement curve up to the load drop at cleavage pop-in.

In several cases, a maximum load was exhibited without pop-in, and corresponding fractography

indicated subcritical crack growth; in these cases Ke was also determined from equation (1), but

Jle was determined from the area under the stress-displacement curve up to maximum load. Fi-

nally, the specimen tested at 20”C exhibited no pop-in and no maximum load before the test was

“ terminated. In this case, Jle was taken from the total area under the stress-displacement curve.

Following testing, specimen fracture surfaces were examined by both scanning electron micros-

copy (SEM) and confocal microscopy (CM). As described elsewhere [11,12], the CM images can

be used to obtain quantitative, three-dimensional tomographs of conjugate fracture surfaces.

These tomographs can be used with fracture reconstruction (FR) methods to determine the se-

quence of events in front of the crack tip ultimately leading to macroscopic fracture (e.g., a macro-

scopic pop-in). The post-pop-in fatigue crack provides an additional reference to improve the

alignment of images in FR. The CM/FR method also provides a measure of the critical crack tip

opening 8’ at the point of initiation of crack extension, from which an effective toughness Ke~ can
be estimated by

where Oy is the yield stress. [11 ,12]

(2)

Tensile tests were also performed on unirradiated and irradiated specimens of this same alloy

and the results have been reported elsewhere. [13,1 4]
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Results

Figure 1 summarizes the Kc(T) data for the irradiated materials and compares these data to the

trend line for the unirradiated material tested under similar conditions [13]. As can be seen, in the

irradiated material Ke transitions from a lower shelf value of about 30 MPa~m to a value of about

160 MPadm over a fairly narrow temperature range of about -30~ 10°C. This is about 170°C

higher than the unirradiated data trend. As noted previously, at room temperature the irradiated

specimen did not fracture, but merely deformed to maximum displacement in the test fixture with
a corresponding lower bound Ke,min value of about 145 MPa~m. As shown in Figure 1, speci-
mens primarily failed by cleavage pop-in in the lower shelf and transition regime, but in several in-

stances the load-displacement curves showed a maximum load without a pop-in, indicative of

subcritical crack growth. Indeed, both types of behavior were exhibited at the same test tempera-

ture, reflecting the statistical variability in fracture mode in the transition regime.

Figures 2-4 show representative results for selected test temperatures that corroborate some of

the observations noted above. Each figure provides: 1) a load displacement trace from the me-

chanical test and the corresponding point on the Kc(T) plot; 2) a side view and 3) a top view of

the sequence of events ahead of the crack front determined from CM/FR; and 4) an SEM micro-
graph from a region of interest.

Figure 2 shows results for one of the tests at -30”C. In this case, the load displacement trace

showed a load drop at maximum load, with a Ke of 160 MPadm. The SEM fractography showed

the formation of a cleavage pop-in corresponding to this load drop. The C“M/FR images show side

views of the fracture surface overlaps (shaded regions being separated) and top views of the

crack plane (again shaded regions being separated and white intact) at several values of &
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These show that the pop-in was preceded by the formation of microcleavage cracks ahead of the

crack tip; these microcracks accumulate in a single process zone and coalesce to form the pop-in
at a 8’ of about 125 ~m corresponding to a Ke6 of 168 MPa~m. SEM in the pop-in region shows
well-formed cleavage facets with some out-of-plane fissures and little or no evidence of inter-

granular fracture.

Figure 3 shows results for a second test at -30”C. In this case, the load displacement trace shows

two load drops, the first occurring before maximum load after substantially less displacement than

that shown in Figure 2; the corresponding Ke was about 75 MPa~m. Again the CM/FR showed

the initial formation of microcleavage cracks ahead of the crack tip, which accumulate in approxi-

mately three process zones; microcrack coalescence to form the pop-in occurred at a & of about

30 ~m corresponding to a Ke5 of 82 MPa~m. The SEM micrograph shows the well formed inter-
face between the cleavage facets in the pop-in region and the post-pop-in fatigue crack. Figure 4

shows results for the test at -20”C. In this case, the load displacement trace exhibited a maxi-

mum, indicative of subcritical crack growth, and the test was terminated after about 1000pm of

displacement; the corresponding Ke,max obtained at the maximum load was about 90 MPa~m.

The SEM and CM/FR indeed showed two regions of subcritical crack growth at the flanks of the

pre-crack front, with crack initiation occurring at a 5* of about 35 pm corresponding to a Ke& of 87

MPa~m. The SEM micrograph taken from one of these regions shows discrete steps along the

crack front, perhaps indicative of localized plastic flow.

As shown in Figure 5, the values of Ke measured from the load-displacement data were in very

good agreement with the values of Ke3 determined from CM/FR.
. .

Discussion

Cleavage fracture is believed to occur in this alloy system (as well as other bcc systems) when

the tensile stresses ahead of a crack tip exceed some critical value (o”) over a sufficiently large
area (A*) [11,1 2,1 5]. Hence, rs*/A* are local measures of toughness that are intrinsic to the mate-

rial and its microstructure. Since the peak stresses rst ahead of a crack tip are some multiple M of

the yield stress, where M reflects the degree of constraint imposed by the specimen size and

crack geometry, the onset of cleavage requires sufficiently low temperatures for at = Mcry to ex-

ceed c*. Hence, increasing Oy (e.g., by irradiation hardening or strain rate) results in the onset of

cleavage at higher temperatures; and decreasing M (for instance by decreasing specimen size or

notch/crack acuity decreases Tt. Indeed, the previously reported low transition temperatures in

the V-4Cr-4Tl system are consistent with a relatively low cry in the unirradiated material combined

with specimen sizes and geometries with low M.

If — as is the case for bcc steel alloys [11,1 5] — o’ and A* are relatively insensitive to tempera-
ture, strain rate and the fine scale damage imposed by irradiation, a simple way to model shifts in

a reference transition temperature (ATr) due to irradiation hardening (or loading rate) is to define

transition temperatures at an equivalent reference yield stress ~Y,ref. The appropriate reference

condition is near the highest temperature of elastic cleavage fracture, here about Ke = 60

MPadm. Hence, ATr can”be modeled from a knowledge of the dependence of CJyon temperature,

irradiation and strain rate. For instance, assuming that the overall constitutive relation a(e) for dif-

ferent temperatures, strain rates and levels of irradiation hardening (A@ are similar if the Oy are

the same, and that Aai is independent of temperature and strain rate, the effects of irradiation on

shift can be predicted from Aai by an equivalent yield stress model (EYSM) as follows.
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ATr=Tti-Tru,where ~Yi(Tri)=~Yu(Tru)+A~i (3)

and the “u” and “i” subscripts refer to the unirradiated and irradiated condition, respectively.

Using the irradiation hardening results obtained for this alloy from previous work [16], estimates of

ATr were obtained from equation (3); and these are compared to values measured in this study in

Figure 6. Also shown for comparison are the measured and predicted values of ATr for other irra-

diation conditions of the same alloy reported by Alexander and Snead [16], and for the effects of

strain rate on shift determined from static and dynamic data previously reported for this alloy [13].

In the latter case, the effects of strain rate can be predicted from the EYSM by

ATr = Trd – Tr~, where Oy (&.s, Trs )=~Y(&d,Trd) (4)

and the “d” and “s” subscripts refer to dynamic and static conditions, respectively. In all cases the
agreement between predicted and measured values is quite good, supporting both the assump-
tions and the physics underlying the EYSM.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the data and analysis presented here demonstrate that the program heat of V-4Cr-

4Ti undergoes a “normal” stress-controlled ductile-to-cleavage transition, typical of bcc alloys.

The temperature delineating this transition is shifted by irradiation hardening by an amount that is

predictable by an equivalent yield stress model. This demonstrates the primary role of irradiation

hardening in embrittlement of these alloys, and strongly contradicts alternate ad hoc explanations

(e.g., impurity pickup).
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MICROSTRUCTURAL INHOMOGENEITIES IN V-4 Cr-4Ti MECHANICAL
PROPERTY SPECIMENS PREPARED FOR IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTS IN
HFBR, BOR-60, AND HFIR – A. F. Rowcliffe and D. T. Hoelzer (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory)

SUMMARY

Significant variations exist between the microstructure of the various batches of mechanical
property specimens prepared for the 500 kg heat of V-4Cr-4Ti. The development of banded

grain structures is shown to be related to non-homogeneous distribution of Ti (OCN) particles

(0.1-0.3 pin diameter) that occur in some, but not all, plate products. Precipitation of Ti (OCN) will
occur during the hot extrusion of the ingot in regions where the dislocation density is high and
where the temperature falls below the Ti (OCN) SOIVUSat 1125”C. Investigation of the potential
benefits of a homogenizing treatment at 1150”C is recommended before proceeding with
additional fabrication of plate products from the extruded bar.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

lntroduct ion

Beginning at the end of 1994, a series of sheet and plate materials prepared from the 500 kg heat
of V-4 Cr-4Ti (heat No. 832665) were supplied to ORNL from Teledyne Wah-Chang, Albany
(TWCA) via ANL. These batches have been used to prepare a series of SS-3 tensile specimens
and one-third-size Charpy Vee-Notch (CVN) specimens for unirradiated measurements and for
irradiated testing.

Variations in the processing and manufacturing conditions have resulted in small differences in
final microstructure between various batches and recently it has been observed [1] that there are
significant differences in fracture behavior between different batches of CVN specimens. This
report: (a) summarizes the fabrication histories of the various starting materials and specimens;
(b) characterizes the microstructural differences between the various batches; and (c) seeks to
understand the origins of the observed microstructural inhomogeneities.

RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes the identification codes, dimensions, and metallurgical condition of plate and
sheet stock supplied by TWCA via ANL. Table 2 summarizes the specimen identification codes
used by ORNL researchers in various irradiation experiments. The SS-3 specimens were
prepared in four separate campaigns from three different initial batches of plate-stock, as
described in Table 3. The CVN specimens were prepared in four separate campaigns from three
different plates, as described in Table 4.

SS-3 Tensile SDecimens

A summary of physical and mechanical properties of the four batches of SS-3 tensiles is shown in
Table 5 (specimens labeled RC or RD are from the same batch of material). Although the tensile
specimens came from different plates and were subjected to different final processing steps,
significant differences in hardness and resistivity could not be detected. However, there were
some small but significant differences in RT yield strength; the ST and RC/D series being stronger
by 20 to 25 MPa than the WH and WE series tensile specimens.
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Table 1: Identification of Plate and Sheet Stock of V-4 Cr-4Ti (832665)

TWCA
ANL Date Dimensions Thickness Supplied ORNL Experimental
I.D. Received (cm) (cm) Condition I.D. Use

Plate B 8/94 9.5XI0 0.38 Ann. L150 WA series
1050°C/2h CVN

Plate A 9/94 18.5 X 23.5 0.38 Ann. M150 WB series
1050°C/2h CVN

Plate D 9/94 24 X 26.5 0.10 -Soyo CW N40 WE, WH series
SS-3

Plate C 9/94 16.5 X 33 0.64 Ann. P250 Welding
1050°C/2h

Plate A 5/95 14X30 0.64 Ann. Q250 QC series
Ann. 1050°C/2h CVN

10/95 17x18 0.64 Ann. Welding
1050°C/2h

10/95 19.5 x 20 0.10 -Soyo CW
2/96 23 X 39 0.64 Ann, R250A Welding

10OO°C/l h

2/96 23X 39 0.64 -5070 Cw R250 RC series
CVN, SS-3

2/96 23X 39 0.38 -50% Cw TI 50
2/96

—

24X 36.5 0.10 -50yo CW S40 ST series
SS-3

Plate DD 8/98 20x 39 0.38 -50% Cw V150
Plate D 8198 12.5 X 27 0.64 --50’YOCw V250



Table 2. Identification Codes for V-4 Cr-4Ti (832665) Irradiation Specimens
I.D. Codes I.D. Codes I.D. Codes

Irradiation Experiment SS-3 CVN DCT

HFBR-V1 WH 01-03 WB 83-151

HFBR-V2 WH 08-14 WB 78-159

HFBR-V3 WH 23-25 QC 95-199
ST 12-44

HFBR-V4 ST 53-75 QC 113-202

ATR-A1 QC 01-10 QA 05-06

BOR-60 (Fusion 1) WE 01-12 WB 32-77 WC 01-18
WE 21-25

HFIR-RB-IOJ RC 06-47 RC 11-97 RC 01-03
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ST Series

Plate S40
1.02 mm thick

-Soyo CR
J

Machined~pecimens

Vat. arm.
10OO°C, 2h

WH Series

Plate N40
1.02 mm thick

-Soyo CR
J

Machined~pecimens

Vat. arm.
1000”C, 2h

WE Series

Plate N40
1.02 mm thick

-so!/. CR
J

Vat. arm.
950°C, 2h

J
50% CR to 0.76 mm thick

J
Machined specimens

4
Vat. arm.

1000 or I050”C, 2h

RC/D Series

Plate R250
J

Vat, arm.
1000”C, 2h

J
40~o cross-rolled
to 3.8 mm thick

in 10 passes
J’

ORNL I.D.: R150
J

Machined~pecimens

Vat. arm.



WB Series

Plate Ml 50
3.8 mm thick
1050”C, 2h

(TWCA)

Machined specimens
(LT ori~tation)

Vat. arm.
1000”C, 2h

Plate Q250
6.4 mm thick
1050”C, 2h

~4CA)

Machined specimens
(LT ori~tation)

Vat. arm.
1000”C, 2h

Plate Q250
6.4 mm thick
1050”C, 2h

(TWCA)

40% cross-rolled
to 3.8 mm thick

in 10 passes
J

Machined specimens
(LT ori~tation)

Vat. arm.
1000”C, 2h

RC Series

Plate R250
6.4 mm thick

5070 CR
(lW4CA)

Vat. arm.
1000”C, 2h

J
4070 cross-rolled
to 3.8 mm thick

in 10 passes
J

Machined specimens
(LT ori~ntation

Vat. arm.
1000”C, 2h

*LT orientation in each case is with respect to the cold-rolling direction of the TWCA plate.



Table 5. Average Physical and Mechanical Properties of
SS-3 Specimens Following Final Anneal (l OOO°C, 2h)
Grain Size Hardness RT Yield Resistivity

SS-3 Series *2 pm *5 VHN ~10 MPa H.6 n Q-m

ST 15 140 356 283.7

1’
W-l 26 134 330 280.3

WE 12/40 banded 141 334 281.4

RC/D 23 137 356 281.9
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There are significant differences in grain size and in microstructural homogeneity between the
batches. The ST and WH series of tensiles were machined directly from the cold-worked plates
S40 and N40, followed by final annealing at 10OO°C/2h. The microstructure of both batches are
fairly homogeneous, with grains slightly elongated in the rolling direction (Fig. la and b). The
average grain size of the WH series (-26 p) is significantly larger than that of the ST series (-15 p),
probably as a result of differing final levels of CW in the two plates. On the other hand, the
microstructure of the WE series is relatively inhomogeneous (Fig. 2a, b, and c), with bands of
coarse grains (-40 p dia) interspersed with regions of finer grains (15-20 p dia). The finer grains
are associated with bands of Ti (OCN) particles aligned along the rolling direction of the plate. In
contrast, the microstructure of the RC/D series (Fig. 1c) is uniform, with a more uniaxed grain
structure than the other three series, presumably as a result of the 407. cross-rolling treatment
prior to the final anneal (Table 3).

CVN Sr)ec imens

The CVN specimens used in the HFBR, BOR-60, ATR, and HFIR irradiation experiments were
fabricated in four campaigns, as shown in Table 4. In each campaign, the specimens were
machined in an L-T orientation with respect to the rolling direction marked on the plate material

received from TWCA. The WB series and the WC (01-40) specimens were machined directly from
the TWCA annealed plate. On the other hand, the CVN specimens with ID numbers QC (41-20)
and the RC series were machined from plates which had been 40% cold-rolled at ORNL in a
direction perpendicular to the TWCA rolling direction.

QC Series

Both sets of specimens (01-40) and (41-21 O) originated from plate Q250 and both sets are
characterized by dispersions of Ti (OCN) particles unevenly distributed in bands throughout the
microstructure. The bands of particles are typically 200-300 p wide in the transverse plate
direction (T), around 20-100 p thick in the short plate direction (S), and almost continuous in the
longitudinal or rolling direction (L) [Figs. 3 and 4]. Within the precipitate rich regions, grain growth
is restricted and a microstructure of alternating bands of coarse (30-50 p dia) and fine (10-20 p dia)
grains develops during the final recrystallization treatment at 1000”C. The Ti (OCN) particles are
believed to develop during the hot extrusion of the cast billet and to persist during subsequent
cold rolling and annealing operations, as discussed below. The banded nature of the grain
structure is less pronounced in the QC (41-210) series of specimens (Fig. 4) than in the QC (01-
40) series (Fig. 3); as a result of differences in processing history (Table 4). Before machining the
QC (41-21 O) series, the 6.4 mm plate was cold-rolled 40% in a direction perpendicular to the
TWCA rolling direction. The cross-rolled material subsequently develops a more equiaxed and
less banded grain structure during the final recrystallization treatment at 10OO”C. The QC (01 -40)

series, on the other hand, were machined directly from the annealed plates supplied by TWCA,
and the post-machining anneal at 10OO°C only served to remove any hydrogen picked-up during
machining and did not affect the microstructure.

WB Series

This set of specimens originated from the TbVCA annealed plate Ml 50 and the microstructure is
very similar to that of the QC (01-40) specimens, with the characteristic banded grain distribution
associated with a non-uniform dispersion of Ti (OCN) [Fig. 5]. The distribution of particles within a
band is shown in Fib. 5b in an LS section and in Fig. 5C in an LT section.
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l(a)

l(c)

l(b)

Fig. 1. Optical microstructure of 3 batches of SS-3
tensile specimens: (a) WH series, (b) ST series, and
(c) RC/D series. The WH and ST series have a grain
structure slightly elongated in the plate rolling direction;
the RC/D series has an equi-axed grain structure.
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The microstructure of these specimens, which originated from plate R250, is quite different from
those of the other three sets that were derived from plates Q250 and Ml 50. As shown in the low
magnification micrographs in Fig. 6a and b, the grain structure is uniform (average grain size
-23 p), with no evidence of the bands of fine grains that characterize the other sets. The TI (OCN)
particles, while showing some tendency toward alignment in the rolling direction (Fig. 6c), are
much more uniformly dispersed than in the other sets of specimens.

Preci~itation of Ti (OCN)

In an accompanying article [2], it is shown that the globular phase referred to as Ti (OCN) is based
upon the fcc TiC phase, which accommodates the other interstitial O and N. In an earlier
progress report, Kurtz et al. [3] showed with optical microscopy that the volume fraction of globular
particles in heat 832665 can be significantly reduced by heat treating at 1125°C for one hour. The
coarse particles re-precipitated during a subsequent treatment at 890”C for two hours. This
observation indicates that a SOIVUSfor the Ti (OCN) phase exists in the vicinity of 1125”C. As
further confirmation of this SOIVUS,a CVN specimen with an inhomogeneous banded
microstructure (QC30) was heat treated at 1125°C for two hours in a vacuum of 5 x 10-7torr.
Dissolution of the Ti (OCN) occurred, accompanied by rapid grain growth in the regions between
the original bands of particles. Within the banded regions, however, particle dissolution was not
complete and the finer grain sizes still persisted. This is illustrated in Fig. 7. These micrographs of
the specimen heat treated at 1125°C provide a graphic illustration of the inhomogeneous nature
of the microstructure derived from plate Q250. To investigate the origins of this inhomogeneity,
metallographic samples were prepared from sections taken from an as-extruded bar (6.3x 6.3x

50 cm). The extrusion of the 500 kg heat was carried out by sealing a semi-ingot in a stainless
steel jacket and heating at 1150”C for three hours before extrusion [4].

The microstructure of the as-extruded material shown in Fig. 8 consists of an inhomogeneous
mixture of small grains (20-60 p), coarse grains (100-150 p), and elongated deformed regions
arranged in bands parallel to the extrusion direction. Examination of six different metallographic
specimens failed to produce any evidence of Ti (OCN) precipitation, although the optical
technique being used would not detect particles below about 0.1 p.

During extrusion, non-homogeneous plastic flow patterns develop that depend upon the alloy
flow properties, temperature distribution, die friction, and extrusion speed. The thermal situation
is complex and temperatures are influenced by heat generation due to plastic deformation,
internal shear, friction with the tooling, and the heat transfer within the billet and through the
tooling. Typically, the emergent temperature increases with ram displacement, ram speed, and
with reduction ratio. The temperature at the product surface is higher than at the product center.

During extrusion of the V-4Cr-4Ti, dynamic recovery and recrystallization occur to an extent that
reflects the inhomogeneity of the deformation rate and temperature distribution. At the same
time, precipitation of Ti (OCN) will occur whenever the temperature falls below the SOIVUSat
-1 125”C. Because of the incoherent nature of the TI (OCN) precipitate-matrix interface,
precipitation will occur most rapidly in areas of high dislocation density. Precipitation of Ti (OCN)
can occur (a) during hot deformation in regions where the temperature falls below -1 125!C, and,
to a lesser extent, (b) in regions of high dislocation density during cool-down of the extrusion.

Because of the inhomogeneous nature of both the deformation and temperature distribution, it is
very likely that precipitation of Ti (OCN) will also be distributed non-homogeneously. However, in
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6(a)

6(c)

6(b)

RC series showing a more uniform distribution of Ti
(OCN) particles and absence of banded grain structure:
(a) LT orientation; (b) and (c) LS orientation.

Fig. 6. Optical microstructure of CVN specimen from the
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regions of the billet where the temperature remains above -1125°C during extrusion,
precipitation during deformation will not occur and subsequent precipitation of Ti (OCN) during
secondary processing is likely to be much more uniformly dispersed.

Secondary processing consists of rolling to a maximum of 50% reduction at temperatures in the

range RT to 400°C with intermediate annealing at 1050 to 1075”C. Since this is below the Ti

(OCN) SOIVUS,inhomogeneous distributions of Ti (OCN) developed during extrusion cannot be
eliminated. Grain growth is inhibited in regions of high particle density and a banded recrystallized
grain structure develops that persists in the final microstructure of the mechanical property
specimen. This seems to be the situation with the QC and WB series of CVN specimens and
indicates that plates Ml 50 and Q250 came from parts of an extrusion that cooled below 1125°C

during the extrusion process. In contrast, the RC series of specimens have relatively uniform
microstructure, suggesting that plate R250 came from a section of the extrusion that did not cool
below 1125°C during the extrusion process. With regard to the tensile specimens, the uniformity
of the microstructure of the ST and RC/D series similarly indicates that plates S40 and R250 came
from sections of the extrusion that were maintained Z1 125”C. However, the fact that one series of
tensiles (WE) made from plate N40 was banded and the other (WH) was not indicates that
homogeneous and non-homogeneous material can exist in a single plate.

CONCLUSIONS

A comprehensive study of the fabrication metallurgy of the V-4Cr-4Ti alloy has never been
undertaken, and consequently, the program is dealing with considerable variations in the
microstructure of specimens prepared by different processing paths. Understanding of the
kinetics of recovery, recrystallization, and precipitation is incomplete, and we can only speculate
on the dynamic interactions occurring during the hot extrusion, particularly since the extrusion
temperature is so close to the Ti (OCN) SOIVUS.

The microstructural variations discussed in this report are unlikely to have any major impact on
tensile behavior, but the presence or absence of banded microstructure could introduce an
anisotropy in crack propagation behavior.

Before any further processing of extruded barstock into plate is undertaken, it would be advisable
to undertake a pilot study to investigate the potential benefits of introducing a homogenization
treatment at 1150”C to dissolve any Ti (OCN) formed during the extrusion process. Knowledge of
the kinetics of recovery, recrystallization, and precipitation needs to be expanded to provide a
rational basis for selecting rolling and intermediate annealing schedules that will generate
predictable and consistent microstructure.
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF Ti-OXYCARBONITRIDES IN V-Cr-Ti BASED
ALLOYS — D.T. Hoelzer (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this work is to determine the crystal structure of globular shaped Ti-OCN

(oxycarbonitrides) to assist in understanding their role in the physical metallurgy of V-Cr-Ti based

alloys.

SUMMARY

A study was conducted to determine the crystal structure of Ti-OCN particles which are commonly

observed in V-Cr-Ti based alloys. The information obtained from this study will be used to gain a

better understanding of the physical metallurgy of the V-Cr-Ti based alloys. The precipitates

examined in this study were those that formed in a V-4Cr-4Ti alloy (S-40 plate) that was annealed

at 1000”C for 2 hours. The precipitates are characterized as having a globular shaped

morphology with some degree of interracial faceting. The structural analysis indicated that these
precipitates are consistent with the m3m crystal point group.

INTRODUCTION

It is commonly known that an inhomogeneous distribution of Ti-oxycarbonitrides (Ti-OCN) often

form in the solid solution matrix of V-Cr-Ti alloys during thermo-mechanical processing. The

formation of these precipitates is significant since they have been shown to influence the ductile-

to-brittle transition temperature (DBIT) of V-Cr-Ti alloy by removing interstitial elements from the

matrix [1]. Furthermore, their formation may also assist in controlling grain growth during thermo-
mechanical processing which can influence the mechanical properties of the V-Cr-Ti alloy.

However, with the exception of chemical analysis being done on the Ti-OCN precipitates there

has been very little reported regarding their crystal structure. This type of information is beneficial
to understanding the precipitation process of the Ti-OCN precipitates. Thus, the purpose of this

study was to apply electron diffraction techniques for determining the crystal structure of the Ti-

OCN precipitates. These results will be used in a more comprehensive study of the precipitation

process of the Ti-OCN.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The microstructure observed in the thin foil of the V-4Cr-4Ti alloy (S-40 plate) afier annealing at

10OO°C for 2 hours consisted of equiaxed recrystallized grains. The matrix contained an

inhomogeneous distribution of globular shaped precipitates as represented in Figure 1. The size

range observed for these precipitates was typically -0.1 to 0.3pm. There was no apparent

correlation with the formation of the precipitates on grain boundaries. The EDS analysis indicated

that the globular shaped precipitates contained titanium, carbon, and oxygen [2]. The presence

of nitrogen could not be ascertained due to the peak overlap of N-Ka with Ti-LW
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Figure 1. Globular-shaped Ti-OCN particle observed
alloys that form during thermo-mechanical processing.

in the solid solution matrix of V-4 Cr-4Ti

The structural analysis consisted of determining the crystal point group of the precipitates. Figure

2 shows the SAED and CBED patterns that were obtained from a precipitate that was oriented

along a 3-fold zone axis that could either be the [111] zone axis of a cubic structure or the [0001]

zone axis of a trigonal/rhombohedral (hexagonal indexing) structure. The CBED whole pattern

observed in Figure 2b shows HOLZ lines and Kikuchi bands that are consistent with 3m

symmetry. The observed 3m symmetry rules out all possible structures except those based on

either the 3ml R, 3m, or 6RmmR diffraction groups [3]. There iS Only one CryStal point group
associated with the 3ml R diffraction group and that is P6m2 which is a HCP structure. However,

according to the powder diffraction files (PDF) in the international centre for diffraction data (ICDD)

there are no phases present in the binary Ti-x (where x = O,C,N) systems that possess this point

group [4]. There are two point groups associated with the 3m diffraction group and they are 3m

and ~3m .“ However, there are no reported phases that exist in the binary Ti-x systems that have

these point groups. The 6RmmR diffraction group is also associated with two point groups which

are ~m and m3m. From the reported phases in the binary Ti-x systems, both the a-Ti203 and

&Ti203 phases have the RSC space group which contains the ~m point group. However, these

two phases are eliminated as possibilities due to inconsistencies encountered when structure

factor considerations are applied to the indexing of the SAED pattern shown in Figure 2a. Finally,

the TiC, TiN, and y-TiO phases are all reported to have the Fm3m space group, which contains
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Structural analysis of the Ti-(OCN) phase showing (a) the [111] zone axis and (b) 3m
CBED whole pattern symmetry that were consistent with the m3m point group of a fcc structure.
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the m3m point group [5]. Therefore, the fcc crystal structure based on the m3m point and Fm3m

space groups is the only one that is consistent with the results of the diffraction analysis.

A second zone axis of high symmetry was obtained from a representative precipitate and is

shown in the SAED pattern of Figure 3. The analysis of this pattern indicated that both the

structure factor and the measured interplanar d-spacings and angles were consistent with the

[110] zone axis of the fcc crystal structure based on the Fm3m space group.

Figure 3. SAED pattern from a Ti-(OCN) particle consistent with the [1 10] zone axis of the fcc

crystal structure. The subscripts P and ~ denote the diffraction spots from the Ti-OCN particle and

bcc solid solution matrix, respectively,

Although it is impossible to differentiate between the TiC, TiN, and y-TiO phases based on

symmetry information they may be differentiated based on lattice parameter. This is possible to

an extent since the lattice parameter of each of these phases is slightly different as shown in

Table 1. The lattice parameter of several precipitates was calculated from reflections present at

appropriate zone axes and was found to be 4.36A (t 0.09A). From Table 1 it is seen that this

value agrees the best with the lattice parameter of the TiC phase. Thus, the results of this study

suggests that the Ti-OCN precipitates are based on the fcc TiC phase but that this structure can

accommodate other interstitial such as O and N in solid solution. This is possible because the

three binary Ti-x phases have the same Fm3m space group and are therefore isomorphous with

each other.



Table 1. Compositional ranges and lattice parameters of the Ti-x (x = O, N, and C) phases.

Phase
Composition Space Lattice

(at.%) Group Parameter
PDF Number References

y-TiO 34.9 to 55.5 Fm3m 4.177A 8-0177 4,6

TiN 28 to >50 Fm3m 4.256A 6-642 4,6

Tic 32 to 48.8 Fm3m 4.3285A 6-614 4,6
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LASER-WELDED V-Cr-Ti ALLOYS: MICROSTRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES*
K. Natesan, C. B. Reed, Z. Xu, and D. L. Smith (Argonne National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objectives of this task are to (a) determine the optimal parameters for laser beam welding of
sheets of V-Cr-Ti alloys; (b) examine the microstructural characteristics of welded sections,
including base metal, heat-affected-region, and core of weld; (c) evaluate the influence of
different postwelding heat treatments on microstructural characteristics; and (d) evaluate the

mechanical properties, such as tensile and impact, of laser-welded materials.

SUMMARY

A systematic study has been in progress at Argonne National Laboratory to examine the use of
YAG or C02 lasers to weld sheet materials of V-Cr-Ti alloys and to characterize the

microstructural and mechanical properties of the laser-welded materials. During this report
period, thirty eight weldments were made with a YAG laser the emphasis was on determining the
optimal weld parameters to achieve deep penetration in the welds while eliminating porosities
found previously[l]. A preliminary assessment was then made of the weldments on the basis of
visual appearance and sectioning to determine depth of penetration and extent of porosity.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The heat of vanadium alloy selected for the study had a nominal composition of V-4 wt.%Cr-4
wt.%Ti (designated as BL-71 ). A 4-mm-thick sheet of the alloy was used for the welding study.

Earlier microstructural and hardness results were presented in a previous report [1] from welding
of a 4-mm-thick plate with a YAG laser in a pulsed mode. The purpose of that study was to
increase the weld penetration from =1.2 mm in earlier welded samples to as deep as 3 mm or
more. Welding parameters such as power, traverse speed, pulse time, overlap, etc., were
examined to obtain optimal quality in the final weld. Those welds lacked the full 4 mm penetration
desired, and also contained some porosity. During this period, a series of welding tests was
conducted, the main purpose of which was to obtain ideal welds which have enough penetration
for Charpy impact specimens (weld depth s 2.74 mm) but no root porosity, surface splatter or
plate-out. Two different focal length lenses (5” and 3“) were tested under different laser
parameters and beam travel speeds. To avoid the cracking and oxidation of the welds, high-
purity argon (99.9997.) was used as the shielding gas with a flow rate of 25 Us, provided by a
9.5-mm diameter tube at 30° from horizontal. Some tests were also conducted using an

environmental control box to improve the quality of the welding atmosphere.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the last report [1], we presented microstructural and hardness data on laser-welded V-4Cr-4Ti
alloy. The welds in that study were made with a YAG laser in the pulsed mode, the energy of the
laser beam was 4.5-5.5 J/ins; pulse width was maintained at 3 ms, and workpiece traverse speed
was varied between 10 and 40 mm/s. Weld depth in those specimens reached 2.23 mm; still
inadequate for Charpy specimens. Root porosity was also found.

During this period, the series of welds listed in Table 1 was completed.
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Laser Irregular or
Weld Penetration Schedule Feed Focal Position Porosity? splatter ideal
No. (mm)

E-L-R*
(cm/s) Lens ** surface ? Welds

1 2.74 4/3166 1 5 “ @ Surface Y

2 3.15 4/3/66 0.5 5 “ @ Surface ‘i

3 2.53 4/3/66 1 5 “ @ Surface Y

4 3.42 4/3/66 0.5 5 “ @ Surface Y

5 2.81 4/3/66 1 5 “ @ Surface Y

6 2.91 4/3/66 1 5“ @ Surface Y

7 2,38 4/3/66 1.5 5 “ @ Surface Y

8 2 6/2/66 1.5 5 “ @ Surface Y

9 1.17 6/2166 2 5 “ @ Surface Y

10 1.86 4/3/66 2 5“ @ Surface

11 2.43 4/3166 1.5 5 “ @ Surface Y

12 1.48 4/3/66 2 5 “ 1/2 mm into

13 2.53 4/3/66 1.5 5 “ @ Surface

14 2.54 512.5164 1.5 5“ @ Surface Y

15 1.94 5/2.5164 2 5“ @ Surface Y

16 1.89 512.5t64 2 5 “ @ Surface Y

17 2.26 4/3/66 1.5 5“ @ Sufface

18 2.02 4/2/100 1.5 5“ 1 mm into Y

19 2.2 4/3/66 1.5 5 “ 1 mm into

20 2.17 4/3/66 1.8 5 “ 1 mm into Y

21 2.16 4/3166 2 5 “ 1 mm into Y

22 2.82 4/3/66 1.5 3,0 1 mm into ‘t

23 2.81 4/3/66 2 3 “ 1 mm into ‘i

24 1.66 413166 4 3 “ 1 mm into

25 1.75 4/3/66 3 3 “ 1 mm into

37 2.43 513153 2 3 “ 1 mm into

38 1.79 513153 3 3 “ 1 mm into Y

39 2.5 5/3/53 2.5 3“ 1 mm into Y

40 1.92 5.5/3/48 3 3“ 1 mm into Y

41 2.5 5.513/48 2.5 3“ 1 mm into Y Y

42 2.37 5.2/3151 2.5 3“ 1 mm into Y

43 2.8 5.2/3/51 2 3“ 1 mm into Y Y
( t — .-. —. -.. . .

44 I 2.18 I 5.213151 3 3“ 1 mm mto I

* The meanings of the E-L-R in the laser schedule, a control program used to

controlthefiring ofthelaserare asfollows:
E: energy perunit timeinjoules/millisecond,
L:the pulse width in millisecondsand
R: the repetition rate in Hz or Pulses per second.
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The laser schedule can be run under normal mode or alternative mode. In normal mode, the two
rods fire the laser at same time, and in alternative mode, they fire alternatively. Alternative mode
was used for all the V welds. In alternative mode, the real repetition rate is two times of the R
number. For example, Laser Schedule E4L0.5R100 (ALT), gives energy per unit time of 4
J/millisecond, pulse width of 0.5 milliseconds, and repetition rate of 2 X 100= 200 Hz.

* *Porosity was examined at a single, randomly selected cross section via 400X optical
microscow.

The welds were metallurgically analyzed to characterize the weld depths and the microstructure.

Root porosity was found in welds produced under relatively high beam travel speeds. Porosity
was examined at a single, randomly selected cross section via 400X optical microscopy.
Splatters were generated when the peak power of the laser beam was too high. ideal welds (no
porosity or irregular surface, and weld depths2.74 mm) were achieved for each of the following
three conditions:

1) 5“ lens, laser schedule E4R3L66, and beam travel speed, Fe= 1 cm/s,
2) 3“ lens, laser schedule E4L3R66 and beam travel speed, F<= 1.5 cm/s, and
3) 3“lens, laser schedule E5.2L3R51 and beam travel speed, F<= 2 cm/s.

Weld depths of larger than 3 mm without porosity were obtained at beam speeds of 0.5 cm/s for
5“ lens, and >2.8 mm at 1,5 cm/s for 3“ lens. The weld depth required by the Charpy impact test
specimen is larger than 2.74 mm. The ideal welds produced using 5“ lens and 3“ lens are shown
in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1 Weld produced under laser schedule of E4L3R66 and beam travel speed of 0.5 cm/s for
5“ lens.
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Figure 2 Weld produced under laser schedule of E4L3R66 and beam travel speed of 1.5 cm/s for
3“ lens.

In the next report period, the deepest welds achieved so far will be sectioned longitudinally to
comprehensively examine for porosity. Sections of weld metal will also be analyzed for oxygen
content and correlated with weld hardness.

A welding environment control (containment) box was assembled within the laser system. The
gas lines and vacuum ports were tested. The use of the containment box is expected to provide
a controlled atmosphere for laser welding of vanadium and protect it from oxidation, splatter and
plate-out.

Five preliminary welds were produced with the environmental control box. The laser schedule
used was E4L3R66 (ALT). A 3-inch focal length lens was used, which was focussed at 1 mm into
the 4-mm thick plate. The environmental gas was 99.996% purified argon. The environmental
control box was first evacuated to 20 in. Hg by a vacuum pump, then the argon was allowed to
flow into the box at a flow rate of 30 IA for 10 to 15 seconds before the laser started firing. The
beam travel speed was 1 cm/s for all welds except weld No. 4, which was 0.5 cm/s. Both
antireflective coated and non-coated windows were tested. The welds are shown in Figure 3.
Though a shiny weld (weld No.1 in Fig. 3) was achieved, a vapor was deposited on the window
after a single run. This deposit significantly reduced the transmission coefficient of laser beam
through the window and a significant amount of energy was absorbed by the window leading to
glazing and cracking of the glass. As a result, the weld depth decreased from the beginning to
the end of the welds (see Fig. 3). Further work is necessary to effectively utilize the containment
box.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRICALLY INSULATING CaO COATINGS’

K. Natesan, M. Uz, and S. Wieder (Argonne National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objectives of this task are to (a) develop electrically insulating coatings, with emphasis on the
basic understanding of the thermodynamic conditions and kinetics of coating development needed
to achieve stable coatings of CaO that are compatible in a Li/Li-Ca environment; (b) perform detailed
postexposure analysis of the surface layers by several electron/optical techniques to characterize
the elemental and phase compositions, quantify stratification in the layers, and establish the role of
compositional changes in the coating defects and microstructure; (c) measure the electrical
resistance of the coatings, before and after exposure external to Li; and (d) establish optimal
procedures from the standpoint of sample preparation procedures, exposure time and temperature,
and sequence of operations in order to obtain reliable and reproducible coatings with adequate
electrical resistance for use in an Li environment.

SUMMARY

A systematic vapor transport study has been initiated to develop electrically insulating CaO coatings
that are compatible with use in a liquid Li environment. Several experiments were conducted to
study how the deposition of Ca on V-4 Cr-4Ti substrate alloys is affected by variations in process
temperature and time, and specimen location, surface preparation, and pretreatment. During this
reporting period, a setup has been completed to measure the electrical resistivity of the coatings in
air or in an inert gas environment as a function of temperature up to 750”C. Some preliminary data
are presented.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

In an attempt to gain further fundamental understanding, experiments were conducted to develop
Ca-rich coatings by using the pack diffusion process. The experiments involved exposure of V alloy
specimens to a pack of fine Ca pellets at 700-800”C. The specimens were either completely
enclosed within the pack or were hung above the pack material in a static Ar environment. The
vapor pressure of Ca at 700-800”C is sufficient to deposit a layer of Ca on the specimens. Several
geometrical arrangements were examined to obtain a uniform coating of Ca on the specimens,
which were typically coupons that measured 5-10 x 5 x 1 mm. The alloys included V-4 Cr-4Ti and V-
5Cr-5Ti with and without prealuminization. In addition, specimens with various surface roughnesses
(polished, grit-blasted, etc.) were included in the evaluation. The effort during this period
concentrated on setting up an apparatus for measuring the electrical resistivity of the coated
specimens as a function of temperature up to 750”C. The apparatus has been used to measure the
resistance of thin coating layers developed by the pack diffusion process.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Coating by Vapor Phase Transport

Twelve runs have been conducted to study the deposition of Ca or Ca/Mg on V alloys.l After
deposition, the specimens were oxidized in air at 600°C to convert the deposited metals into their
respective oxides. The specimens exhibited insulating characteristics after this oxidation step.
Detailed X-ray diffraction studies on these specimens showed good correlation between high
resistance values at room temperature and a high concentration of Ca/Mg in oxide form. Calcium
concentrations in the range of 60-80 wt. O/Owere obtained in several specimens. However, coating
thicknesses in a given specimen or between various specimens were not uniform; in some

●This work has been supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Fusion Energy
Research, under Contract W-31 -109-Eng-38.
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specimens, coating spallation was noted.

The results also showed that Ca and/or Mg deposition via vapor phase transport is possible but that
the coating thickness and the adhesive bonding of the coating with the substrate that was obtained
by a single deposition/oxidation procedure was not adequate to produce the desired insulating
characteristics. Additional experiments, with several procedural modifications, were conducted and,
finally, double deposition/oxidation seemed to produce a thicker coating that was more adherent
and exhibited adequate insulating characteristics at room temperature. To examine the stability of
the coating and its electrical resistivity at elevated temperature, experiments were conducted with
some of the coated samples at temperatures up to =700°C in which a two-probe method was used
to measure resistance.

Figure 1 shows typical scanning electron microscopy (SEM) photomicrographs of cross sections
and surfaces of V-4 Cr-4Ti alloy in various stages of coating development, i.e., after Ca deposition,
after oxidation of the Ca deposit, and after repeated oxidation of the Ca deposit. The top left
photomicrograph shows a cross section of a specimen after Ca deposition by pack diffusion. Even
though Ca is the deposited element, some CaO is present in the layer because the low flow rate of
99.999 VOI.YOAr used in the experiment contained sufficient oxygen to partially oxidize Ca to CaO.
The top right photomicrograph shows the cross section of the specimen after Ca deposition and
subsequent oxidation in 99.9997. Ar. The average thickness of the coating layer was =4 pm but the
thickness was not uniform. The bottom left photomicrograph shows a cross section of a specimen
in which the sequence was Ca deposition, oxidation, and deposition. It is evident that the coating
after this sequence is much thicker and denser than the coating observed after single-stage
deposition.

The bottom right photomicrograph shows the surface of a specimen after dual deposition/oxidation
treatments. The sample was mechanically weak and broke into several pieces, especially after
resistance measurements at elevated temperatures in air. The results showed that reaction after
long-term exposure at high temperature (especially at anticipated service temperatures) should be
one of the criteria for an acceptable coating.

The variation in the product of resistance times area as a function of temperature obtained on
specimens of V-4 Cr-4Ti alloy with Ca deposition/oxidation and with Ca deposition/oxidation and
redeposition of Ca is shown in Figure 2. The specimen with single-step deposition of Ca and
oxidation exhibited (see left graph in Figure 2) a low value of =1 O Q.cm2 at room temperature. Upon
heating the specimen during the resistance measurement, the value decreased further to as low as
0.5 f2.cm2 at 546°C. The specimen was maintained at 546°C overnight and the resistance gradually
increased to a value of 10 f2.cm2; it was then given a second cycle of heating and cooling, as shown
in the figure. The resistance during the second heating remained the same as it was during the
cooling part of the first cycle. However, a further increase in resistance was observed during the
cooling part of the second cycle. The product of the resistance times area still remained in the range
of 15-20 Q.cm2 in a temperature range of 200-500°C.

The right-hand graph in Figure 2 shows the variation in values for resistance times area for a
specimen that was treated with Ca deposition/oxidation/redeposition of Ca. During the heating
cycle, the value ranged between 107 to 102 f2.cm2 as the temperature increased from room
temperature to S500°C, with a sharp drop in the temperature range of 200-500”C. The specimen
was maintained overnight at 546°C in air, during which time the value for resistance times area
increased from =400 to 2 x 105 Q.cm2. Upon cooling, the value showed further increase to =107
Q.cm2 at room temperature. It is evident that the dual treatment of Ca deposition improved the
coating from the standpoint of thickness as well as resistance.

The behavior of the coatings of the above two specimens at 546°C as a function of exposure time is
shown in Figure 3. At temperature, with a single Ca deposition treatment, the specimen exhibited a
gradual increase in resistance to 5 Q.cm2, while the specimen with a double Ca treatment exhibited
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values in the range of 104 to 105 Q.cm2. Additional experiments are in progress to evaluate the
characteristics of coatings developed on several other specimens. Furthermore, the
microstructure of several of these coated specimens will be characterized and compositional
gradients will be determined. Also, some of the specimens will be exposed to an Li environment;
their resistances will be measured before and after exposure.

,.. ,“. .

,,,..

Fig.1. SEM photomicrographs of V-4Cr-4Ti alloy after Ca deposition (top left), after oxidation of Ca
deposit (top right), after repeat of Ca deposition (bottom left) and after repeat of oxidation of Ca
deposit (bottom right). Bottom right photomicrograph is a surface view, and the others are cross
sections.
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Fig. 2. Product of resistance times area as a function of temperature for V-4Cr-4Ti alloy with
(left) Ca deposition/oxidation and (right) Ca deposition/oxidation/Ca deposition.
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2.0 SILICON CARBIDE COMPOSITE MATERIALS
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SiC FIBER EVALUATIONS-G. E. Youngblood and R. H. Jones (Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory~

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this report is to evaluate the unirradiated properties of near stoichiometric
&SiC fibers which will be irradiated in the JUPITEIWHFIR 14J experiment.

SUMMARY

The SiC fiber types selected for the JUPITER 14J irradiation experiment are presented
together with the rationale for their selection. The fiber diameter variation from fiber-to-fiber

within a tow and along single filament lengths was assessed by image analysis and SEM for
four SiC-based fibers: Hi-Nicalon, Hi-Nicalon Type S, Tyranno SA and Dow Sylramic.
Because of the apparently characteristic fiber diameter variations observed across tows (6-22
pm) as well as along single filaments (up to A 1.Opm/cm), it is not appropriate to use average fiber
diameters to determine individual fiber strengths or fiber strength distributions. Generally, SiC
fibers with larger diameters have lower tensile strengths. Therefore, a 3-parameter modified
Weibull analysis which includes a diameter dependence parameter is preferred over the simple
2-parameter Weibull analysis to properly describe SiC fiber strength distributions. The newly
introduced diameter dependence parameter may be a sensitive measure of fiber quality or
performance.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

The JUPITER HFIFW4J neutron irradiation experiment, scheduled to commence in March, 1999
and to be completed in March, 2000, is part of the U.S./Monbusho collaboration. The irradiations
will be carried out at 300, 500 and 800”C to a dose of =10 dpa-SiC.

Better irradiation stability of SiC/SiC composites is expected if fiber properties are closely matched
to that of the SiC matrix so that differential swelling or shrinkage between the fiber and matrix can
be minimized H1. Therefore, several advanced fibers with near stoichiometric O-SiC compositions. .
and crystalline structures were selected for the HFIR/14J irradiation.
ongoing evaluations of these fibers.

HFIR/14J Fiber Matrix

The selected fiber types for the HFIR/14J experiment are listed in Table

This report will discuss

1. All of the listed fibers

are polymer-derived with room temperature tensile strengths in excess of 2.5 GPa and have fine
diameters which make them suitable for weaving into fabric for SiC/SiC composite fabrication.
Except for the Hi-NicaIon fiber, these fibers have been given a final sintering treatment at 1600”C
or greater to stabilize their crystalline structures. Therefore, their bulk density and elastic modulus
values (=3.1 g/cc and =400 GPa, respectively) approach monolithic &SiC values. The Hi-
Nicalon tiber has lower density and modulus values (2.7 g/cc and 270 GPa, respectively), and has
exhibited long-term radiation degradation [3].

‘Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by
Battelle Memorial Institute under contract DE-AC06-76RL0 1830.

-.— -- .—-.. .
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Table 1. Measured Properties* of Near Stoichiometric &SiC Fibers to be Irradiated in 14J.

Hi- Annealed Hi-Nit Tyrann Tyrann Dow Dow
Measured Nicalon Hi-Nit Type S o 0 Sylrami Syl. (2)
Property (1) (2) (1) SA SA(2) c(4) (4)

(3) (3)

Avg. Diameter 13.8/14 (14) 12.3/13 9.4/1 o (lo) (lo) 9.2/1 O
(pm)

Density (g/cc) 2.691 2.82 3.08/3.1 (3.02) (3.1) (3.1) (>3.1)
2.74

RT Tensile 3.4/2.8 nm 2.1/2.5 (2.8) (2.8) (3.2) (3.2)
Strength (GPa)

RT Modulus (GPa) (270) nm (420) (420) (375) (400) (>400)

RT Elongation (%) (1 .0) nm (-0.6) (0.7) (-0.7) (-0.8) (<-0.8)

RT Therm. Cond. 4.8/5.3 nm (18) (65) nm (46) (>46)
(W/mK)

RT Elect. Cond. 3.0/1 .4 1.1 30/0.1 nm nm nm nm
(fl-cm)

Second Phases Turbo nm 0.2 0 <2 Al <2 Al 2.2 TiB2 <B
(wt. %) c 0.30 0.30 0.80 <o.a O

18v FX0

XRD Crystallite- 4.0/4 nm 11/22 40/38 (150’”) 85/90 (-loo)
Size (rim)

Continuous Use 1078 1215 1256 -1300 nm 1261 nm
Temp (°C~ est.

Manufacturer’s values are hstec second or m parenthesis
(1) Nippon Carbon Co., Ltd., Yokohama, Japan
(2) Annealed at 1500”C, Argon (1 hr.)
(3) Ube Industries, Ltd., Ube City, Japan
(4) Dow Coming Corp., Midland, Michigan, USA
● * Determined from TEM microstructure
# Determined from the fiber BSR thermal creep when m = 0.5 for a 100 hr. test in argon [2].

However, SiC/SiC composite with Hi-Nicalon reinforcement is commercially available. Since
considerable irradiation performance data has been accumulated for this fiber, it is retained in the
experimental matrix as a reference. To examine if the irradiation performance of the Hi-Nicalon
fiber could be improved without degrading its other properties, a high temperature anneal (1500”C,
1 hour in argon) was given to a fiber bundle prior to insertion into 14J. The remaining
stoichiometric SiC fibers listed in Table 1 currently are being evaluated for advanced aerospace
applications because of their improved creep and rupture strength properties as well as improved
oxidation resistance [4]. The Hi-Nicalon Type S and Dow Sylramic fibers just recently have
become commercially available, although in limited amounts. Both of these fiber types have been
given additional treatments to improve their creep and rupture strength properties even more.
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These treated fibers, listed as Tyranno SA(2) and Dow Sykamic(2) in Table 1, are developmental
and are available only on special request at this time.

Recently, the thermal diffusivity of the Hi-Nicalon fiber was determined as a function of
temperature from RT to 200”C [5]. Similar measurements are planned for the other selected
fibers and the upper temperature limit for the difusivity measurements will be extended to 1000”C.
Other characterization measurements include crystallite size determinations by XRD and field
emission SEM and RT electrical conductivity determinations. Irradiation effects on these fiber
properties will be assessed after the 14J irradiations. The fiber continuous use temperature was
estimated from a 100 hr. thermal creep bend stress relaxation (BSR) test as discussed previously
[2]. A similar fiber BSR test to examine the potential for irradiation-enhanced creep will be carried
out in HFIR/14J. To more closely simulate the time-temperature conditions expected in the
HFIR/14J irradiation, a 1000 hr. fiber thermal creep BSR test will be carried out. Of particular
interest is the effect of the added aluminum in the Tyranno SA fiber and the reduced boron in the
Sylramic fiber. The aluninum (as A120~)stabilizes grain growth in the Tyranno fiber while reduced
boron in the Sylramic should alleviate the expected helium generation problem in a neutron
irradiation environment.

Effects of Diameter Variation on Fiber Tensile Strermth

Initial characterization of the Hi-Nicalon, Hi-Nicalon Type S, Tyranno SA and Dow Sylramic fibers

has indicated that they typically exhibit a large variation in their effective diameters (6-22 pm) as
well as strength dependence on their diameters. A simple 2-parameter Weibull analysis, as
recommended by ASTM D3379 [6], may not be adequate to describe fiber strength distributions
before and after irradiation treatments [7]. Therefore, a study to assess the influence of diameter
variation on fiber tensile strengths and strength distributions was carried out. A 3-parameter
‘modified” Weibull analysis method, recently developed by Zhu et al. [8], was examined as a
better way to describe fiber strength distributions.

Typical fiber diameter (cross-sectional shape) variations across a tow were examined by image
analysis of approximately 200 fiber cross sections per fiber. The fiber diameter sizes exhibited
near normal distributions with the Hi-Nicalon and Tyranno SA fibers having 1u standard deviations
near 13Y0, and the Hi-Nicalon S and Dow Sylramic having standard deviations <1OYO.
Surprisingly, the measured average aspect ratios (fiber maximum diametedbreadth) were about
~.1 for each of the four examined fibers. To investigate typical fiber diameter variation along a
filament length, three neighboring 30 cm long filaments were pulled from a tow and cut
sequentially into 1 cm segments. The equivalent fiber diameter was determined from multiple
measurements made directly from SEM micrographs of the individual segments. Diameter
variations of up to *1pm/cm length were observed for each of the four fiber types.

Because of the apparently characteristic fiber diameter variations observed across tows as well
as along single filaments for SiC fibers, it is not appropriate to use average fiber diameters to
determine individual fiber strengths. Particularly, fiber strength distributions are affected, as a 10%
error in diameter results in about a 20?40error in the calculated breaking stress. Such errors show
up as additional scatter in the Weibull strength distribution. Therefore, it is necessary to
measure/determine the fiber cross-sectional area (equivalent diameter) at the point of the original
fracture to properly assess the fiber strength distribution.

The observed dependencies of the fiber tensile strengths on diameter for the Hi-Nicalon, Hi-

Nicalon Type S and Dow Sylramic fibers are illustrated in Figure 1(a-d). In Figure 1(a-d), the fiber
tensile strengths exhibit significant scatter. Nevertheless, the general trend that fibers with larger
diameters have lower strengths is consistent. The tensile strength (u) versus
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Figure 1(a-d). Tensile strength dependence on the normalized diameter for (a) Hi-Nicalon, (b) Hi-
Nicalon Type S, (c) Tyranno SA and (d) Dow Sylramic fiber types.

normalized diameter (d/dO) data were fit with a power law dependence of the form

u = KO(d/dO)_” (1)

where dOis the average diameter of the data set, n is the power law exponent and KO is the
average strength expected for a fiber with diameter dO. The values of dO,KOand n are included
in the plots for each fiber type. The strongest strength dependence on diameter (n=l .35) was
exhibited by the Dow Sylramic fiber, while the weakest (n=O.41) was exhibited by the Hi-Nicalon

Type S fiber.

The modified 3-parameter Weibull analysis, as presented by Zhu [8], was used to analyze the fiber
tensile strength data. In this method, the strength data are fit by linear regression to the modified
Weibull expression

Ln{Ln[(N+l )/(N+l -i)]} - hLn(d/dO) = 6Ln(~,) - pLn(uO) (2)

where i is the rank of the fiber tensile strengths arranged in descending order N is the total
number of tensile tests; Oiand d, are the corresponding measured tensile strength and diameter
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values, respectively; and B and UOare the Weibull shape and strength parameters, respectively.
In the left-hand side of Eqn (2), the second term appears as a correction factor to the first term,
which is the standard Weibull failure probability ranking term. The new parameter (h) represents
the fiber strength dependence on the fiber diameter. Since the Weibull mean strength (uW~) is
given by

uw~ = uOr(l + 1/13)(d/dO)wfl (3)

where r is the gamma function with argument (1 + 1//3), the identities

n = hlfl and KO= uOr(l + 1/6) (4)

are required to make Eqns (1) and (3) equivalent [8].

Iteration is necessary to derive the three parameters /3, UOand h. To do this, conventional 2-
parameter Weibull analysis yields an initial 6 value ((3.). A fixed n value is obtained by linear
regression fitting the fiber tensile strength-diameter data to Eqn (1). An initial h value (h, =
ng?O)is inserted into Eqn (2), and new values for @and UOare obtained. This cycle is repeated
until the p, UOand h values converge which usually only requires five or six iterations. The
modified Weibull analysis results for the three fiber types for which the tensile tests have been
completed are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of 3-Parameter Modified Weibull Analysis for SiC-Fibers

Fiber Type P h ‘JWM A UWM

(&a) (GPa) (GPa)

Hi-Nicalon 6.99 3.58 3.87 3.35 +0.56

Hi-Nicalon S 5.18 2.29 2.11 2.11 *0.47

Dow Syiramic 4.77 2.63 6.43 2.40 *0.57

The uOand /3 values derived from the simple 2-parameter Weibull analysis of the Hi-Nicalon, Hi-
Nicalon Type S and Dow Sylramic fiber tensile strength data were 3.61, 2.31 and 2.72 GPa and
6.37, 4.93 and 3.80, respectively. The 2-parameter UOvalues were only slightly higher than the
corresponding 3-parameter values listed in Table 2. However, the 3-parameter /3 values were
significantly larger than the corresponding 2-parameter /3 values. The degree of difference in
either value becomes larger as the fiber strength dependence on diameter becomes stronger
(larger nor h values). The uw~ values (Table 2) agree closely with the KOvalues (Fig. 1) derived
from fitting the tensile strength and normalized diameter data for each fiber type.

The scatter in the strength versus diameter data shown in Fig. 1 primarily is due to the statistical

variation of flaw sizes and is the dominant mechanism responsible for the Weibull strength

distribution. If h = 2.0 in Eqn (2), the modified Weibull analysis reduces to the single modal
Weibull distribution that includes the fiber strength dependence on test volume (proportional to d2
for fibers with the same length). If the fiber strength is primarily determined by surface flaws, a
strength dependence on fiber surface area (proportional to d’) is expected and h = 1.0. The
tensile strength distribution for the Hi-Nicalon Type S fiber with h = 2.1 1“nearly falls into the former

category. However, when h z 2, as appears to be the case for the Hi-Nicalon and Dow Sylramic
fibers with h = 3.87 and 6.43, respectively, flaw location and type also influence the fracture
mechanics [9]. In this respect, the parameter h should be sensitive to processing variables, and

—.-. —.. — —- -
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also may be valuable as an indicator of the effects of fiber treatments as well as the effects of
irradiation.

FUTURE WORK

The characterization of the properties for the unirradiated SiC fiber specimens will be continued
through 1999.
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OBJECTIVE

This paper presents a summary of the development of fiber-reinforced ceramic composites
using a SiC matrix derived by forced-flow chemical vapor infiltration SiC and near
stoichiometric SiC-based fibers.

SUMMARY

FCVI SiC/SiC composites are being fabricated and will be incorporated in the upcoming 14J
experiment in conjunction with the Jupiter and Crest Projects. Three different fiber
compositions, three different fiber architectures, and two different interface thicknesses are
being evaluated simultaneously. All of the fibrous preforms received a pyrolytic carbon ~
surface coating between the fiber and matrix interface. Many of the non-irradiated samples
have been characterized and trends examined.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Experimental Details

Evaluation of three different fiber types and architectures has been investigated (see Table 1),
and an initial comparison of their properties has been completed. Initial comparisons of the
Hi-NicalonTM, Hi-Nicalon’M Type-S, and TyrannoTM SA fiber composites will be used to
determine the next phase of study. Composites fabricated from satin weave fabric were layed
up in a 0-90° orientation. Composites made from plain weave fabric were layed up in a 0:30°
orientation. The bottom third of each composite was buffered using ceramic grade Nicalon to
minimize waste during the initial densification attempts. Due to the satin weave architecture a
volumetric fiber loading of approximately 35°A was the maximum. Once the preforms were
made, each received a pyrolytic carbon coating derived from decomposition of propylene at
11OO”C at a pressure of 40 torr. The resulting average calculated interphase coating
thickness was between 150 to 200nm. Each fibrous preform was then infiltrated/densified with
a SiC matrix using forced flow chemical vapor infiltration (FCVI) from decomposition of
methyltrichlorosilane. The infiltration run times varied from 11 to 17 hours at 1200”C with
ambient pressure.

Table 1: Fiber Types and Respective Architectures Examined to Date

I FiberType I Chopped I PlainWeavej SatinWeave

CG-Nicalon ● ● “
I i 1 J

Hi-Nicafon ! ! ● ! ● I
Hi-NicalonTypeS ~

●
~ ●

I I
TyrannoSA I I ● I ● I

—— . ---- _.. - .
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Once densified the composites were removed from their graphite holders and cut into flexure
bars (30 x 6 x 2.2mm) according to the 14J irradiation capsule bend bar geometry. The
samples were then weighed and measured and broken using four-point bending with an upper
span of 10mm and a lower span of 20mm. Using the failure loads and dimensions the
ultimate stress and matrix microcrack stress of each sample was calculated and an average
determined for each composite.

Some difficulty was experienced in fully densifying the Tyranno SA fabric, especially in the
satin weave. Aforementioned, the buffer layer was removed to improve infiltration, but
showed minimal improvement in the Tyranno SA fabric. Thus the run conditions were altered
from the standard conditions.

All of the samples described in this report have yet to be irradiated. Composite samples
fabricated from all three fiber types will be incorporated into the upcoming 14J experiment in
the HIFR at the Oak Ridge National Lab and planned lower dose rabbit irradiations. Further
information will be available after such time. This report covers only non-irradiated samples.

Results

Twelve flexure bars were cut from each sample and six were characterized to determine as-
fabricated properties. The remaining six bars from each sample will be incorporated into
radiation testing or other characterization procedures. The results from flexure testing can be

seen in Figure 2 and Table 2. The dimensions of the flexure bars were 30 x 6 x 2.2mm. The

samples were broken using four point bending with an upper span of 10mm and a lower span
of 20mm. All testing was done at room temperature.

Figure 1: Representative Load Displacement curves for the three composites of
differing fiber type a) Tyranno SA fiber reinforced; b) Hi-Nicalon Type-S fiber reinforced;
c) Regular Hi-Nicalon fiber reinforced

(a) (b)
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(c)
H1.tiicalon

Table 2: Comparison of Average Strengths and Theoretical Densities (8 tests each);
error represents one standard deviation

Fiber UTS MM o- Theor. Density

Type (MPa) (MPa) (%)

Tyranno SA 202~62 21 I*5I 78~2%

Hi-Nicalon 367~56 342?67 i35&4%

Hi-Nit Type S 352*5O 327?44 8424%

Discussion of Results

Comparing ultimate bend strength and matrix microcracking strength of each composite, it
was determined that the composites made using both plain and satin weave Hi-Nicalon were
the best performers of the initial composites compared. Though the Type-S and Tyranno
composites did not return as high strengths as the regular Hi-Nicalon, their strengths were
encouraging and they demonstrated great potential for the applications being considered. The
lesser performance of the Type-S composite may be ascribed to the thinner than planned
interphase coating obsetved through SEM of the fracture surface (see Figure 2). This most
likely contributed to the brittle behavior exhibited by the Type-S composites as seen in Figure
1.

Figure 2: SEM of fracture surface from CVI 1206 a Type-S fiber composite a) fiber-

matrix interface; b) brittle fracture surface; c) different fiber-matrix interface

(a) (b) (c)
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Initially the Tyranno SA fiber composites seemed inferior to the Hi-Nicalon family of
composites. But after closer examination the poor performance of the Tyranno composites
could be connected to the inability to properly densify the composites. Multiple factors led to
the overall low density of the Tyranno composites. The fiber architecture was the first
suspect. The bundles of fibers in all three composites densified well, however none of the
composites had good inter-layer densification. This was most evident in the Tyranno fiber
composites. Large voids between layers were created due to very rapid densification. Such
voids between the layers of fabric could have the effect of reduced interlaminar shear and
strength properties. Secondly, the choice to buffer the Tyranno composites (to save material)
intensified the poorly infiltrated areas within the fabric. This was due to the higher growth rate
within the Nicalon fabric ultimately causing sealing off of the gas flow to the Tyranno region.
By removing the buffer layer and using the desired fiber types through the entire part, overall
properties of the composites were enhanced. Further investigation is recommended on the
effects of fiber architecture and Iayup on the final strength for Tyranno composites.

Figure 3: Cross-section of CVI 1201 (Hi-Nicalon Composite), line indicates buffer zone

Figure 4: Schematic of Forced Flow Chemical Vapor Infiltration Process

Itl
C04144G
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Figure 5: a) 100X picture of Type-S composite fiber bundle; b) 5X picture of Type-S
composite showing porosity between fabric layers (arrows indicate pores)

(a)

Once the buffer layer was removed, infiltration improved greatly. However, simple layup
adjustment did not remedy the inter-layer pores. Therefore, the process conditions were

altered. By adjusting the infiltration parameters, slightly better infiltration was achieved both in
the fiber bundles and between layers. The parameters were adjusted as seen in Table 2 and
improvements were noted immediately (Figure 6). Further development of the FCVI approach
to infiltrating these advanced fibers is recommended.

Table 3: Changes in Run conditions for Tyranno plain weave composite.

Infiltration Parameter Old Conditions New Conditions

Surface 1200”C 1150”C
Temperature (“C)

MTS Flow 0.300 0.250

Rate (g/rein)
Hydrogen Flow 500 500

Rate (seem)

Figure 6: Cross-section of CVI1205 and CVII209 respectively - Tyranno Composite
with No Buffer fabricated using a) old run conditions and b) new run conditions

(a)

(b)
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CONCLUSIONS

The advanced fibers performed well when used to replace current lower-grade ceramic fibers
in regards to matrix microcracking and ultimate bend strength. Initially, no processing
conditions were altered to accommodate the advanced fibers though parameters such as
thermal conductivity, fiber diameter and fabric weave need to be considered for a more
thorough evaluation of these materials. Ordinarily these factors and others are considered to
predict the optimum deposit kinetics during infiltration. By incorporating factors such as fabric
architecture and fiber surface roughness, further property improvements will be achieved.
Ultimate bend strengths near the 400 MPa range indicate great promise for the use of these
new fibers. Though low theoretical density of the composites contributed to inferior properties,
further development of the infiltration process should further improve properties. H is
recommended that alternate forms of infiltration be investigated alongside FCVI, such as
liquid-phase infiltration. Additionally, development of new and current interface coatings is an
essential part of the development of these fibers for ceramic composites. Each fiber type
reacted differently to the pyrolytic carbon coating, therefore coatings may need to be derived
specifically for a given fiber type and architecture. Though the Tyranno fibers did not perform
exceptionally during initial studies, past research indicates good results from both Nicalon and
Tyranno fibers as preforms for FCVI. Further development of SiC/SiC composites using Type-
S, Tyranno, and other advanced fibers is therefore recommended.
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METHODS FOR JOINING SILICON CARBIDE COMPOSITES FOR HIGH
TEMPERATURE STRUCTURAL APPLICATIONS — C. A. Lewinsohn], R. H. Jones’,
M. Singh2, T. Shibayama3, T. Hinoki’, M. Ando’, Y. Katoh4, and A. Kohyama4. (1) Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory”, Richland, WA 99352 USA; (2) NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland,
Ohio, USA; (3) Center for Advanced Research of Energy Technology, Hokkaido University,
Sapporo, Japan; (4) Institute of Advanced Energy, Kyoto University, Gokasho, Uji, Kyoto611,
Japan.

Adapted from Proceedings of the 23rd Engineering Ceramics Division Meeting of the American
Ceramic Society, Cocoa Beach, Florida, Jan. 25-29, 1999. To be published in Ceramic
Engineering and Science Proceedings.

OBJECTIVE

Reliable and practical joining techniques are required to enable the use of silicon carbide
composites in fusion energy systems. The variety of demanding criteria for the properties of joints
will be described, including those pertaining to fusion energy systems. Issues concerning practical
fabrication of joints will also be discussed. Preliminary results on the thermal stability of joints
formed by a reaction based joining approach will be presented.

SUMMARY

Joining methods are required to allow affordable fabrication of large or complex SiC/SiC
components for fusion energy systems. Previous analysis of the criteria for successful and
functional joints indicate that reaction-formed and polymer-derived silicon carbide should be
considered as candidate joint materials. Efforts have been initiated to investigate the issues
involved with fabrication and durability of these joints. This report summarizes initial investigations

of the long-term thermal stability of silicon carbide joints formed by a reaction-based approach.
Results indicate that the joint may contain unreacted phases that react further during high-
temperature exposure. These results, and their implications, must be confirmed by additional
investigations.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

INTRODUCTION

The development of fusion energy systems creates many demanding criteria for the materials to be
used in this application. One criterion, is the need for a hermetic material that can chemically and
mechanically withstand high-temperatures and neutron fluxes as the %rst-wall” material. In
addition, the radioactivation of the material to be used as the first wall should be below the limits for
a safe and environmentally benign Iifecycle. A candidate material for this application is silicon
carbide fiber-reinforced, silicon carbide (SiC/SiC). These composites possess desirable thermal,
mechanical, and radiation stability. A limitation of these materials, however, is that they can only be
produced in limited sizes and shapes. Therefore, to fabricate a complete fusion energy system a
method of joining SiC/SiC components, without compromising the propefiies that are needed, is

required.

“ Operated for the U.S. DOE by Battelle Memorial Institute under Contract DE-AC06-76RL0 1830.
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Since silicon carbide has many desirable properties for use as a “first-wall” in a fusion energy
system [1-4], it is undesirable to use a joining technique that introduces dissimilar materials at the
inner face of the first wall. In addition, to avoid poisoning the plasma the first wall must be hermetic.
Thus, it is highly likely that a means of joining SiC/SiC components to each other is required. Two
attractive methods of joining silicon carbide with other forms of silicon carbide have been
developed: reaction bonding [5-8], and preceramic polymer adhesives [9-15]. In this paper,
preliminary results obtained from joints formed by reaction based forming will be presented.
Although other investigators have demonstrated that joints with required values of strengths can
be formed [5-8], the long term stability of the joint, and consequent affects on the mechanical
properties of the joint, require further afiention. In this study joints were annealed under long term
static and cyclic, high temperature conditions and the resulting microstructure were examined.

Issues Concerning Joinina for Fusion Enerav Svstems

The criteria typically required for successful ceramic-to-ceramic joints for high temperature
applications are usually: (1) adequate mechanical properties, and (2) chemical stability with respect
to the components being joined and with the service atmosphere. In addition to these basic
requirements, materials for joining silicon carbide composites required for use infusion energy

systems must meet other criteria that assure that fusion energy systems produce economically
viable power, and operate in a safe and environmentally benign manner over their lifetimes.
Hence, any joining method used for fusion energy systems must also satisfy the conditions of
radiation resistance, mechanical integrity, desirable thermal properties, safety during operation and
maintenance, prevention of injuries in the case of accidental release, and environmentally benign
waste disposal.

The requirements of safety, injury, and waste disposal have been considered from the perspective
of identifying elements that form transmutation products, after exposure to fusion energy system
operating conditions, that exceed the accepted limits [16,1 7]. From this point of view, several
elements that may potentially be attractive for use in joining must be excluded. Nickel,
molybdenum, niobium, and cobalt are unacceptable. In addition, since joining will occur at the

construction site of a fusion energy system it is preferable that the joining technique be performed
in the ambient environment without applied pressure. Furthermore, the temperature used for
joining must be below that which causes degradation of the fibers: believed to be 1200-1400 C.
The joining technique must be compatible with the other materials and processes used during
assembly of the fusion energy system. Consideration of these factors has led to the selection of
silicon carbide formed by two different methods as potential joining compounds: (1) reaction-
forming, and (2) pyrolysis of preceramic polymers. In this report, however, only joints fabricated by
reaction-forming will be discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

To evaluate the suitability of joints formed by the reaction-based forming approach, plates of
monolithic silicon carbide (Hexoloy SA, Carborundum Co., Niagara, NY) were joined using the
ARCjoinT technique [6-8]. Two plates of monolithic silicon carbide were cut into 25 mm-long by
4 mm-thick pieces. A carbonaceous mixture was applied to the ends of the plates that were to be
joined and this was cured at 110-120°C for 10 to20 mnutes. Subsequently, a slurry of pure silicon
powder wasappliaf to the surfcce of the joht regbn and heated up to 1425 °Cfor5-1 Ominutes.
Capilary forces drew the molten silcon into the pint @gion where it reacted with the cabon to form
silco n cabide. The resulting joint mater&1 consisted of silcon caibide with controllable amounts of
siicon and otherphasesas determinti by the composition of the raw m~enak and nfiltrmt. A limited
number of pints between pieces of siicon carbide composite material were ako fabicated. This
composite was reinforced with Hi-Nicalon fibers (Nippon Carbon Co., Yokohama, Japan) that had
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been coated with a 1 Urn-thick layer of carbon prior to matrix infiltration via chemical vapor infiltration.
In addition, an approximately 2 Urn-thick layer of silicon carbide was deposited on the outside of the
composite to inhibit oxidation at high-temperatures.

The plates that were joined using the method described above were cut into bars that were 44x 4

x 4 mm. The bars were cut so that the joint was at the middle of the bar and the plane of joining was
aligned so that it was parallel to the applied load. Several of the bars were annealed in a resistively-
heated, quartz-image, furnace under vacuum. A series of specimens was annealed at 11OO°C for
ten consecutive 10 h long cycles. The microstructure of untreated and annealed specimens was
investigated via scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM).

RESULTS

Figure 1. Micrograph of a cross section of two pieces of silicon carbide joined with reaction-
bonded silicon carbide.

Figure 2. Micrographs of a cross section of two pieces of monolithic silicon carbide joined by
reaction-bonded silicon carbide: (a) SEM image, with EDX signal from silicon superimposed, and

(b) low magnification TEM micrograph. In (b), 1 indicates monolithic silicon carbide, (2) epitaxial
carbon, (3) indicates reaction bonded silicon carbide, and (4) indicates a pore.
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To demonstrate the suitability of the joining technique, some joints were made between pieces of
a silicon carbide composite material (Figure 1). Joining pieces directly or between the outer
coating of silicon carbide was equally successful and no evidence of a deleterious reaction
between the joint material and the composite was observed, despite the high-temperature used to
melt the pure silicon infiltrant. Apparently, these composite materials are not affected by exposure
to the liquid silicon during the short infiltration time.

The microstructure of a joint between two pieces of monolithic silicon carbide is shown in Figure 2.
The image shown in Figure 2a shows that the joint region contains an excess of silicon relative to

Figure 3. High resolution transmission electron micrograph indicating the presence of carbon with
an epitaxial relationship to the monolithic silicon cati[de in untreated joints.

Figure 4. Scanning electron micrograph, with EDX spectra from silicon superimposed, of a cross
section of two pieces of monolithic silicon carbide joined by reaction-bonded silicon carbide after
annealing for ten cycles to 1100 C.
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the monolithic material. This silicon may be silicon that did not react completely during the joint
fabrication process. A low resolution transmission electron microscope (TEM) image, Fig. 2b,
indicates that the joint material is actually a mixture of three phases: carbon, silicon carbide, and
porosity. The porosity may bean artifact of ion thinning. These phases were identified from
selected area diffraction patterns. It should be noted that the particle size of the carbon and the
reaction-formed silicon carbide are extremely small; i.e., a few hundred nanometers.

It appears that in addition to unreacted silicon in the joint there is also unreacted carbon. Although
TEM observations were only limited to the interface between the reaction-bonded silicon carbide
and the monolithic silicon carbide, close examination of the EDX spectra of an untreated joint
indicates a slight decrease in the silicon signal in the joint near the interface. This suggests that
carbon may segregate to the interface region. As shown in Figure 3, carbon particles in an epitaxial
relationship with the monolithic silicon carbide were found via HRTEM.

Experiments were conducted to investigate the long term stability of the reaction-formed joint
material at elevated temperatures. Several specimens were annealed in a treatment that involved

heating the specimens from 25Cto1100 C in 55 rein, holding the temperature at 1100 C for ten
hours, rapidly cooling the specimens to 25 C (about 30 rein), and repeating this cycle until the
specimen had been subject to ten hold periods. Initial SEM microscopy and EDX results, Figure 4,
indicates that after this treatment the silicon signal across atypical cross section of a joint is
relatively constant. In addition, the appearance of the joint material near the interface with the
monolithic silicon carbide is different from that in the middle of the joint. It is possible that further
reactions between unreacted silicon and the extremely fine-grained carbon in the untreated joints
occurred during annealing. Further microscopy will be conducted to investigate this hypothesis.

CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary studies have shown that joints between silicon carbide and silicon carbide composites
can be fabricated by a reliable, low-cost reaction-forming technique. Annealing appears to
promote further reaction-forming between unreacted silicon and carbon. Additional work is
required to characterize the microstructure and mechanical properties of untreated and annealed
joints.
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DOSE RATE DEPENDENCE OF THE AMORPHIZATION OF SILICON CARBIDE -
L. L. Snead, S. J.Zinkle, W. S.Fatherly, D. K.Hensley, N. L.Vaughn, J. W. Jones (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to provide information on the dose rate dependence for
amorphization of SiC in order to determine under which environments this phenomenon will be an
issue for fusion applications.

SUMMARY

Single crystal silicon carbide (SiC) has been 2 MeV silicon ion irradiated in various irradiation
temperature and ion flux ranges to measure the effect of these parameters on the critical dose for
amorphization. The temperature and flux range for which amorphization was observed ranged
from 80 to 400 K and 0.066 to 3 x 10< dpah, respectively. The critical dose, Dti,, was found by
locating the depth of the boundary between partially crystalline and fully amorphous material using
dark field TEM from samples prepared in cross section. This depth was compared to the damage
profile as calculated using the TRIM-96 code. The temperature dependence of Dti is found to
agree well with previously reported values, though new evidence suggests a defect species
becoming mobile in the 250-300 K range. Also of significance is that Dm was dependent on flux
at 340 K, ranging from 0.79 displacements per atom at the lowest ion flux to -0.6 dpa at the
highest flux level. The dose rate dependence of D.d is compared with a chemical rate theory
model previously described by the authors. tt is seen that the dose rate dependence is
substantially weaker than theorized. An extrapolation of the measured dose rate dependence is
also compared with recent data on fast neutron amorphized SiC.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

1. Introduction
The amorphization of SiC has been widely studied in support of SiC electronic applications. The
bulk of the work utilized high-energy ions and electrons to cause atomic displacement-driven
amorphization. Numerous studies [1-1 O] have shown that SiC becomes amorphous during ion-
beam irradiation at temperatures between 77 K and room temperature for damage levels of -0.1

to 0.5 displacements per atom (dpa.) Over the past several years there has been substantial effort
to understand the role of irradiation temperature on D..t [9,11-17]. From this work the onset of
dynamic recovery stages have been identified for which D.rit increase with increasing temperature.
The absolute value of Dtit and the onset of these dynamic recovery stages appear to be
dependent not only on the irradiation temperature but also on the irradiating species. For
example, DCritfor electrons has been shown [15] to be -0.7 dpa at -50 K, increases to a plateau
region of -1 dpa in the 80 to 200 K range and then to increase rapidly with the crystal becoming
non-amorphizable above -300 K. This is compared with a heavy Xe ion irradiation [18] where Dafi
was approximately -0.19 dpa at 40 K, increases to - 0.24 dpa at 100K and then increases rapidly
with temperature at -500 K. It is noted that the reported doses for these two examples have been
recalculated assuming sublattice-averaged displacement energy of 40 eV.

Other variables such as crystal structure (a vs ~) [10,14,15] and the effect of implanted species
[17] on the amotphization of SiC have been studied. However, the effect of dose rate on the
amorphizability of SiC has not been investigated to this point, though it is known that
displacement dose rate has a strong influence on the amorphizability of the silicon crystal [19].
This paper presents evidence for dose rate effects in the amorphization of SiC under silicon ion
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irradiation. The data are then compared to a chemical rate theory model previously used to
describe the dose rate and temperature effects on the amorphization of SiC. Finally, the dose
rate data is compared with some limited recent work demonstrating that SiC becomes amorphous
by very low dose rate fission-neutron irradiation [20].

2. Experimental Procedure
Single crystal 6H alpha silicon carbide was procured as on-axis n-type wafers from Cree Systems,
Inc. The doping level was approximately 4 x 10’7 nitrogen atoms/cm3. Discs, 3 mm in diameter
were cut from the 0.36 mm thick wafers and mounted with either AquadagTM or silver paint to a

copper target block. Wafers were received with both sides polished and no further surface
preparation was performed prior to irradiation. Two MeV Si ion implantation was carried out with
the Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator in the Surface Modification and Characterization (SMAC)
user facility of the Solid State Division of ORNL. Temperature was measured by a thermocouple
embedded in the target block and controlled by a combination of resistive heating, forced air and
liquid nitrogen cooling within *3°C during irradiation.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) samples were prepared by bonding the irradiated wafer
face to an identical, non-irradiated sample, followed by diamond slicing of the sandwich.
Specimens were mechanically thinned and ion milled with argon ions at 6 keV and 15° using a
liquid nitrogen cooled stage during milling. A final mill was performed at 3 keV, 11° for 10 minutes
at liquid nitrogen temperature to reduce near-surface amorphization associated with argon
implantation. A Phillips CM-30 microscope was used for the TEM. Data on amorphization was
found by measuring the depth of the transition from partially crystalline to completely amorphous
using weak beam dark field (WBDF) TEM imaging in a (g,3g), g=OO06 diffracting condition. This is
a departure from our earlier work [9,17] which used the transition range found by TEM bright field
imaging. Data on the amorphization threshold, DCd, are found by comparing the measured
transition depth with a TRIM-96 [21] calculation. Figure 1 shows the calculated dpa and ion

concentration levels for a representative irradiation. Amorphization depth data were only obtained
at c 1 nm depths in order to avoid the implanted region.
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Figure 1

TRIM-96 Simulation of SiC
implanted with 2 MeV Si to an ion
fluence of 1 x 1018 ions/cm2
assuming average displacement
energy of 40 eV on both the
silicon and carbon sublattices.

A cross sectional WBDF image for a sample which has been amorphized by a
irradiation is shown in Figure 2A. Inset in the figure are the diffuse. rings of

2 MeV Si ion
the mid-range
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diffraction patterns and diffraction pattern depicting the 6H diffracting conditions used for the
WBDF image, Figure 2B is a higher magnification WBDF image showing the transition from
partially crystalline to fully amorphous structure at -340 nm.

Figure 2: TEM WBDF images of 2 MeV Si ion irradiated SiC at 340 K to 1.2 x 1016iort/cm2.

Figure 3 shows the effect of Dai as a function of irradiation temperature at a dose rate of 6.6 x 10G
dpak. The 2 MeV Si ion displacement dose rate for this series vaned in the range of 1-5 x 104

dptis. In Figure 3, Dti has increased from about 0.2 to -0.25 dpa as the irradiation temperature
increased from 80 to 100 K. Above this temperature an apparent plateau region exists until
approximately 250 K at which point the D=ti begins to increase. Though the data is rather limited, it
appears that the increase in DCri~begins to level off above 300 K and then rapidly increases above
-340 K.

Figure 4 gives the effect of dose rate on D~ at an irradiation temperature of -340 K. The figure
shows the critical dose decreasing with increasing dose rate, dropping from 0.79 dpa to 0.6 dpa
as the dose rate increased from -6.6x 104 dpals to 1.8 x 10-4 dpa/s. At the highest flux studied
(2.9 x 10< dpah) the critical dose for amorphization increases slightly. The reason for this is
unclear, though the trend is consistent with the increased beam heating at the elevated flux rate.
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3. DISCUSSION

As was originally observed by lnui[14] for 2 MeV electron irradiation and by Weber and Wang[l 8]

for 1.5 MeV xenon ion irradiation, the Si ion irradiations of this study show a measurable jump in
the critical dose for amorphization above an irradiation temperature of -90 K. It is noted that such
a jump was not seen by Weber [22] for Ne and Ar results, which have closer atomic masses to Si,

and therefore more similar cascade events, as compared with Xe. The increase in dose for
amorphization (fig 3) demonstrates an increase in dynamic recovery for the crystal possibly due to
the onset of carbon interstitial migration. The absolute value of Dafifor the Si ion irradiations of this
paper increases from -0.2 to 0.25 dpa which is in good agreement with earlier xenon and argon
ion irradiation results [8] but substantially lower than the electron irradiation (-0.4->0.6 dpa) [14]

results. This difference is likely due to the difference between the crystal lattice damage
produced by high energy electrons, which is limited to the production simple point defects, as
compared with the complex defects which can form within and contiguous to heavy-ion induced
cascades. The amount of chemical disordering on a dpa-normalized basis is substantially higher
for heavy ions as compared with high-energy electron irradiation. if chemical disordering assists

the amorphization of SiC (by increasing the lattice free energy), this may explain the lower Dm for
ion irradiation as compared with electron irradiations and may also explain the increased

temperature for which amorphization is possible with heavy ions. This assumes that in-cascade
amorphization is not occurring in SiC, which has not been adequately demonstrated. Results
from molecular dynamics simulations[23] and high-resolution TEM observations[l 0,15] argue
against such in-cascade amorphization of SiC.

Above the 90 K dynamic recovery stage a rather broad plateau region (figure 3) exists for which no
significant new recovery processes occur. At approximately 250 K the critical dose for
amorphization begins to increase indicating the beginning of a second dynamic recovery stage.
The trend for increasing amorphization dose for temperatures greater than 300 K was seen for the
previous ion irradiations [22]. From figure 3 it appears that the temperature increase begins at a
lower temperature than previously seen and may reached a second plateau region before rapidly
increasing above 340 K. While additional data points are needed for confirmation, this data

suggests a new, intermediate, dynamic recovery stage maybe operating.

From the data of figure 4 it is apparent that the rate at which atoms are displaced in SiC does affect
the critical dose required to drive the crystal amorphous. Specifically, the dose rate was increased
by a factor of almost 50 leading to a reduction in the critical dose for amorphization of about 25Y0.
The temperature at which this dose rate study was performed was 340 K, chosen based on the
assumption that this temperature was well within the upper dynamic recovery stage. For this
reason a reduction in D.ti with increasing dose rate is intuitive if one considers the amorphization
occurring as a competition between irradiation-induced atomic displacements and thermally driven
replacement of point defects.

In a previous paper[17] the authors modified the chemical rate theory model of Motta and Olander
[24] to explain the temperature and dose rate dependent amorphization in SiC. In this model the
dose rate ($) dependence scales as the inverse square root of the damage dose rate. By
manipulating the data of figure 3, a range in interstitial migration energies for the upper dynamic
recovey was determined. [17] With this information the model was applied for the dose rate
variation in this study. Analysis revealed that the dose rate dependence measured here is
substantially weaker than predicted yielding a dose rate dependence proportional to &m as
compared with $-12 for the model. One possible explanation for this discrepancy may be that at
the chosen irradiation temperature, -340 K, was not sufficiently high for both carbon and silicon
interstitial to be mobile. If in fact the evidence for a second plateau region in the range of -300-
350 K is accurate, both Si and C atoms are not fully mobile and the model should not be applied.
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Furthermore, the dose rate dependence would be expected to increase from zero at the plateau
to the predicted @-in dependence well above the plateau where full mobility is achieved. Clearly,
this model needs to be reexamined regarding its dose rate dependence. Further evidence for the
discrepancy between the model and empirical data is the existence of data [20,25] on neutron
irradiated Cree &SiC which fully amorphized at a dose rate of -8 x 107 dpals. In this case the
(above critical) dose was 2.6 dpa at an irradiation temperature of -332 K, which may also reside on
the second plateau. Applying the chemical rate theory model ($-lR) would have estimated a
threshold dose of more than 10 dpa for amorphization. Furthermore, analysis of a cylindrical
sample which was partially amorphized in the same neutron irradiation described above indicates
amorphization occurred at approximately 0.9 dpa, which is in good agreement with the empirical

@‘1’8dependence depicted as the solid and dotted line in figure 4.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) A dynamic recovery stage was observed near 90 K for 2 MeV Si ion amorphized alpha SiC in
good agreement with previous high-energy electron and xenon irradiations. Evidence
indicated that the upper dynamic recovery stage previously identified at -350 to 400 K may
be a combination of at least two independent stages.

(2) A weak dose rate dependence on the amorphization of single crystal alpha-SiC exists at
340 K. As the dose rate is increased, the damage level required to drive the crystal
amorphous is decreased. The dose rate dependence is empirically shown to follow a ~l’B
dependence at 340 K compared with the ~’n of the model previously discussed by the
authors. tt is speculated that this weaker than predicted dependence relates to a second,
previously unidentified annealing stage. The calculated critical dose for amorphization of a
fast neutron irradiation induced amorphous SiC sample is consistent with the extrapolated

dose rate data from this study.
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INTERPHASE INTEGRITY OF NEUTRON IRRADIATED SILICON CARBIDE
COMPOSITES - L. L. Snead and E. Lara-Curzio (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study is to apply a residual stress analysis to the interface between NicalonTM

fiber and the interphase coating to explain the experimental result of debonding during neutron
irradiation.

SUMMARY

SiC/SiC composites were fabricated from Hi-NicalonTM fibers with carbon, pseudo-porous SiC and
multilayer SiC interphases. These materials were then irradiated in the High Flux Beam Reactor
with fast neutrons to a dose level equivalent to 1.1 dpa. Results are presented for bend strength
of both non-irradiated and irradiated materials. Degradation in ultimate bend stress was seen for all
materials studied, while the matrix micro-cracking stress was unchanged. Within the interphases
studied the multilayer SiC interphase material showed the least degradation (8-20Yo) in ultimate
bend stress, while porous SiC underwent the greatest degradation (-35%). The fiber matrix
interphases are studied with TEM for both non-irradiated and irradiated materials. While no
irradiation induced microstructurai evolution of the interphase was observed, debonding of the
interphase from the fiber was observed for all cases. This debonding is attributed tensile stresses

developed at the interface due to densification of the Hi-NicalonTM fiber. Residual stress analysis
of the fiber matrix interface clearly indicates that for densification of Hi-NicalonTM and volumetric
expansion of the CVD SiC matrix corresponding to these irradiation conditions tensile stresses

occur well in excess of those which can be withstood by these, or any other viable SiC composite
interphase.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

1. Introduction

Both the physical and dimensional properties of ceramic grade NicalonTM fiber are unstable at
relatively low neutron fluence [1-3]. The general behavior of these fibers is the inverse of what
occurs in fully dense SiC. For example, fully dense SiC undergoes minor isotropic expansion

under irradiation while NicalonTM fiber shows a substantial densification. The elastic modulus and

strength of stoichiometric SiC decrease slightly under neutron irradiation while NicalonTM shows a
significant increase. The significant densification of the ceramic grade NicalonTM (about 5% at 1
displacement per atom, dpa) has been blamed for the substantial (-40%) reduction in bend
strength which occurs in CVI SiC matrix composites [4]. The densification of ceramic grade
NicalonTM, Hi-NicalonTM and Morton CVD SiC is given in Figure 1 [5]. Recently, the NicalonTM fiber
thermomechanical properties have been improved by altering the method of cross-linking the
spun polymer thereby reducing the oxygen content from 15Y0. (ceramic grade NicalonTM fiber) to
less than 0.5 % (Hi-NicalonTM) [6]. The average SiC crystallite size for this product increases by
more than a factor of two over the ceramic grade fiber, and the fiber elastic modulus undergoes a
large increase while the strength decreases slightly. The density of the Hi-NicalonTMfiber is also
increased from 2.55 g/cc (ceramic grade NicalonTMfiber) to 2.74 g/cc, which is approximately 85 YO

theoretical SiC density. Also of interest for nuclear applications, the Hi-NicalonTM fiber density did
not to undergo the dramatic densification seen in ceramic grade NicalonTM fiber [5]. Composites
produced similarly to those in this study fibers show similar degradation to those fabricated with
the ceramic grade NicalonTM, albeit to a lesser extent [5].
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Figure 1: Volumetric changes under irradiation.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
A series of composites were fabricated to deposit a porous SC interphase first on ceramic grade
Nicalon fiber to optimize the process and then on low oxygen content Hi-Nicalon fiber for the
irradiation study. The carbon interface was applied to the composite prior to SiC infiltration by
decomposition of propylene gas at 1100 ‘C. Figure 2 shows a TEM micrograph for the 0.12 pm
carbon interphase. Previous work has shown that the structure of this interphase deposited onto
NicalonTM in a similar manner is only partially graphitic with basal planes preferentially lying normal
to the axis of the fiber [7]. The interface between the Hi-NicalonTM fiber and the carbon interphase .
does not show evidence of the silica layer present in ceramic grade NicalonTM materials processed
in a similar fashion. Deposition variables for the porous SiC interphase were infiltration
temperature and the relative mixture of methyltrichlorosilane, argon, methane and hydrogen flow
gasses. A substantial degradation of the standard Nicalon fiber was seen due to interaction with
the (porous SiC) reactant gasses leading to very low composite strengths, especially on the
higher temperature surface of the preform, presumably due to accelerated kinetics. For this
reason, a thin (0.1 pm) coating of carbon from a propylene precursor was deposited on fibers prior
to the porous SiC deposition as a reaction barrier. The results of the process development led to
a composite infiltrated at 900”C. Figure 3 shows a high resolution TEM image of the “porous” SiC
interphase. This micrograph shows interconnected &3iC surrounding islands of poorly

graphitized carbon. This interphase is best described as a two component mixture of carbon and
@SiC, where the SiC is the predominant phase. The porous and pyrolitic carbon SiC interracial

composites were processed at the High Temperature Materials Laboratory at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory using the forced chemical vapor infiltration (FCVI) method [8]. The infiltrated
silicon carbide matrix was deposited from methyitrichlorosilane with a typical infiltration time of
18 hrs. The dimensions of the as fabricated discs were 4.45 cm diameter and 1.25 cm thickness.
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Figure 3: HRTEM of porous SiC interphase. Figure 4 TEM image of interface between
fiber and first multilayer SiC interphase.

Composites containing a multilayer SiC fiber coating were fabricated using isothermal CVI of Hi-

NicalonTMfiber preforms by Hyper-Therm High-Temperature Composites, Inc. The fabric was cut
into individual plies 15 x 30 cm and laid-up in a (0,90)~ fiber architecture containing 8 plies per
preform. The preform was compacted to -3594. fiber volume within a graphite holding tool during
deposition of the fiber coating and subsequent SiC matrix densification. An initial layer of pyrolytic
carbon 20 nm thick was deposited on the fiber preform to prevent the previously discussed
interaction with the SiC processing phases. The first SiC layer of the multilayer fiber coating is
then deposited followed by a 20 nm interrupted layer of pyrolytic carbon. A TEM image of the
interface between the fiber and the first interlayer is given in Figure 4. The composite architecture
for all composites was 1800 denier (500 filament yam) plain weave fabric and was laid-up inside a
graphite holder with a fiber volume fraction of approximately 40%. The fabricated composite void
fraction was 1O-12Y0.

Irradiation
Composite samples were machined to dimensions of 2.5 x 3 x 25 mm for the irradiation study.
The porous SiC material surfaces were machined such that the top and bottom surfaces had
exposed fabric where the surface layer had been ground fiat. The multilayer SiC material had a

thin CVD SiC overcoat (-100 j.lm) so that the top and bottom fabric layer were not exposed. The

fabric orientation was such that the fabric was in the plane of the width and length axes of the
bend bar. All edges of the bend bars were ground flat, thus some of the fibers were machined
away for the porous SiC interracial materials. All materials were cleaned in acetone and isopropyl
alcohol prior to the irradiation capsule assembly.

A single irradiation capsule, SiC-1, was assembled consisting of subcapsules which contained the
samples. The bend bar samples had at least one side in flush contact with the inside of sub-
capsule to allow for heat transfer. Sub-capsules were either 6061 aluminum alloy or V-4Cr-4Ti
alloy. The sample temperature was achieved by machining gas gaps into the sub-capsule so that
the nuclear heating was conducted through the helium cover gas. A single type-K thermocouple
was embedded in each sub-capsule and the temperature was continuously recorded. Following
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welding of the aluminum capsule exterior the capsule was evacuated using a turbomolecular
pump and back-filled with ultra-high purity helium. This procedure was repeated three times with a
final backfill to helium over pressure of 15 psi. The positive pressure of helium was monitored
during the irradiation period.

The SiC-1 capsule was inserted into the V-16 in-core thimble of the High Flux Beam Reactor at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory. The duration of the irradiation was one reactor cycle which

corresponds to an approximate fast neutron fluence of 1.1 x 1025 n/r# (E>O.I MeV). This
corresponds to -1.1 displacements per atom (dpa) in SiC, assuming a sublattice-averaged
displacement energy of 40 eV. The irradiation temperature for the multilayer-SiC interracial
composite was 385°C and was constant within 5°C throughout the irradiation. Two subcapsules
were used for the porous-SiC interracial composite. The lower temperature subcapsule which was
made of type 6061 aluminum alloy had a constant irradiation temperature of 260°C, constant
within 5°C throughout the irradiation. The higher temperature subcapsule, which was fabricated
from vanadium, initially achieved a temperature of 1060°C and then decreased in temperature
linearly with time to a final temperature of 91O“C. It is believed that this decrease in temperature is
due to swelling of the vanadium subcapsule (associated with interstitial pickup from the capsule
gas) which narrowed the gas gap thus reducing the temperature. Other factors such as increased
emissivity of the vanadium subcapsule surface would also cause a reduction of the subcapsule
temperature. Post-irradiation examination of the SiC samples did not show any evidence of
reaction with the subcapsules.

Testing

All transmission electron microscopy was carried out on mechanically thinning and polished
samples. For the case of the neutron irradiated specimens, the thickness of the foil was left at

greater than 200 flm to minimize grinding damage to the supposed weakened interface. Argon

ion milling of was carried out at 15° and 6 keV. All bend testing was conducted at room
temperature using a four-point bend fixture with load and support spans of 0.5 and 2.0 cm,
respectively. The cross-head displacement speed was 8.5 x 10< ctis. Where possible, a
furnace anneal at temperature and atmosphere comparable to the in-reactor tests were performed
to ensure oxidation or other factors were not responsible for any composite degradation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results from the room temperature bend testing for both non-irradiated and 1.1 dpa irradiated
composites are given in Table 1. It is noted that data of irradiated bend bars are from two samples
at each condition, thus are statistically limited. However, several samples of each type were tested
in the non-irradiated condition yielding more statistically meaningful data. The matrix micro
cracking stress was taken from the load-displacement curve as the departure from linearity and is
therefore a macroscopic matrix stress. Undoubtedly, limited matrix micro cracking occurs at
stresses below this value. From the table it is seen that the results from the furnace anneal of
control samples was within statistical scatter of the non-annealed control samples. Though it is
noted that the ultimate fracture stress for the multilayer SiC interphase appears low.

From Table 1, within statistical limitations, the macroscopic matrix microcracking stress is
unchanged. The ultimate fracture stress appears to be reduced in each case, with the multilayer
SiC interphase showing the least reduction (-8-20%) and the porous SiC interphase showing the
rnOSt (-ss~o).

—
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Interphase Type Matrix Microcracking Ultimate Fracture
Stress (MPa) Stress (MPa)

Multilayer SiC

Non-irradiated 250*32 (6 tests) 507*75
Non-irradiated,385°C anneal 264*1 7 (5 tests) 438*21
Irradiated, 385°C 290,244 462,371

Pyrolytic Carbon

Non-irradiated 214*38 (4 tests) 375*5 I
Irradiated, 385°C 172, 285 235,347
Porous SiC
Non-irradiated 298*22 (8 tests) 515*19
Non-irradiated,260°C anneal 335, 332 507,510
Irradiated, 260°C 268, 251 347,344
Non-irradiatedjl OOO°Canneal 287, 415
Irradiated, 1042+91 O°C

457,507
210,201 332,304

I

Table 1 :Bend Test Results for Hi-NicalonTM/CVl SiC Composites

. .

Figure 5: TEM of non-irradiated and irradiated multilayer and porous SiC interphase interfaces.
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Transmission electron microscopy reveals debonding at the fiber-interphase boundary for all
three interphase materials. For the case of the porous SiC interphase, debonding within the fiber
also occurred, though debonding at the boundary was still more common. Non-irradiated (fig
5A,C) and irradiated (fig 5B,D) interphases are shown in Figure 5. A debond width of -50 nm is
clearly visable at the boundary between the fiber and first multilayer (fig 56). Debonding was
observed for regions opaque to the 300 keV electrons indicating that debonding is not due to
preferential milling by the argon ions. The micrograph depicting debonding for the porous SiC
interphase (fig 5D) is one which exhibited debonding within the fiber. Debond width in this case is
on the order of 80 nm. Debonding for the pyrolitic carbon interphase (not shown) occurs at the
interface between the fiber and the carbon interphase.

Assuming unirradiated physical properties for fiber and matrix and the irradiation-induced
volumetric changes for Hi-NicalonTM and CVD SiC given in figure 1, a residual stress analysis for
the fiber/matrix interface can be performed. The micromechanical analysis of the infiltrated bundle
can be simplified by considering a system of three concentric cylinders of increasing radii, a and b,
where the inner cylinder represents a fiber that is coated by a thin layer of thickness (b-a). This
bundle is embedded in a matrix represented by a cylinder of radius c of thickness (c-b). The
magnitude of c is selected so that vF=a2/c2,where v~ is the fiber volume fraction in the composite.

The values of a and bare selected from actual values of the fiber radius and the thickness of the
fiber coating. To further simplify the analysis, the following assumptions are made: (1) all the
phases in the composite are linear elastic and isotropic, (2) no relaxation of stresses during
irradiation or during cooling from the fabrication temperature, and (3) fibers and matrix exhibit
volumetric changes as a result of neutron irradiation.

Equilibrium of forces in a long cylindrical differential element result in or = $(r 06) and

ad = $(ra,) where o, and ae are the radial and tangential stresses, respectively and r is the

radial position. When combined, these equations yield solutions of the form: Or = A – — and
;

oe = A + ~ where A and Bare integration constants that have different values for each of the
r

three phases in the model composite. Boundary conditions require continuity of traction at the
fiber-fiber interphase, and at the fiber-interphase-matrix interfaces and zero-normal forces acting

the free surface, i. e.: OJ(r=a) = o~(r=a) ,on o~(r=b) = c7p (r=b) ,

and O? (r=c) = ~. Upon enforcement of the boundary conditions, the unknown integration

constants A and B can be eliminated in favor of the still unknown interracial normal stresses, P,
and P2 as follows

(1)

O;=p’;:-;b’+”’b’(p’-p’)a<r<b (2)
r’ (b’ – a’)

P] a 2–P2b2 a2b2(P2– P1) ~<r<b
~~ = (3)

b’ – ~’ r’ (b’ – a’)
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(4)

(5)

Deformation compatibility requires that the radial displacement (e.g., the tangential strains) be the
same at the interface for the phases meeting there. Mathematically this is expressed as:

E: =s; , r = a and ~~ = .E~, r = b. By assuming a long cylindrical assembly, end-effects are

neglected and mathematically the plane-strain assumption is expressed as: S{ = 8; = #,

which means that plane cross-sections will remain plane after deformation.

Equilibrium of axial forces requires that the sum of forces in the z direction be equal to zero, i.e.,

a2 (b2-a2) ~ (c2-b2) ~of +
~z

C2 ‘z+ .2 ‘z ‘0
(6)

Because the phases are assumed to be both isotropic and perfectly elastic, the relationship
between the stresses and the strains will be given by:

CTr
&r=—– X (CTr+CTe +CTz)+(x A7’+&;

EE
(7)

(8)

where a is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion, AT is the change in temperature from the
fabrication temperature to room temperature and e“ is the transformation strain resulting from

neutron irradiation. Substituting the expression for the stresses (Equations 1-5) into the
constitutive equations (Equations 7-9) and enforcing the boundary conditions in Equations (6-8)
yields a 4 x 4 system of linear simultaneous equations for the unknown interracial pressures PI, Pz
and the axial stresses in the fiber and the fiber coating. The axial stress in the matrix can then be
readily determined from Equation 6.

Figure 6 shows the predicted radial stress at the fiber-fiber coating interface as a function of
neutron irradiation. Note that those stresses would exist if there continuity of radial displacement
existed at the interface. At the 1.1 dpa dose level of this study figure 6 yields a residual stress
above one GPa, which is clearly higher than could be withstood by the interphases leading to
debonding.
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Figure 6 Residual stress at interphase.

CONCLUSIONS

(1)

(2)

(3)

Bend strength results indicate that at 1.1 dpa ultimate fracture strength is decreased for Hi-
NicalonTM composites. The relative degree of decrease appears to depend on the
interphase type with multilayer SiC interphase suffering the least reduction (-8-20Yo),
followed by the pyrolitc carbon interface (-22%) and the porous SiC interphase (-35%).

Transmission electron microscopy reveals debonding at or near the interface between the
fiber and interphase.

Residual stress analysis indicates that radial tensile stresses develop at the interphase
during irradiation due to induced densification of the Hi-NicalonTM fiber. These stresses are
considerably higher than can be withstood by these or any viable SiC/SiC interphase,
indicating that high Nicalon~M is of limited application in neutron irradiation environments.

.
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SUMMARY OF IEA WORKSHOPIWORKING GROUP MEETING ON FERRITiC/MARTENSITIC
STEELS FOR FUSION-FL 1, Klueh (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this report is to des~”be the working group meeting and workshop held to review
planned and completed work that is being undertaken to prove the feasibility of using ferritic/matiensitic
steels for fusion applications.

SUMMARY

The International Enemy Agency (IEA) Working Group on Ferritic/Martensitic Steels for Fusion held a
workshop at ECN Nuclear Research, Petten, The Netherlands, 1-2 October 1998. The Working Group,
consisting of researchers from Japan, the European Union, the United States, and Sw”tzeriand, met to
review research that has been completed since the previous meeting and to continue planning and
coordinating an international collaborative test program on reduced-activation ferritic/martensitic steels
for fusion applications. At the wokshop, data were presented from the continuing research on the IEA
heats of steel that are being studied in the mllaboration. Data on these and other reduced-activation
steels in the irradiated and unirradiated rendition were presented. Other subjects that were discussed
included effects of a ferromagnetic steel in a fusion machine, the effect of helium on properties, and the
development and application of oxide dispersion-strengthened steels for fusion. A Woiidng Group
status-review meeting is planned in conjunction with the International Conference on Fusion Reactor
Materials (ICFRM-9) in Colorado Springs, Colorado, USA, 10-15 October 1999, at which time plans for
a workshop to be held in 2000 will be finalized.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

The IEA Working Group on Ferritichfartensitic Steels for Fusion under the auspices of the IEA Executive
Committeefor the ImplementingAgreementonFusionWteriak conducteda workshopat ECN NuclearResearck
PetteU The Netherlands, 1-2October 1998. Researchersfrom Japan (4), the EuropeanUnion (5), the United
States(3),and Switzerland(1) participated. Russian Federationparticipationwas invitedjbut no one fkomthere
attended the meeting. The objective of the Working Group is the establishment and coordination of an
internationalcollaborativetest program to determinethe feasibilityof using ferritichnartenaiticsteelsfor fhaion.

This workshop was the ninth meeting of the Working Group,which was formedas a result of a workshop on
ferritic/martensitic steels in Tokyo in October 1992. At the first meeting followingthe Tokyoworkshop, the
WorkingGroupdevelopedspecificationsfor large heats of reduced-activationsteelsand outlined a collaborative
research program. Two 5-ton heats of the IEA-modifiedF82H steel and two l-ton heats of JLF-I steel were
producxxLihbrieatedintopm and diatrii to the participantsof the collaboration. Subsquent meetingshave
been used to plan a test program and to coordinatethe acquisitionof the data neededto prove f@bility for the
steels for fusion.

ThePettenmeeting was a followup to the meeting at Tolgo, Jaw 3-4November,1997,in which information
waspresentedthat indicatedheliumhasan embrittlingtiect on ferritic4martensiticsteelsirradiated at 250-400”C.
At theTokyomeetingand at ICFRM-8at se~ Japanj27-310ctober 1997,severalinvestigatorspresenteddata
on oxide dispersion-strengthened(ODS)steelsas possible structuralmaterialsthat will allow higher operating
temperatures. At Pette% information was presented on both of these subjects,along with recentlydeveloped
information on the properties of the IEA heats of reduced-activationsteelsand other nxluced-activationsteels.
Itiormationwas ako presentedon workdesignedto determine the effkctsproducedby ferritiehnartensiticsteels
in the high magnetic fields of a magneticallyconfinedfusion reactor.

——— ..— ..- . .. . .__ ----
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Researchand DevelopmentActivities

The following is a brief descriptionof the informationpresentedat the Petten workshop. Copiesof viewgraphs
and other information presentedat the workshopare appendedto this summaty.

FerrornwmeticEffects

At one time it was believedthat the expectedstrong interactionof a ferromagneticmaterial with the magnetic
fieldsof a magnethlly confinedfusion ~stem wouldmake it impossibleto use the ferritichnartensitic steels as
structural materials. Calculationsin the early 1980sindicatedthat the effectcouldbe taken into account in the
design of the reactor. Becausethese early studieswerebut cursoryanalysesof the proble~ questions as to the
magnitndeofthe effectpersi~ and detaileddesignstudiesas well as experimentalinvestigations are required to
eliminate this uncertainty.

P. Ruatto has been involved in a program at FZK Karkuhe to study the transient eddy current problems and
magneticfieldsandforcesthat candtwelopwiththeuseof ferritiehartensitic steels. Ruatto’s presentation (given
by E. Materna-Morns) discussedsome of the informationderived with the three-dimensional finite element
methodprogramAENEASthatwasdevelopedat FZK, Resultswerepresentedfor calculations that examined the
effeetof plasma disruptions on the outboardblanket segmentof the DEMOhelium-cooledpebblebed outboard
blanket segment and the EuropeanHeliumcooledpebblebed test blanket module in ITER A centeredplasma
-on ws ~nsi~~ for* D~O, @ tie for- on tie componentswerecalculatedand describedfor the
MANET steel. The forcec.alculatiortsfor a plasmadisruption in ITER we~ also summarized. The conclusion
was that for a emect mechanicaldesign of a &ion powerplant it is necessmyto include an electromagnetic
analysis, and the AENEASis an appropriatetool for this task.

K. Shiba discussed the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) research effort on the effect of a
ferromagnetic material (ferntiehartensitic steel) on the operation of a fusion machine. (Note that this
presentationwaspart of Shiba’spresentationin the sectionon Steelproperti~ Irradiatd and the viewgraphs
on the ferromagneticeffectsareincludedin hispresentationin that section.) Three subjectareas are being pursued
by JAERI: (1) an experimental study of the use of a ferritic steel for plasma ripple reduetion in ITER by the
imtalladonofa “fernticboa.d”on theJFT-2Mto- (2) an experimentalstudyof the possibility of producing
ripplelessplasma operationwith a reduced-activationrnartensiticsteel as the vacuumvessel by the installation
ofa reduced-acdvadon(F82H)ferriticsteel liner in a small tom and (3) using this lined tokamak to conduct
researchonposaiileundesmb. Ieeffketsdueto ferntiehnartensiticsteelson plasma production and control. Work
beganon (1)this pastyear and involveda computersimulationand preliminaryexperimentusing JFI’-2M. The
resultsindicateda reduedonin ripple magnitudeand a modificationof the magneticfield over the whole plasma
region due to the insertion of the ferntic board.

R Klueh has attempted to determinewhat work has been eonduetedand what work is ongoing throughout the
worldon ferromagneticedii and the resultsofthathavebeen Wmnu3riz.ed.A U)pyOf tit !nUMmUy is included
in the appended material followingRuatto’spresentation.

SteelProperties-Unirradiated

Theworkofthe Monbushofhtiguetestprogramin Japan to developmini-sized test techniques, study size effixts,
developa stmimxmtroltesttechniquewithouteantaetingthe specime~and determine the fatigue behavior of JLF-
1 steel was describedby A. Kohyama. A hydraulicservo+xmtrolledtesting machineusing laser measurements
hasbeendevelopedthat shouldbe applicableto hot-labtesting. Testing of till-sized hour-glass specimens (100
nun long 9 mm at the center of the speeimen)and miniature speeimens(25.4 mm long, 1.25 MMat the center)
measuredcomparablepropertiesexeeptunder the conditionofvery low cyclefatigue. The machine was used to
@t JLF-1basemetal and TIG weldments,and the results indicatedthat fatigue strength (S-N eume) of the base



metal was less than that of the weld metal. A correlationwas developedbetween the fatigue limit and Vicker
hardnessthatwasn4atedto thetensilestren~ whichwasshownto providegood predictions for the fatigue limit.

A. Alamopresenteddataon theeffii ofthermalaging on the tensile and Charpy behaviorof six EuropeanUnion
@U)reducedtionferritichutensitic steelsand F82H and JLF-1. Aging was for up to 13400hours at 250,
350,400,450, and 550”C. The EU steels includedsteelswith high carbon and nitrogen (LA12Ta), low C with
(LA12TaLC) and without (LA12LC)tantalum and low nitrogen (LA12TaLN). There was also high (11%)
chromium (LA4Ta)and high (3Yo) tungsten (LA13Ta).

Therewaslittleeffixtofagingon the yield stressof the F82H tier aging 13400 h but the reduction of area was
signWlcantlyreducedabove400°C. The Charpy results for the EU steels indicated that there were chemical
compositioneffects.Forexample,agingthe high-tungstensteel to 10000h at 350,400,450, and 550”C, resulted
in a reductionofupper-shelfeneqy(USE)and an increaseof transition temperature for the higher temperatures,
which was associatedwith Lavesphase. There were also indicationsof chromium ei%xts,especiallyat 400°C
aging whichmaybe due to chromium-richa‘ formation. The F82H and JLF-1 showeda reduction in USE and
an increasein tition tempemhucafterthermalaging 13400h at 550”C,but little effectafter aging at 250,350,
400,and 450”C. Lavesphaseformationmayplay a role in this behavior. Tensile, creep, and Chmpy tests were
alsomadeon thermallyagedF82Hwekirnentsproducd bythe TIGand electronbeam (EB) prwesses. TIG welds,
which were post-weldheat treated (PWHT),displayeda similar strength but a slightly lower ductility and USE
cmpared to thebasemetal. In puticular, somedegmdationof impactproperties was found after aging at 550”C.
However,the results for EB weldswithouta post-weldheat treatment still need to be comparedwith steelsthat
have a PWHTto fidlyevaluatethe propxties of the EB weldments.

K. Shiba reported on the continuedprogress on the JAERI round robin tests that are generating a range of
mechanicalandphysicalpropertiesdataforthe IEAheatofF82H. Mechanicalproperty tests that havebeen made
or thatme in progms include* tensile,Charpyimpaz fatigue, fixture toughness, and creep. The range
of physical properties include density, specifichea~ thermal expansion thermal and electrical conductivity,
melting poin~ Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, modulus of rigidity, and magnetic hysteresis. Chher
measurements include the determimtion of a continuousaling-transformation dia~ water Corrosiou
hydrogenpermeability,andhydrogencracking. Someof the mechanicalproperty tests have also been conducted
on agedsteeland on weldments. Shibapresentedrecent tensile, Charpy, fatigue, and fracture toughnessresults
on thermallyaged and unagedF82Hsteel. Analysisof the extractedprecipitates from the aged steel indicateda
tendencytowardthe productionofLavesphase for steel agedat 550,600, and 650”C. Mechanicalpropertiesof
the weldmentsweregenerallycomparableto the base metal.

Fabrication of the blanket structureof a fusion power plant presents many di.fhdties, especiallywelding and
joining and A, Hishinumapresentedinformationon a potentialjoining technique. Hot Ismtatic Pressing (HIP)
bonding is a potential techniquefor certaingeometries. However,the optirmun conditions for HIP bonding are
150MPaat 104O”Cfor2 h followedbytempaing. Sucha hightemperatureand long hold time ean have negative
effectson the propertiesdue to austenitegrain growth. Sparkplasma sintenng (SPS) bonding, which involves
the formation of a plasmabetweenthe parts beingjoin~ is hing studied by JAERI as an alternative to HJP
bonding. SPS conditionsare 20-50 MPa at 800-900°Cwith hold times of 0.08-1 h. Excellentjoints havebeen
obtainedwiththis techniquqthejointsare improvementsoverHIP-bondedmaterial in metallographicappearmm
and strength.

SteelProperties-Irmdiated

The status of the JAERIirradiationprogramon F82H was reviewedby K. Shiba. Irradiations are being carried
out in the High Flux IsotopeReactor(HEIR)in the U.S./JAERIcollaborationand in the Japan Materials Test
Reactor (JMTR) and the Japan Research Reactor (JRR-2/JRR-3/JRR-4). Accelerator (dual/triple beam)
irradiations are also being conducted. The program involves tensile, Charpy, and tlacture toughness
measurementsand microstructuralstudiesof the irradiated steel.
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E. V.vanOschxeportedon xesultsof work at ECN at Petten on post-irradiationproperties of the IEAF82Hplate
and welds. Irmdiadonwas in the High Flux Reactor (HFR)to 2-3 dpa and the testing (tensile, impa~ and static
fmcturetoughness)is in progress.A 65 kg heatof steel(ECN-BS)was obtainedand irradiated with F82H. ECN-
BS contained somewhatmore Cr, C, and Ta and less B than the F82H. The ECN-BS steel showedimproved
Charpypropertiesover the F82H afier irradiation to 2.5 dpa at 300”C. Comparisonwas made betweenEB and
TIG weldrnentsof the IEA F82H. Before irradiatio~ the EB welds had a higher strength and ductility testing
of the irradiated welds is in progress. Irradiations to 10 dpa at 300°C are in progress, with the testing to be
perliormedunder the next EU FrameworkFrogram (1999-2002). The F82H is included in this experimen~but
emphasisofthisframeworkpmgmmwillbe on the newEUROFERsteels. This experimentwill also includework
on Bdoped steels to investigatethe effixt of helium on properties, to investigatethe distributionof the boron in
the steel, and to measure the helium content.

The Japaneseuniversities (Monbusho)program on the propertiesof irradiated reduced-activationferritic steels
fortision reactorswasreviewd byA Kohyama.Mostof this work was on the JLF-1. The first irradiationswere
carriedoutin FFf’F. The mults included: tensile studies conductedon steels irradiated to 60 dpa at 365-600”C,
swelling data obtained after irradiation to 70 dpa at 420°C, ADB’IT (change in ductile-brittle transition
temperature)data obtainedfrom irradiations to 50°C at =400°C,and pressurkmd-tubeirradiation creeptests for
speeimensirradiated to 35 dpa at 520°C. Current work involvesexperimentsin ~ JOYO, and JMTR At
presenta dual-beamion-irmdiationfacility (DuET) is being constructedat KyotoUniversitythat will be usedfor
tlture in-beamstudies. The facility is expectedto begin operation in FY 1999.

Another Monbushoeffort is the Ferntic IsotopicTailoring (FIST) experiment in which isotopic-tailoredF82H
diskswereimdiakd in HFIRto simulatethe fhsionenvironmenteffixt.sof producing hydrogenand helium in the
steel. Preliminary results from TEM and shear-punchtests havebeen obtained aqd are being evaluated.

The effect of tantalum in the ORNL 9Cr-2WVTasteel on Charpy and tensile properties after irradiation was
discussedby R L. Klueh. The steel has excellentstrength and impacttoughness beforeand after irmdiation in
theFast Flux Test Facility (FITF) and the High Flux Reactor (HI?R).The ductile-brittletransition temperature
(DBIT) increased only 32°C after 28 dpa at 365°C in FFTF, comparedto a shift of =60°C for a 9Cr-2WV
steel-the same as the 9Cr-2WVTasteel but without tantalum. This differenceoccurrd despitethe two steels
havingsimilartensilepropertiesbefoxvand after irradiation. The 9Cr-2WVTasteel has a smaller pnor-austenite
grains&, butotherwisemicrostructure are similar before irradiation and show similar changes during irradia-
tion. The irradiation behaviorof the 9Cr-2WVTasteel differsfrom the 9Cr-2WVsteel and other similar steels
in two ways: (1) the shift in DBIT of the 9Cr-2WVTa.Q~l irrad.iatd in ~ d- not sa~te with fluenceby
=28 @q whereasfor the 9Cr-2WVsteel and most similar steels, saturationoccursby <10 d~ and (2) the shift
in DBTT for 9Cr-2WVTasteel irradiated in FFI’F and HFR increasedwith irradiation temperature,whereasit
decrmsedforthe 9Cr-2WVsteel, as it does for most similar steels. The improvedpropertiesof the 9Cr-2WVTa
steel and the differenceswith other steels were attributed to tantahun in solution and the loss of that tantalum
during irradiation by precipitation. The precipitation still needs to be confirmed.

ODS Steelsand AlloyDevelopment

B.van derSchaafreviewedthe possibilityof oxide dispsion-strengthened (ODS) steels for fusion applications.
Thesesteelscontaina high numberdensityof (TiOzor YQ) oxide particlesthat provide enhanced creepstrength.
Oneproblemwiththeconventionaland nxluced-activationferritichnartensiticsteelsbeing investigatedfor fusion
is that the upper operating temperaturewill be limited to Z550°C,and this limits the systemsin which they can
be used (e.g. water-cooledsystem). ODS steels with their improved creep properties offer the possibility of
extendingthat temperatureto 600°Cand higher. Becausetheyare strengthenedby a high number densityof small
oxide pticles, the oxide particles could provide sites for defect recombimtion and helium trapping and thus
reduce swelling and suppress helium bubble effects. Most of the prior work on these materials for nuclear
applicationswereforfbel canning for fast breeder reactors. The results for that application indicatedsignificant
improvementin creepstrengthover conventionalsteelswith the helium effixts suppressed. The major problems
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involved the anisotropydue to the powdermetallurgyfabrication techniquesused to make the tubes. There is
limitedexperienceon thick-wallparts, and although reduced-activationODS steelsare being develop@ there is
as yet no literature information availableon them.

Vander Schaafconcludedthat the ODSreduced-acdvationsteelsbeing developxl showconsiderablepromise that
indicatestheyCOU14if develo~ extendoperating temperaturesabove600°C (assumingcreepcontrolsand not
cmmsion)and reduceheliumeffii. Howwer, the fabricationroute needsto be developedfor the larger sections
needed in a fbsion reactor blanket. Joining may present some di.flicultyand should be addressedearly in the
developmentstage.

Workonthe developmentofODSsteelswasdescribedby A. Alamo. The highdmxnium ferritic steels (MA 956
andMA 957)hadelonfytedgrains(reay@kd grainsize01 IIUQnxrystallization temperature>1300”C)with
a high texhue,anisdmpic pmperd~ and lowductility. The creepand aging bebaviorof these steelswas studied.
TheMA 957withan opdmbed grainsiz showedexcellentcreepredstance at 650”Crelativeto a 15-15austenitic
stainless@especially for longer rupture times (>104).Precipitationof intermetallicphases (x, Laves, and a’
phases)was detectedin the thermal aging studies and irradiation experiments.

The developmentofa 9Cr ODSsteelwhichcantmnsformto martensiteis being pursued. The objectiveis to avoid
intermetallic phase precipitation and reduce the anisotropy of the properties compared to the fully ferritic
materials. 9Cr-Moand 9Cr-W steels containing Y203are being examined. These steelsdevelopedan eqiaxed
grain structure when normalized and temped and there was no grain growth in the range 1OOO-125O”C.The
yield stress for each of these steels was higher than that for MA 957 with a somewhatAu* but still him
reductionof area. This developmentstudy is continuing.

A. Hishinumarepoxtedon the JAERIHorts to producean ODS reduced-activationferritic/ martensiticsteel. The
compositionsthat have been investigatedwerevariations on the F82H with 8°ACr, O-1.75’%0W, O.I-O.28’XOTi,
0.15%0,0. 1-0.23%Y, 0.12%C. Themanut%hningprocessinvolvedmechanicalalloyingthe powdersfollowed
by hot extrusion at 1050°Cto fabricatethe steel, afterwhich it was normalizd and tempered. Microstructure
havebeenproducedthathaveatine-gmin stmcmrethatappearsrelativelyequiaxed. ExcellentCharpyand tensile
propaties wexeobtainedfromseveralof the experimentalsteels. The compositionalvariations indicatedthat the
tensile propertiesdependedon the YZ03and tungsten content but much lesson the titanium content.

G. R Odette discussed the reeent review of the tision materials program in the U.S. by The Fusion Energy
Systems Advisory Committee of which Odette was a member. They recommendedthat the fhsion materials
program seek to integrate modeling, experiment and data-basedevelopmentto developadvancal materials for
fusion. This means bringing more modeling into the materials programjas the committeeviewedthe program
as being deficient in this area. Odettefeels that one area where such an approachcan be applied is the studyof
ffactmeoffiuiionreactorcomponents.Sincefracturebehaviorof irradiated materials is of critical importancefor
fusioz micromechanical-basd local fracture modelsneed to be applied with small specimenmeasurementof
ilactummistance on unirmdiatedand irradiated material to provide the resultant propertiesnecesszq to predict
limitsforfiudonstructures. These results need to be fiuther combinedwith microstructure-propertymodelsthat
reflect the effectof alloy composition processingvariables, and irradiation. The implementationof such an
integrated approach was discussed in terms of work being conductedat the Universityof California at Santa
Barbara. As one example, work on reactorpressurevesselembrittlementwas cited and discussed.

HeliumEffeetsStudies

Electronmicrosmpystudiesof the reduced-acdvadonferritichartensitic steels IEA F82Hand OPTIM.AXA were
discussed by R. Schaiiblin. The F82H was irradiated to 0.5 and 1.7 dpa with 590 MeV protons at PSI in
%vitzerlan~andF82Hand OPITMAXA were irradiated to 2.5 dpa at 250°C in HFR in Petten. The dislocation
structm, carbidecompositionand siz Wributioz and@n/lath hmlary chemistryof the F82H irradiatedwith
protons were determined for the unirradiated (beforeand after tensile deformation)and irradiated steels. The
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resultsfor the proton irradiation of the IEA F82H generallyindicatedthat there was essentiallyno differencein
the micr@r@md de$tztain the as-received(unirradiated),deformed(materialtaken outside the necked region),
and irradiated conditions. The MnC~particles,whichconstitutedthe majorityof the precipitate,were found to
be coherent with the matrix. Chromium enrichmentat prior austenite grain boundaries was detected for the
normalized-and-temperedsteel,but after irradiatio~ chromiumdepletionwas observed.

Neutron irradiation of OFTIMAXA at 250°C producedno defects,but facetedcavitieswere observed. For the
F82~ on the other Imr@no cavitieswerepresen~but black dot (loops)damagewas observed.

Helium effectsstudies using borondoped F82H steel irradiatedin HFIRand JMTR were reportedby K. Shiba.
Standard F82K which contains a small amountof naturalboromF82Hto which natural boron was add~ and
F&Wto which1%wasaddedwereCOmpamd.The1’%is transmutedto helim, natural boron contains =20Y010B.
Irmdiationin HFIR at 300-500”Cup to =30 dpa producedve~ little effecton the tensile properties (yield stress
and totalelongation).Tensilespecimensimadiatedin JMTRto 0.7 dpa and 120appm He for the 10Bdopedsteel
had little effect on the yield stress, but there was an indication of a slight reduction in total elongation and
reduction of area. Although the standard F82H and the F82Hcontaining the *OBaddition had similar Charpy
impactpropertiedintheunim&Wd conditiomirmdiadonto 0.24).6 dpa at 250-350”Cin JMTR produceda much
largershiftin the Charpytransition temperaturefor the *O13doped(=100appm He) steel. At temperatures above
=400”C, there was only a small difference in the Charpy behavior of the steels with and without l%.
Micr@mcbd examinationof steels irradiated to 57 dpa in HFIR indicated2 x 1021m-3(3 nm) cavities present
in the l%doped steelbut none in the nondoped steel.

E. Matera-Morrisreported on the effectof helium on steelsafter dual-beamirradiation and neutron irradiation
in the HFR ~ I hardenedmorethan the F82Hdid during dual-beamirradiation to 0.3 dpa and 500 appm
He. For irmdiadonsin HFR at 300°C, a larger shift in Charpytransition temperaturewas chewed for MANET
I and OFTIFER II than for the ORNL9Cr-2WVTaand F82H. Dual-beamirradiation of the F82H to 0.8 dpa and
300appmHeat 250°Cproduceda largershift in the transition temperaturethan for a similar irradiation in HFR
The exctss shiftwasattributedto helium. Likewise,to explainthe relative Charpytransition temperaturebehavior
ofMANEf L OPTIFERILF8m and 9Cr-2WVTa(listedin orderofdecreasingtransition temperature shift) after
irradiation in ~ the results werecorrelatedwith 1%content which transmuted to heliw although it was
stated that the helium contribution to the shift in transition temperaturecannot be determined quantitatively
becauseit is not possibleto separatehelium and alloyingeffects. Scanningelectronmicroscopyobservations of
relativeamountsof cleavageand intergramdarfractureon the fracturesurfaceswere correlatedwith the Charpy
results (change in transition temperatum).

A. Kimuradismssd a small punch test procedureused to evaluatethe effi of helium on the DBTT of 9Cr-2W
steels. Disk specimens3-mm in diameterand 0.22-mmthick were irradiated in a 36 MeV a-particle beam from
a cyclotron. An energydegraderwas used to Wormly implant 120and 580 appm He (0.048 and 0.23 dpa) in
the disk Irmdiadonwas at <150°C. Hardnessdata wereused to estimatea yield stress and yield stress increase
(Au,) during irradiation. Data from JMT’Rirradiationswhereno helium was present indicated that the shift in
yield stress fit a dpa]’4law, which agreedwith the results for the cyclotron-irradiatedspecimens, indicating no
heliumeffkcton hardening(justtheet%ctofdisplacementdamage). The data for the cyclotron-irradiatedmaterial
fit the IincarcorrelationbetweenAOYand ADBTTobtainedfrom the JMTRda~ indicating that helium did not
tied the shift in DBIT. From hardening changesduring annealing, it was found that helium reduced the rate
of recovay of the irmdiadonharden@ suggestingthat helium stabilizesthe def~ clusters. TEMindicated that
heliumdecnmed the sizeofthe clustersbut increasedthe numberdensity. In this experiment irradiation to 0.23
dpa and 580 appm He at <150”Cdid not affectirradiationhardeningand embrittlement.

E. V. van Osch reportedon work being started to studythe post-irradiationwelding of heliumumtaining steel
at ECN in Petten, Neutron irradiatedF82H platesof 1,3, and 5 mm thickness that were irradiated in HFR to 2
dpa (=5 appm He) and some 1 mm plates that were irradiated to 2.5 dpa were available for the study. The
irradiated 1, 3, and 5 mm plates were successfullyTIG weldedto unirradiated plates with no external def~
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detectedby SEM. The 1 and 3 mm plateswe~ weldedin a singlepass with no filler metal, and the 5 mm plate
containeda Y-grooveandwasweldedwith 4% passes. Further inspectionof the welds is planned. Heats of steel
have been ordered with %, ‘lB, and natural boroz so that it will be possibleto genemte various amounts of
helium up to 250 appm He and higher.

Strategyfor the Developmentof Ferntichfartensitic Steelsfor Fusion

Presentationsweremade on the strate~ for the developmentof ferritidmartensh.icsteels in Japaq EU, and the
U.S.byA Hishinm B.van derS&a& and F. W. Wiffeu respectively. The stated goal of this sessionwas the
development of a united strategy that emddbe presentedby representativesfkomthe Working Group (van der
SchaafandHishinurna)to an IEA panel that was meeting in Copenhagenthe followingwee~ 5-9 October 1998,
to considera coordinatedstrategyfor fusionrnaterkdsdevelopment.

The strategiesfor Japan and the EU are pointedtowarda DEMOusing a martensitic steel, and this gives rise to
dates for seleeting a given material for the constructionof the plant. Japan has a potential date of 2015 for
seleeting a materird for DEMO, and the EU has a date for a DEMO-rekwant design by 2009 based on
conventional-typefernticimartensiticsteels. ShouldODS steelsbe successMy develo~ the date for a DEMO-
relevantdesign for this material wouldbe 2015.

In contrast to Japan and the EU, the U.S. has no plans for a DEMOand instead is invoIvedin a scienee-based
approachin whichthe teehniealprogramwillemphasize,“enablingtechnologiesfor plasma experiments, domestic
and internationally.”The materialsworkwillbe targetedat developingmaterialsthat will support economically
attractive,environmentallyattractive,and safefiion energysourcedesigns.

A. KohyamapresentedsomeIiuther viewson the Japanesestrategy. He expressedeoneem about what shouldbe
donebeyondtheworkp=ntly beingcarriedonthe largeheats of the IEA F82H and JLF-1 that are bekg studied
in the IEA collaboration. He emphasizedthe needfor a clear strategyfor ferritic.hnartensiticsteel development
to be presentedto the fiion eomnmnity.

The discussionon the strategiesof the variousprograms indicatedthat at present it appears there are common
fzwum in thestrategiesof the the pm-starting with theneedto coordinatethe materials developmentwith
the designandenginemingcwnnmnity.Thequestionofwhetkr ferromagneticstructuralmaterials are acceptable
for magnetically confinedfusion still needsto be answe~ as do questions on the effectof the simultaneous
helium and displacement damage on properties (embrittlement). An expansion of the design window for
ferritidnuutensiticsteels is desirable,and it is agreedthat the ODSsteels offerthe best approach to achievethat
goal by raising the operatingtemperature. This developmentneedsto be pursued.

Otherquestionsvitalto the applicationof ferritichnartensiticsteelsto fusion includenuclear transmutations that
will burn out elementsof the steel (e.g., W, T%etc.), the effkctof tungsten on the breding ratio, compatibility
issuesandthe needforbarriersor other coatingsfor the steel. The urgent needfor a 14MeV neutron sourcewas
again emphasized.

DespitedifRemmtobjectivesoftheEuropeanUnioUJaw and the United Statesand given the time and finaneia.1
eonstdnts on the programs, the complexityof the commonproblemsstanding in the way of the three programs
meeting their respectivegoals makes a coordinatedeffort of international collaborationby the three programs
essential if their goals are to be achieved.

Action Items

Noformalactionitemsweresetforthat thismeeting.However,the followingaction item from the Tokyo meeting
has not yet been completed:
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Considerablework has now been completedon the IEA heats of ferritic/ martensitic steels.
Compilationsof the work on the IEA heat of F82H by the Japaneseand European Union are
being preparedby K. Shiba and R Lindaw mspeetively,who will consult on an exchange of
reports and a distributionof the reports to other members involved in the IEA collaboration.
In the film-e,a report smnmrking the workbeing carried out in the EuropeanUnioZ Jaw
and the United Stateswill be prepared.

K Shiba has agreedto continuethis cooperativeeffortwith R Lindau. In additio~ E. van Osch has expressed
his interest to Shiba in participating in the effort.

On an informalbasis, the EU approachedShiba requestingthe JAERI irradiation matrix for F82~ so they ean
avoidduplicationin their program. Shiba has this information in his database, but he also agreed to prepare a
hard copyand distribute it.

OtherInformation

Althoughit wasnot discussedformallyin the meeting, the EU has ordereda 4000 kg heat of EUROFER97, the
EUreduced-activationreferencesteel for DEMO. Deliveryis expectedin the spring of 1999. Most of the ingot
willbepmeeasedintoplatetobeusedfor the EU testing program for wrought and weld products. Tens of meters
of tubeswillbeproducedthatwill be used for weldingtrials and componentmeek-ups. Weldsfor testing will be
madelyfkionand HIPproceses. Therewillbea limitednumber of forgedbars, some of which will be atomized
forpowderproduetsthat willbe madebytheHIPprocessfor qualificationof the process. There are plans to offer
material to participants in the IEA programfor evaluation.

NextMeeting

The next meeting of the Working Group will occur on one evening of the ICFRM-9 Cmferenee in Colorado
Spti~ Colorado,USL duringtheweekof 10-15October1999. Thismeetingwill serveas the planning meeting
for the next workshop,which will be held in the fall of 2000.
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF TWO 7-9CR FERRITIC/MARTENSITIC STEELS

G. R. Odette, G. E. Lucas and P. Spatig (University California, Santa Barbara)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to generate a data base in support of developing fracture assessment

methods of fusion structures comprised of ferritic/martensitic steels.

SUMMARY

Tensile and fracture tests were performed on two ferritic/martensitic stainless steels. The

temperature dependence of the yield stress and the thermal stress dependence of the activation

volume were found to be in good agreement with a model based on the propagation of double

kinks on screw dislocation segments. Effective fracture toughness-temperature curves were

developed for two specimen sizes, and a constraint correction based on a critical stress ( ~ ) -

critical area ( ~ ) model was found to rationlaize the differences. The status of the Master Curve

Experiment is discussed.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Design and operation of fusion reactor structures will require appropriate data compilations and

advanced integrity assessment methods in order to safely and effectively manage irradiation

embrittlement without undue conservatism. The data will largely come from a limited number of

tests on small specimens, compatible. with both available irradiation volumes and the practical

constraints of time and resources. A method has been proposed based on the concept of a set

of master toughness-temperature curves, Kc(T), which are indexed by temperature shifts (AT) that

efficiently account for the effects of strain rate, irradiation, specimen/component size and

geometry [1]. The MC-AT method not only directly links to specifying engineering design and

operation limits, but is also compatible with the more fundamental micromechanics-, and ultimately

microstructure-, based understanding and predictive models. Indeed, such connections are

required for the effective use of small specimens and tractable irradiation programs. This work is

part of an ongoing study to develop constitutive relations and effective toughness-temperature

data in support of developing an MC-AT approach for ferritic/martensitic steels.

Materials

Two normalized and tempered martensitic steels were investigated. The first one is a reduced

activation, tungsten-stabilized steel (Fe-7 .65 Cr-2.0W-0.1 C-O. I 8V-O.04Ta) being studied as part

of an International Energy Agency (IEA) program. The second alloy is a modified vanadium and

niobium-stabilized steel, close to the T91 designation (Fe-8 .26Cr-O.l C-0.95 MO-0.2 V-0.075 N).
The heat treatment of these two steels was:

i) 0.5h at 1313K for normalization and 2h at 1013K for tempering (IEA)

ii) 2.5h at 1343K for normalization and for 4.75h at 1038K for tempering (T91 )
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Tensile tests

Tensile properties have been studied over the temperature range 77K - 293K. For the IEA steel,

the tensile tests were performed on round specimens (3mm diameter, 18 mm gauge length) and

on small flat tensile specimens for the T91 steel (0.5 mm thick and 9 mm gauge length). This study

focuses on the temperature and strain rate dependence of the yield stress, as part of an overall

effort to develop rigorous constitutive models for ferritic-martensitic steels.

Like other bcc metals and alloys, these steels exhibit a strong temperature and strain rate

dependence of the yield stress associated with thermally activated dislocation slip. Baseline tests

were carried out over a wide range of temperatures at a strain rate of 2x10-4 S-l. The constant

strain rate tests were supplemented by strain rate jump tests described elsewhere [2]. Figure 1

shows the temperature dependence of the yield stress for both steels where previous data for

IEA steel of Spatig eta/. (1998) [3] at high temperature have been included. Figure 2 gives an

example of a strain rate jump test. The analysis involves decomposition of the yield stress into

thermal, CT*,and athermal components. The thermal component is described by a Arrhenius-type

equation with a temperature independent pre-exponential term and an exponential argument that

contains a temperature dependent activation energy term minus a stress times activation volume

term, V. The activation volumes were measured from the strain rate jump tests and the activation

energy of the rate controlling dislocation slip process was deduced from the activation volumes.

The temperature dependence of the yield stress and the thermal stress dependence of the

activation volume were compared with the model of Dorn and Rajnak [4]. This model is based

upon the nucleation and propagation of double kinks on screw dislocation segments. Figures 3

and 4 show the temperature dependence of a’ and the thermal stress dependence of V in
dimensionless units, respectively. Here, OPis the Peierls stress and zuk is the thermal activation
energy for nucleating a pair of kinks at Te A good agreement between the experimental data and

the model has been found up to about 200K for both steels. At temperatures above 200K, it is

found that the plastic flow cannot be described in terms of a single rate controlling process, since

other mechanisms become operative.

Fracture tests

The effective fracture toughness Ke was measured for the T91 steel as a function of temperature

T with fatigue pre-cracked compact tension specimens. Figure 5a shows the experimental Kc(T)

curve for this alloy. Six 0.2T specimens at each temperature of 148K, 168K and 188K and six

0.5T specimens at 198K were tested to characterize the intrinsic scatter of toughness data in the

transition region. An additional nine 0.2T tests were carried out over a range of temperatures from

the lower shelf to lower knee region. All specimens failed by quasi-cleavage, in some cases after a

large amount of plastic deformation. Indeed, the effective toughness measured with 0.2T

specimens at 198K is higher than that obtained with the 0.5T specimens, illustrating the effect of

constraint loss assoicated with large scale yielding, i.e. when the plastic zone at the crack tip is no

longer small with respect to the specimen dimensions [5]. However, the Ke values obtained with

small specimens can be adjusted to those which would be measured in small scale yielding by

application of correction factors, K,,Y = CFK,, where CF = (J/J~Y)ln derived from finite element

method simulations [6] of crack tips fields and by using a critical stress, 6, critically stressed area,

A, local fracture criterion. The ratio is the J required to produce the same d/~ as the

corresponding small scale yielding J, J~~Y.The corrected data are presented on Figure 5b.
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Clearly, constraint loss corrections are a promising approach to analyzing small specimen data [5].

Note, to complement previous work, a similar study will be carried out on the IEA alloy in the near

future.

Recently, measurements of K,(T) of the IEA steel following neutron irradiation to 2.5 dpa at 573K

were reported by van Osch et al. [7]. In combination with previous measurements of K, (T) for the

IEA steel in the unirradiated condition, these results can be used to evaluate both cleavage

initiation temperature shift, AT, and J~-da ductile toughness decrease, AKJ,. for these irradiation

conditions. The results, shown in Figure 6, indicate a AT = 140K and a AKJ, = -120 MPadm.The AT

= TOi - TOUis primarily due to irradiation hardening, Aq = 175 MPa. The AT can be estimated using
the equivalent yield stress model (EYSM): ~y(TOi) = OY(TOU)+ Aq [8,9], where TOU= 160K and TOj

are the temperatures of the unirradiated and irradiated steels, respectively, at a reference

toughness of 60 MPadm. The predicted AT based on the EYSM is 133K compared to a measured

value of 140K.

MACE current status:

We have planned a related set of irradiation experiments called the Master Curve Experiments

(MACE), in which tensile, fracture, and microstructural specimens of ferritic/martensitic steels will

be irradiated over a range of temperatures and doses in a facility being installed at the Budapest

Research Reactor KFKI AEKI. At the end of August 98, the authorization was given by the

Hungarian safety authorities to run the new irradiation rig BAGIRA (Budapest Advanced Gas-

cooled Irradiation Rig) at KFKI AEKI. Thermal tests with dummy material and dosimetty

measurements started last September. The preliminary tests include a sequence of three

loadings of 16%, 40?4. and 100% of the ultimate target. The fast neutron flux exceeded initial

calculated estimates resulting in higher than expected heating rates. This problem was solved by

increasing the cooling gas flow. Currently, the test with 40% of the target loading is running with a

stable operating temperature of about245~15°C, with a gradient of about 15°C between the

middle and the end of the sample assembly. A final test is planned with a loading near the target

level. Dosimetry measurements will be performed at this time. Initiation of actual specimen

irradiations in MACE at 250”C with a target dose of 0.5 dpa are expected to begin within 6 weeks

of the completion of this final test.
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EFFECTOF SMALL AMOUNTS OF RHENIUM AND OSMIUM ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF
A 9Cr-2W-O.25V-O.07Ta-O.lC STEEL-R. L. Klueh, D. J. Alexander, and M. A. Sokolov (Oak Ridge
National Laborato~)

OBJECTIVE

The experiments in this work were meant to determine the effect of small amounts of rhenium and
osmium on the mechanical properties of a 9Cr-2W-0.25V-0.07°Aa-0.1 C steel. These effects could
become important because tungsten is transmuted to rhenium and osmium when irradiated with neutrons
in a fission or fusion reactor.

SUMMARY

The nucleartransmutationof tungsten to rhenium and osmium in a tungsten-containingsteel irradiated
in a fission or fusion reactor could change substantially the chemical composition of the steel. To
determine the possible consequences of such changes on mechanical properties, tensile and Charpy
impact properties were determined on five 9Cr-2W-0.25V-0.07Ta-0.1 C steels that contained different
amounts of rhenium, osmium, and tungsten. The mechanical properties changes due to these changes
in composition were relatively minor. Observations were also made on the effect of carbon
concentration. The effect of carbon on tensile behavior was relatively minor, but there was a large effect
on Charpy properties. The steels showed relatively little effect of tempering temperature on the Charpy
transition temperature, which was tentatively attributed to the silicon and/or manganese concentration.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Irradiation of the first wall and blanket structure of a fusion power plant by neutrons from the fusion
reaction W-II induce the transmutation of constituent elements of the structural material, which will result
in the replacement of the transmuted atom with one solid and one gas (helium or hydrogen) atom in the
matrix of the material. The production of the solid radioactive transmutantsare the impetus for the
development of reduced-activation materials designed to ameliorate the radioactive waste disposal of
components of a fusion power plant after the service lifetime [1]. Effofis have been made to determine
the effect of the gaseous helium and hydrogen formed this way on the mechanical properties of the
material, However, it has been assumed that the solid transmutants W-IIhave little effect on the
mechanicalproperties, since only small amounts of such elements are expected to form and only small
amounts of the elements of the structural material will be transmuted.

Recently, Greenwood and Gamer [2] pointed out that significant amounts of transmutants can be
produced when certain materials are irradiated in the fission reactom being used in the United States
Department of EnergyFusionReactorMaterialsProgram. They concludedthat the effect is most acute
for certain elements irradiated in the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) [2], because of the thermal
neutrons present in the mixed-spectmm of this reactor. The HFIR is the principle fission reactor used
in the United States Fusion Materials Prugram. Elements of concern to Greenwood and Gamer included
molybdenum, tungsten, vanadium, and rhenium.

Tungsten is impatant because it has been used in the new reduced-activation steels as a replacement
for molybdenum [1]. Steels with 9 ‘A Cr-2% W are the leading reduced-activation steels under
consideration (compositions am in wt. ‘A unless otherwise stated). Figure 1, taken from Greenwood and
Garner [2], shows that a considerable portion of the tungsten could be burned out of the steel during
irradiation in the Fast Flux Test Facility (FITF) and HFIR (two fission reactors), and the conceptual
fusion power plant, STARFIRE. Tungsten transmutesto tienium [2], and then much of the rhenium
transmutes to osmium. This change in composition for a steel with 2°A W could significantly affect the
tungsten composition of the steel, and thus, it could conceivably affect the mechanical properties. The
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Fiaure 1. The transmutation of tunasten to rhenium and osmium in the cancerXual fusion reactor
St;rfire, in two positions of the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF), and in the High Fiux Isotope Reactor
(HFIR). Taken from Greenwood and Gamer [2].

largest effect occurs for HFIR (Fig. 1). Therefore, if the mechanical properties are affected by the
change in composition, the properties could differ after inadiation in HFIR and irradiation in a fast
reactor, such as FFTF [2], or irradiation in a fusion power plant.

Tensile and Charpy impact properties were measured on steels of nominal composition 9% Cr-2% W-
0.25?4. V-O.07 ‘A Ta-O.l ‘A C (9Cr-2WVTa) with and without the addition of rhenium and osmium to
determine if these elements have a significant effect on the mechanical properties. The 9Cr-2WVTa
steel was used as the base because this is a reduced-activation steel with excellent properties in the
normalized-and-tempered condition [3-5] and after irradiation [6].

Experimental Procedure

Small 4509 vacuum arGmehed heats of 9Cr-2WVTa steel and this composition with various levels of
rhenium and osmium were made. Compositions of the experimental steels are given in Table 1.

Rhenium and osmium were added to the basic 9Cr-2WVTa composition with the objective of producing
steels with 0.2 Re and 0.20s (ReO%l), 0.1 Re and 0.60s (ReOs-2), and a thitd steel vhth the latter
combination of rhenium and osmium, but with less tungsten to account for the tungsten that is
transmuted during irradiation (ReOs-3). The first attempt to produce ReOs-3 resulted in an alloy with
twice the desired carbon (ReOs-4), and although this high carbon was beyond that for the 9Cr-2WVTa,
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Table 1. Chemioal com position of steels (wt. ‘A)

Element 9Cr-2WVTa ReOs-1 ReOs-2 ReOs-3 ReOs-4

c 0.081 0.077 0.078 0.080 0.20

Mn 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01

P 0.007 0.004 0.006 0.012 0.003

s 0.006 0.005 0.006 0.005 0.007

Si 0.09 0.20 0.10 0.06 0.01

Cr 8.96 8.76 8.76 8.72 8.76

v 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.23 0.21

Ta 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.07

w 2.17 2.29 2.26 1.47 1.58

0s 0.25 0.79 0.76 0.84

Re 0.20 0.07 0.11 0.14

Fe Balance Balance Balance Balance Balance

the steel was still included in the tests as it provided an opportunityto examine the effect of carbon on
the mechanicalpropertieson this type of steel.

Chemical analyses of the heats of steel indicated that the tienium and osmium values achieved were
close to those deshed; the 0s of the high-es steels was measured as =0.8°A instead of the 0.6°A desired
(Table 1). Further, the objective for ReO+3 was to reduce the 2% W in proportion to the amount of
rhenium and osmium added, resulting in a 1.25% W steel. However, because the tungsten was high
in the othersteels(closerto 2.25°Ainsteadof 20A),ReOs-3 and ReOs-4 contained =1.5?40W. The five
steels will be referred to as 9Cr-2VWTa, 9Cr-2Wa-O.2Re-O.20s (ReO%l), 9Cr-2Wa-O.l Re-O.80s
(ReOs-2), 9Cr-1 .5WWa-O.lRe-O.80%0.l (ReOs-3), and 9Cr-1.5WVTa-0.1 Re-O.80s-O.2C (ReOs-4).

The 9Cr-2WVTa was meant to be a reproduction of a larger heat (18 kg) of this composition produced
for the original work to develop the reduced-activation steels and for which a range of data have been
obtained (Table 2) [3-5]. The small 450-gheat of 9Cr-2WVTawas used as the control for this experiment in
ordertocompamsteelsmadeby the sameprocess. The nominal composition of the Iage heat for Cr, W, V,
and Ta, the prima~ alloying elements, was aohieved in the small heat. However, the silioon and
manganese contents of the 18-kg heat were adjusted to =0.2% Si and =0.45°A Mn [3], which are typical
compositions for these elements when such steels are produced by a commercial vendor. The small
heats for the present study were made from the individual elements and contained less manganese and,
in most cases, less silicon: the manganese level was 0.01-O.02’?/0,and silicon varied from 0.01 to 0.2°A
(Table 1). Cadxm concentmtion was also diffen?nt in the small experimental steels, analyses indicated
that it varied from 0.06°Afor ReOs-3 to =0.08%for the other thn?e heats, compared to 0.11 ‘A in the large
heat. The ReOs-4 was analyzed as containing 0.2% C. For the general discussion of the steels, they
will be referred to as containing =0.1 and =0.2°A C.

Half of each 12.7x25.4x 127 mm ingot was hot rolled to a thickness of 6.4 mm and half to a thickness
of 0.76 mm. Mechanicalpropertiestestswere made on normalized-and-temperedsteel. The steels
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Table 2. Chemical composition of different heats of 9Cr-2VVWa steels

I Element I 450-9 Heat I 16-kg Heat I

I c I 0.081 I 0.11 I

I Mn I 0.01 I 0.44 I

P 0.007 0.015

s 0.006 0.008

Si 0.09 0.21

I Cr I 8.96 I 8.90 I

Ivl 0.20 I 0.23 I

I Ta I 0.06 I 0.06 I
w 2.17 2.01

Fe Balance Balance

were austenitized for 0.5 h at 1050”C in a helium atmosphere, after which they were quickly cooled in
flovdng helium. Specimens were tested in two tempered conditions: 1 h at 700”C and 1 h at 750”C.

Tensile specimens 44.Smm long with a reduced gage section of 20.3 x 1.52x 0.76 mm were machined
from the 0.76-mm sheet with gage lengths parallel to the rolling direction. The specimens were heat
treated after machining. Tensile tests were conducted over the range room temperature to 600”C in
vacuum on a 44-kN Instronuniversal testing machine at a nominal strain rate of =4x 10<s“’.

One-thinj-size Charpy specimens 3.3x 3.3x 25.4 mm with a 0.51-mmdeep 30° V-notch and a 0.05-
to 0.08-mm-root radius were machined from the nomlalized 6.4-mm plate along the rolling direction with
the notch transveme to the rolling direction. Specimens were tempered after machining. Charpy tests
were carried out in a pendulum-type impact machine specially modified to accommodate subsize
specimens ~. The absorbed energy values were ftied with a hyperbolic tangent function to permit the
upper-shelf energy (USE) and ductile-brittle transition temperature (DBIT) to be evaluated. The DBIT
was determined at the energy m-ktwaybetween the upper- and lower-shelf energies. Note that for these
miniature specimens different DBIT and USE values are obtained than for full-size specimens.
However, it has been shown that a low transition temperature for miniature specimens translates to a
low value for full-size specimens [8,9]. A correlation Iikewke exists for the USE [8,9].

Results

MetalloaraDhv and Microhardness

The steels were examined by optical microscopy. All of the microstructure were 10OOAtempered
martensite. There was some variation in the estimated prior-austenite grain size, determined by
comparing the microstructure with ASTM Grain Size chatis. The three steels with 2°A W and different
amounts of Re and 0s had similar grain sizes (Table 3), while the two steels with 1.5°A W had different
values the 1.5°AW steel containing =0.1‘A C (ReOs-3) had the Iaqgest grain size of all five steels, and
the 1.5% W steel with 0.2% C (ReOs-4) had the smallest grain size of the steels.
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Table 3. Microhardness and prior austenitized grain size of steels

Steel Viokers Handness Prior Austenite Grain Size

(average of 5 readings) mm (ASTM No.)

ReOs-O 253.8 0.016 (9)

ReOs-1 235.0 0.015 (9.25)

ReOs-2 254.6 0.016 (9)

ReOs-3 246.8 0.0205 (8.25)

ReOs-4 262.7 0.0095 (10.25)

Harnesses showeda relatively small variation (Table3), with the 2% W steel with 0.2% Re and 0.2%
0s (ReO%l)havingthe lowesthatiness. There was lessvariation amongthe other steels. The 1.5%
W steel containing 0.2% C had highest badness.

Tensile Behavior

There was considerable variation in the strength (Figs. 2 and 4) and ductility (Figs. 3 and 5). The
amount of variation for the yield stress (YS) [Figs. 2(a) and 4(a)] was greatest for the room temperature
tests and least at 600”C. Variability was less for the uttimate tensile strength (UTS) of the different
steels [Figs. 2(b) and 4(b)] than for the YS, but again, the variation for the UTS was greatest at the
lowest temperatures. At most test temperatures below600°C, the YS and UTS of the 9Cr-2Wa-
0.2Re-O.20s steel (ReOs-1) was the smallest. The steels with 1.5% W, 0.8% 0s and 0.1% Re with 0.1%
C (ReO$3)and0.2%C (ReOs-4)werenearthe strongestof all the steels below600”C. There was not
much difference between the YS of those two steels below 600°C, but the UTS of the steel with 0.2%
C (ReOs-4) was generally the highest of these two steels as well as of the other steels below 600”C.

The variation in ductility--uniform elongation [Figs. 3(a) and 5(a)] and total elongation [Figs. 3(b) and
5(b)~ was also quite wide for the steels tempen?d at both 700 (Fig. 3) and 750”C (Fig. 5). The relative
ductilities of the steelswerenotalwaysinverseto the strength,as might be expected. For example,the
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Figure 2. The yield stress and ultimate tensile strength of the 9Cr-2WVTa steels containing varying
amountsof rhenium and osmium after normalizing and tempering 1 hat 700°C.
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Figure 3. The uniform and total elongation of the 9Cr-2WVTa steels containing vatying amounts of
rhenium and osmium after normalizing and tempering 1 hat 700°C.
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Figure 4. The yield stress and ultimate tensile strength of the 9Cr-2WVTa steels containing varying
amounts of rhenium and osmium after normalizing and tempering 1 h at 750”C.
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Figure5. The uniform andtotal elongation of the9Cr-2Wa ~eelsmntaining va~ing amounts of
rhenium and osmium after normalizing and tempering 1 hat 750”C.

1.5% W steel with 0.1% C (ReOs-3) generally had the lowest uniform and total elongation, while the
steel with 0.2% C (ReOs-4) often had the highest ductility, even though these were two of the strongest
steels. The total elong~”on of all the steels increased with temperature above =400°C, with the largest
change ocoum”ng for the steel with 0.2°A C.

Yield stress results for the small 450-9 heat and the large 18-kg heat of 9Cr-2WVTa steel at room
temperature and 600”C are compared in Table 4. The Iatge heat was substantially stronger than the
small heat.

Table 4. A comparison of propedies of the 450-9 and 18-kg heats of 9Cr-2WWa steel

Heat Size Tempering YS (MPa) UTS, MPa Chamv
Temperature ~C) RT 600”C RT 600”C TT~C) USE (J)

450-g 1 hat 700”C 651 460 764 481 -103 13.7
1 hat 750”C 530 397 661 425 -120 15.4

18-kg 1 hat 700”C 823 651 942 696 -43 7.5
1 hat 750”C 645 489 774 526 -88 11.2

Charpv lm~act Pro~erties

The transition temperature (DBTT) and upper-shelf energy (USE) for the steels tempered at 700 and
750”C are given in Table 5 and Fig. 6.

As expected, the USE of all five steels is higher after the 750”C temper than after the 700”C temper [Fig.
6(b)]. For the four steels with =0.1‘A C, there was relatively little difference in DBTT, all of which were
lower than for the steel with 0.2% C (Fii. 7 and 8), which was also expected. The lower DBIT after the
750”C temper than after the 700”C temper observed for the 9Cr-2Wa and the 9Cr-2WVTa-O.l Re-
0.80s-0.1 C steels was the expected behavior, since the strength decreases with tempering temperature.
What was not expected was the relatively small difference in DBIT for the other three steels after the
different tempering tn?atments. These steels showed essentially no effect of tempering temperature on
the DBIT (Table 2 and Fig. 6). For some of the steels (Re0s3 and ReOs-4), the measured values after
tempering at 700°C were lower than after tempering at 750”C.

. . .-, -.— .— . . ---- . .. . -- —-- -–-—
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Table 5. Charpy impact properties of steels

Steel Tempering Transition Upper-Shelf
Temperature ~C) Temperature (“C) Enemy (J)

9Cr-2VWTa 1 h at 700”C -103 13.7
1 h at 750”C -120 15.4

9Cr-2VWTa-0.2Re- 1 h at 700°C -103 12.7
0.20S-0.1 C 1 hat 750°C -105 14.2

9Cr-2WVTa-O.l Re- 1 h at 700”C -102 13.3
0.80s-0.1 C 1 h at 750”C -133 14.3

9Cr-1 .5WVTa-O.l Re- 1 h at 700”C -114 12.6
0.80s-O.IC 1 h at 750”C -113 13.8

9Cr-1 .5WVTa-O.l Re- 1 hat 700”C -84 8.6
0.80s-O.2C 1 h at 750°C -78 9.4

20

1
~1 hm700”C

~ 1 h St 760”C

in-wxo campy Upwhml:

2w-oaO-0201 1.SW-O.lRO-OJOQ[0.1C]
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Figure 6. The Charpy transition temperature and upper-shelf enemy of the 9Cr-2VWTa steels containing
varying amounts of rhenium and osmium after normalizing and tempering 1 h at 700”C and 1 h at
750°c.

The 450-9 heat of 9Cr-2VvWa steel used in this experiment had a lower DBIT and a relatively smaller
difference after tempering at 700 and 750”C than the 18-kg heat tested previously (Table 4). The DBITs
of the large heat after tempering at 700 and 750”C were -43 and -88°C, respectively, compared to -103
and -120”C, respectively, for the small heat. The small heat also had a significantly higher USE in each
case (Table 4).

Discussion

During irradiation in HFIR, tungsten transmutes to rhenium, which subsequently transmutes to osmium
(Fig. 1). The objective of these experiments was to determine the possible effect rhenium and osmium
and the substitution of ttenium and osmium for tungsten could have on the mechanical properties of the
9Cr-2VWTa steel. Such compositional changes occur when tungsten is transmuted to rhenium and
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osmium when the steel is irradiated in a reactor, such as HFIR (and in a future fusion reactor). After
tungsten is imadiated to s25 dpa in HFIR, =32%will be transmuted to =29°A0s and =3% Re. For the
2% W in the 9Cr-2WWa steel, thw means =0.58% 0s and =0.06% Re form, thus reducing the tungsten
composition by about thii amount. steels containing 0.6°A 0s and 0.1‘A Re were proposed. The actual
alloys produced contained somewhat more osmium. In addition, the tungsten was somewhat higher than
desinxi (Table 1). Of come, the mechanical properties after imadiation will also be affected by radiation
damage. Nevertheless, the results provide information on the effect of osmium and rhenium on the
properties of the 9Cr-2WVTa steel.

The objective of testing the two Re-Os alloys with 2% W (9Cr-2Wa-O.2Re-O.20s and 9Cr-2WVTa-
0.lRe-O.80s) was to determine the effect of the tienium and osmium on the steel (Figs. 2-5). The steel
containing 0.2°A Re and 0.2% 0s was generally the weakest of the five steels. The 9Cr-2WVTa and
9Cr-2WVTa-O.lRe-O.80s steels had similar strengths and ductility that were more in line with those of
the two 1.5% W steels.

The Charpy properties of the three 2% W steels were quite similar (Fig. 6), with the only unusual
observation being that there was essentially no difference in the DB7T of the 0.2Re-O.20s steel after
the 700 and 750”C tempets For all three steels, the USE after the 750”C temper was greater than after

the 700”C temper.

When the tungsten concentration was reduced from =2.2% to =1 .5% with no change in carbon, the 1.5%
W steel was generally the strongest of these steels-at least below 600”C. The stronger 1.5% W steel
with =0.1 ‘A C generally had the lowest uniform and total elongation of the five steels. However, the
Charpy impact properties of the steel with 1.5°A W were similar to those for the 2% W steels. Although
the 1.5°AW steel with =0.1‘A C had a similar strength to the 1.5°A W steel with =0.2°A C, the steel with
0.2% C was close to having the highest ductility of the five steels. A possibleexplanation is that the
highercatt)oncontentmeansthat notall carbidesamdissolvedduringaustenitization,which could cause
the smaller prior austenite grain size that can probably affect ductility. Whether undissolved catides
remained during austenitization needs to be verified by transmission electron microcopy (TEM).

Charpy properties of the 1.5% W steels reflected the carbon content. The steel with the highest carbon
had the highest DBll and the lowest USE of all five steels (F@ 6); this occurred despite the high-cmtxm
steel having the smallest ~.or austenite grain size and not necessarily always being the strongest of the
steels. This was probably due to larger carbides in this steel, although that needs to be established by
TEM.

Temperingtemperatureapparentlyhad no effect on the DBIT of either of the 1.5% W steels, just as
there was no effect on the 0.2Re-O.20s steel, atthough for the 1.5°A W steels, the DBTT was slightly
higher atlerthe 750°C temper than the 700”C temper, which is contrary to expectations. The reason for
this lack of effect of tempering temperature is not known. In all cases, these steels did have the
expected effect of tempering temperature on USE (i.e., the USE was always higher for the higher
tempering temperature).

Basically, the results of these tests give little indication that the tensile and Charpy properties will be
affected significantly by the amounts of rhenium and osmium estimated to form in a 9Cr-2WVTa steel
irradiated to =25 dpa in HFIR. Likewise, the reduction of tungsten that would accompany the increase
in rhenium and osmium also appears to have little effect-et least in the presence of the additional Re
and 0s. Under the influence of irradiation at temperatures below =400°C where irradiation hardening
is expected,the effect of the compositionalchangeswould probably be of even less significance.

The largest effect of composition on mechanical properties involved the apparent effect of carbon
concentration on the Charpy properties (Figs. 6-8). Although there was relatively little difference in the
strength of the 1.5% W steels with =0.1 and 0.2% C, there was a substantial difference in the Charpy
behavior. Carbon can play a role on the properties through its effect on the strength and the carbide
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moq.Mology. Since there was relatively little difference in strength for the two steels, the difference in
the carbides in the two steels must be the cause, especially since the steel with 0.2°AC had a much
smaller prior austenite grain size than the steel with =0.1 ‘A C. TEM is required to verify these
suggestions.

The difference in properties noted between the small (450-9) heat of steel (0.08% C) produced for this
ex@ment and the larger (18-kg) heat (0.11% C) previously studied [3-6] (Table 4) may also beat least
partially due to the difference in carbon concentration. As Table 4 indioates, the lame heat is stronger
and has a lower DBIT and higher USE. Wtihout further experiments, it is not possibleto determine if
the difference in properties for these two steels is attributable to the carbon, but based on the small
differencein the strengthof the 1.5%W steels with =0.1°4C (measuredas 0.00%) and =0.2%C, there
would appear to be other masons for the differences. That is, the DBlls of the 1.5% W steels with =0,1
and =0.2?%C atler tempering at 700°C were -114 and -84”C, respectively, and after tempering at 750”C
they wem -113 and 78”C, respectively. Thii compares with the 450-9 heat of 9Cr-2WVTa steel that had
DBTTs of -103 and -120”C after tempering at 700 and 750”C, respectively, compared to the DBITs of
the 18-kg heat that wem -43 and -88”C, respectively. The relative difference for the latter steels seems
to be somewhat larger than for that attributed to carbon for the 1.5% W steels, especiallywhen it is
consideredthat there is much less difference in carbon for the 450-9 and 18-kg heats of 9Cr-2WWa
steels.

As pointed out in the previous section, the 9Cr-2WWa steels also contain different amounts of
manganese and silicon; both manganese and silicon are thought to strengthen by solid solution
hardening [1O]. If this is the case here, then the increased strength and reduced Charpy properties of
the large heat might also be partially attributed to the higher silioon and manganese in the 18-kg heat,
which contains about 40 times more manganese (0.44 vs. 0.01) and twit-e as much silicon (0.21 vs.
0.09). Again, further work is requited to make a clear determination on the cause for the differences that
have been obsewed. Should manganese be the cause, that oould be important because faidy large
amounts of manganese ara expected to form in such a steel by transmutation in a magnetically confined
fusion reactor [11].

When reasons for the observations of little or no change in DBll with tempering temperature for the
steels of this experiment (Table 5) compared to the previous experiment are considered, manganese
and silicon concentration diffemmes for the heats of this experiment and heats used previously appear
to be the only Po=-ble reasons that can be cited. Further work is required to eluoidate a relationship to
the composition. If there is such a relationship, it might be possible to exploit it in the development of
suchsteels.

Summary and Conclusions

Tensile and Charpy impact properties were determined for the following five steels: 9Cr-2WVTa, 9Cr-
2WWa with additions of =0.2°A Re and =0.2% 0s, 9Cr-2WWa with additions of=O.1OAReand =0.8°A
0s, one 9Cr-1 .5UVWa with additions of =0.1Re and =0.80s, and a 9Cr-1 .5VWTa with additions of
=0.1Re, =0.80s, and =0.2°A C. All but the last steel contained =O.lOAC. There were only minor
variations in the tensile properties due to the addition of the rhenium and osmium to the 9Cr-2WVTa or
the simultaneously reduction of the tungsten content to 1.5°A and the addition of rhenium and osmium.
The change in carbon mncentration had the major effect on the Charpy impact properties by causing
an increase in the transition temperature and a reduction in the USE. For most of the steels, there was
little difference in the transition temperature aftertempering at 700 and 750”C, much less than for a heat
of 9Cr-2WVTa tested pn?viously. A smaller amount of silicon and manganese in the steels used in the
present experiments may be the cause for these differences, although that still needs to be verified.
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SHEAR PUNCH TESTING OF IRRADIATED ISOTOPICALLY TAILORED
FERRITIC/MARTENSITIC STEELS - M. L. Hamilton, D. S. Genes (Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory~, S. Ohnuki (Hokkaido University), K. Shiba (JAER1), Y. Kohno (University of Tokyo),
and A. Kohyama (Kyoto University)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to provide an understanding of the effect of hydrogen and helium
production during irradiation on post-irradiation mechanical properties in ferritic/martensitic steels ‘
for first wall applications in a fusion reactor.

SUMMARY

Single variable experiments are being conducted to study effects of H/He/dpa on properties
based on isotonically tailored alloys. ‘Fe has been used to prepare an isotonically tailored

duplicate of the commercial steel F82H, and a small number of TEM disks have been irradiated
in order to study radiation embrittlement. From single disk specimens, mechanical properties
were obtained using a shear punch technique that produces a 1 mm blank from the 3 mm disk.
Results indicate that shear punch testing can be used successfully to provide mechanical

property data from single TEM disks. Little effect of helium on properties was found, either in
‘Fe isotonically tailored specimens or in a boron-doped specimen.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

A concern in developing structural materials for fusion power systems is the consequences of
transmutation-induced helium and hydrogen on material properties. For the advanced ferritic
steel fusion materials option, helium (in appm) will be generated at about ten times the dpa rate,
and hydrogen will be generated approximately ten times more rapidly. Experiments to define
the effect of helium remain controversia11”2 but severe effects of helium accumulation on fracture
toughness have been claimed. 304It is therefore very important to evaluate these transmutation

effects in order to establish whether steels can be successfully adapted for fusion applications.

Single variable experiments have been conducted to study effects of H/He/dpa on properties by
preparing isotonically tailored alloys. Initially, alloys containing small additions of different nickel
isotopes were studied,5 but the present approach considers alloys made from iron isotopes in
order to vary H/He/dpa rates. e The controlling reactions are:

‘Fe (n,p) ‘Mn

‘Fe (n, ) ‘5Fe

55Fe (n, ) 52Cr or 551+ (ntp) ‘Mn (n, ) ‘Fe

* Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) is operated for the U.S. Department of
Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under contract DE-AC06-76RL0-1 830.
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‘Fe was used to prepare an isotonically tailored duplicate of the commercial steel F82H,7 and,
because of cost and irradiation space limitations, only a small number of TEM disks were
irradiated in order to study radiation embrittlement.

Very recently, individual TEM disks were made available for post-irradiation examination. It was
possible to obtain mechanical properties from three alloy conditions for which only a single disk
was available, and from a fourth condition where several disks were available in order to
compare with results on unirradiated controls. Mechanical properties were obtained using a
shear punch technique that produces a 1 mm blank from the 3 mm disk.

Exr)erimental Procedure

A 4 g. batch of isotonically tailored F82H martensitic steel was prepared as described
previously? and specimens 3 mm in diameter, intended for transmission electron microscopy

(TEM), were obtained along with a specimen of standard F82H and a specimen of boron-doped
F82H, following irradiation in either theJP17 irradiation experiment to 2.3 dpa at 250”C or the
JP22 irradiation experiment to 34 dpa at 300°C in the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) in Oak
Ridge, TN? Also available were unirradiated control specimens of the isotonically tailored alloy,
the standard alloy and another heat of the steel, designated the IEA heat.g F82H has the
approximate composition (in weight Yo) Fe-7Cr-2W-O.2V-O.l C-. O4Ta-O.Ol N. Composition details
are provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Composition of alloys of interest

Alloy Cr c w v Ta B Mn N Si

F82H ‘Fe 7.1 0.097 1.8 0.17 0.04 - 0.4 0.007 0.55

F82H STD 7.46 0.097 2.1 0.18 0.03 0.0004 0.07 0.004 0.09

F82H 10B 7.25 0.098 2.1 0.22 0.04 0.0058 0.5 0.002 0.17

Room temperature mechanical properties —punch pin
information was obtained using a shear punch P ,/’
technique that produces 1 mm blanks from 3 /

disc
mm disks.’&’2 Shear punch testing is essentially
a blanking operation which is common to sheet shim
metal forming. A 1 mm diameter punch is driven
at a constant rate of 0.127 mm/min. (0.005
in./min.) through a TEM-sized disk (nominally
0.25 mm thick and 2.8 mm in diameter). The
load on the punch is measured as a function of
punch travel, which is taken to be equivalent to
the crosshead displacement. This assumes that

the test machine and punch are completely stiff Figure 1. Schematic of shear punch

relative to the response of the test specimen. test apparatus.

A plot of punch load versus punch displacement was obtained for each specimen. A diagram
of the apparatus that is required is provided in Figure 1.
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The curve obtained from a shear punch testis of a similar form to that obtained from a tensile
test. Initially a linear relationship exists between load and punch displacement during which no
plastic deformation occurs. This is followed by a deviation from linearity or yield point when
permanent penetration of the punch into the specimen occurs. Beyond the yield point, further

deformation forms a shear process zone between the die and punch. Work hardening
compensates for thinning until a maximum load is achieved. The points of interest on the curve
were the yield load and maximum load. Effective shear yield strength (~~Y)and an effective
maximum shear strength (~w) can be evaluated from these values, respectively, by the following
equation:10

T,Y,,m= P/(2mt)

Where P is the appropriate load, r is the average of bore and punch radii and t is the specimen
thickness. Previous work has shown that an empirical relationship can be developed between
data from shear punch testing and that from tensile testing.1&12 In this instance, however, no
tensile data were available and the shear punch test was used only as a tool to identify trends
in the mechanical properties that might occur as a result of differing helium and hydrogen levels
as has successfully been done before.s

Results

Fourteen shear punch tests were performed in this study, comprising nine control tests and five
tests on irradiated samples. The results of shear punch testing are provided in Table 1 and

examples of test curves are provided in Figures 2a and b. Table 2 includes irradiation conditions

and calculated values of effective shear yield strength, T~Y,and effective shear maximum
strength, ~m for each of the specimens tested. Figure 2a shows test curves for all ‘Fe
isotonically tailored samples tested and Figure 2b compares response for the three specimens
that were tested following irradiation to highest dose. It is apparent from the test traces shown
in Figure 2, that shear punch tests are well behaved and that materials differences are
evidenced as differences in yield and maximum strength, whereas differences in ductility are
modest, being inversely proportional to strength changes.

The results of Table 2 are plotted as a function of dose in Figure 3 to demonstrate the fluence
dependence of hardening. Figure 3a provides comparison of all conditions as a function of
effective shear yield strength and Figure 3b gives similar results for effective shear maximum
strength. Strength values for unirradiated controls are restricted to a narrow range whereas
irradiation of the isotonically tailored alloy to 2.3 dpa at 250”C increased strength and irradiation
to 34 dpa at 300”C increased strength further. In comparison, other conditions of F82H have
lower strengths, particularly following irradiation to 34 dpa. The response is complex, as
comparison of relative strengths for yield d.fier from those for maximum strength. This complex
response may be an indication of inadequate statistics.

Discussion

This work demonstrates that it is possible to obtain mechanical property information on very
limited quantities of material: TEM samples weigh about 0.1 gm and the 1 mm blank about 0.01

gm. The techniques described above not only allow for experiments where material is very
limited, very expensive or very ditTcult to obtain in the desired treatment or irradiation condition,
but it also allows sampling of complex conditions. For example, in irradiation creep experiments
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where strong gradients exist in temperature or flux, it may now be possible to provide
understanding of property and microstructural variation over distances of one or two mm. The
added advantages of effectively smaller TEM sample volumes that reduce radioactivity or
magnetic interactions are also of benefit.

Table 2. Results of shear punch testing at room temperature.

ID MATERIAL CONDITIONO TSY Tm

A943-5 F82H IEA Unirradiated 340,345, 458,469,
350 473

F191-3 F82H STD Unirradiated 325,350, 476,482,
360 492

CI03 F82H STD 300”C, 34 dpa, 21.8 appm He 580 609

FN91-3 F82H ‘Fe Unirradiated 390,400, 519,520,
406 522

FN51-2 F82H ‘Fe 250”C, 2.3 dpa,6 appm H,4.5 appm 500,520 602,608
He

C603 F82H ‘Fe 300°C, 34 dpa,650 appm H,65.3 600 738

appm He

C203 F82H 10B 300 C, 34 dpa, 321 appm He 470 656

H values are predicted, but He values are measured.14

The intent of isotopic tailoring experiments is to assess the effect of hydrogen and helium
production during irradiation on properties and microstructure. Because mechanical properties

for the different alloys following irradiation at 300”C are very similar, the present results do not
demonstrate a significant effect of helium on mechanical properties, and any effect of hydrogen
is probably small, although hydrogen production levels are not completely understood. However,
it should be noted that concerns about a large effect of helium on ductile brittle transition
behavior are centered on irradiation temperatures in the 400”C range. Therefore, the present
results are probably not pertinent to that issue.

CONCLUSIONS

Isotopic tailoring is being used to study effects of transmutation on mechanical properties.
Shear punch tests can provide mechanical properties information with limited numbers of TEM
samples.
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FUTURE WORK

This work will be continued within the confines of funding and specimen availability.
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MICROSTRUCTURAL EXAMINATION OF IRRADIATED ISOTOPICALLY TAILORED
FERRITIC/MARTENSITIC STEELS FOLLOWING SHEAR PUNCH TESTING - D. S. Genes
(Pacific Northwest National bboratory), S. Ohnuki (Hokkaido University), K. Shiba (JAERI), Y.
Kohno (University of Tokyo), A. Kohyama (Kyoto University), J. P. Robettson ~Oak Ridge
National Laboratory) and M. L. Hamilton (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this effort is to provide understanding of the effect of hydrogen and helium
production during irradiation on post-irradiation mechanical properties in Ferritic/Martensitic

steels to be used for first wall applications in a fusion reactor based on microstructural
examination.

SUMMARY

Single variable experiments are being conducted to study effects of H/He/dpa on propetiies
based on isotonically tailored alloys. 54Fe has been used to prepare an isotonically tailored

duplicate of the commercial steel F82H, and a small number of TEM disks have been irradiated
in order to study radiation embrittlement. From single disk specimens, mechanical properties
were obtained using a shear punch technique that produces a 1 mm blank from the 3 mm disk.
The 1 mm blanks have been thinned and examined by TEM. The novel thinning procedures
are described and microstructural observation presented in detail. Little effect of helium on

microstructure was found, either in 54Fe isotonically tailored specimens or in a boron doped
specimen.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

A concern in developing structural materials for fusion power systems is the consequences of
transmutation-induced helium and hydrogen on material properties. For the advanced ferritic
steel fusion materials option, helium (in appm) will be generated at about ten times the dpa
rate, and hydrogen approximately ten times more rapidly than helium. Experiments to define
the effect of helium remain controversial 1‘2 but severe effects of helium accumulation on
fracture toughness have been claimed. 3’4 It is therefore very important to evaluate these
transmutation effects in order to establish whether steels can be successfully adapted for fusion
applications.

Single variable experiments have been conducted to study effects of H/Heldpa on properties
by preparing isotonically tailored alloys. Initially, alloys containing small additions of different
nickel isotopes were studied,5 but the present approach considers alloys made from iron
isotopes in order to vary HIHe/dpa rates. 6 The controlling reactions are:

54Fe (n,p) 54Mn

55Fe (n,p) 55Mn (n,~) 56Fe.54Fe (n,-y) 55Fe; 55Fe (n,a) 52Cr or

*Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) is operated for the U.S. Department of
Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under Contract DE-AC06-76RL0 1830.
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‘Fe was used to prepare an isotonically tailored duplicate of the commercial steel F82H,7 and,
because of cost and irradiation space limitations, a small number of TEM disks were irradiated
in order to study radiation embrittlement.

Very recently, individual TEM disks were made available for post-irradiation examination. It was
possible to obtain mechanical properties from three alloy conditions for which only a single
disk was available, and from a fourth condition where several disks were available in order to
compare with results on unirradiated controls. Mechanical properties were obtained using a
shear punch technique that produces a 1 mm blank from the 3 mm disk, and microstructural
information was obtained from the 1 mm blanks thinned to electron transparency. The purpose

of this paper is to document the experimental technique used in preparing TEM specimens and
to describe microstructural observation.

A 4 g batch of isotonically tailored F82H ferritic/martensitic steel was prepared as described
previously,7 and specimens 3 mm in diameter, intended for transmission electron microscopy .
(TEM), were obtained along with a specimen of standard F82H and a specimen of boron-
doped F82H, following irradiation in either theJP17 irradiation experiment to 2.3 dpa at 250°C
or the JP22 irradiation experiment to 34 dpa at 300”C in the High Fiux Isotope Reactor (HFIR)
in Oak Ridge, TN. ‘g Also available were unirradiated control specimens of the isotopicall
tailored alloy, the standard alloy and another heat of the steel, designated the IEA heat. 1{

F82H has the approximate” composition (in weight %) Fe-7Cr-2W-0.2V-0.1 C-.O4Ta-O.Ol N.
Composition details are provided in Table 1 and irradiation details are given in Table 2.

Table 1. Composition of alloys of interest.

Alloy Cr c w v Ta B Mn N Si

F82H 54Fe 7.1 0.097 1.8 0.17 0.04 - 0.4 0.007 0.55

F82t-i STD 7.46 0.097 2.1 0.18 0.03 0.0004 0.07 0.004 0.09

F82H 10B 7.25 0.098 2.1 0.22 0.04 0.0058 0.5 0.002 0.17

Room temperature mechanical properties information was obtained using a shear punch
12 Fourteen shear punch tests weretechnique that produces 1 mm blanks from 3 mm disks.

performed comprising nine control tests and five tests on irradiated samples. The results of
shear punch testing are reported elsewhere. 12

Preparation of miniature TEM specimens has been a goal for many years because of the
inherent benefiis arising from reduced magnetic moment and reduced radioactivity. However,
previous attempts were not completely successful, either because the smaller specimens were
punched from thinned TEM samples, causing excessive deformation, or specimens were
prepared from disks smaller than 3 mm, requiring nickel or chrome plating before thinning in
order to increase the sample size for simplified handling. Also, it was found that the composite
samples tended to come apart during examination because bonding was not ideal. The
present effort provided an alternative approach, based on the observation that 1 mm shear
punch blanks were free of surface buckling and with well defined cylindrical shear surfaces.
Finite element analysis suppotted the view that 1 mm blanks would provide acceptable material
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Table 2. Irradiation conditions for TEM samples.

ID MATERIAL CONDITION*

A943-5 F82H IEA Unirradiated

F191-3 F82H STD Unirradiated

cl 03 F82H STD 300”C, 34 dpa, 21.8 appm He

FN91 -3 F82H 54Fe Unirradiated

FN51 -2 F82H 54Fe 250”C, 2.3 dpa, 6 appm H, 4.5 appm He

C603 F82H ‘Fe 300°C, 34 dpa, 650 appm H, 65.3 appm He

C203 F82H 10B 300”C, 34 dpa, 321 appm He

* H values are predicted, but He values are measured. ”

for microstructural examination, because the stress state induced by punching at the center
13 Also the punching process could be used toof the 1 mm blank remained well below yield. ,

provide a 3 mm support disk and then thinning could be
accomplished by standard procedures. The need for a
glue joint was apparent, but superglue did not allow
sufficient positioning control to work properly.

Therefore, specimens for TEM were prepared from the
punched 1 mm blanks by pressing them into 3 mm
punched 316 stainless steel disks and using thermal
setting epoxy to ensure good bonding. Surfaces were
then ground to remove excess epoxy and samples were
electropolished to perforation in a standard Tenupol twin

jet polishing apparatus. The epoxy bond was found to be
resistant to chemical attack and provided a good bond as

well as a supporting rim for the thin foil adjacent to the
perforation. Examples of an unpunched disk, a punched
disk with 1 mm blank and a thinned 1 mm specimen in a
3 mm stainless steel disk are shown in Figure 1.

Results

TEM specimen preparation was successful for all seven
conditions available. However, the control condition for
the IEA heat of F82H was not examined in this study. All

thin foils prepared from the 1 mm blanks could be
considered very good to excellent, with negligible bending
and sufficient thin area at the center of the disk. No
problems were encountered due to magnetic interactions
or excessive radioactivity. Examples of the
microstructure at low magnification are shown in Figure
2. Micrographs have been selected to show prior-

Figure 1. Sample
Configurations for TEM
Specimen Preparation.
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Figure 2. Microstructure at low magnification.
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austenite boundary structure when they could be found, and are arranged with standard F82H
on the upper left, 54Fe F82H on the right with increasing dose from top to bottom, and ‘OB
F82H at the bottom left. Figure 2 demonstrates that foils provided abundant thin area.

However, foils of specimens Cl 03 and C203 had limited thin area compared to the other
conditions. From Figure 2, it can be shown that all conditions appear typical of F82H. Lath
boundaries are decorated with carbides and dislocation structures tend to be subgrain
boundaries in the unirradiated conditions: F193 and FN91. Figure 2C of specimen ClO3 shows
coarser carbide structure than the control condition of F193 in Figure 2a, but differences
should probably be ascribed to area-to-area d“fierences in the carbide distribution. The effect
of irradiation is seen as damage on a fine scale that tends to obscure subgrain structure.

In order to examine the fine scale damage due to i~adiation, the micrpstructures were imaged

under conditions approaching weak beam using g = [200] and [011] for foils oriented near
(01 1). Dislocation mi-crostructures for the six conditio~s are given in Figure 3. Figure 3 is
arranged to show [011] dark field contrast images with g vertical for all conditions, and in the
three cases where two images dark field images for a given condition are provided, a 200 dark
filed image is provided on the left (3c, 3e and 3g) with ~ horizontal. Therefore, Figure 3
provides examples of the unirradiated microstructure for F82H STD in a and F82H ‘Fe in b,
F82H 54Fe is then shown with increasing dose in c, d e and f, and then F82H STD in g and h

10B in i and j for the high dose condition. Figure 3i presents acan be compared with F82H
bright field image in order to assess cavitation development in F82H 10B. From Figure 3, it can

be noted that dislocation structure prior to irradiation consists of subgrain boundaries and a
low density of straight dislocations within laths. Following irradiation, fine dislocation structure
develops consisting of both ~ c 110> and a< 100>. [Under [200] contrast, strong vertical
images show one set of a<OOl =- and all other images areof~c111 > type with all sets visible.]
In F82H 54Fe, irradiation to 2.3 dpa at 250”C produces ~ <111> dislocations with loops as
large as 20 nm, as well as a few a< 100> loops as large “as 13 nm. Irradiation to 34 dpa
increases both the total dislocation dens.Ry and ?he fraction of a c 100> dislocations. In
comparison, the F82H STD and F82H 10B at 34 dpa produce microstructure similar to F82H
54Fe The bright field image of F82H 10B irradiated to 34 dpa reveals no significant cavitation

despite the He level at 321 appm He. Therefore, irradiation of this isotonically tailored series
of alloys at 250 to 300°C develops both ~ <110> and ac 100> dislocation structure and this
structure should be responsible for changes in mechanical properties due to irradiation.

Examination included limited efforts at FEG-STEM compositional analysis. Compositional
analysis of carbide precipitates was possible and sufficiently detailed to demonstrate
transmutation of approximately a third of the W to 0s, with no evidence for the intermediate
product, Re, following irradiation of standard F82H to 34 dpa. This can be shown from Figure
4, which provides x-ray spectra for a carbide precipitate in F82H STD irradiated at 300”C to 34
dpa after subtraction of a hole count. The spectrum has been Iabelled to show peak positions
for W, Re and 0s. The 0s peak is approximately one third of that for W with Re absent.
Therefore, it can be concluded that % of the W has transmuted to 0s with little of the
intermediate product Re retained, and the 0s is retained in the chrome carbides. This
transmutation response has been predicted by Garner and Greenwood.14

Discussion

This effort demonstrates that it is possible to obtain mechanical property and microstructural
information on very limited quantities of material: TEM samples weigh about 0.01 g and the 1
mm blank about 0.001 g. The techniques described above not only allow for experiments
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Figure 3. Microstructure at higher magnification showing dislocation structures in dark
field a-h and j and in bright field i. See text for details.



where material is very limited,
very expensive or very difficult to
obtain in the desired treatment or
irradiation condition, but they also
allow sampling of complex
conditions. For example, in
irradiation creep experiments
where strong gradients exist in
temperature or flux, it may now
be possible to provide
understanding of property and
microstructural variation over
distances of one or two mm. The
added advantages of effectively
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Figure 4. X-ray spectrum for carbide particle in
specimen Cl 03 (with background removed).

smaller TEM sa-mple volumes that reduce radioactivity or magnetic interactions are also of
benefit.

The intent of isotopic tailoring experiments is to assess the effect of hydrogen and helium
production during irradiation on properties and microstructure. Because mechanical properties
for the different alloys following irradiation at 3000C are very similar, the present results do not
demonstrate a significant effect of helium on mechanical properties, and any effect of hydrogen
is probably small, although hydrogen production levels are not completely understood.
However, it should be noted that concerns about a large effect of helium on ductile briile
transition behavior are centered on irradiation temperatures in the 400°C range. Therefore, the

present results are probably not directly pertinent to that issue. However, the absence of
54Fe isotonically tailored alloysprecipitate formed during irradiation as found in the these

differs from the case where Ni isotopic tailoring was Used.ref

CONCLUSIONS

Isotopic tailoring is being used to study effects of transmutation on mechanical properties.

Shear punch tests can provide mechanical properties information with limited numbers of TEM
samples creating 1 mm blanks that can be successfully prepared for microstructural
examination.

Microstructural comparisons show that hardening is due to development of ~ <110 z and
a c 100s dislocation structure with little difference between the different alloys following
irradiation to 34 dpa at 300”C.

FUTURE WORK

This work will be continued within the confines of funding and specimen availability.
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HYDROGEN PRODUCTION EFFECT ON MICROSTRUCTURE OF HFIR-
IRRADIATED LOW ACTIVATION F82H STEEL USING ‘Fe ISOTOPE-- E. Wakai (Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute), N. Hashimoto (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), K. Shiba, Y.

Miwa(JAERl), J. P. Robertson, and R. L. Klueh(ORNL)

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the effect of hydrogen production on the

microstructure and mechanical properties of aFe-doped F82H steel irradiated in HFIR.

SUMMARY

Reduced-activation F82H-std and a similar F82H doped with ‘Fe (F82H(aFe)) steels were

irradiated at 250”C to 2.8 dpa in HFIR and examined by TEM. The produced hydrogen

concentration in the F82H(wFe) steel is estimated to be 68 appm. Pre-irradiation microstmctures

of F82H(WFe) steel were very similar to those of F82H-std steel. A fewsmallcavities were formed

in the irradiated F82H(mFe) steel, but the swelling is insignificant, while in the F82H-std steel no

cavities were observed. Precipitates with contrast similar to U’ phase were observed on many

dislocation loops in these steels. The number density and mean size fordislocation loops in the

F82H-std and F82H(5’Fe) steels are 1.4 X102 m“3 and 7.9 nm, and 2.1x10Z m-3and 6.6 nm,
respectively. The types of loops are b=(a/2)<1 11> for the F82H-std and b=(a/2)<1 11> and
a<100> for the F82H(wFe) steel. The concentration of a<l 11> type to all loops in the

F82H(=Fe) steel is about 730/..

PROGRESS AND STATUS

1. Introduction

Ferritic/martensitic steels are candidate materials for the first wall and blanket structure of fusion

reactors. In the D-T fusion reaction, the high-energy neutrons produced induce displacement

damage and generate hydrogen and helium gas atoms in the materials from (n, p) and (n, U)

reactions. The presence of these ”gasescould lead to degradation of mechanical properties. In

order to investigate the effect of hydrogen gas atoms on ferritic steels using a fission reactor,

hydrogen gas atoms can be generated in F82H by doping with the ‘Fe isotope. Irradiation of

such an alloy in a mixed-spectrum fission reactor with thermal neutrons like the High Flux Isotope

Reactor (HFIR) results in the following transmutation reactions:

“Fe(n, p)s’Mn,

5’Fe(n, u)QCr.
.

The effects of neulron irradiation on the tensile deformation of F82H steel have been reported.

Shibael al. [1-2] have described the tensile data, obtained under the U.S. DOE/JAERl program,

following irradiation in HFIR at 200 to 600°C for doses in the range 3-34 dpa; The effect of
helium production on mechanical properlies were investigated using an isotope of boron (’”B).

A summary of the tensile data for 9-12Cr ferritic/marlensitic steels irradiated under a variety of
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conditions has been presented by Rowcliffe et al. [3] and Zinkle et al.[4]. Klueh et al. [5] have
reported that DBTT shifts of F82H-std, OPTIFER-1 a, and 9Cr-2WVTa steels increase for

irradiation temperatures below 300”C even for low damage levels of 1-3 dpa.

The purpose of the present study is to analyze the radiation-induced microstructural changes

under hydrogen production in the 5’Fe-doped F82H steels.

2. Experimental procedure

The chemical compositions of the F82H-std and F82H(aFe ) specimens used in this study are

given in Table 1. The mass ratio of iron for these specimens was analyzed to be as shown in

Table 2, correcting for the presence of ‘Cr. This means that about 96 % of iron atoms in the

doped alloy were composed .of ‘Fe in the F82H(WFe ) specimen [6]. Normalizing and tempering

were perlormed in a vacuum followed by air-cooling as given in Table 3. The details of the

preparation process for the F82H(sFe) is described in ref. [6].

Table 1 Chemical compositions of the specimens used in this study (wlO\~)
X...>... .........>.+.-,.. ....... ...>....----- .... ...........................v,... ................. .=.-..,,.,..mm>,->- ~>,.——-..-..,.,.

“ Alloys CrBCNP
—— —,7--,.

s Al Si v Mn Ta W

..- ..... . ------ ... .......... _ ------ - ......................A_______________
F82H-std 7,46 0.0004 0.094 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.019 0.09 0.18 0.07 0.03 2.1

F82H(&Fe) 7.1 - 0.097 0.007 <0.002 0.0015 0.03 0.55 0.15 0.40 0.04 1.8
. .

Table 2 Mass ratio analysis of the isotonically tailored F82H steel using aFe
...................................................................................................................................A..,. ................................,..........,..A............=.. .. ,. . ,,..,,..,,#,=,,w,.. . ..... ....... ... .

Alloy Relative mass ratio

54/56 57/56 58/56.. .. . . . .. . ... ....................................... .........................,-..,..,...,,,,.,-........ ....... ..,-,,.,____
F82H-std 0.083 0.023 0.0003
F82H(WFe) 40 0.0083 0.00087........... .......... .. ....... ................. .. .. .......... ............... . ................. .......... ..:.......................................................,.....-../m>=..W.,

Table 3 Heat treatment............................................................................................................................................................................................................ ...... ....-,/,../”,,........,........
Alloy Normalizing Tempering.- ....—-.. .-.—- ..,..-,.--. -.—....---- _______ _______________
F82H-std 104O”C, 0.67h 740°C, 2h

F82H(fiFe) 1040°C,0.33h 745”C, 0.67h...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................,.............v*.,..

Table 4 Neutron fluence (n/cm2) and damage value for the F82H steel
...................... .........~......+...... -..,.....*...*W...-.................,.......... ...................+.. **, .... ..... ... ....... ..*-.,-. ... .m—=—

Tot al Thermal 0.5 eV -0.1 MeV >0.1 MeV B 1 MeV Damage
(<0,5 eV) (dpai.... . . .. . .... ................... ... ......... .... . ..-...... . .. .. ...

1.26”x102i ‘4.78 X1021 4.09 x Iom 3.73 x10a 1.96 x10a -2.8. ............ . ............ .................+w....... ...... ............................ ..V..*—<..-.s.w+e.—.--.%.* . ...&/...w.wm,..wm,- —.
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Standard 3 mmdiameter disks punched from 0.25 mm-thickness sheet stock were irradiated in

the HFIR target in the HFIR-MFE-JP17 capsule as part of the JAERNJS collaborative program.

The irradiation began on December 31, 1991, at the start of HFIR fuel cycle 304 and ended

February 27, 1992, at the end of HFIR cycle 305. The exposure for the iwadiation was 3702

MWd, or approximately 43.6 days at 85 MW reactor power. The complete description and details

of the design, construction, and installation of the capsule have been previously reported [7-9].

The irradiation temperatures and displacement damage were 250 “C and about 2.8 dpafor the

F82Hsteelin the JP17capsule. The neutron fluence dafa[l O]are given in Table 4. Hydrogen

and helium production in the F82H(WFe) steel irradiated to 2.8 dpawere estimated to be 68 appm

H and about 1 or 2 appm He, respectively, using only a reference data forspectral averaged cross

section (~Fe(n, p) ‘Mn--l.1 9x1 O“*barn, ‘Fe(n, CX)-- (1.9 or3.6) xl O-”barn ) [1 1]. In the F82H-std

steel, the values of hydrogen and helium production were also estimated to be 5 appm H and 5

appm He (4 appm He produced from impurity boron), respectively, using impurity boron

concentration and the reference data (aFe(n, p) ‘Mn--l .19x1 0-2 barn, *Fe(n, p) ‘Mn--2.4xl 04

barn) [n].

Microstmctures of these specimens were examined using a JEM-2000FX transmission electron
microscope with a LaBG gun operated at 200 kV. Microstructure of unirradiated control

specimens were also examined.

3. Results

3.1 Pre-irradiation microstructure of the F82H-std and F82H(SFe) steels

The microst tuct u re after
normalizing and tempering was a

lath martensitic structure in both

the F82H-std and F82H(”Fe)

steel, and these steels are very

similar to each other as shown in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). Large

precipitates of MaC~carbides were

observed in the matrix and on

grain boundaries in these steels.

MC carbides also formed in the

matrix for these steels. The

dislocation density for the two

steels was nearfy equal. The

mean width of the lath boundaries

for the F82H(WFe) was close to

that for F82H-std. The

microstructural features are

summarized in Table 5.

Fig. 1 Pre-irradiation microstructure of (a) F82H-std and
F82H(WFe) steels
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-i --- ,.. . . . . . . ----- . ----- . .. C.-. .,

I aue 5 summary 01 select clusters tormea m tne Fw?ii arm l-82 H(-t-e) steels.

RMC denotes root mean cube,

Dislocation

loops

Number density

Mean size

Dislocations

A real number

densitv

Cavities

Number density

RMC radius
Swelling

M=C,
Number density

Mean size

MC

Number density
Mean size

Lath

Mean width of lath

F82H-std

unirradiated

9x1 013m-2

3x10mm3

52 nm

<lx1020m-3

14nm

$40 nm

F82H(WFe) lF82H-std IF82H(sFe)
Jnirradiated 250°C, 2.8 dpa 250”C, 2.8 dpa

1.4x10Zm-3 2.1x10zm-3

7.9 nm 6.6 nm

1xl 0’4 m-2 lx10”m-2 9x1 0’3 m-2

o ~.3

Onm

5x1019m-3

1.9 nm
Io% 0.0001%
I 1

5x10a m-3 3x10am-3 3x1 Oa m-3
76 nm 73 nm 65 nm

~xlo~rn-s lx10am”3 2X1OanT3
12nm 13nm 13 nm

$80 nm 410 nm 450 nm

3.2 Standard F82H steel irradiated at 250”C to 2.8 d~a

Figures 2(a)-(c) show microstructure of the F82H-std steel irradiated at 250”C to 2.8 dpa; these

micrographs were taken in the [001] direction using g=l 10 at a low and high magnification of

bright-field image condition, and a high magnification of weak beam dark-field image condition,

respectively. Dislocation loops were observed on {1 11} planes with (a/2)<111 > Burgers

vectors. Some loops were arranged along dislocation lines. The number density and mean

size of the loops were 1.4x1 On m“3and 7.9 nm, respectively. Precipitates with contrast like cx’-

phase were observed on many dislocation loops. A few MC carbides were observed in the
matrix. No cavities were observed. The microstructural features are also summarized in Table 5.



.,

Fig. 2 Microstructure of (a) a bright-field image in low magnification, (b) a bright-field image in high-magnification, and (c) aweak beam dark-field

image in high-magnification in the F82H-std steel irradiated at 250”C to 2.8 dpa. Precipitates with contrast like a’-phase are seen on many

dislocation loops.
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3.3 F82H(sFe) steel irradiated at 250”C to 2.8 d~a

Figures 3(a)-(c) show microstructure of the F82H(&Fe) steel irradiated at 250”C to 2.8 dpa; these

micrographs were also taken from the [001] direction using g=l 10 at a low and high magnification

of bright-field image condition, and a high magnification of weak beam dark-field image condition,

respectively. Two types of dislocation loops were observed: those on {1 11) planes with

(a/2)<1 11s Burgers vectors and those on {100} planes with a<l 00s ones. The concentration of

<11 1s type tO all 100ps was abOUt i’3°/o. The total number density and mean size of loops was

2.1 xl Oa m-3and 6.6 nm, respectively. Precipitates contrast like a’ -phase were also observed on

many dislocation loops. A few MC carbides were observed in the matrix. As shown in Fig. 4,

several small cavities were observed, and the number density, root mean cube of radius, and

swelling of cavities were 5x1 019m-3, 1.9 nm, and 0.0001 O/., respectively .



Fig. 3 Microstructure of (a) a bright-field image in low magnification, (b) a bright-field image in high-magnification, and (c)a weak beam dark-

field image in high-magnification in the F82H(54Fe) steel irradiated at 250°Cto 2.8 dpa. Precipitates with contrast like [j.’-phase are also

seen on many dislocation loops.
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Fig. 4 Cavities formed in the the F82 H (= Fe) steel irradiated at 250°Cto 2.8 dpa.

4. Discussion

4.1 Precir)itates with contrast like rx’ -Rhase observed on dislocation

According to ref. [1 2-16] for radiation effects of binary Fe-(9 -50)Cr alloys, dislocation loop

formation was affected by the purity level of the alloys, and in many case Cr-rich-precipitates (a’ -

phase) on the loops were formed. Under 1 MeV electron irradiation, a’ precipitate formation on

dislocation loops was observed at temperatures below 600”C in an Fe-9Cr alloy. As the
irradiation temperature decreased the dislocation loop density increased and a’ precipitate

density also increased. In case of neutron irradiation, the a’ precipitate density on the
dislocation loops was less than that in case of electron irradiation, and the cause of it may be
considered to be due to cascades and low damage rates in the neutron environment. This

formation of a’ precipitate on dislocat ion loops in Fe-Cr alloys could cause large shifts of DBTT and
large increases of yield strength (Y.S.), such as ADBTT = 145”C and A Y.S. = 260 MPa seen for

high-purity Fe-9Cr alloys irradiated at 330”C to 0.3 dpa in JRR-3M ( Modified Japan Research

Reactor-3 ) [13, 14]. Therefore, the cause of the large shift of DBIT, +130”C, in the F82H-std

irradiated at 250°C to 2.8 dpa [5] may be explained by the idea that the precipitates seen on

dislocation loops in this experiment are o.’ -phase .
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4.2 Tv~e of dislocation IOODS

If is well known that the formation energyof(a/2)<111 z loops is smallerthan that of a-d 00> loops.

Recently, purity effects of Fe-(9 -50)Cr alloys, corresponding to gg.TO/O (including about 100
wt.ppmcarbon) and 99.99% puriiy (including about 3-60 wf.ppm carbon), on dislocation loops

under irradiation were investigated [12,16]. The number density of loops increased with

increasing impurity level, such as carbon and nitrogen atoms, and the mean size of loops

decreased with impuriiy level. The loops on {100} planes with a<100z Burgers vector were
observed in all specimens. In addition to this, another type of loops on {111} planes with

(a/2)<111 > formed in high-purity Fe-Cr alloys. Carbon concentration was very sensitive to the

type of loop formation, and no formationof(a/2)<111 > type was in the Fe-Cralloys with more than

60 wt.ppm carbon. The number ratio percentage of (a/2)<111 > type to all types was about 60-

700/. at 300”C and 80-90%at 500 “C in the high-purity Fe-Cralloys (including 3-5 wt.ppm carbon).

These reference data suggest that the formation of a<100> type is very difficult in the higher

purity Fe-Cr alloys with less than 3 wt.ppm carbon. F82H(WFe) steels irradiated at 250”C to 2.8

dpa have two types of loops of (a/2)<1 11> and a<100>, while F82H-std has only one type of
(a/2)<1 11>. This results may be related to the free carbon concentration in the matrix. The

tempering time forthe former steel isshotier than that of F82H-std, and the carbide formation may

not be saturated. Therefore, it can be considered that the free carbon concentration in the

matrix in F82H-std steel may be very low.
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SWELLING OF HFIR-IRRADIATED F82H, F82H+’OB AND F82H+*Ni STEELS - E.

Wakai (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute), N. Hashimoto (Oak Ridge National Laboratory),
K. Shiba, Y. Miwa (JAERI), J. P. Robertson, and R. L. Klueh(ORNL)

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the swelling of ferritic/martensitic F82H steels

following neutron irradiation in the range 200- 500”C and the effect of dopant elements on the

swelling of isotonically tailored F82H steels.

SUMMARY

Swelling of reduced-activation F82H-std and F82H steels doped with natural boron (31 1 appm ),
isotope 10B(325 appm), 1.35 atO/O‘Ni, and 1.31 atO\O%Jiirradiated at 300 and 400 ‘C to 52 dpa in

the HFIR have been examined byTEM. The swelling of F82H-std irradiated at 400 “C to 52 dpa
is about 0.6 0/0and the natural B and ‘OBdoped F82H steels is about 0.9 andl.1 0/0, respectively.

In the ‘Ni and ‘Ni doped F82H steels, swelling is 0.02 and OO1.,respectively, even though the

‘Ni-doped specimen has the highest helium production. Large cavities in the F82H-std are

observed in the matrix but nol observed near many lath boundaries, while in the 10B doped

specimens, cavities are formed even near lath boundaries. While the cavities formed at 300°Cto

52 dpa are observed in only the F82H+’OB and F82H+SNi steels, the swelling value is

insignificant. The number densities of dislocation loops formed in these steels at 300”C to 52

dpaare very high(i.e., on the order of 10= m’3), and at 400”C to 52 dpathe number densities are
very low ( i.e., on the orderof 10a m“3). A high density of precipitates is formed in the matrix of
the Ni-doped F82H steels. The low swelling of Ni-doped specimens at 400 “C of 52 dpa may be

caused by the formation of a high density of precipitates.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

1. Introduction

Ferritic/martensitic steels are candidate materials for the first wall and blanket structure of fusion

reactors. In the D-T fusion reaction, the high-energy neutrons produced induce displacement

damage and generate gas atoms (helium) in the materials from (n, p) and (n, CX)reactions. The
presence of these gases could lead to degradation of mechanical properties. The effect of gas
atoms generated from the (n, m) reaction can be simulated by using a steel doped with ‘OBor ‘Ni

and irradiating with thermal neutrons in a mixed-spectrum fission reactor, such as the High FltJx

Isotope Reac[or (HFIR). Helium is produced according to the following reactions:

10B(n, m)7Li,
aNi(n, y)aNi(n, a)SFe,

The effect of neutron irradiation on the tensile deformation of F82H steel has been reported.

Shibaet al. [1 ,2] have described the tensile data, obtained underthe U.S. DOE/JAERl program,

following irradiation in HFIR al 200 to 600°C for doses in the range 3-34 dpa, and the helium
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production effect on mechanical properties was investigated using isotope 10B doping. A

summary and discussion of the tensile data for 9-1 2Crferritic-marte nsitic steels irradiated under a

variefy of conditions has been presented by Rowcliffe et al. [3]. Recently, the swelling of F82H

and the other 7-9 Crlow-activation ferriiic steels irradiated at 430”C to 67 dpain FFTFwas reported

by Morimura et al. [4]; the swelling of F82H was 0.1%, and those of the other steels were O.1-

0.7°/0. Maziasz and Klueh[5] had investigated the swelling versus helium production rate in 9Cr-

1MoVNb (-O, -2Ni) and 12Cr-1 MoVW(-0, -2Ni) steels irradiated at 400”C to 47 dpa, using the
efficiency of helium production rate for HFIR and FFTF, and they indicated that the swelling of 0.1
to 0.40/0 depended on helium production. The purpose of the present study is to investigate
the swelling of F82H, for different helium production rates after irradiation in HFIR and the effect

of the additional element (B and Ni) on microstructure.

2. Ex~erimental ~rocedure

The standard F82H steel and the F82H steel doped with 10Bwere prepared to examine the effect

of helium on the microstructure. The F82H+natural B and F82H+’OB steels were prepared from
F82H doped with 0.00600/0 natural boron and 0.0058% ‘OB with 94.37 alO/i purity level,
respectively The F82H+WNi and F82H+WNi steels were prepared from F82H doped with

isotope ‘Ni and ‘Ni, respectively. The F82H-std and these F82H+ B specimens were first

normalized at 1040”C for 30 minutes in a vacuum followed by air-cooling. In the F82H+Ni

specimens, the normalizing was performed at 1200”C for 2 hours. After that the F82H-std and

these F82H+B specimens were tempered at 740”C for 2 hours and 1.5 hours, respectively, in a
vacuum followed by air-cooling. The chemical compositions of the specimens used in lhis study

are given in Table 1. Boron concentration in the F82H+Ni steels are now analyzing.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of the specimens used in this study (wtO/i),....................., .... ................... ....................................................................................................,.,..................................,,,,.,7.,..........=... ...................................... ............. . . . .. . .,.............. * ,,v,,,v.~,q-=
Cr c Si.......... .. v Mn Ta w......... ......... .... ............ . .......... .............. ...-.-..A____________

F82H-std 7.44 0.1 0.14 0.20 0.49 0.04 2—

F82H+natural B 7.49 0.099 0.15 0.20 0.50 0.04 2.1

F82H+’”B 7.23 0.098 0.17 0.22 0.50 0.04 2.1

F82H+=Ni 7.8 0.04 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.04 2.1
F82H+mNi 7.8 0.04 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.04 2.1. .................... . ................... ..............................................................................................................,..............................%...,..................,............=v..Aw...w..=,....s.....+w#,#_.#.w#_A.,..,

.................... ...............................~.....(w.<.)...............(w!.).......
F82H-std 0.0004 -
F82tl ~nal~lral B 0.0060 -
F82H+’OB 0.0058 -
F82H+=Ni 1.4
F82H+@Ni 1.4

............... ..... . ........ ......................~...>...... >.......*.. .!... ... ... .... ........ ...........

:............>*.*.+x .-- ..+

10B “B ~Ni 6)Ni

(at’%) (at%) (at%) (at%).......................................................................... ....
0.0004 0.0017 - -
0.0064 0.0248 - -

0.0325 - - -

1.35 -

1.31
... .......x......--W ........%n..x0,...... %<—
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Table 2. Midplane fluence for HFIRJP-12
. ..... .. ............. .. . . . . .. . ..... . . . .. .. ... .... . .......... ...............-..- ...........=-—...—

Neutron Fluence ( nlcma )—.—.—.—.—....—— -.—,-......—..——
Total

——-.—
Thermal (<0.5 eV) 0.5 eV- 0.1 MeV >0.1 MeV >1 MeV

26.3x10= 10.9 X102 8.39 Xlf)= 7.06 Xl 02 3.67 Xlf)=
-.--.//..,..=..//.-../-/—.7/.-—.— .-,-,//,,.,--...//s/,--— ,,,.—,—-—..—

Table 3. Helium production of these steelsforHFIR-JP12. rx is due to impurity level of boron

in the F82H+Ni steels, and ~ is rx /52.
——

r

,.——. ..-,...>—.—
F82H-Std F82H+natural B F82H+’QB F82H+~+%.... . . ........................... ...............................................................................................................................—------ ...........—

He (appm) -26 -’90 -350 -500+rl -28+rY.

(appm]He/dpa

(O-54 dpa) 0.5 1.7 6 10 0.5

(O-1.4 dpa) 0.5 45 230 3.4+p 1 .4+p

(1.4-54 dpa) 0.5 0.5 0.5 10 0.5
va,&<,...%<%,Av8N%%<%:5%%\<,<%%%%....A=.......A...................2..............>....>....\%%.<...%......................................?....?......................?...........%....%......%.........v.%%..........%<%...%%%...%<w%sw%%ww<n%%%<w.wv.........%.-

Standard 3 mm-diameter TEM disks punched from 0.25 mm-thick sheet stock were irradiated in
the HFIR target in the HFIR-MFE-JP12 capsule as part of the JAERi/LfS collaborative program.

The capsule irradiation began on July 20, 1990, at the start of HFIR fuel cycle 289 and was

completed 35 cycles on April 1, 1994. The exposure was 64904 MWd at 85 MWreactor power
and achieved a peak fiuence of 52 dpa for the F82H-std steel in the midplane of the capsule.
The dpa level is based on 0.00873 dpalMWd in the target position. The complete description

and details of the design, construction, installation of the capsule, and neutron dosimetry, and

damage calculation for JP12 have been previously reported [6-1 O]. The midplane fluences for
HFIRJP-12 are given in Table 2. The irradiation temperatures and displacement damage were

300 and 400”C and 52 dpa for the JP12 capsule. He generation in these steels at 52 dpa is

given in Table 3.

Microstructure of these specimens were examined using a JEM-2000FX transmission electron

microscope wilh a LaBG gun operated al 200 kV. Microstructure of unirradiated control

specimens were also examined.

3. Results and discussion

3. I Initialmicrostructure of the F82H-std. F82H+B, F82H+Ni steels
The microstructure after normalizing and tempering was a lath martensitic structure for the F82H-
std, natural B, isotope 10B,‘Ni and ‘nNidoped steels as shown in Figs. 1(a)-l (e). in the F82H-std,

the dislocation line density was about 1x1O” m“2. MnCGcarbideswere observed in the matrix and

on grain boundaries, and the number density and mean size were 6X10’9 m-3 and 73 nm,
respectively. Only a few MC carbides were observed in the matrix, and the number density and

mean size were Clxl Om m-3and 14 nm, respectively. The mean width of the lath structure was

about 440 nm.

Microstruclures of B-doped specimens are similar to the F82H-std. On the other hand, Ni-

doped specimens have a higher MC carbide number density and no M=CS carbides: a few MSC

carbides formed at lath boundaries and unidentified precipitates were sometimes observed in the
matrix of some grains. The detail of the microstructure will be reported in next progress report.
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. .

Figure 1. Pre-irradiation microstructure of (a) F82H-std, (b) F82H+naturaI B, (c) F82H+’OB, (d)
F82H+WNi, and (e) F82H+@Ni steels
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3.2 Swellina of F82H steels irradiated at 400”C to 52 d~a

.g
IL 2
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Figures 2(a) -2(c) show cavities observed in the F82H-std, F82H+natural B, and F82H+’OB steels,

respectively, irradiated al 400°C to 52 dpa. Lath boundaries and many MZC~precipitates can be
seen in these micrographs. In Fig. 2(a), cavities can not be seen nearthe lath boundaries, while

in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) cavities can be obsewed nearthese lath boundaries. The swelling of the
F82H-std steel was about 0.5% in average of all regions, and it was about 0.7-0.8 ‘lo in the matrix

region in which cavities exist. The average swelling in all regions of F82H+natural B and

F82H+’OB steels is about 0.9 and 1.1%, respectively. Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show microstructure

of F82H+@Ni and F82H+WNi irradiated at 400°Cto 52 dpa. Small cavities were observed for the

F82H+wNi steel and the swelling was 0.02%, but no cavities were observed for the F82H+mNi.
The number density, root mean cube radius, and swelling of cavities of these steels are

summarized in Table 4. The low swelling in the Ni-doped specimens maybe caused by the high

density of precipitate formation as descried in the next paragraph.

The growth of MaCe carbides was observed on lath boundaries at bending curves in F82H-std,

F82H+natural B, and F82H+10B steels. Many small MGCprecipitates were formed on the MaCG

carbides, and a few MGCprecipitates were formed in matrix by the irradiation. In the Ni-doped
F82H+NNi and F82H+%Ni steels, a high density of precipitates were formed by the irradiation as

seen in Fig. 4. A low density of loops was also observed in all steels. The details of

precipitates and loops will be presented in the next report.

Figure 3. Microstructure of (a) F82H+mNi and (b) F82H+SNi steels irradiated at 400°C to 52 dpa.

Cavilies were formed in the F82H+wNi sleel, but no cavities were formed in the F82H+mNi steel.
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Figure 4. A high number density of precipitates formed in F82H+WNi steel irradiated a! 400W to

52 dpa

Table 4. Cavities formed at 300 and 400”C to 52 dpain the F82H steels. RMCradius denotes

root mean cube of cavity radius.

Alloy Cavity (3 00 “C to 52 dpa) Cavity (4 00 ‘C to 52 dpa)
Number Density RMC radius Swelling Number Density RMC radius Swelling

F82H 6x 10mm-3 -13 nm -0.6Y0

F82H+natural B 2x 102’ m-3 -11 nm ‘f).g?’o

F82H+’”B 2x 102’ m-3 3 nm 0.00270 4x 102’ m-3 -8 nm -l.lO/O

F82H+SNi 4x 1021 m-3 4 nm 0.020/0 2x 102’ m-3 -3 nm -0.02 ”/0

F82H+@Ni I I I

3.3 Swellina of these F82H steels irradiated at 300”C to 52 d~a

Figures 5(a) - 5(e) show microstructure of F82H-std, F82H+natural B, and F82H+’OB steels,

F82H+wNi and F82H+WNi, respectively, irradiated at 300”C to 52 dpa. Cavities were observed in
only the F82H+10B and F82H+SNi sfeels, and the values of swelling were 0.02 and 0.002°/0,

respectively.

Many small MGCprecipitates were also formed on the MaCGcarbides. The size of MaCG carbides

in the F82H-sld was smaller than that in the F82H+B steels. Many dislocation loops were formed

in allsleels, A summary of the result sforthe microstructuresof these irradiated steels is given in

Table 5. Further details of precipitates and loops will be described in the next progress report.
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Figure 5. Micfoslruclure of (a) F82H-sid, (t.))F82H+natural B, and (c) F82H+10B , (d) F82H+rnNi,

and (e) F82H+WNi steels irradiated at 300°C 1052 dpa. Small cavities were observed in only the

F82H+10B and F82H+@Ni steels.

Table 5. Summary of radiation-induced defect clusters formed at 300 and 400”C to 52 dpa in

the F82H steels

Alloy 300 °Cto52dpa 400 °Cto52dpa

I LooP Cavity Precipitate Loop Cavity Precipitate

’82H --1-m++fww. ,OW large M&onMaG

(swelling)

few MGCin

matrix

(-0.60/.) (MaC. growth)

;82H+nalural 8 high No MGCon M=CG low large MGCon MaCG

few MGCin matrix

(-0.9%) (MaC,growth)

F82H+’”B high small MGCon M=CG low large MGCon MZCG

I (0.0!)2%) few M~C in matrix
I

--t

(-1.1 0/~) (M=CGgrowth)

F82H+=Nr — high small MC in matrix low small MGCin matrix

(0.02%) (0.02%) others

F82H+mNi high No MC in matrix low No MGCin matrix
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MICROSTRUCTURE OF ISOTONICALLY-TAILORED F82H AND HT9 IRRADIATED
AT 400°C IN HFIR - N. Hashimoto, J.P. Robertson, A.F. Rowcliffe (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory), Y. Miwa , and K. Shiba (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this report is to present recently generated TEM data for isotonically-tailored
ferritic/martensitic steels, F82H and HT9, irradiated in the temperature range for swelling.

SUMMARY

Microstructure of reduced-activation ferritic/martensitic steels, F82H (8 Cr-2W-0.2V-0.04Ta), 8Cr-
2WVTa doped with 5sNi, HT9 (12Cr-1 MoVW) and HT9 doped with 5aNi, irradiated at 400”C to 7 dpa
in the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR), were investigated by transmission electron microscopy.
Cavities were observed in the standard F82H (F82H-std.) and 8Cr-2WVTa-wNi, but not in the
standard HT9 (HT9-std.) and HT9-WNi alloys. The irradiation induced aO<l 00> and (a~2)cl 11>
type dislocation loops in all alloys; the number density and the mean diameter of (aJ2)cl 11> type
loops were lower and smaller than that of aOel 00> type loops. Also, there is a tendency that the
number density of loops in the F82H and 8Cr-2WVTa-mNi alloys were lower than those in the HT9

alloys.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

1. Introduction

Ferritic/martensitic steels are attractive candidate structural first wall materials for fusion reactors
[1]. The high-energy neutrons produced by the D-T fusion reaction induce displacement damage
and generate gas atoms in the materials from (n,p) and (nja) reactions. Simultaneous production
of helium atoms from (n,a) reactions is considered to strongly influence the nucleation processes

of cavities. To clarify the effect of helium atoms on the microstructural development and
mechanical property changes in ferritic/martensitic steels under fast neutron irradiation, F82H
(8Cr-2W-0.2V-0.04Ta), 8Cr-2WVTa doped with aNi, HT9(12Cr-1 MoVW) and HT9 doped with ‘Ni
were irradiated with neutrons in the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR). Irradiation of 58Ni-doped
alloys in a mixed spectrum reactor like the HFIR results in the following transmutation reaction with
the thermal neutrons:

58Ni (n,y) 59Ni(n,a) 5GFe

Thus this nickel doping allows for the simultaneous production of helium and displacement
damage.

2. Experimental Procedur~

F82H, 8Cr-2WVTa doped with ‘Ni, HT9, and HT9 doped with ‘Ni were included in this
experiment; the compositions and heat treatment are given in Table 1. The heat treatment for
8Cr-2WVTa-WNi was not enough so that there is a possibility that it has much carbon in matrix.
Standard 3-mm diameter transmission electron microscopy (TEM) disks were punched from 0.25-
mm thick sheet stock. Irradiation was carried out at 400°C in the HFIR-MFE-JP-20 capsule in the
High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) to neutron fluences of -5.16 x l@5 n/cm2 (E> 0.1 MeV),
resulting in displacement values of about 7.4 dpa. The details of the design, construction, and
installation of JP-20 have been reported [2-5]. The damage level and helium concentration in the

steels are given in Table 2.
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Table 1. Chemical compositions of the specimens (wt.%) (Balance Fe) and heat treatment.
Steel Cr “M 58Ni Si C N P SMn WV TaTi NbMo B

HT9-std. 12.0 0.5 - 0.18 .20 .02 - - 0.5 0.5 0.3 - - .01 1.0 -
HT9-5’Ni 12.0 - 1.4 0.18 .20 .02 - - 0.5 0.5 0.3 - - .01 1.0 -
F82H-std. 7.46 0.03 - 0.14.100.002 .001 .0010 .49 2.000.20 .04 .008 - - .0004
8Cr-2WVTa-5’Ni 8.00 - 1.40 0.21 .043 .004 .001 .0030.40 2.11 0.20 .04 .001 - - -

Heat treatment:

HT9-std. and HT9-5aNi; 1050°C/1 h/AC+ 780°C/2.5 W AC

F82H-std.; 1040°C/0.5 h/ AC + 740°C/2 W AC

Table 2. Damage level and helium concentration.
dpa appm He He/dpa

HT9-std. 7.4 10 1.3

HT9-58Ni 7.4 40 5.2
F82H-std. 7.4 8 1.0
8Cr-2WVTa-WNi 7.4 50 6.6

TEM specimens were thinned using an automatic Tenupole electropolishing unit located in a
glove box. TEM disks were examined using a JEM-2000FX (LaBG) transmission electron
microscope equipped special objective lens polepiece that lowers magnetic field at the ferro-
magnetic specimen. The foil thicknesses were measured by thickness fringes in order to evaluate
quantitative defect density values.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Dislocations and dislocation looDs

Figure 1 shows the%islocation segments and loops which were obtained in HT9-std. and HT9-58Ni
after irradiation at 400 “C to 7.4 dpa using the diffraction conditions: B=[OO1],g=200, (g, 4g). The

irradiation induced acl 00> and (aJ2)el 11> type dislocation loops in both alloys, the number
density and the mean diameter of (a~2)-d 11> type loops are lower and smaller than those of
acl 00> type loops. On the other hand, there is no significant difference in number density and
mean diameter of loops between HT9-std. and HT9-5ENi. Figure 2 shows the dislocation segments
and loops which were obtained in F82H-std. and 8Cr-2WVTa-mNi after irradiation at 400°C to 7.4
dpa using the diffraction conditions: B=[OI 1], g=200, (g, 4g). The irradiation induced a<l 00>
and (a~2)el 11z type dislocation loops in both alloys, and the number density and the mean
diameter of (a~2)<l 11s type loops are lower and smaller than those of ael 00> type loops. And,
the number density and the mean diameter of loops in 8Cr-2hVVTa-s8Ni are higher and smaller than
that in F82H-std. From comparison between the HT9 and the F82H, it appears that the number
density of loops in the F82H are lower than those in the HT9. Table 3 summarizes the quantitative
results of dislocation loops and total dislocation density.

Table 3. The summary of dislocation looPs in alloys after irradiation at 400”C to 7.4 dpa in HFIR.

Steel aO<l 00> type loops (a~2)<l11> type loops Total

Number Mean Number Mean density
density (m-3) diameter (rim) density (m=) diameter (rim) (m-*)

HT9-std. 1xl 022 14 3X102’ 10 6x1 014

HT9-wNi 1XIO*2 16 5X1 02’ 8 6x1 014
F82H-std. 6x1 021 16 2X1 02’ 8 4X1 0’4
8Cr-2WVTa-5aNi 7xlo2’ 11 3X1 O*’ 9 4X10’4
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Figure 1 Microstructure of the dislocation segments and loops in HT9-std. (a) and HT9-=Ni (b)
after irradiation at 400”C to 7.4 dpa in HFIR, the diffraction conditions: B=[OO1], g=200, (g, 4g).

Figure 2 Microstructure of the dislocation segments and loops in F82H-std. (a) and 8Cr-2WVTa-
‘Ni (b) after irradiation at 400”C to 7.4 dpa in HFIR, the cliffraction conditions: B=[O11 ], g=200, (g,
4g).

During irradiation of Fe-Cr binafy alloys, dislocation evolution in an initially almost dislocation-free
condition proceed by the formation of interstitial-type dislocation loops with an aO<l 00> and/or
(a~2)<l 11 z Burgers vector [6,7]. According to an investigation of dislocation loop evolution in
ferritic alloys irradiated to high fluence [8,9], the aOcl 00> type dislocation loops were sensitive to
chromium content, and a number of a04 00> type dislocation loops were present in an Fe-12Cr
alloy irradiated at 420”C to 140 dpa, while in Fe-6Cr and Fe-9Cr alloys, their number density was
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extremely low. This difference in the nucleation of interstitial loops could be explained by
chromium stabilization of interstitial clusters, and/or the a’ precipitation promotes the loop
nucleation in the Fe-12Cr alloy. Further analysis concerning the nucleation of precipitates under
irradiation should be carried out. On the other hand, according to a previous paper which
investigated the relationship between type of dislocation loop and content of interstitial impurities,
there is a tendency for the aOcl 00> type loops to form in alloys which have much carbon [1 O].
The HT9 alloys and 8Cr-2WVTa-WNi used in this study have more carbon and nitrogen than the
F82H, which means there is a possibility that the difference in impurity content affects the loop

formation,

3.2 Cavities

Figure 3 (a) - (d) show the microstructure in HT9-std., HT9-wNi, F82H-std. and 8Cr-2WVTa-mNi
after irradiation at 400°C to 7.4 dpa. No cavities were observed in HT9-std. and HT9-wNi, while in
F82H-std. and 8Cr-2WVTa-aNi, cavities were observed with number densities of 4x1021 and
5x1 021m-3, and mean diameters of 4 and 2 nm, respectively. From this result, swelling of F82H-
std. and 8Cr-2WVTa-s*Ni was estimated to be 0.2 and 0.0189’0, respectively. Table 4 contains the
cavity number densities, mean diameters and swelling of the alloys

Table 4. The summary of cavities in alloys after irradiation at 400”C to 7.4 dpa in HFIR.

Steel Cavity .

Number density (m-3) Root mean cube (rim) Swelling (?’.)

HT9-std.
HT9-58Ni .

F82H-std. 4X1 02’ 4 0.2

8Cr-2WVTa-=Ni 5X102’ 2 0.018

Figure 3 Microstructure of the cavities in HT9-std. (a), HT9-58Ni (b), F82H-std. (c) and 8Cr-2WVTa-
‘aNi (d) after irradiation at 400°C to 7.4 dpa.
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FUTURE WORK

Further analysis of precipitates in the alloys will be carried out.
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Swelling of F82H irradiated at 673 K to 7 dpa in HFIR -Y. Miwa, E. Wakai, K.

Shiba (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute), N. Hashimoto, J. P. Robertson and A. F.

Rowcliffe (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is m study the effect of neutron irradiation on swelling behavior

of reduced activation ferritichwtensitic s teels for fwst wall applications in fusion energy

system.

SUMMARY

A reduced activation fet-ritic/marten sitic steel F82H (F82H-std) and a heat with the addition

of isotope ‘“B (F82H+’ “B) were irradiated at 673 K to 7 and 51 dpa in HFIR. The

swelling behavior of these alloys was examined by transmis sicm elecn-on microscopy. In

the F82H-std irradiated [o 7 dpa, small cavities (- 8 nm in diameter) were observed in lath

cells, but not on the interfaces of lath boundaries or precipitates. The cavity number

density (NC) was about 4X102” nl”3. The swelling was about 0.2%. In the F82H+’OB

irradiated to 7 dpa, smaller cavities (- 6 nm in diameter. ) were observed in lath cells, and

some cavities occurred on the interfaces of lath boundaries or small precipitates. The NC

was about 1.5x 10Z2m-s, and the swelling was about O.2%. In the F82H-std irradiatedto51

dpa, large and small cavities were observed in lath cells, but not on the interfaces of lath

boundtu-ies or precipi[akx. The NC was about 1x102” m-3, and the swelling was about

0.6%.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

The reduced [Ic[ivil[ ion fcrri[ic/lll:~rtellsitic steel F82H is one of the candidate materials for

the first wall struc[uw of fusion reactors. The effect of neutron irradiation on mechanical

properties and micros uwctures in FX2H is being examined in the Japan/US collaborative

program on fusion reaclor materials. The swelling behavior of F82H irradiated at 673 K up

to 51 dpa is presented in [his report.
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Exr)erimental Procedure

Two types of F82H, one containing a low concentration of normal boron (F82H-std) and

the other containing an addition of isotopic ‘OB(F82H+’OB), were prepared to examine the

effect of helium on the micros tinctures. The them ical compositions and notations of these

alloys are given in Table 1. C 106 and FM 19 are F82H-std specimens, and C205 is the

F82H+*0B specimen. Heat treatment conditions of each specimen are listed in Table 2.

Standard transmission electron microscopy specimens of 3 mm in diameter were punched

out from O.25-mm-thickness plates. These specimens were irradiated at about 673 K in

HFIR target position in the capsule of HFIR-MFE-.TP1 2/position 8 [1] and HFIR-MFE-

JP20/position 9 [2]. The res~lltin: thermal and fmt neutron fluences, taking into account the

specimen position in reactor we 1.08s 1027 n/m2 (Ed). 5 eV) and 3.65x 102s n/m2 (E> lMeV)

for HFIR-MFE-JP12 [3] and 1.83x 10~” n/n12 (E<O. 5 eV) and 5. 16X1025 n/m2 (E> 1MeV)

for HFIR-MFE-JP20 [4], respectively. These fluences correspond m 51.3 and 7.4 dpa for

HFIR-MFE-JP12 and 1-1F] R- MFE-.I P20, respectively. The dose dependence of He

generation in each specimen is shown in Figure 1.
. .

Microstructural observation was carried out using a JEM-2000FX”tmnsrnission electron

microscope with a LaBK gun oi~erated at 200 kV. The root mean cube of CaVItY radms, r~MC,

w:is obtained by

r,~c = [(Xr~)/N)”3

The distribution of cavities was not uniform, so that dle cavity number density (NC) :ind the

swelling were measured in ca~’i[y rich region in order to estimate the maximum swelling.

Results and Discussion

Swelling in F82H-std (C 1(M] irrwiia~e~lto 7 dml

Figures 2(a)-(c) show [he ~i]vit)l distribution in F82H-stci irradiated to 7 dpa. The

calculated He concentration is about 8 appm. As seen in Figures 2(a) and (b), small cavities

were observed in lath cells. and aligned along dislocation lines. Small cavities were also

observed on dislocation loops that were forme(i during irradiation. A few cavities were

observed on the interfaces of small precipitates, but no cavities were observed on larger
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precipitates. Cavities were not observed on the lath boundaries (Figure 2(c)). The width of

cavityfreezone ftwn Ml boundarieswas about 50 nm. Relativelylarger cavitieswere

facetted which suggested some conversion to bias-driven voids was occurring.

Figure 3 shows thes ize distribution of cavities. The diametrd size distribution had a peak at

5 nm with a maximum diameter of about 20 nm. The r~~lcand N. were about 4.3 nm ~d

about 4.OX102’ m-3, respectively. The swelling was about ().2%.

Swelling in F82H+’ ‘)13(C205) irradiated to 7 dpa

Figures 4(a)-(c) show the cavity distribution in F82H+’OB irradiated to 7 dpa. The

calculated He concentration is about 330 appm. Cavities were observed associated with

dislocations within [he lath cells. The average diameter was smaller and the number density

higher than in the 1: S21-1~std (Fi:ures 4(a) and (b)). Some cavities were observed on the

interfaces on lath Imlndaries or small precipitates (Figures 4(b) and (c)). All cavities were

spherical with no evidence of facetting.

Figure 5 shows the size distribution of cavities. The diametral size distribution had a peak at

about 4 nm with a maximum diameter of about 15 mn. These are smaller than those in

C106. The fraction of larger cavities (- 10 nm in diameter) was smaller than that in C106.

The r~~c and NC \vurc :tlxN1t 3. 1 nnl iilld ;tbou[ 1.5x I 022 m“3, respectively. The swelling

was about O.2%. The tNClvas higher un(i rkllc:was smaller than that in Cl 06, swelling was

about the satne w that it] C 106. The adclition of ‘0B resul[s in He genemtion of about 320

appm from ‘“B(n, cx)7Li reaction in steel at an early stage (about 1 dpa) of the neutron

irddiation up to 7 dpa. ~“he rapid generation of helium in ‘“B-doped material (Figure 1) is

thought to be directly rcsponsi ble for the four rimes increase in the measured cavity density.

Swelling in F82H-std (Fivl 19) irraciiarecito51 dpa

Figures 6(a)-(c) show (he cavity distribution in F82H-std irradiated to 51 dpa. The

calculated He concentration is about 26 appm. As seen in Figures 6(a)-(c), cavities were

observed in lath cells, ami no( on lath boll ndaries or precipitates/matrix interfaces. The

width of the voici free zone at lath boundaries was about 50 nm, which is similar to that in

F82H-std irradiated m 7 dpa (C 10(i)- Small and large cavities are shown in Figure 6(b); the
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larger cavities were frequently observed at dislocation kinks or bowed-out dislocations.

Many of the small cavities occurred in close proximity to a large cavity, frequently less than

a small cavity diameter away.

Figure 7 shows the size distribution of cavities. The (iiametm] size distribution has a peak at

about 8 nm, and the maximum diameter is about 55 nm. These are much karger than those

in C106. The r~~c and N= were about 11 nm and about 1X1021m-3, respectively. The NC is

lower and r~~c is larger than that in Cl 06. The swelling was about ().6 %, significantly

larger than that in the 7 dpa specimen.

The details of micros tructurcs of a series of I%2H alloys it-radiated at 673 K to 54 dpa are

reported by Wakai et. al. elsclvhere [5 I in this report.
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Table 1 Chemical compositions (mass %)

c Si Nln P s Cr w ~ Ta T. Al T. N Ni Ti B

FM19 0.100 0.14 0.49 0.001 0.001 7.44 2.0 0.20 0.04 0.019 ().002 tr.”1

C106 0.097 0.09 0.07 0.002 0.003 7.46 2.1 0.18 0.03 0.014 0.004 0.03 0.008 0.0004

C205 0.098 0.17 0.5 0.001 0.001 7.23 2.1 0.22 0.04 0.021 0.002 0.0058”2

*1: ~. means trace (]UalltiI)’.

*2: all boron is 1“B.

~lble 2 Heartre:~tment conditions
.................................................................... ..................... ............ .................. ...................

Norrn:dizing Tempering............................................................... .......... .................................... ............ ... .... . . ......

FM19 1313 K/().5 h/AC lo13K/2h/AC

CI06 1313 K/ O.667 h/AC 1013 K/1.5 h/AC

C205 1313 K/().5 h/AC lo13K/1.5h /AC.. .. ... . ........... .. . .... .. ......... .... ..... ... ......... . .. ... . . . . . .
AC: air-coo lins. Nornxilizing and tempering was carried out in vacuum.
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Figure 1 Dose depcndcnm of He concentration in F82H-std (Cl 06, FM1 9) and F82H+*0B

(C205). He con~entril[ic)ns ;we 8,
~~ ;illd ~~() appln in Clob, Fh4 19, and C205,

respectively.
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Figure 2 Cavities in F82H-std irmdiated at 673 K to 7 dpa.

The calculated He concentration is about 8 appm. (a) and (b): Underfocus and overfocus

image in the same position of matrix. (c): Cavities near Ia(h boundary. “

.
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Figure 3 Cavity size distribution in F82H-std irmdatcd at 673 K to 7 dpa.
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Figure 4 Cavities in F82H+1 “B irmdaited at 673 K to 7 dpa.

The calculated He corwentmtion is about 33(.) appm. (a) and (b): Many cavities were

observed along dislocations. (c): Some cavities on small precipitates and lath boundaries.
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Figure 5 Cavity size distribution in F82H+] “B irmdaited at 673 K to 7 dpa.
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Figure 6 Cavities in F82H-std irradaited at 673 K to 51 dpa.

The calculated He concentration is about 26 appm. (a): Cavities in the matrix (s>>0). (b):

Cavities in matrix (s4)), and large cavities were observed at dislocation. (c): No cavities

near lath boundaries.

5 10
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Diameter (rim)

Figure 7 Cavi[y size distribution in F82H-std irradaited at 673 K to 51 dpa.
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4.0 COPPER ALLOYS AND HIGH HEAT FLUX
MATERIALS
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TEMPERATURE AND STRAIN RATE EFFECTS IN SOLUTION ANNEALED CuCrZr -
D.J. Edwards (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to investigate the strain rate and temperature dependence of the
tensile properties of solution annealed CuCrZr.

SUMMARY

Previous reports presented the effects of strain rate and test temperature on the tensile
properties of GlidCopTM A125 and Hycon 3HPm tested in air. The present report summarizes
the results of a similar set of tests on solution annealed (SA) CuCrZr. The SA CuCrZr .
proved to have only a slight dependence on test temperature up to 350°C in comparison to
the other alloys tested in this series. Tests conducted at 450°C, irrespective of the strain

rate used, produced a low level of precipitate ageing in the solution annealed alloy that
masked any potential effect of strain rate and test temperature. For a given strain rate the
yield and ultimate strength decreased slightly up to 350”C, then increased significantly at
450°C as the ageing began. The uniform and total elongation both decreased steadily as
the test temperature was increased to 450”C. The reduction in area was less sensitive to
temperature up to 250”C, then decreased steadily up to 450°C. In general the tensile results
showed little dependence on strain rate with the exception that the reduction in area was
somewhat higher at the two highest strain rates (1.5 x 10-’ and 1.5 s-’) when tested at 350
and 450”C, which may a consequence to the age hardening. Failure mode in the material
appeared ductile throughout the range of strain rate and test temperatures.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

As shown in previous reports (1-9), there is a growing recognition that the copper alloys
currently considered as candidate materials for the first wall, divertor and limiter structures
do not possess the required combination of properties to adequately meet the design criteria
for future generation fusion reactors. One of the problems that has arisen is the sensitivity to
strain rate, test temperature, and test atmosphere that is found to vary with each alloy and
the different heat treatments that can be given to the respective alloys. The degradation in
strength and ductility can be quite severe depending on the alloy and test conditions.
Unfortunately the actual mechanism remains unclear and may be different for each alloy,
particularly the oxide dispersion strengthened GlidCopTM and the precipitation strengthened
CuNiBe alloy Hycon 3HPTM. CuCrZr, another precipitation strengthened alloy, can be
distinguished from the other two alloys for two reasons – namely the mechanical properties
appear to be relatively unaffected by test temperature and strain rate in the unirradiated
state [6], and the toughness remains higher after irradiation than the other two alloys despite

suffering from a severe loss of ductility and work hardening capability when irradiated at
temperatures less than 180”C.

An experiment to study the effects of strain rate and test temperature, as well as test
environment has been initiated on these three alloys to compare their behavior. The range
of strain rates and temperatures was also extended over work reported in the literature to

“ Pacific Northwest National Laboratoy (PNNL) is operated for the U.S. Department of
Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under Contract DE-AC06-76RL0 1830.
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encompass a broader range of behavior. This report concerns the results on tensile
properties of the CuCrZr alloy in the solution annealed condition (no cold work or ageing
treatment). Results on the GlidCopT” and Hycon alloy have been presented previously [7].

Ex~erimental Procedure

The CuCrZr used in”this experiment was manufactured by Zollern GmbH Laucherthal (Heat
Z822). This material was used in a previous study on the effect of heat treatment on the
tensile and electrical conductivity [5]. The composition of the material is reported as 0.85
vW. Cr, 0.09% Zr, and cO.001 wt% P. The bar was solution annealed at 970°C for 20
minutes and then water quenched.

The tensile tests were conducted in open air over a strain rate range of 3.9 x 104 to 1.5 S-l
and covering the temperature range of 25 to 450”C. The testing was conducted on an MTS
servo hydraulic frame. The specimens were taken to temperature and then held for 5
minutes to allow the temperature to equilibrate through the entire specimen. Since the tests
were conducted in open air, thermal convection was sufficient to equilibrate the temperature
in the short period of time. Oxidation of the specimens did occur during the testing, but from
comparison with previously published data [5] the oxide scale does not appear to have
affected the tests. The specimen geometry and orientation with respect to the original rolling
or extrusion direction is the same as that reported earlier [7]. To aid in gripping and aligning

the specimens 3.2 mm diameter pin holes were drilled in the center of the specimens grips
at each end. The 0.2’%. offset yield, ultimate, uniform and total elongation, and the reduction
in area (RA) were measured on 2 specimens each from computerized data for the two
highest strain rates, and from chart recordings for the two lower strain rates. The reduction in
area was measured in an optical comparator.

Results and Discussion

The tensile results for the solution annealed CuCrZr are presented in Table 1. The values
represent an average of two tensile tests per condition, with the variation usually less than
+5°A for the strength, elongation and reduction in area. Figures 1 through 3 show how the
tensile properties vary as a function of test temperature. Only a small decrease occurs in
the yield and ultimate strength up to 350°C, irrespective of the strain rate, and the
elongation, though more variable, decreases steadily as the test temperature increases. The
reduction in area appears to be slightly higher for the two highest strain rates as the test
temperature is increased, with a difference of approximately 10-15% at 350 and 450°C.
Unfortunately the tests conducted at 450°C result in limited age hardening that causes the
yield and ultimate strengths to increase well above the values measured at 350°C. The
decrease in elongation and reduction in area may therefore be due to the influence of the
age hardening as well as the higher test temperature.

Unlike the GlidCopTM A125 [3, 7], the tensile properties of the solution annealed CuCrZr are
essentially independent of the strain rate, and no evidence of the embrittlement found in the
case of the Hycon alloy is observed. The yield strength and elongation for the solution
annealed CuCrZr are plotted as a function of strain rate in Figures 4 and 5. The strain rate
sensitivity parameters for the yield are lower than those reported for the GlidCopTM and
Hycon alloys by Zinkle and Eatherly [3] and separately by Edwards [7]. The elongation
remains independent of strain rate at test temperatures up to 450°C despite the limited age
hardening that occurred in the specimens tested at 450°C.
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Table 1. Temperature and strain rate dependence for solution annealed CuCrZr (JET)

“ Alloy Temp.
(“c) (hliia)
25 112

3.9 x 104 s-’

BEE

I.5X104S-’
E

450 166

25 104
150 102

1.5 x 10-’ s-’ 250 98
350 95
450 165
25 121
150 108

1.5 s-’ 250 96

UTS eU(70) etot(Yo) RA (%)

(MPa)

240 44.2 56.1 62.7
202 40.6 50.0 57.0
193 37.3 46.5 63.0
206 30.2 36.4 51.2
222 19.1 35.6 433----

242 43.3 57.4 64.6

212 40.4 55.2 59.9
191 34.1 42 64.4
196 30.1 36.3 55.5
226 21.2 35.7 46,5

255 46.0 60.7 64.0
219 41.7 55.9 57.5
196 37.2 48.1 66.1

185 30.7 40.6 62.2
240 20.0 32.6 53.2
263 41.8 53.7 63.9
227 40.0 52.1 64.8

200 37.1 49.6 68.3

182 33.7 43.2 65.0
253 21.3 31.6 GA 7

The tensile data for the solution annealed CuCrZr thus confirm previous experiments that
found that the CuCrZr is apparently less susceptible to the effects of test temperature and
strain rate compared to the other two high strength alloys. However, further testing is
warranted since the solution annealed CuCrZr will not remain in the same condition under
irradiation at low temperatures (25-200°C). Irradiation-induced precipitation and radiation
hardening will both lead to dramatic increases in strength and loss of ductility, whereas
irradiation at higher temperatures could easily promote hardening at low doses and softening
at higher doses as precipitate overaging occurs. The CuCrZr must also be tested in the
condition more representative of its actual in-service condition, most likely a solution
annealed and aged condition. This condition has been investigated to a limited extent by
Zinkle and Eatherly [5] for the same material tested in vacuum.

FUTURE WORK

Specimens from solution annealed and aged CuCrZr are also planned for testing to compare
the results with those obtained in this study and the previously reported tests on the
GlidCop’M and Hycon 3HP1M. The fracture surfaces of the solution annealed CuCrZr
specimens will be selectively examined and reported at a later date.

..- —- .- .-.. —-- — -
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Figure 1. The temperature dependence of the yield and ultimate strength of
the solution annealed CuCrZr shows that the strength decreases somewhat
up to 450°C, where a limited degree of age hardening is thought to be
responsible for the sudden increase in strength.
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Figure 2. Shown is the temperature dependence of the uniform and total
elongation of the solution annealed CuCrZr. Elongation decreases steadily
as the test temperature is increased, though the 450°C tests are influenced
both by the age hardening and the high test temperature.
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Figure 3. Changes in the reduction in area as a function of test temperature
were found to be variable, however, even at 450°C the reduction in area
remained above 40%. The two lower strain rates produced a noticeably
smaller reduced area at 350°C and above, which might be a consequence of
the age hardening.
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Figure 4. The yield strength of the solution annealed CuCrZr proved to be
rather insensitive to the strain rates used in this experiment. The strain rate
sensitivity was lower in general than those measured for the GlidCopTM A125
and Hycon 3HPTM.
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Figure 5. As in the case of the yield strength, the uniform and total elongation
were not sensitive to the variation in strain rates used in this experiment.
The curves for the tests conducted at 450”C are not shown for simplicity, but
they show the same trend,
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5.0 AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
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MICROSTRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF COLD-WORKED AUSTENITIC

STAINLESS STEELS IRRADIATED TO 17 DPA IN SPECTRALLY TAILORED

EXPERIMENTS OF THE ORR AND HFIR AT400°C —E. Wakai(Japan Atomic Energy

Research Institute), N. Hashimoto, J. P. Roberlson (Oak Ridge National Laborato~), T. Sawai,

and A. Hishinuma (JAERI)

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this work is to summarize the microstructural evolution of cold worked

austenitic steels irradiated at 400 “C to 17.3 dpa in the spectrally tailored experiments of the

ORR and HFIR.

SUMMARY

The microstruclural evolution of cold-worked JPCA, 316R, C, K steels irradiated at 400 “C in

spectrally tailored experiments of the ORR and HFIR was investigated. The helium

generation rates were about 12-16 appm He/dpa on the average up to 17.3 dpa. The

number density and average diameter of dislocation loops in the steels had ranges of 3 x 10a

- Et x 102’ m“3 and 14.4 -23.7 nm, respectively. Carbides were formed in all steels by the

irradiation, and the number density and average diameter had ranges of 2 x 102’-1 x 102 m-3
and 3.4- 17.7 nm, respectively. The number density and root mean cube of radius forcavities

were 6 x 102’to 2 x 102 m“3 and 1.2 to 2.4 nm, respectively, in these steels, and the swelling

was 0.007 -0.1 °/Ointhese steels. JPCA-CWwhich has the lowest swelling shows the highest

number density of carbides, while K-CW which has the highest swelling shows the lowest

density of carbides.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

1. Introduction

One of the favored first wall and blanket concepts for near term fusion systems such as the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is a low pressure water-cooled

austenitic stainless steel structure [1]. The neutron sources with a maximum energy of 14

MeV in the D-T fusion reactor create displacement damage in the first wall materials, and also

produce hydrogen and helium atoms from (n, p) and (n, U) reactions. In the absence of

operating fusion reactors, the necessary irradiation experience has to be gained from a partial
simulation of the fusion environment using fission reactors. For austenitic stainless steels, it

is possible to reproduce the damage rate, neutron fluence, and helium generation rate typical

of the fusion environment using spectral tailoring [2-6]. Spectral tailoring involves

progressively changing the ratio of thermal to fast neutron flux through the use of removable
shields surrounding the experimental assembly [2]. In this way the two-step thermal neutron

reaction with ‘Ni [7] can be mainly manipulated so that the ratio of helium generation rate to

displacement rate (He/dpa ratio) approximates that for fusion throughout the irradiation. In

this study the microstructural evolution of several types of austenitic stainless steels has been

examined under the controlled He/dpa ratio. This experiment is being conducted under the

DOE/JAERl Collaborative Agreement.
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2. Ex~erimental Procedure

The spectrally tailored experiments were performed in two stages. The first stage of the
irradiation was carried out in the Oak Ridge Research Reactor (ORR) in capsule ORR-MFE-7J
(330 and 400”C) [8-11]. After accumulating approximately 7.4 dpa in the ORR, the 400 “C

specimens were transferred to the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) in capsule HFlR-RB-400J-

1 for the second stage [12-14]. In each reactor, the specimens were irradiated at 400 ‘C.

Temperatures were continuously measured and controlled in these experiments during

irradiation. The thermal and fast (E sO.1 MeV) neutron fluences in the ORR were 8.1 x 10=
and 9.5 x 1025 n/m2 [12], and those of the HFIR were 4.0 x 1025 and 1.6 x 10= n/m2[8],

respectively. The experiments achieved a total peak damage level of 17.3 dpa. The helium

concentrations generated in type316 and JPCA stainless steel were 200 and 280 He appm,

respectively, and the controlled average ratios of He/dpawere 12 and 16 appmforthe 316 and

JPCA, respectively, in this irradiation. The summary is given in Table 1.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) disks of several different austenitic stainless steels

were irradiated in these capsules. The steels are the JPCA, 316R, C, and K. Chemical

compositions of these alloys are given in Table 1. The JPCA steel contains boron,

phosphorus, and titanium. The 316Ris a standard of type 316 stainless steel. The Canal K

stainless steels have low carbon concentration, and they are modified exploratory alloys with

titanium and/or niobium. The JPCA. 316R, C, and K alloys were solution-annealed or 20 %

cold-worked before irradiation.

Microstructure of these specimens were examined using a JEM-2000FX transmission
electron microscope with a LaB~ gun operated at 200 kV. In orderto evaluate defect density

the foil thickness of each TEM specimen was measured by thickness fringes or by the

improved CSS method [15, 16].

Table 1. Damage levels, helium concentrations, and the ratios of He/dpa of type 316

and JPCA stainless steels irradiated in the spectrally tailored experiments of the ORR and

HFIR

I 316 (13 wtO/~Ni) JPCA (16 wf%Ni)

I Damage He He/dpa lDamage He He/dpa

(dpa) (atppm) (dpa) (atppm)

ORR (MFE-7J) 7.4 100 14 7.4 155 21

HFIR (RB-400J-1 ) 9.9 100 10 9.9 125 13

ORR + HFIR 17.3 200 12 17.3 280 16

Table 2. Chemical compositions of austenitic stainless steels used in this study (wf%)......... +m=>.-.%*. —w-%. . .....+....... ..x.... ... ...<..W.,HW.w.mw.w . ...w----

.. -m ....................?...!J!J___.8__.8 ..-..!..-..,...Y-......- ....5....."_.-2_..-_sL_. I!_..._Y" Nb MoAlloy Fe

JPCA Bal 142 15.6 0003 0 M 0.0039 0.027 0.025 0,50 0.24 1.77 - 2.3

316R 881. 168 135 - 0.05 - 0.028 0.003 061 0.035 t.m - 2,5

c w 154 156 - 002 0.0018 0.017 0C07 051 0.25 1.S3 0.09 2.4

K Bal 180 176 002 0034 0.015 0005 048 029 1.46 - 2.6................................................................ .................................................................................................................
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3. Results and Discussion

Microstructure of austenitic stainless steels under s~ectrallv tailored ex~eriments

The microstructural data obtained is summarized in Table 3-5. Dislocation loops, carbides,

and cavities were formed by the irradiation at 400”C to 17.3 dpa The number density and

average diameterof dislocation loops in the steels had ranges of 3 x 1021-8 x 1021m-3and 14.4-
23.7 nm, respectively. In 316-CW steels, the loops were not observed in some area of high

density dislocation prior to the irradiation. In the JPCA- CW steels, the number density was

somewhat higher than those of the other steels. Carbides were formed in all the steels by the

irradiation, and the number density and mean size of carbides in these steels had ranges of 2 x

1021-1 x 10z m-3and 3.4- 17.7 nm, respectively. The steels with the lowest and highest
number density of carbides were K-CW and JPCA-CW alloys, respectively. The number
density of cavities were 6 xl 02’ to 2 xl 0= m-3in these steels. The swelling was 0.007- O.lO/.

in these steels. JPCA-CWwhich has the lowest swelling shows the highest number density

of carbides, while K-CW which has the highest swelling shows the lowest density of carbides.

In many steels, the number density of dislocation loops, carbides, and cavities in these cold-

worked steels are very close to those in the solution-annealed steels[l 7], but the swelling in

most part of CW steels is lower than that of these SA steels.

Table 4. Mean size and number density formed in these steels irradiated at 400 “C to

17.3 dpa with a helium generation rate of about 12-16 appm He/dpa on the average

throughout this experiment. ‘data are previous data[l 7].-..— . .. ......—...—.—-..—.—
Alloy Mean Size Number Density

(rim) (m”’)..----- —. —.. —
JPCA-CW

---"" -""""""""""'`'""""""""""""-"""'""`""--"'``5""`"""""-"-""""-`-"""-"-'
19.3 8x1O

JPCA-SA* 18.7 7x loa

316R-CW 14.4 5xlo2’

316 R-SA* 20.2 Ix lo=............................ .. .......... ......................................................................................................
C-cw 23.7 3xlo2’

C-SA” 26.3 3xlo2’.................................................................................................................................................
K-CW 20.2 4xlo2’

K-SA” ~ 22.1 5xlo2’
<.7,N...,.....W....U....W— ... .... . .. .... ........................................................ ........ . .......... ...... ...........w.tiY...’*.. .............

Table 5. Mean size and density of precipitates formed in these steels irradiated at
400 “Cto 17.3 dpa. :data are previous data[l 7].. . .. ... .. ..... .............. .. ........................ ... . .... . ....... .. . ...... ......,.,..,.’.s-#-

Alloy Mean Size Number Density

(rim) (m”3)............................. .....................................................................................................................
JPCA-CW 3.4 lXIOZ

JPCA-SA’ 3.4 8x102’..............,-. — — ..........................................................-—_ .“—---- ____
316R-CW 17.7 5xlo2’

316R-SA* 15.1 5X102. —.. .— ..-- ...—-—-— ......-....— ..-.-..
C-cw 4.3 5xlom

C-SN 5.3 6x10a-..,..”.—— .,.. -------- ......c
K-CW 15.1 2X102

K-SA’ ‘ 9 “3 .. ..............................-?-l!---------------.. . .........-..—-.— .. ...... ... . . ........ ..

-— — . ..



Table 6. Swelling data of the cavities formed in these steels irradiated at 400 “Cto 17.3

dpa with a helium generation rate of about 12 -16 appm He/dpa on the average

throughout this experiment. “data are previous data[l 7].V..a..........v.w...w+ .,.h.kw.*\,.w...>,............................Av~.*....................fiww...+vw.&....N.*.~..vw..$...v.../MY..*..&##
Alloy

7

Root Mean Cube of Cavity Radius Number Density =

(rim) (m-’) (%)........ .... . ...— . ... ......... .... .. ..........-- ....— ___ _-—

+

JPCA-CW 1.3 8X1021 0.007
JPCA-SA* 1.5 1X102 0.01...... ... . ...- . ... . . ... . ............. ........ ..... . . .. .. ... .... . . . . . . . ... .
316R-CW 2.4 6X1021 0.04
316R-SA” 1.8 6x102’ 0.02—- —

C-cw 1.2 3X102 0.02

C-SA* 2.5 1X102 0.07.... ....—..-..—. .— ....... ................-..................ss.--.....s..-....-..m--...s-------
K-CW 2.4 2X102 0.01
K-SA’ 4.0 Ix lo= 0.3...... ....... . ... ../..— —— ...... . ... . . ..... ...... ... .... ... ......... .. .. .. ... . .
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EFFECT OF LOW TEMPERATURE ION IRRADIATION ON THE

MICROSTRUCTURE OF NITRIDE CERAMICS - S.J. Zinkle, L.L. Snead, W. S. Eatherly,
J.W. Jones and D.K. Hensley (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study is to gain some insight into point defect nobilities in silicon nitride
and aluminum nitride by examining the low-temperature irradiated microstructure.

SUMMARY

Cross-section transmission electron microscopy was used to investigate the microstructure of
polycrystalline silicon nitride (Si~N,) and aluminum nitride (AIN) following 2 MeV Si ion irradiation at
80 and 400 K uptoafluenceof4x1020 ions/m2 (maximum damage of -10 displacements per atom,
dpa). A buried amorphous band was observed at both temperatures in Si~Nd in the region
corresponding to the peaks in the implanted ion and displacement damage. From a comparison of
Si~N, specimens irradiated at different fluences, it is concluded that the amorphization is primarily
controlled by the implanted Si concentration rather than the displacement damage level. Si~Nd
amorphization did not occur in regions well-separated from the implanted ions for doses up to at
least 3 dpa at 80 K, whereas amorphization occurred in the ion implanted region (calculated Si
concentration >0.01 at.%) for damage levels as low as -0.6 dpa. The volumetric swelling
associated with the amorphization of Si~Nd is cl OYO.Amorphization was not observed in any of the
irradiated AIN specimens. A moderate density of small (-3 nm) defect clusters were observed in
the crystalline damaged regions of both the Si~N~ and AIN specimens at both irradiation
temperatures. Aligned network dislocations were also observed in the AIN specimen irradiated to
high dose at 80 K.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

AIN and Si~N1 are being considered for ceramic insulator applications in magnetic fusion reactors.
Both of these materials have high strength and high electrical resistivity at moderate
temperatures. Despite the widespread interest in these materials for electronic and structural
ceramic applications, relatively little is known about their point defect behavior. We are unaware of
any studies on self-interstitial atom (SIA) mobility in Si~Nd. Atobe and coworkers found that the
nitrogen vacancies (F centers) in AIN accumulated linearly with fast neutron fluence during
irradiation at 20 K, whereas the accumulation was sublinear (proportional to the square root of
fluence) at 360 K [1]. This indicates [2] that nitrogen SIAS are immobile in AIN at 20 K and mobile at
360 K.

Examination of the irradiated microstructure of ceramics, and in particular the temperature-
dependent amorphization behavior, can provide insight into the mobility of point defects [3-5].
Several previous microstructural investigations of irradiated AIN and Si~N. have been performed.
Elevated temperature neutron irradiations of AIN [6,7] and Si~Nd [8] have observed faulted
dislocation loops on basal and prism habit planes, respectively. Amorphization did not occur
during 1 MeV electron irradiation at 140 K up to a fluence of 3x1 O*S/m* (-0.5 dpa) in AIN [9] or
during 1-2 MeV electron irradiation at 100-170 K up to fluences of 3-18x102s/m2 (-0.5-4 dpa) in
Si~Nd [9-11]. AIN and Si~Nd were found to remain crystalline following room temperature
bombardment with 3 MeV Kr ions up to a fluence of 2x1021/m2 (-150 dpa peak damage) [12].
Conversely, numerous ion irradiation studies at temperatures from 80 to 450 K have found that
Si~Nd can be amorphized after -1 to 2 dpa in the region corresponding to the peak in the
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implanted ion (Ni, Ti, Si, Fe, Cr) and displacement damage profiles [3,13-17]. The discrepancy in
the Si~Nd amorphization behavior observed by Cartz et al. [12] and the implanted Ni, Ti, Si, Fe, Cr
studies [3,1 3-1 7] highlights the importance of obtaining amorphization data under conditions
where implanted ion effects are negligible [3]. Silicon nitride was recently shown to be resistant to
amorphization up to 7 dpa during room temperature 3.6 MeV Fe ion irradiation in regions well
separated from the implanted ions, whereas amorphization occurred readily in ion-implanted
regions for doses of -2 dpa [3]. Unfortunately, many ion beam amorphization studies have not
attempted to separate implanted ion and displacement damage effects, with the notable
exceptions of in-situ thin foil [18] and cross-section [3] MeV ion irradiation studies.

Table 1. Summary of properties of the investigated AIN and SiaNo ceramics [7,19].

Material Crystal Lattice Density Thermal lonicity Sublimation
structure parameters (g/cm’) conductivity temperature

(W/m-K)

AIN Hexagonal a=O.311 nm 3.25 115 0.40 2790 K
(Cercom) (wurtzite) c=O.498 nm

c/a=l .60

(3-Si,N, Hexagonal a=O.760 nm 3.21 29 0.28 2151 K
(Kyocera) (P63 space c= O.290 nm

group) c/a= O.290

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Small blocks of hot isostatically pressed Si~N, (Kyocera SN733) and sintered AIN (Cercom) were
obtained from commercial vendors. Table 1 summarizes some of the physical properties of AIN
and Si3Nd [7,19]. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) specimens (3 mm diameter by 0.5 mm
thick) were machined by a combination of diamond sawing and ultrasonic cutting. The top
surfaces of the specimens were mechanically polished using 0.05 pm diamond paste.

The specimens were thermally anchored to a copper block using either silver paint or AquadagTM
adhesive. Duplicate specimens of each material were simultaneously irradiated for each irradiation
condition using a 1.2 cm diameter beam spot. The irradiations were performed using 2 MeV Si
beam currents of 0.3-1 pA/cm2 at the Sudace Modification And Characterization (SMAC) facility in
the Solid State Division at ORNL. The irradiation temperature was continuously monitored by a
thermocouple embedded in the support block. The maximum calculated beam heating was <1 ‘C.
Specimens were irradiated to fluences of either 4x1019 or 4x1020/m2 at 78-82 K and 400 K. The
displacement damage and implanted ion profiles were calculated using the TRIM96 program [20].
Figure 1 shows the calculated results for Si3N,; similar profiles were calculated for AIN. All
calculations assumed a sublattice-averaged displacement energy of 40 eV.

Following the irradiation, cross-section TEM specimens were prepared by gluing the irradiated
disks to polished unirradiated disks, sectioning, grinding to 0.1 mm, dimpling to 20 pm, and then
dual-gun ion beam thinning at -80 K with 6 keV Ar ions until perforation occurred near the
interface. The specimen surfaces were cleaned using 3 keV Ar ions at an angle of 110 and then
coated with a thin (-5 nm) layer of carbon prior to examination. The specimens were examined
using conventional bright-field and dark-field imaging techniques in a Philips CM-30 microscope
operating at 300 kV.
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Fig. 1. Calculated damage and implanted ion distributions for 2 MeV Si ions in Si~Nd.

Results

Figure 2 shows the general cross-section microstructure of silicon nitride irradiated at 80 K to
fluences of 4x1 019and 4x1020 ions/m2. A buried amorphous band was observed at both fluences,

with a width of 0.7 pm at the lower fluence and 1.0 pm at the higher fluence. The residual dark
contrast in the amorphous regions is due to Y203-enriched grain boundaries (0.5 pm mean grain
diameter). The amorphization dose was comparable at grain boundaries and in the grain interior.
The measured maximum damage range at both fluences was 1.70 AO.02 pm. The similarity in
damage range for the two doses implies that the volumetric swelling associated with
amorphization of Si~Nd is cl OYO,which is much less than the value of 22-25’% suggested in some

previous ion irradiation studies [15,1 6]. A recent modeling study found that the crystalline and

amorphous SiqNd densities were comparable [21], in agreement with the present results. From a
comparison with the calculated TRIM profiles (Fig. 1), amorphization occurred at 80 K when the
damage level was sO.6 dpa and the implanted Si concentration was c~,>O.01 at.% in the lower
fluence specimen and when the damage level was >3.3 dpa and c~isO.O1 at.% in the higher
fluence specimen. This implies that the implanted ion concentration is the controlling factor in the
low temperature amorphization of Si~N, (for damage levels >0.6 dpa).

Small defect clusters (-3 nm diameter) were visible in the crystalline damaged regions of SisNQ
irradiated at 80 K to a fluence of 4x1020 ions/m2, whereas these defect clusters were not visible in
the lower fluence specimen. This implies that these defect clusters were formed as the result of
nucleation and growth (or perhaps multiple overlapping cascades), as opposed to direct formation
within a single cascade.

Irradiation of Si~NAat 400 K also produced a buried amorphous layer, although the band width at a
given fluence was smaller than at 80 K. For example, the amorphous layer was -0.17 pm wide for
irradiation at 400 K to a fluence of 4x1019 ions/m2. Analysis of the amorphization behavior at 400 K
showed a good correlation with implanted Si concentration and a poor correlation with damage
level. Amorphization of Si~Ndat 400 K occurred when the calculated Si concentration exceeded
0.1 at.% (for damage levels >0.9 dpa). Small defect clusters (-3 nm diameter) were observed in
the damaged crystalline regions of Si~Ng at both of the 400 K irradiation fluences.
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Fig. 2. Cross-section microstructure of Si~Nd irradiated with 2 MeV Si ions at 80 K.
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Fig. 3. Cross-section microstructure of Fig. 4. Aligned network dislocations and defect
aluminum nitride irradiated with 2 MeV Si clusters in AIN irradiated at 78 K to a fluence of
ions at 78 K to a fluence of 4x1 020 4xl 020 ions/m2.
ions/m2.
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Figure 3 shows the general cross-section microstructure of aluminum nitride irradiated at 78 K to a
fluence of 4x1020 ions/m2. A high density of small defect clusters (mean diameter of -3 nm) was

formed up to a maximum depth of 1.74 pm, with no evidence for amorphous regions in the grain
interior (-8 pm grain diameter). A similar damage range and defect microstructure was observed in
the specimen irradiated at 400 K to the same fluence, The initially crystalline grain boundary phase
in AIN (easily visible at grain boundary triple points) was amorphized during irradiation at 78 K.

The irradiated microstructure of AIN is shown in finer detail in the centered dark field images of Fig.

4. A network of aligned dislocations were visible with a diffraction vector of g =01 TO but were

not present for g= OO02. Streaking was observed along the 0002 systematic row in the diffraction
pattern.

Discussion

According to ionicity model for amorphization susceptibility [22], Si~N, and AIN would both be
expected to have moderate resistance to radiation-induced amorphization due to their largely
covalent bonding. However, both of these materials have an amorphization resistance at 80 K that-
is comparable or superior to the predominantly ionic bonded A120~which is amorphized after -5
dpa [23,24]. Similarly, according to structural freedom considerations [25], Si~Nd should become
amorphous at lower doses than A120~. As discussed elsewhere, point defect mobility is another
important factor for amorphization [4]. In particular, amorphization generally does not occur in
irradiated ceramics if the anion and cation SIAS are mobile.

The observation of a well-developed network dislocation structure in AIN at 80 K (Fig. 4) is
evidence for significant SIA mobility. This conclusion is based on the assumption that the network
dislocation structure was formed by the growth and unfaulting of interstitial dislocation loops
produced at lower doses, As discussed in the introduction, the earlier optical absorption study by
Atobe et al. [1] suggestedthat nitrogen SIAS in AIN are immobile at 20 K and mobile at 360 K. The
present microstructural observations suggest that both the anion and cation interstitial in ion
irradiated AIN are mobile at a temperature as low as 80 K. Further work is needed to determine if
there is any possible influence of ionization induced diffusion [26] which could produce
enhanced point defect mobility during ion irradiation.

There is a lack of microstructural data to which the present low-temperature irradiation results can
be compared. It is interesting to note that the predominant habit plane for dislocation loops

observed in previous high-temperature neutron irradiation studies were [0001] and {1010”} for

AIN and Si~Nd, respectively [7,8]. This difference may be due to the large difference in c/a lattice
parameter ratios for these two materials (Table 1). The microstructural evolution in AIN irradiated to
-10 dpa at 80 Kin the present study appeared to be more advanced than in a previous neutron
irradiation study to a similar dose at -770 K [7]. The neutron irradiation study reported the
presence of interstitial dislocation loops on the basal plane with a Burgers vector of c/2[0001], but
a network dislocation structure was not observed. The formation of network dislocations in
irradiated materials generally requires high doses at elevated temperatures. Work is in progress to
investigate the dose and temperature dependence of the microstructure of ion-irradiated AIN.

As summarized in the introduction, there are no known observations of amorphization in AIN,
although relatively few studies have been performed [9,1 2]. In contrast, numerous studies have
reported ion beam amorphization of Si~N1. The results of the present study and ref. [3]
demonstrate that certain implanted ions have a pronounced effect on promoting amorphization of
Si~N,. One possible mechanism for the implanted ion effect is that the impurity atoms may
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effectively trap migrating SIAS in Si~N1. The physical reason why AIN is able to accommodate S17.
Si without amorphization whereas Si~Nd becomes amorphous for implanted metal ion
concentrations above 0.01 -0.1 at.% is worthy of further study. From the present study and
previous work, strong implanted ion effects on the amorphization of Si~Nd appear to exist for Ni, Ti,
Si, Fe, and Cr ions [3,13-17]. Amorphization has not been observed in Si~NJ irradiated at room
temperature to moderate (3.5 dpa) or high (150 dpa) damage levels with He [3] or Kr [12] ions,
respectively.

Conclusions

Aluminum nitride exhibits a high resistance to ion beam amorphization at temperatures as low as
80 K. The pronounced microstructural evolution of the defect clusters in the irradiated AIN
specimens suggests that there is high mobility of the self interstitial atoms on both sublattices at
80 K. Therefore, amorphization is not expected to occur at temperatures 280 K even at higher

doses (s1 O dpa) unless implanted ions begin to trap point defects or the composition becomes
significantly different from AIN due to the implanted ions.

The amorphization of beta-silicon nitride is extremely sensitive to small concentrations of
implanted ions (Cr, Ti, Fe, Si). Amorphization at 80 K occurred when the implanted Si
concentration exceeded -100 appm for damage levels greater than -0.5 dpa. Amorphization did
not occur at 80 K outside of the implanted ion region (c~,el 00 appm) for damage levels as high as

3 dpa. Amorphization at 400 K was also sensitive to the implanted ion concentration, with a critical

concentration of Si needed to induce amorphization of -0.1 at.% for damage levels >0.9 dpa.

The development of resolvable defect clusters (and a network dislocation structure in the case of
AIN) during irradiation at -80 K is an indication that both anion and cation self-interstitial atoms are
mobile in these two nitride ceramics. Further work at temperatures <80 K is needed to determine
the migration kinetics of self-interstitial atoms in these materials.
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PHONON SCATTERING RATE AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY REDUCTION DUE
TO DISLOCATION LOOPS IN ALUMINA - D.P. White (Oak Ridge National Laborato~ and
Merrimack College)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to calculate the phonon scattering rate (inverse relaxation time) due to
dislocation loops in alumina. From this calculation an estimate of the effect of this scattering
mechanism on the thermal conductivity is made.

SUMMARY

The phonon scattering rate due to dislocation loops has been calculated. The dislocation loops
are modeled as plate-like inclusions in the lattice. Using the calculated value of the phonon
scattering relaxation time the reduction in the lattice thermal conductivity is estimated. It is found
that for characteristic values of loop size and number density in irradiated alumina dislocation loops
will produce a fractional reduction in the thermal conductivity of approximately 33 percent,
assuming this is the only scattering mechanism other than intrinsic scattering.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

The thermal properties of ceramic materials used in fusion reactors change as a result of being in a
radiation environment. Point defects are known to reduce the thermal conductivity and their
effect on the thermal conductivity of irradiated ceramics has been calculated [1-3]. Ceramic
materials are also known to develop dislocation loops as a result of irradiation. The effect of
dislocation loops on the thermal conductivity of ceramics has not been as well developed in the
literature as that due to point defects. Estimates of the effect in irradiated ceramics have been
presented [4] but a detailed calculation of the phonon relaxation time has not been presented. A
calculation of the phonon relaxation time due to dislocation loops is presented below. Using this
relaxation time an estimate of the reduction in the thermal conductivity due to dislocation loops is

calculated.

Theory

In order to calculate the phonon relaxation time of a dislocation loop the loop will be considered to
be a plate-like assembly of atoms within the material. This plate of material will perturb the local
phonon velocity and this will give rise to phonon scattering. If this scattering is strong enough
then it will lead to a reduction of the thermal conductivity of the material.

First consider a single atom placed into an existing lattice. Assume that this atom occupies a
volume, VO,equal to the average atomic volume of the lattice. (This would not be true for an
individual interstitial atom, however we will shortly be considering an assembly of these defects
forming the plate-like inclusion and the majority of the atoms in the plate will occupy the average
atomic volume). The model to be considered for this inclusion is that of a spherical inclusion in an
elastic continuum.
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A spherical inclusion at the origin causes a displacement, ~(~) = a~ + b~ / r3 [5-6]. This

displacement causes a dilation of the lattice. It is this dilation, a part of which will cause a local
variation in the phonon velocity, which gives rise to phonon scattering.

By analogy between the strain field and the electromagnetic field the dilation caused by this
inclusion can be calculated [5,7,8]. The dilation is given by;

(1)

The second term in the dilation is O for r >0 however it can be evaluated at r = O using the
divergence theorem and Eq. 1 becomes:

V. Z(7)= 3a+47M(F -F=), (2)

which covers the case when the inclusion is at a position 7= other than the origin. The first term in

Eq. 3 is a uniform dilation of the lattice, this uniform dilation will not lead to a local variation of the
phonon velocity and therefore does not give rise to phonon scattering. The second term will lead
to phonon scattering.

The uniform dilation of the lattice is given by 3a, so:

where G is the number of atoms in the lattice, so a is a very small number. The magnitude of the
displacement at the edge of the inclusion is:

b
ro=aro+~

r.

(3)

(4)

but since a is so small rO = b/ %2and so b = r:. The second term in the dilation now becomes;

The inclusion site, ;a, is a lattice site, ~i, and the lattice expression for Eq. 6 is;

@,(ii) = 36(zii),

where ~(2, i?i ) is the Kronecker delta. The change in the local phonon velocity due to this

dilation is given by [9,10];

a(i?,) = ~~ez(i,) = 3’)’1’’~5(2>~,),

. —.———. -— -.

(6)

(7)
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where y is the Gruneisen constant (which typically has a value close to 1), and VOis the

unperturbed phonon velocity. The scattering of phonons can be described in terms of a
Perturbation Hamiltonian of the form.

H’= ~c,(~,~’)a”(ij’)a(j), q#q’,
G.?’

(8)

where @and ~’ are the wave vectors of the incident and scattered phonons respectively and a*

and a are phonon creation and annihilation operators respectively. If this perturbation is due to a
change in the local phonon velocity the coefficient c2(~, @’) has the following form [10];

2MV
C2(Q,@’)= yw’D@Fl@-?’)”1, .I (g “0

?,
(9)

where M is the mass of the average atom in the lattice, and ~ and # are the phonon polarization
unit vectors. The lattice sum in Eq. 10 is a sum over impurity sites. In this model of a dislocation
loop the inclusions are considered to be oriented so that they forma plate of radius R and
thickness h. It has been shown [11] that the phonon relaxation time for such an orientation of
defects is;

1

()

4h R2h b 2.— . o.)2A(q),
r(q) = Vo Vplaf Vo

where,

42)=qy,(t)f/t(l - t2/z=)]’2dt,

(lo)

(11)

where z = qRand ~1(t)is the Bessel function.

Calculation, Results, and Conclusions
#

The scattering rate given by Eqs. 11 and 12 can now be evaluated. Assuming that the thickness
of the platelet is one atomic layer, h = 2.04X 1010 m for alumina. The term, l/vPht, in Eq. 11 is
identified as the number of platelets per unit volume, nPkl. Irradiated alumina has been observed
to have dislocation loops with an average radius of, R = 1 X 109 m, at a density of, nPht= 102 m-3
[12]. The phonon velocity in alumina is, VO= 1 X 104 rrds [3]. Figure 1 is a plot of the phonon
scattering rate (Eq. 11) for these conditions up to the Debye frequency of 1.31 X 1014 S-l.

At low frequency the scattering rate is very low, the platelets are transparent to long wavelength
phonons. At high frequencies, above approximately 20% of the Debye frequency, the term

A(q) approaches a constant value of 2rc and the scattering rate is proportional to Oz. This result is

what would be expected for an infinite sheet defect, that is the platelets appear infinite to short
wavelength phonons.

This last result may be used in order to estimate the effect of these defects on the thermal
conductivity of alumina at high temperatures. At high temperatures Eq. 11 becomes;
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(14)

For the platelet size and number density we have been considering in this paper, A = 9.4 X 10-1%
and at 300K B = 1.86 X 10-17s. Substituting these values into Eq. 15 it is found that the expected
fractional reduction in the thermal conductivity due to dislocation loops of the size and number
density given above is about 33%. The actual fractional reduction in thermal conductivity
attributable to dislocation loops will be less that the 339!0 reduction calculated above because this
reduction was calculated assuming the only scattering mechanisms were intrinsic and dislocation
loop scattering. For example, in the presence of strong point defect scattering, which
preferentially scatters high frequency phonons, the frequency range over which dislocation loop
scattering is important will be diminished and the actual fractional reduction due to dislocation
loops will be similarly diminished.

This calculation shows that dislocation loop scattering can lead to a significant reduction in the
thermal conductivity in alumina and must be taken into account in a discussion of the reduction of
the thermal conductivity due to irradiation.

FUTURE WORK

This calculation of the effect of dislocation loops on the thermal conductivity of alumina has not
considered the effect of the scattering due to the strain field of the dislocation line surrounding
the loop. Although is has been suggested that this scattering is less important that that due to the
stacking fault [13] it should be estimated and compared to the results of this paper.
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7.0 SOLID BREEDING MATERIALS
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DEVELOPMENT OF SUPERPOSITION RULES FOR HARDENING IN ALLOYS CONTAINING

MULTIPLE DEFECT POPULATIONS — G. R. Odette, G. E. Lucas and G. Tedeski, and B. D.

Wirth (University of California, Santa Barbara)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this work is to develop a superposition law to assess the net contribution of two

defect population to hardening.

SUMMARY

In this study extensive computer simulations were carried out to calculate the yield strengths

arising from the presence of two defect populations. The motion of an individual dislocation

through a random obstacle field containing varying ratios of obstacles with two different barrier

strengths (strong and weak) was computed based on equilibrium bowing of dislocation segments

between adjacent obstacles. Yield stress was determined as the minimum stress necessary for

the dislocation to successfully traverse the obstacle field. The results show that the superposition

law is neither linear nor root sum square, but can be approximately represented by a superposi-

tion weighting parameter that is a simple analytical function of the individual strong and weak

barrier strengths. Illustrations of the implications of this law are provided.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Radiation hardening in structural materials in general, and in fusion reactor materials in particular,

can arise from the evolution of more than one defect type. Numerous studies have shown that

the contributions to hardening from a single defect type can be reasonably predicted by simple

barrier hardening models, [1-8] where the yield stress contribution produced by dispersed ob-

stacles, aO, is given by

CJo= MdGb~ (1)

where NO= areal density of obstacles, b is the Burgers vector of the dislocation moving in the

obstacle field, M is the Taylor factor (-3), G is the shear modulus, and a’ is an effective barrier

strength for the obstacle type and field. Note that the morphology of a dislocation in the obstacle

field results in an effective strength a’ which is smaller than the individual obstacle strength a,

where O < a <1; i.e., a’ < a .

The total yield stress a, from two types of obstacles (al , al and 02, aJ falls between a linear sum

(LS) and a root-sum square (RSS) limit, and it can be expressed in terms of a superposition

parameter S given by

(Jt = S(CJ12+ 622)+(1 – S)+,* +G** (2)

Hence, S=1 corresponds to LS superposition and S=0 corresponds to RSS. In general, the value

of S lies in between; i.e., O < S c 1. The magnitude of S has a significant impact on not only

hardening but post-irradiation annealing (PIA). For instance, consider the addition of an irradia-
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tion defect strength contribution of 02 = 200 MPa to a material with a pre-existing population of

defects which impart a strength of o, = 200 MPa. The irradiation hardening Ao, would be the full
200 (i.e., 200 + 200- 200) MPa for LS superposition (S=1 ) compared to AG, = 82 MPa

( ~200z + 200z - 200) for RSS (S=0);and for an intermediate value of S, say S=0.5, an interme-
diate value of Aot = 141 MPa would obtain. If after PIA, the value of az were reduced to 100 MPa

by recovery, LS superposition would lead to a 50% recovery, and RSS a 71 Yo. If PIA also altered

S, an additional component of recovery would obtain; for example, if S were to decrease from 0.5

to O in this same example, the recovery would increase to 83%.

This study was undertaken to investigate this superposition law and develop a simple model for S

by using computer simulations to calculate the yields strength for various defect populations.

Computer Simulations

The motion of an individual dislocation through a random obstacle field containing varying ratios

of obstacles with two different barrier strengths (strong, cY~,and weak, aW)was computed based

on equilibrium bowing of dislocation segments between adjacent obstacles, using the methods

pioneered by Foreman and Makin. [9]

Figure 1 illustrates various characteristics of the calculational results. For a dislocation passing

through a field of weak obstacles, the dislocation remains fairly linear. When it passes through a

field of strong obstacles, it bows significantly between adjacent particles before surmounting the

obstacle, and the effective linear obstacle density along the dislocation line increases accordingly.

In a mixed filed the dislocation is bowed between strong obstacles, but the front is only slightly

perturbed by the weaker obstacles in between. The yield stress in all cases is taken as the value
of applied stress when the dislocation successfully passes through the obstacle field.
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Figure 1. Illustration of dislocation moving through obstacle fields in computer simulations.
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Results

It was found that obstacles with similar barrier strengths obey a RSS type of superposition law,
with S=0. However, a mix of weak obstacles (aW)and strong obstacles (a,) was found to result in

an intermediate behavior, with O c S c 1, and S increasing as ctWdecreases and as increases as

S - (z, - ctW(4.3-2.4 a..) (3)

This is illustrated in Figure 2 which compares the values of S obtained from the computer simula-

tions with that calculated from eqn (3). There was a relatively weak dependence observed on the
relative concentrations of strong and weak obstacles.

The consequence of this is that the contribution of a defect to hardening can depend strongly on
the relative strength of obstacles to the pre-existing defects. Addition of dissimilar strength

barriers results in more significant net hardening per increment of individual barrier strength
(approaching LS) than addition of similar barriers (approaching RSS).

APPLICATION

This effect can be illustrated for irradiation hardening in reactor pressure vessel (RPV) steels.
The initial strength in these steels is strongly affected by the presence of an array of strong
barriers (MoZC) with an estimated as of 0.9 giving rise to a strengthening contribution of about ISC

-200 MPa. [1O] In RPV steels containing significant copper impurity content (Cu > 0.1), irradia-

tion hardening tends to be dominated by the formation of copper rich precipitates (CRPS) which

may be alloyed with Ni and Mn, along with the formation of a matrix defect (MDs) population. [11]

C/3

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Simulated S

Figure 2. Comparison of calculated values of superposition parameter S with values deter-

mined from computer simulations
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Similarly, the post-irradiation annealing response is related to changes in these defect popula-

tions with time at temperature. The hardening contribution of the CRPS, OP,and hence their

barrier strength a,, can be estimated from a Russell-Brown modulus interaction model, [12] along
with the knowledge of the size, number density and composition of the precipitates, which can be
obtained from small angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements. [11] The contribution from
MDs of the order o~ (where am <<1), can be added in empirically. The total irradiation hardening

can be estimated from

A~i = S(OC +OP)+(l– S)~q-– Oc +~m (4)

Figure 3 shows that predictions of hardening based on microstructural measurements combined

with equation (4) are in very good agreement with measured values of yield strength change.

Figure 4 shows the influence of superposition on the post-irradiation annealing (PIA) response.

Data points were obtained from microhardness measurements, and the solid lines are predictions

of the hardening from application of the Russel-Brown model and the corresponding SANS data

combined with the superposition law. [13] Figure 4a corresponds to PIA in a A533B-type model

steel containing no Mo (and hence no MOZC); hence the hardening and PIA recovery is almost

entirely due to the formation and recovery of CRPS and matrix damage (i.e., Ao = OP+ ci~), and

the sluggish coarsening of the CRPS during PIA results in substantial residual hardening even

after 10OOh at temperature. On the other hand, Figure 4b corresponds to PIA in an A533B-type

model steel containing 0.5M0 (and hence MOZC). In the as-irradiated condition, the CRPS have a

small a.Wrelative to the strong carbide u,, and the superposition is between LS and RSS; hence,

the total hardening is less than the CRP contribution alone. Upon annealing, MDs anneal out

reducing amand CRP dissolution and coarsening reduces M o, @ S, resulting in significantly
higher recovery.
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Figure 3. Comparison of measured values of yield stress change with values calculated from

microstructural data using the superposition law.
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CONCLUSIONS

Computer simulations of dislocations moving in obstacle fields have been used to derive a simple

analytical model of the superposition of strengthening from two obstacle types. The superposition

model is particularly useful in evaluating changes in strength attributed to the addition (and re-

moval) of a weak(er) obstacle field to (from ) a pre-existing strong obstacle field, a situation which

is typical for irradiation hardening (and post-irradiation annealing) in structural materials.
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MECHANISMS OF PLASTIC AND FRACTURE INSTABILITIES OF FUSION
STRUCTUlL4L MATERIALS – N. M. Ghoniem (University of California, Los Angeles)

ABSTRACT

Research progress at UCLA on the DOE grant #DE FG03-98ER54500 is outlined in this report,
for the period July 15, 1998 through January 14, 1999. The main objectives of the work is to
develop new methodologies for modeling a number of mechanisms which control plastic
instabilities and fracture of V, Fe and Cu alloys under fusion irradiation conditions. These
phenomena appear to be generic, and are believed to present substantial challenges to the
structural integrity of first-wall fusion material systems. The main thrust of the modeling effort
is to identify the mechanisms which lead to localization of plastic deformation, the accelerated
cavitation at grain boundaries, the detrimental influence of helium transmutations, and the loss of

ductile crack propagation in irradiated materials. We report here our initial research findings on
the problem of accumulation of nano-scale prismatic defect clusters in the vicinity of
dislocations. Under irradiation conditions, small defect clusters are produced in collision.
cascades. These mobile clusters interact with dislocations, hindering its motion. Thus, radiation
hardening takes place as a result of these interactions. However, it is shown here that once these
nano-phase clusters approach dislocations, they may be trapped in their elastic strain fields.
Trapping is shown to occur by elastic interactions within a zone of 10 nm in bcc Fe, and 20 rzm in
fcc Cu at RT. If the local stress (i.e. applied plus internal) is high, clusters are absorbed in the
core of grown-in dislocations as a result of unbalanced moments, providing sufficient energy for
rotation of their Burgers vectors in a zone of 2-3 nm in Fe. Near the dislocation core, sessile
defect clusters in Cu are shown to convert to a glissile configuration. The current work is
performed in collaboration with LLNL (Dr. T. de la Rubia), and is partially supported by the
Institute of Materials Research at LLNL. The UCLA group has an active collaboration program
on this problem with the Danish RISO National Labs (Dr. B. Singh), and the German
Forschungszentrum Julich (Dr. H. Trinkaus). Additionally, collaborative efforts have started with
UCSB (Professors Lucas and Odette) on the problem of Ductile-to-Brittle Transition in V and
Fe, where our dislocation dynamics method is to be coupled with their fracture mechanics
approach at different length scales.
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SUMMARY

The main thrust of the current modeling effort is to identi& the mechanisms which lead to
localization of plastic deformation, the accelerated cavitation at grain boundaries, the
detrimental influence of helium transmutations, and the loss of ductile crack propagation in
irradiated materials. We report here our initial research findings on the problem of
accumulation of nano-scale prismatic defect clusters in the vicinity of dislocations. Under
irradiation conditions, small defect clusters are produced in collision cascades. These
mobile clusters interact with dislocations, hindering its motion. Thus, radiation hardening
takes place as a result of these interactions. However, it is shown here that once these

nano-phase clusters approach dislocations, they maybe trapped in their elastic strain fields.

Trapping is shown to occur by elastic interactions within a zone of 10 nm in bcc Fe, and 20
nm in fcc Cu at RT. If the local stress (i.e. applied plus internal) is high, clusters are
absorbed in the core of grown-in dislocations as a result of unbalanced moments, providing
sufficient energy for rotation of their Burgers vectors in a zone of 2-3 mn in Fe. Near the
dislocation core, sessile defect clusters in Cu are shown to convert to a glissile
configuration.

OBJECTIVES

The general objectives of the modeling activities at UCLA are:

(1) To integrate three material length scales for determination of basic mechanisms
of plastic and fracture instabilities under irradiation conditions. These lergth
scales are: i- atomistic, using, Molecular Dynamics , ii- mesoscopic, using
Dislocation Dynamics (DD) and Fokker-Planck (FP) theory approaches, and
macroscopic utilizing fracture mechanics.

(2) To apply developed computational tools to the study of four basic types of

plastic and fracture instabilities which occur in Fe, V and Cu alloy systems.

Those are: (1) transition from a state of uniform deformation (elongation) to
localized plastic flow, (2) transition from a ductile mode of crack propagation,
associated with extensive plasticity and micro-void formation to a brittle mode
associated with cleavage fracture, (3) transition from transgranular crack growth
to intergranular crack separation, (4) irradiation effects on therrno-mechanical
instabilities.

(3) To focus on important and challenging problems of material deformation under
irradiation. Important questions in this regard are: (a) why does plastic flow
under irradiation tend to localize in shear bands? (b) what are the effects of
material alloying, temperature, neutron irradiation and strain rate on flow
localization? (c) What is the connection between radiation hardening and
mechanical instabilities? (d) are there any fimdamental differences between
instabilities occurring in BCC materials (Fe and V) and FCC materials (Cu and
steels) ? (e) Is there a relationship between global thermodynamic variables (e.g.
stress, temperature, etc) and microstmcture transitions fi-om uniform to cellular
to banded? (f) what is the relevance of these phenomena to the development of
fusion materials? (g) What types of degradation mechanisms does helium
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introduce in irradiated alloys?, and what is its role on transition from
transgranular to intergranular cracking? (h) What are the exact conditions for the
sudden transition in crack propagation from a ductile to a brittle mode? And
finally, (i) how do non-metallic interstitial elements influence the ductility of Fe,
V, and Cu fhsion materials alloys?

(4) To analyze the deformation characteristics of three main fision material
systems; namely reduced-activation ferritic/ martensitic, low-activation

vanadium, and copper alloys.

The specific objective of this task is to determine the conditions for the accumulation of
nano-scale defect clusters at slip dislocations. Nano-scale defect clusters are produced from
collision cascades under irradiation. Their accumulation hinders slip od dislocations, and
thus leads to radiation hardening.

BACKGROUND

The deformation behavior of both BCC (e.g. Fe and V) and FCC (e.g. Cu and austenitic
steels) metals is sensitive to neutron irradiation, temperature, strain rate and alloying,
exhibiting a variety of complex mechanisms which render them brittle. Under low
temperature (< 0.4 T~) neutron irradiation, the flow stress increases because of resistance to
dislocation glide on slip planes. At critical neutron fluence, cracks propagate in a brittle
fmhion, dissipating small amounts of energy in plastic deformation. Resistance to
dislocation motion increases as a result of accumulation of dispersed barriers through
radiation-induced lattice defects, as well as general mobility reductions at high strain rates
through phonon and electron damping mechanisms. Additionally, heavily irradiated fusion
materials generally exhibit extreme hardening associated with localized deformation in
“dislocation channels”, which lead to pre-mature loss of ductility and failure. At higher

temperatures, on the other had, helium migration to grain boundaries results in the
accelerated formation of gas-filled cavities leading to transition form matrix to grain
boundary cracking. Non-metallic interstitial elements (e.g- nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen and
oxygen) are transported in the strong stress fields around notches and crack tips, and their
segregation results in dramatic weakening and cracking of stressed components. Modeling
of the detrimental effects of irradiation on the mechanical properties is required to guide
experimental efforts of alloy optimization. Through mechanistic models, one can identifi
material controlling parameters (e.g. alloying elements, operating conditions (flux, fluence,
temperature, stress, etc.), material processing variables, etc.), where the impact could be
minimized.

. Under the current DOE grant at UCLA, research on four tasks has been started.
The first one: Atomistic Computer Simulations, is concerned with the utilization of MD
computer simulations to determine defect production and properties, collision cascade
effects on dislocation motion and dislocation recovery mechanisms, cascade interactions
with radiation-induced barriers to dislocation motion, and the short-range interactions
between dislocation segments and dispersed barriers. In the second task: Atomic Clustering,
we plan to develop efficient computational methods for atomic clustering problems which
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lead to the formation of dispersed barriers under irradiation. This will include

determination of size and composition of precipitate clusters, helium clusters, point defect
clusters, as well as their spatial distribution statistics. Task 3: 3-D Dislocation Dynamics, k
concerned with further development of a breakthrough computational method for studying
localized plastic instabilities. In this method, the elastic field of dislocations ( i.e.
displacement, strain, stress, forces, self and interaction energies) is determined on the basis

of segmenting arbitrarily curved and oriented dislocation loops into 3D parametric curves.
The equations of motion for each loop segment is developed with inertial and viscous drag
mobility effects, thus allowing for studies of irradiation effects on plastic deformation.
Finally, Plastic And Fracture Instabilities Under Irradiation are analyzed in task 4. The
onset of flow localization in irradiated matenials will be determined by combining the
interaction between the hardening effects of radiation-induced barriers and the destruction
of these obstacles by leading dislocations in heterogeneous spatial locations. Several other
fracture mechanisms will be simulated for Fe, V and Cu alloys, including dislocation-crack
interactions, the dynamic structure and size of the plastic zone, and the segregation of
interstitial elements under irradiation to crack tips. Coupling of the computational methods
developed here with the US experimental program is expected to provide an additional tool
for alloy development of fusion structural materials.

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH PROGRESS

Radiation Hardening of FCC and BCC Metals

It has been experimentally established that exposure of all metals to fast-neutron irradiation
results in an increase in their flow stress. It has also been established that when BCC metals
are irradiated at high temperature, or when they are annealed after irradiation, the stress-
strain curve of the unimadiated material is substantially recovered. This is a direct
indication of the role of radiation-induced defect clusters on hardening. Several studies
discuss the relative roles of both alloying elements in ferritic steels (e.g. Ni, Si, C, Mn, Mo
and Co), and intrinsic defect clusters (point defects, dislocation loops, and bubbles) “
produced by irradiation on the shift in the Ductile-to-Brittle-Transition-Temperature
(DBTT) of ferritic alloys [1-4]. Radiation hardening and the shift in DBTT have been
qualitatively and phenomenologicaly related to the interaction of mobile dislocations with
dispersed barriers as well as with relatively immobile forest dislocations.

Under irradiation conditions of almost all-metallic alloys, localized deformation patterns
have been observed. Bloom et al. Observed localized slip traces of{111 } planes with type
304 stainless steel specimens, after being irradiated at 120 ‘C, and deformed to 10°/0[5]. In
FCC alloys, the stress required to unpin small clusters of defects is increased because of the
decrease in inter-barrier separation as a result of irradiation. If dislocation pile-ups form
behind dispersed barriers, leading dislocations experience a sufficient force on them to
break them loose, and with additional dynamic inertia they destroy other irradiation-
induced obstacles. The phenomenon is thus intimately related to the dynamics of
dislocation motion, and cannot be captured by static considerations alone. Dislocation
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channels form in a manner similar to avalanche propagation, and the final result is the well-
documented plastic instability [5-7]. Plastic deformation in this case is concentrated on slip
planes, leading to pre-mature fi-acture.

Intensive experimental investigations of hardening mechanisms in both FCC and BCC
alloys indicated that two types of phenomena govern the increase in flow stress: (1) source
hardening; (2) friction hardening. Source hardening operates when the critical resolved
shear stress level is low, and is increased slowly until dislocations are unpinned fi-om the

influence of small barriers to their motion. The phenomenon is common in BCC alloys,
and is related to the fast diffision rates of impurities, point defects or other elements (e.g.
carbon) to dislocation cores. In FCC alloys, impurity atom diffhsion is not sufficiently fast
to catch up with moving dislocations and result in the associated phenomenon of source
hardening. Source hardening is manifest in a yield drop (from upper to lower yield points),
and can be observed in w-irradiated BCC alloys. The required critical stress to release the
dislocation line from a row of carbon atoms has been roughly estimated [6]. When the
dislocation is free from the locking action of solute atoms, point defects or impurities, the
dislocation can move at a lower stress, causing the drop in the yield point. In FCC alloys,
however, source hardening can only be observed under irradiation conditions, where small
point defect clusters form the pinning obstacles to dislocation motion.

Friction hardening, on the other hand, is thought to be responsible for the characteristics of
plastic stress-strain behavior, as expressed in the work hardening exponent, and several
other measures (yield surface, Bauschinger plastic anisotropy, etc.). It can also be
decomposed into two parts: (1) flow stress increase by long-range dislocation reactions; (2)
flow stress increase by short-range dislocation reactions. Without the influence of
irradiation, both types of reactions occur, but irradiation introduces additional features of
the microstructure, which can modi~ or totally change the nature of these ~es of
interactions. Long-range reactions are qualitatively understood by applying simplified
elasticity solutions for long, straight dislocations. However, the quantitative predictions of

long-range interaction effects on increasing the flow stress are uncertain by factors of 2-4

[8-10]. Several reasons are behind such uncertainties, such as the curved and tangled nature
of interacting dislocations, the influence of forest dislocations on the stren=ti of reactions,
the formation of dipoles and higher order clusters, and the possible annihilation of close by
dislocation segments. On the other hand, the nature and magnitude of short range
interactions are not well-understood, because of uncertainties in the applicability of
elasticity theory, and uncertainties in estimating the overall energetic of close-range
interactions with radiation-induced obstacles (e.g. voids, bubbles, vacancy loops, interstitial
loops, and point defect-impurity clusters).

Starting in 1997, a small effort on the development of a new computational method for
simulation of dislocation microstructure evolution was initiated at UCLA. Funding for this
fi.mdamental work is provided by the ASCI (Accelerated Scientific Computing Initiative)
through a collaborative program with LLNL. This research effort is continuing, and has the
objective of developing general efficient computational methods for material deformation
under general loading conditions. The work is in collaboration with IBM, WSU, and
LLNL, and is backed up by a systematic experimental program. Under the current DOE
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grant, the work is to be extended to the specific
This leveraging of knowledge is now leading to

conditions of fhsion structural materials.
wide reco~qition of the fision materials

problems within the materials science and mechanics communities. There are generic
aspects of plastic and fracture instabilities that touch upon many material systems outside
the specific conditions of the fision environment. However, the current effort supported by
DOE/OFE is dedicated to the specialized irradiation conditions of the fhsion environment.
We report here on some of the general methodologies developed at UCLA so far, and point
to specific results obtained in collaboration with a
collea=wes.

number of national and international

Development of the Parametric Dislocation Method

In this method, the geometry of dislocation se=~ents is represented in parametric

vector form as: i(j) (u) = q~j)i’Vi(u), where the vector f(j)(u) represents the spatial position

of se=gnent (j). A set of parametric fictions IVi(u), and generalized coordinates q~~)

completely determine the shape of the se=gment. The displacement vector, u, the stress

tensor ~ij, and the interaction energy between two loops, El, can now be obtained as fast
numerical sums, over the number of quadrature points Q~~X,the loop segments N~, and the
number of loops NIOOP.These are given by (see our references [1 l-14] for details):

Comparisons of our method with analytical solutions show that the accuracy of calculating
the Peach-Kohler force can be less than 0.5% at distances as close as 1.5 b from the
dislocation core. The calculations of the interaction and self-energies (as well as self-
forces) are absolutely convergent with increasing the number of se=wents and/or
quadrature. Computational speed tests show that the method is as fast as a purely analytical
one for straight se=qents, hence we describe it as a fast sum method.
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Figure (l); InteractionbetweenFrank-Readsourcesin Cu

1

Fig.(2): Formationof ComplexDislocationLoopsin FCC Cu.
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The equations of motion for dislocation se=grnents have been derived fi-om a Galerkin
minimum energy principle, in the same way as customary in FEM techniques in continuum
mechanics. The position, tangent and normal vectors of specific nodes on continuous
dislocation lines are updated for every time step. Our approach provides a great degree of
flexibility in changing the shape and length of each dislocation segment without particular
limitations. TVhen additional crystallographic constraints are included, the influence of the
crystal structure on dislocation shapes can be clearly seen. Figures (l-3) show the
interaction between Frank-Read dislocation sources in FCC Cu. In Figures (1-2), complex
loops form as a result of dislocation source interactions, while Lomer-Cottrel junction
forms in Fiawre (3). The time step is adjusted to capture annihilation interaction within one
FR source, or junction formation along the common line on two conjugate slip planes.

. .

.’

.

,

.
.

Figure (3): Formationof a Lomer-CottrelLockas a result of interactionbetweentwo dislocationloops.
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Dislocation Decoration with Nano-scale Defect Clusters in Irradiated Metals

Collaborators:NM. Ghoniem(UCLA), L. Sun (UCLA), B.N. Singh (RISO), and T Diaz de la Rubia (LLNL)

Under neutron or charged particle irradiation, nano-scale point defect clusters
nucleate directly from atomic collision cascades in irradiated materials. Once these clusters
nucleate, they assume the shape of small prismatic dislocation loops of radial dimensions in
the range of 1-3 nm. Molecular Dynamics (MD) computer simulations [15-17], as well as
experimental evidence suggest that, at least in bcc metals, these clusters can be rather
mobile, and that they migrate predominantly along close-packed crystallographic
directions. The most stable clusters in bcc Fe are glissile sets of co-linear <111> crowdions,

with a dislocation loop characterof~<111>{111 } [15].In fcc CU, hexagonalfaultedFrank

loops of type ~cl 11>{111 } are found to be stable and sessile. Vacancy clusters in Cu are

found to be {111 }-platelets of Stacking Fault Tetrahedral (SFT’S). Experimental evidence
[18,19] suggest that under electron irradiation, where defect clusters are not directly
produced in collision cascades, grown-in dislocations are not heavily decorated with small
defect clusters. The work of Sigle et al [18] indicates that only SFT’S are found within 20
nm of dislocation cores, and their position is on the compression side of edsze dislocations.
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Fig. 4 shows a TEM micrographs of pure single ~’ ‘ ‘~ “ ~~ ,.
crystal Mo irradiated with fission neutrons at 320 K W;*V ,
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leads to a substantial increase in the yield strength
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and hardening of metals. This phenomenon is
particularly severe at low temperatures (i.e.,
below recovery stage V). The decoration of slip
dislocation with defect clusters appears to be the
controlling mechanism for blocking dislocation

Fig.4: Dislocation decoration ~d ‘ ‘rafi’

formation in single crystal molybdenum
irradiated at 320 K to a neutron fluence of
1.5x 1021n/m2 (E> 1 MeV). After ref. [20].
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motion on its glide plane. Moreover, once plastic deformation commences, it is observed to
be rather heterogeneous and concentrated in “soft” deformation channels, while the vast
majority of the matrix is in a state of elastic deformation. The onset of this type of plastic
instability is thus associated with the initiation and propagation of dislocation channels that
are nearly free of defect clusters. Decoration of dislocations with irradiation-produced
defect clusters is possibly the root cause of localized plastic deformation, leading to

premature fracture. At low applied stress levels, defect clusters (of both vacancy and
interstitial type) inhibit dislocation mobility by acting as barriers to their motion. As the
stress is increased in a local region, clusters are absorbed in the dislocation core, and are
hence cleared from the glide plane of a moving dislocation loop. This qualitative picture
can explain the initial radiation hardening, and the subsequent onset of flow localization.

However, quantitative determination of the detailed mechanisms by which the phenomenon
occurs remain largely unexplored [21].

We consider here the conditions for the interaction and accumulation of small,
prismatic-type point defect clusters with grown-in (deformation) dislocation loops. In
particular, we provide theoretical estimates for the attractive elastic interaction region
around dislocations, and compare the results to experimental observations. In addition, we
give theoretical results for the spatial structure of the accumulation, or elastic trapping,
region around dislocation loops. The interaction of point defects with slip loops is also

analyzed and compared to the case of nano-scale defect clusters. In fcc metals of low
stacking fault energy, small defect clusters are faulted, and are hence sessile. We wish to—
show that, as a result of their elastic
interaction with the internal stress

field of dislocations, these clusters
can acquire enough energy to
convert to a more glissile
configuration. We first present the
main features of a new the
computational model for accurate
evaluation of the elastic field of
dislocation aggregates. We
describe the geometry of interacting
dislocations of arbitrary 3-D
shapes. The stress, interaction
ener=~, interaction forces, and
moments on the small defect
clusters are then outlined. Results
of the model are given next, and
compared to existing experimental

observations.

-... .,.. .,,...

1Oooa

Fig. 5: Geometric arrangement of a proto-typical
slip loop and interacting defect clusters in bcc
crystals.
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defect
Fig. 5 shows a typical geometric representation for interaction between prismatic
clusters and deformation slip loops on the primary glide plane of bcc crystals. The

medium is assumed to be infinite and elastically isotropic, but the cube size of Fig. 5 is
taken as (1000 a), where (a) is the lattice parameter. The slip loop is at the center of the
cube, and has a diameter of (400 a), while the clusters have a diameter of 3 nm. For fcc

crystals, the slip loop is assumed to be on the <1 11>-plane, with Burgers vector :<110>.
2

The habit plane of defect clusters in fcc is (110), while their Burgers vector is of the

~<11 ()>$-type. Several combinations of loop and cluster Burgers vectors have been
2
studied. Our analysis indicates that are only four independent interaction ener=gy surfaces
between slip loops and defect clusters existing in bcc crystals.

A dislocation loop of arbitrary 3-D shape is discretized into parametric segments. For each
segment (j), we choose a set of generalized coordinates, and the corresponding shape

functions to represent the configuration of the segment. In this case, the generalized
coordinates are just the position and tangent vectors, associated with the beginning and end
nodes on segment (j). Following Kroner [22] and DeWit \cite [23], the stress field of a
dislocation loop is given by a line integral over the dislocation loop. We extend their
treatment to the specific case of parametric geometric representation. An efficient
numerical integration scheme has
been developed to solve for the
stress field at any point of the
material as a fast summation over 740
quadrature points, as indicated in
section 2.2. above. The
interaction energy of two
dislocation loops 720over is C
calculated by equation (3). ~
However, if one of the loops is ~
infinitesimal, the interaction ~ 700
energy can be simplified, as ~
shown by Kroupa [24]. We ~ ,

assume here (the elastic dipole v 6B0

approximation) that the stress
tensor of a grown-in dislocation
loop is constant over the cross-

660
section of a small point-defect
cluster. In case we treat one

— -2.0
—– -1.8
–– -1.6
-––” -1.4

~~~~-1.Q
–.– -1.0

-0.8
— -0.6
— – -0.4

J

Y-J--=
single vacancy or interstitial atom 700 720 740 760 780 800
as a center of dilatation, the q T p~irection
interaction energy simplifies to
the method of Bullough and Willis Fig. 6: InteractionEnergyContours(in units of kT) for CU
[25].
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Fig. 6 shows a cut in the interaction enera~ surfaces between interstitial defect

clusters of Burgers vector ~<1 11> and a proto-typical slip loop on the <1 10>-plane in bcc-

Fe at RT. The vectors<OO;>
and <110> define the plane

of the contours, and the

energy units are in (kT). In

this particular orientation of
the cluster’s Burgers vector,
the iso-ener=g surfaces are
anti-symmetric with respect
to the $<001 >$-direction.
The symmetry properties of
the iso-enerag surfaces
depend on the relative
orientations of the slip loop
and cluster Burgers vectors.
Generally, the surface
bounding a value of {- k~ is
considered a trapping surface,
and clusters which enter into this Fig. 7: 3-D picture of one of the four trapping zones
zone will oscillate within the in bcc at RT
surface. A 3-D picture of one of
the four trapping zones in bcc at RT is shown in Fig. 7. It is clear that the zone assumes a
{\it crescent} -shape, of maximum width around the edge component of the slip loop. The
trapping zone size diminishes for mixed character segments on the slip loop, and vanishes

at the purely screw component. These results are consistent with experimental observation
[20].

The total force and its moment on the cluster due to the slip loop can also be
computed (see reference 14 for details). They are derived on the basis of the infinitesimal
loop approximation of Kroupa [22], where we extended his formulation by introducing
geometric parameterization of the loops. As the defect cluster moves closer to the core of
the slip loop, the turning moment on its habit plane increases. If the amount of mechanical
work of rotation exceeds a critical value (taken as 0.1 eV/crowdion, as a result of MD
calculations [26], it will change its Burgers vector and habit plane and move to be
incorporated into the dislocation core. The mechanical work for cluster rotation is equated
to this critical value. The critical surface for cluster rotation and hence subsequent
absorption into the dislocation core has been determined. It is found that this stand-of izone
is about one cluster diameter 3 nm. Fig. 7 indicates that the maximum capture zone size (at
the edge component) decreases with temperature, and is greater for fcc-Cu as compared to
bee-Fe. Both observations result fi-om an increase in the cluster thermal ener=~, and a
decrease in its modulus with temperature.

In fcc metals of low stacking fault energy, small clusters may exist in the form of
faulted Frank loops. However, if the cluster size is large enough, it is energetically more



favorable to unfault and

become glissile. Another

unfaulting mechanism is by
assistance of large local stress
fields. An induced surface
tension can change the critical
unfaulting radius, depending
on whether it adds or subtracts
from the stacking fault energy.
For a circular Frank loop to
unfault, the loop containing the
fault and its perfect counterpart
is attained by an additional

Schokley partial ~[li2]. If

clusters are produced very near
dislocation cores, it is found
that the critical unfauling
radius can be as small as 6 nm
in fcc-Cu (see Ref. 14 for
details). This point is
illustrated in Fig. 8, where the

critical unfaulting radius is
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Distancealong <OOlz-Direction
plotted against distance along the Fig. 8: Dependence of the critical unfaulting cluster radius
<001 >-direction in cu. The stress-

free unfaulting radius of 22 nnz is
on its distance from the core of the slip loop

dramatically altered near the core
of the slip loop. On the compressive side, the stress field shrinks the critical radius to 6 nrn,
while it expands it si=tificantly on the tensile side.

It is concluded that the interaction between nano-scale clusters and slip loops is highly
orientation dependent, unlike the situation with defect dilatation centers used in calculations
of dislocation [25]. The size of the elastic capture zone is primarily determined by the
interaction between the edge components of slip loops, and is not very sensitive to cluster-
cluster interaction. Calculated trapping zone sizes are in reasonable agreement with
experimental results. On the other hand, clusters that are very near dislocation cores
(within 3 nnz) can be absorbed into the core by rotation of their Burgers vector as a result of
unbalanced moments. Clusters that glide on prismatic cylinders are trapped above and
below the slip plane in a crescent shape, obstructing the motion of edge components. The)
expansion of loops is thus anisotropic upon iirther deformation, where screw components
will first propagate. It appears that the initiation of a dislocation channel on the slip plane is

associated with the stress required for the dislocation to overcome the collective elastic
potential of trapped clusters, rather than by cutting through dispersed obstacles on the glide
plane in the normal Orowan hardening mechanism.
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RECENT RELEVANT PUBLICATIONS & PRESENTATIONS:

Publications:

(1) N.M. Ghoniem and M. Bacaloni, “Finite Se=gnent Method for 3-D Dislocation
Dynamics,” Eng. Report No. {UCLALMATMC)D-97-(H}, (1997).

(2) H. Huang, N.M. Ghoniem, T. Diaz de la Rubia, M. Rhee, H. Zbib and J. Hirth,
“Stability of dislocation short-range reactions in bcc crystals,” J Eng. Mat. & Tech., in
the press, April 1999.

(3) N.M. Ghoniem, “Curved parametric se=gments for the stress field of 3-D dislocation
loops,” J Eng Mat. & Tech., in the press, April 1999.

(4) N. M. Ghoniem, L. Sun, “A Fast Sum Method for the Elastic Field of 3-D Dislocation
Ensembles,” Phy.s. Rev., Submitted.

(5) N.M. Ghoniem, B. N. Singh, L. Z. Sun, and T. Diaz de la Rubia, “Dislocation

Decoration with Nano-scale Defect Clusters in Irradiated Metals,” Submitted, ~ Nucl.
JIater.

Conference Presentations:

(1) M. Ghoniem, “Three-dimensional Dislocation Dynamics with Parametric Dislocation
Sebments,” Second Euro-Conference on Fracture and Plastic Instabilities in Materials,
Thessaloniki, Greece, September 1997.

(2) N.M. Ghoniem, “Principles of 3-D Dislocation Dynamics,” 13th US Congress on
Applied Mechanics, Gainesville, Florida, June 1998.

(3) N.M. Ghoniem, “ Stability of short-range Reactions in 3-D Dislocation Dynamics, “
Society of Engineering Science Conference, Pulhnan, Washington, September 1998.

(4) N.M. Ghoniem, “Simulations of Dislocation Loop Interactions in Single and Multiple
Slip,” Seventh International Symposium on Plasticity and Its Current Applications,
Cancun, Mexico, January 1999.

RESEARCH COLLABORATIONS

The present research is a result of collaborations with the following national and
international groups:

(1) Dr. Tomas Diaz de la Rubia, Lawrence Livermore National laboratory.
(2) Dr. Klaus Schwarz, IBM Watson Research Center.
(3) Professors H. Zbib and John Hirth, Washington State University.
(5) Dr. Bachu N. Singh, IUSO Danish National Laboratory.
(5) Dr. Hehnut Trainkaus, German Forschungszentrum Julich.

A new collaborative research initiative has been started with Professors Lucas and Odette at
UCSB, to link Dislocation Dynamics to macroscopic fracture mechanics.
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EVALUATION OF FRACTURE TOUGHNESS, CONSTRAINT AND SIZE EFFECTS FROM

CRITICAL CRACK TIP OPENING MEASUREMENTS USING CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY AND

FRACTURE RECONSTRUCTION METHODS —G. R. Odette, G. E. Lucas , K. Edsinger, E.

Donahue and H. Rathbun (University of California, Santa Barbara)

SUMMARY

This work demonstrates the use of confocal microscopy and fracture reconstruction methods to

measure the critical crack tip opening displacement for several candidate fusion reactor structural

materials — including both tempered martensitic steels and V-4 Cr-4Ti — as well as other alloys

for a variety of testing conditions and specimen sizes and configurations. Extensions of the

method to regimes that deviate from small scale yielding, including stable crack growth and small
specimens, based on local measures of toughness combined with simulations of crack tip fields,
are also described.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Design and operation of fusion reactors will require accurate and conservative predictions of load-
ing conditions which might result in rapid and catastrophic fracture by the unstable propagation of

cracks presumed to exist in any large, complex structure. The critical crack tip opening displace-

ment (6*) represents a material’s fracture toughness in a way that is fully equivalent to more fre-

quently cited measures like JIC. Based on standard assumptions of elastic-plastic fracture me-

chanics (EPFM) and in combination with an appropriate constitutive law, ?3’can be used to evalu-

ate the remote loads (stresses) and displacements (strains) leading to fracture initiation in

cracked specimens or structures. Further, since 5* represents a permanent record on the fracture

surface, it is highly robust and can be used for conditions where conventional methods are diffi-

cult or impossible to apply, viz., dynamic loading rates; thin specimens with limited length of crack

front under plane strain; wedge loading; complex (e.g. three dimensional) crack configurations;

and subcritical crack growth. However, 8* is not frequently used because it is difficult and tedious

to measure. These limitations are avoided using a new method based on confocal microscopy

fracture reconstruction (CM/FR). This paper demonstrates the use of confocal microscopy and

fracture reconstruction methods to measure the critical crack tip opening displacement for several

candidate fusion reactor structural materials as well as other alloys for a variety of testing con~i-

tions and specimen sizes and configurations.

Confocal Microscow and Fracture Reconstruction

Kobayashi and co-workers have pioneered the development of fracture reconstruction using topo-
graphic maps of conjugate fracture surfaces to reconstruct the sequence of events involved in the
fracture process [1-4]. We have further developed the fracture reconstruction method using con-

focal microscopy (CM) to obtain the topographic maps of fracture surfaces and a set of algorithms
to construct, align and analyze conjugate fracture surfaces. These methods are described in

more detail elsewhere [5,6], but are reviewed here.

The confocal microscope effectively, optically sections a surface by using a depth of focus which

is small relative to the height variation of the surface features; hence, the surface is illuminated
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only at the points where the focal plane intersects the fracture surface. By systematically chang-

ing the specimen position in zfor a fixed focal length, a series of illumination patterns is obtained

as a function of z, and these images can be recorded digitally and used to computationally recon-
struct a quantitative, three-dimensional, digital image of the surface.

With conjugate tomographs, it is possible to approximately reconstruct the sequence of events

leading up to fracture. Conjugate fracture surfaces are matched and computationally overlapped
until the position of the pre-crack is accurately represented; the surfaces are then computationally

separated by an amount 6 corresponding to the crack tip opening displacement. Since the recon-

struction is computational, the process can be viewed from any direction, and regions of material

separation represent damage evolution.

Fracture reconstruction data can be represented in a variety of ways, and several examples are
illustrated in Figure 1 for ductile crack growth in an edge-cracked specimen of HT-9, a tempered

martensitic stainless steel, loaded in three point bending at 20”C. Figure 1a shows both a side

and top view of material separation of a crack advancing by stable, ductile fracture taken at a

specific 8 (= 225 ~m). Intact material is represented in white, and separation in black. The top

view shows damage nucleation ahead of the crack, and the side view shows the relationship

between the two fracture surfaces along a specific plane perpendicular to the fracture surface and

the crack front (approximately at the center of the figure above). Figure 1b shows the degree of

overlap between the upper and lower fracture surfaces for a given 8 (= O pm) as a function of

position ahead of the crack tip. The upper figure illustrates this from a top view, where overlap is

represented by gray scales (increasing white corresponds to increasing overlap). The lower figure

represents the degree of overlap (vertical) ahead of the pre-crack tip (horizontal) averaged over

the length of the crack front. As such, the lower figure can also be interpreted as the degree of

crack tip opening b,,~,,, (vertical) as a function of crack advance Aa (horizontal), and thus directly
corresponds to J vs Aa. Finally, a sequence of top views onto a crack plane for a series of in-

creasing 8’s is shown in Figure 1c. These images are useful for observing the sequence of events

in crack initiation and growth, as well as for detecting the critical value, ~, at which initiation

occurs. This can be used to estimate fracture toughness from [5]

(1)

where ay is the yield stress, and m is a factor that depends on the alloy stress-strain or constitu-

tive properties and the specimen/structure-crack configuration. For deep cracks in bending and

typical strain hardening rates, m is approximately equal to 2.

Finally, the observations of damage evolution and crack initiation can be combined with finite ele-

ment analysis (FEA) of crack tip stress and strain fields to develop micromechanical models of

fracture and quantify local fracture parameters.

Examdes

Quasi-cleavage

Figure 2 illustrates a CM/FR sequence for fracture in an F-82H specimen (W=l Omm, a/W=O.5)

tested in three point bend at -73”C. Damage in the form of microcleavage cracks begins to form
at a 6 of about 62pm. These microcleavage cracks ultimately coalesce into a process zone crack
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Figure 1. Illustration of the several representations of CM/FR data for HT-9: a) fracture surface

separations at a fixed 6; b) conjugate fracture surface overlap at a fixed 6; c) fracture

surface separations at a sequence of 6’s.
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i3=62pm

... . ..,,,. . . . ... . .. .
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i5=64pm

i5=68pm

Figure 2. CM/FR sequence for fracture in an F-82H specimen (W=l Omm, a/W=O.5) tested in

three point bend at -73°C
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that propagates unstably beyond a 8’ of 70pm. Corresponding FEAshows the initial peak damage

region corresponds with peak stresses’ ahead of the crack tip. Similar obse~’ations and related

analyses have been used to develop a micromechanical model for quasi-cleavage (and cleavage)

fracture based on crack tip stresses exceeding a critical value o’ over a critical area R ahead of the

crack tip. [7]

Ductile Fracture

Figure 3a illustrates a CM/FR sequence for fracture in a low-alloy steel tested in three point bend

at 20”C. Here, damage in the form of microvoid nucleation and growth initiates ahead of the crack

tip and coalesces with the crack tip in a stable, subcritical crack growth process. The variation of

&emote with Aa shown in Figure 3b closely corresponds to the mechanical J-As curve deter-
mined for this test and shown in Figure 3c. The minima/arrests, respectively, in these curves cor-

respond to damage coalescence with the crack tip. The location of damage initiation observed by

CM/FR can be used with high resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to examine the sur-

face for microstructural features that may play a role in crack initiation; in the case of the speci-

men shown in Figure 3, SEM identified a number of large particles in the damage initiation region.

[5]

Fracture Toughness

Figure 4 illustrates that measures of KJ~ determined from CM/FR are in good agreement with val-

ues of fracture toughness, KJC, determined from analysis of mechanical load-displacement datoa

for a wide range of alloys, specimen sizes and test conditions. Hence, CM/FR provides an oppor-

tunity to measure fracture toughness under conditions where standard techniques may not be

easily applied (dynamic loading, small specimens, part through cracks, etc.)

Size Effects

All measures of toughness respond to size and geometry effects. Small or shallow cracked speci-

mens have a higher toughness and hence higher 8*. This is illustrated in Figure 5, where i5remote

vs x (distance ahead of the crack) data are plotted for pre-cracked Charpy specimens (PCC) from

a low alloy steel tested at -40”C; as seen the specimen containing the shallow crack (i.e., crack

length to specimen width ratio a/W=O.l ) blunts to a larger ~ before the onset of unstable fracture

than the deeply cracked specimen (a/W=O.5). These size effects (as well as effects of irradiation
and strain rate) can be modeled using the critical stress/area criteria described above in conjunc-
tion with stress fields calculated by FEA for geometries of interest. This is illustrated in Figure 6,

where both pre-cracked Charpy and pre-cracked 1/3-sized-Charpy (MPCC) data on F-82H are fit

by the same cr*/N criteria on the lower shelf and knee, where quasi-cleavage initiation predomi-

nates .
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Figure 4. Comparison of K~c determined from CM/FR with KJC determined from analysis of

mechanical load-displacement data for a range of alloys, test conditions and speci-

men sizes, including pre-cracked Charpy (PCC) and 1/3-sized Charpy (MPCC) speci-

mens with crack length to specimen width ratios of 0.1 and 0.5~
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Figure 5. ~remote vs x for pre-cracked Charpy specimens from a low alloy steel tested at -40”C
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Figure 6. Effective toughness versus temperature for both pre-cracked Charpy and 1/3-sized-

Charpy data in F-82H. Lines represent predictions of cJ’/A* model.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The use of confocal microscopy and fracture reconstruction to observe the sequence of events in

the fracture process and to measure the evolution of the crack tip opening displacement 8 has

been demonstrated for a variety of alloys. Values of 6’ at the point of crack initiation can be used

to obtain measures of fracture toughness for a large variety of specimens and test conditions.

The evolution of 6 provides insight into the mechanisms of fracture; and measures of 8’ can be

combined with finite element analyses of crack tip stress and strain fields to provide direct mea-

sures of local fracture parameters.

Knowledge of fracture micromechanics, quantification of local fracture parameters, and FEA can

be combined to predict fracture under a variety of specimen/structure sizes/geometries and test/

service conditions.
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COMPARISON OF SWELLING AND IRRADIATION CREEP BEHAVIOR OF FCC-
AUSTENITIC AND B“CC-FERRITICIMARTENSITIC ALLOYS AT ●HIGH NEUTRON
EXPOSURE - F. A. Garner (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), M. B. Toloczko
(Washington State University), and B. H. Sencer (New Mexico Tech)

(Summary of a presentation at the Basic Differences in Irradiation Effects Between fee, bcc
and hcp Metals and Alloys, Congas de Onis, Spain, October 1998)

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

It is well-known that ferritic and ferritic/martensitic steels develop much less swelling than
austenitic steels during neutron or charged particle irradiation. The prevailing assumption is
usually that the steady-state swelling rate of bcc steels is inherently much lower than that of
fcc steels, at least a factor of ten or more. It is shown in this paper that this perception is
incorrect, with bcc steels having steady-state swelling rates perhaps only a factor of two
lower. The creep compliance of the two types of alloys also differs only by a factor of about
two.

This misperception arose from a dose assignment error made -15 years ago, where both
Fe-Cr-Ni ternary austenitic alloys and Fe-Cr binary ferritic alloys in one important EBR-11
experiment were assigned dpa exposure levels that were too large for the lowest
temperature capsules. When the error was recently corrected, it was found that an apparent
low-temperature tendency toward saturation of swelling in Fe-Cr-Ni alloys disappeared, and
that the very low steady-state swelling rate of Fe-Cr binaries was strongly underestimated
and still may not have been attained at the termination of the experiment. Figure 1 presents
the corrected EBR-11 data. Recent Russian data on the swelling of cold-worked iron and Fe-
Cr alloys tends to confirm a possible steady-state swelling rate approaching -0.5%/dpa.

The lower swelling observed in both model and commercial bcc steels is shown in this paper
to be a consequence of much longer transient regimes prior to the onset of steady-state
swelling. Several other commonly held perceptions concerning the swelling of both bcc and
fcc steels are examined in this paper and also shown to require revision. These involve the
effect of cold-work on swelling and the extent of the temperature regime of swelling.

H also appears that the use of well-controlled in-reactor materials tests that employ active
temperature control in FFTF-MOTA tend to yield significantly lower values of void swelling
compared to that obtained under more representative conditions typical of actual reactor
operation in EBR41. Not only was this observed in fcc Fe-Cr-Ni alloys but also in Fe-Cr
binary alloys, as shown in Figure 2.

“ Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) is operated for the U.S. Department of

Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under contract DE-AC06-76RLO-1 830.
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Figure 1. Corrected compilation of Fe-Cr swelling data from an early EBR-11 experiment,
showing that the primary influence of both chromium content and temperature lies in the
duration of the transient regime. This behavior was also seen in the fcc Fe-Cr-Ni ternary
alloys irradiated in the same capsules.
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Figure 2. Comparison of EBR-11and FFTF-MOTA data for identical Fe-Cr alloys. Note that
HT9 and 9Cr-1 Mo irradiated in FFTF-MOTA appear to have only slightly longer transient
regimes of swelling.
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PROGESS ON THE INTEGRATED FOCUS ON FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES - VANADIUM
INITIATIVE – H.L. Heinisch (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory”) and N. Sekimura
(Univers-Ry of Tokyo)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of the Integrated Focus on Fundamental Studies - Vanadium Initiative (lFFS-
V1) is to foster direct collaborations, integration of efforts, and joint utilization of resources by
the US and Japan under the JUPITER Fusion Materials Collaboration agreement. The basic
concept of IFFS-VI is to integrate theory, modeling and experiments, as well as the efforts of
Japanese and US participants, toward a common focus on a specific technological problem
in Fusion Materials research.

SUMMARY

IFFS-VI was initiated at the JUPITER Workshop on Theory and Modeling for Fusion
Materials held October 30, 1997, during ICFRM-8 in Sendai, Japan. The original initiative is
described, participants and collaborations are identiied, and recent progress and future
plans are discussed.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

IFFS-VI is a program of theory, modeling, simulation and experiments focused on the
specfic problem of understanding and predicting the effects of temperature variation during
fission reactor irradiation on the microstructure development and property changes of V-4Cr-

4Ti. This program was devised and embraced by both sides of the JUPITER collaboration
as a means of focusing our individual and joint efforts. The problem chosen aims our theory
and modeling programs at the prime candidate material that has received the least attention
in that regard so far, but it does not preclude advancements in the general fundamental
understanding of irradiation effects. The primary temperature variation experiments, already
planned before IFFS-VI was started, are currently underway as a major JUPITER irradiation
in HFIR. They will provide experimental information on defect accumulation and property
changes under well-controlled and monitored conditions. The temperature variation
experiments will provide a good comparative data base against which to evaluate the
theones and models in V alloys, as well as in general. V-4Cr-4Ti, other V alloys of interest
and some pure metals are among the materials included in the experiments. Separate low-
dose irradiations will be performed in the JMTR reactor and with heavy ions in Japan.

IFFS-VI is expected to continue throughout the remainder of the JUPITER collaboration and
become a strong basis upon which to build future Japan/US mllaborations on theory,
modeling and experiments.

IFFS-VI Tasks

The experimental tasks associated with the neutron irradiations in HFIR and JMTR are
underway or in the development stage, and their performance will not be directly affected by
IFFS-VI. At present, the theory and modeling tasks fall into the broad categories of

“ Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by

Battelle Memorial Institute under contract DE-AC06-76RL0 1830.



Interatomic Potentials, Defect Properties, Cascade Generation, Annealing Simulation and
Comparison with Experiments. A more detailed breakdown of the tasks is indicated below.
It is not anticipated that sufficient resources will exist for the completion of all the tasks within
the remainder of the JUPITER collaboration. However, the task lists serves as an important
instrument for focussing and integrating the activities of both sides.

1. interatomic Potentials

a) Design and evaluate interatomic potentials for V, Ti, Cr and their interactions among
themselves and with He (and O?).

b) Evaluate applicability and feasibility of Tight Binding molecular dynamics (MD) for
defect simulations.

2. Defect Properties

a.) Calculate properties of defects in vanadium

i.) Formation energies, binding energies
Vacancy clusters, loops ,SFT, voids
SIA clusters, loops

ii.) Migration energies, diffusivities
Vacancies, vacancy clusters
SIAS, SIA clusters, SIA loops

b.) Determine alloy and impurity properties

i.) Binding energies of Ti atoms to point defects and clusters
ii.) Binding energies of Cr atoms to point defects and clusters

c.) Simulate defect interactions

i.) V point defect-dislocation interactions
ii.) Loop – dislocation interactions
iii.) Role of Ti, Cr near dislocations
iv.) Oxide precipitate formation

d.) Evaluate helium interactions

i.) He diffusivity in V
ii.) He binding energies to defects, impurities
iii.) Heat grain boundaries

3.. Cascade Generation

a.) Create data base of cascades in vanadium for relevant recoil energy spectra

b.) Examine effects of Ti and Cr alloying elements on defect production

c.) Examine effects of cascade overlap

4. Monte Cario and Analytical Simulations of Microstructural Evolution
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a.)

b.)

c.)

d.)

Determine the fractions of surviving defects for individual cascades as a function of

temperature and energy

Simulate damage accumulation in bulk as a function of temperature and recoil
spectrum

Determine the effects of temperature variation on damage accumulation

Examine the role of grain boundaries on damage accumulation and He
accumulation

5. Comparison with Ex~eriments

The Varying Temperature Irradiation Experiment in HFIR will subject test specimens to cyclic
changes in temperature during irradiation. Each cycle will consist of 0.05 dpa at a lower
temperature, followed by 0.45 dpa at a higher temperature. Ten temperature cycles are
planned for each of two low-high temperature pairs (200-350 C and 300-500 C). TEM
specimens and mini-tensile, -Chatpy and -bend bar specimens will be irradiated. Materials
include ferritic and austenitic steels, refractory alloys, copper alloys and vanadium alloys.
The vanadium alloys include pure vanadium, binary and ternary alloys, as well as the V-4Cr-
4Ti alloy that is the subject of IFFS-VI. Pure Fe, Cu, Mo and W are also includixt in the
experiment matrix.

Prior to obtaining the results from repeated cycles in HFIR, several irradiations will be carried
out in JMTR for conditions identical to one cycle of the HFIR Varying Temperature Irradiation
Experiment.

Some irradiation effects data for vanadium, V-4Cr-4Ti and other vanadium alloys already
exists, although effects of temperature variation are not included.

IFFS-VI Proposed Schedule

IFFS-VI was initiated as a two-year program, with a goal of predicting the outcome of the
HFIR experiments, from which experimental data should be available starting in late 1999 or
eariy 2000. Good progress toward this goal is expected to be made by building on existing
models and using the experimental data that already exist for vanadium. Although there is a
logical sequence of activities toward meeting the goal, many of the IFFS-VI tasks can be
worked on simultaneously and at various levels of physical realism until all the pieces fit
together with the requisite level of physical reality.

It is expected that many of the ongoing developments in theory and modeling of irradiation
effects are directly relevant to IFFS-VI without being developed specifically for V-4 Cr4Ti or
pure V or even bcc metals and alloys, especially developments of models dealing with
defect accumulation and microstructure evolution. These models can be developed in a
general way and made specific to V4Cr417 when cascade and defect property information
for that material is available from MD simulations and first principles calculations.

Basic information that must be established early on includes interatomic potentials for pure V
(some cascade simulations have been done using an embedded atom potential, see below)
and for the V-impurity and V-4Cr41 alloy element interactions. These potentials should be
developed and tested before further atomistic calculations are performed.



Progress is to be shared informally through email, conference presentations, and postings
on a potential Internet web site. Progress will be formally reviewed at a JUPITER
collaboration workshop on theory and modeling, now scheduled to be held in conjunction
with the ICFRM-9, October 10-15, in Colorado Springs.

IFFS-VI Prcmress in Theory , Modelimr and Ex~eriments

The following is a list of papers, presentations and work in progress on fundamental studies
of radiation damage relevant to IFFS-VI objectives involving US and Japanese JUPITER
participants:

The following papers, specifically on vanadium, are in the Proceedings of ICFRM-8, October
26-31, 1997, Sendai, Japan, Part C, J. Nucl. Mater., in press.

“Defect Cluster Formation in Vanadium Irradiated with Heavy Ions,” N. Sekimura, Y.
Shirao, H. Yamaguchi, S. Yonamine and Y. Arai.

“A Molecular Dynamics Simulation Study of Displacement Cascades in Vanadium,”
K: Morishita and T. Diaz de la Rubia.

The following papem, on vanadium and fundamental aspects of radiation damage in BCC
metals, were presented at the International Workshop on Basic Aspects of Differences in
Irradiation Effects between FCC, BCC and HCP Metals and Alloys, October 15-20, 1998,
Cangas de Onis, Spain. The proceedings will be published in J. Nucl. Mater.

“Damage Evolution and Accumulation in Pure Vanadium,” E. Alonso, T. Diaz de la
Rubia and J.M. Perlado.

“Cascade Damage in FCC and BCC Metals, N. Sekimura.

“Modeling of Irradiation Damage Evolution in FCC and BCC Metals,” T. Diaz de la
Rubia and N. Soneda.

“Primary Defect Formation in BCC Iron: The Role of Cascade Energy and
Temperature and Pre-existing Defects,” R. Stoner.

“Atomistic Simulation of Self-interstitial Dislocation Loop Structure and Mobility in
BCC Iron,” B.D. Wirth, G.R. Odette and G.E. Lucas.

“Kinetic Monte Carlo Studies of the Effects of One-dimensional Glide on the
Reaction Kinetics of Interstitial Clusters,” H.L. Heinisch, B.N. Singh and S.1.
Golubov.

“New Aspects of Void Formation in Neutron-irradiated Copper and Nickel at High
Temperature,” Y. Shimomura and 1. Mukouda.

“Deformation and Fracture Mechanisms in Irradiated FCC and BCC Metals,” S.J.
Zinkle and G.E. Lucas.

“Computer Simulation of Fundamental Behaviors of Interstitial Clusters in Fe and
Ni,” E. Kuramoto.
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“Threedimensional Dislocation Dynamics for Computer Simulation of Localized
Plastic Deformation,” N.M. Ghoniem.

The following papers on vanadium were presented at Symposium N on Microstructural
Processes in Irradiated Materials, at the Materials Research Society 1998 Fall Meeting,
November 30-December 3, 1998, Boston, MA, USA. Papers will be published in the MRS
Proceedings for this symposium.

“Dislocation Loops Interaction Wtih Dislocations in Vanadium: An Atomistic Study
with Flexible Boundary Conditions,” E. Alonso, T Diaz de la Rubia and J.M. Perlado.

“Effects of Neutron Irradiation on Tensile Properties of V-Ti-Cr-Si Type Alloys with
Helium Pre-existence,” M. Satou and K. Abe.

A direct collaboration under JUPITER was established between Q. Xu and H.L. Heinisch
during Dr. Xu’s assignment at PNNL. Progress on their study of “The Effects of Temperature
Variation on Defect Accumulation During Irradiation” using KMC simulations will be reported
at ICFMR-9, October 10-15, 1999, Colorado Springs, CO, USA.

FUTURE WORK

Progress by the participants in IFFS-VI will be reviewed at the US/Japan JUPITER
Workshop on Theory and Modeling to be heId in conjunction with ICFRM-9.
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SIMULATION OF DAMAGE EVOLUTION AND ACCUMULATION
IN VANADIUM

E. Alonso, M.-J. Caturla, T. Diaz de la Rubia and J.M. Perlado*

Lawrence Liverrnore National Laboratory, P.O. Box 808,
Livermore, CA 94550, USA

●Institute de Fusi6n Nuclear, JOS6Guti6rrez Abascal, 2
E. T. S.I.I

28006 Madrid, Spain
Summary

Energetic atoms which have been knocked off their lattice sites by neutron or ion
irradiation leave a trail of vacancies and interstitial in their wake. Most of these defects
recombine or cluster within their own collision cascade. Some fraction, however, escape to
become freely migrating defects (FMD) in the bulk of the material. The interaction of FMD
with the microstructure has long been linked to changes in the macroscopic properties of
materials under irradiation. We calculate the fraction of FMD in pure vanadium for a wide
range of temperatures and primary knock-on atom (PKA) energies. The collision cascade
database is obtained from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with an embedded atom
method (EAM) potential. The actual FMD calculation is carried out by a kinetic Monte
Carlo (kMC) code with a set of parameters extracted either from the experimental literature
or from MD simulations. We take two different approaches to the problem and compare
them. The first consists of an idealized simulation for single cascades. Annealing each
cascade at different temperatures allows the mobile species to escape and account for FMD.
The second analyzes bulk diffusion and damage accumulation in a specimen irradiated at a
low dose rate in the presence of impurities, in order to mimic experimental conditions. At
the temperature studied, beginning of stage V, we observe that only vacancies are free to
move whereas most interstitial are stopped by impurities. The fraction of FMD obtained is
11% for high purity vanadium, which is in good agreement with the figures reported in
literature. We also analyze the role of impurities in damage accumulation.

Introduction

Vanadium-based alloys are of great technological importance for future fusion
reactors [1]. Their low activation in a 14 MeV neutron environment make them the ideal
candidates for the structural materkd of the reactor first wall. Thus it is imperative that we
fully understand the production and accumulation of radiation damage in these alloys. We
present a study of damage production and accumulation in pure vanadium in a first step
towards addressing this issue. .

Radiation damage production and accumulation in solids can be divided into two
stages. In the production stage, the impinging particle gradually gives off its kinetic energy
to the atoms of the lattice in the form of energetic recoils. These recoils deposit their energy
in the lattice by generating secondary and higher order recoils that result in a displacement
collision cascade. The outcome of this stage, of the time scale of ps, is a population of
point or clustered defects known as the primary state of damage. In the second stage,
which can extend over seconds, defects that survive recombination within their nascent
cascade migrate over long distances, interacting with the microstructure. These freely
migrating defects (FMD) are responsible for the changes in the macroscopic properties of
metals under irradiation, such as void swelling, embrittlement, radiation enhanced
diffusion, etc.

Computer simulation efforts have been conducted in an attempt to model the two
stages of radiation damage. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations studies using many-
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body potentials of the embedded atom method (EAM) type have proven to be very
successful in the description of the first stage of damage production [2,3]. The modeling of
the second stage has historically been undertaken by rate theory [4-6]. However, the
application of kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) simulations to diffusion processes [7,8] is
starting to gain acceptance among the radiation darnage community. The main strength of
kMC stems from the fact that the highly inhomogeneous nature of the spatial and temporal
damage distribution can be easily incorporated and treated. Moreover, features such as one-
dimensional migration of small interstitial clusters can also be treated within the same
model.

One quantity of fundamental interest for understanding radiation effects in solids is
the fraction of FMD. This fraction has been obtained by different experimental methods in
the literature. The main approach has been to analyze changes in macroscopic propetiies
believed to depend on the FMD population and to interpret these changes in terms of rate
equations. Measurements of radiation-enhanced diffusion [9- 13], radiation-induced
segregation [14- 16], dislocation pinning [17], swelling rates [18], ordering rates [19] and
electrical resistivity [20] have been used during the past twenty years to estimate this
fraction.

We present a calculation of the fraction of FMD in vanadium obtained by coupling
MD with kMC simulations. We compare our results with the experimental data reported in
the literature. We carry out two kinds of calculation. In the first, a single cascade is
annealed at various temperatures. This represents the dilute upper limit of the FMD fraction
corresponding to very low dose irradiation conditions. The second is a simulation of
damage accumulation at a fixed dose rate and temperature with varying impurity
concentration. For the sake of argument the impurities will be considered to be traps of
infinite strength for interstitial and transparent to vacancies. The role of impurities will be
analyzed in terms of FMD population and damage accumulation behavior.

Cascade simulations and defect production

We simulate the primary state of damage by MD simulations. In order to obtain
reliable statistics a significant number
of cascades has to be produced for
each energy. The details of these
simulations are shown in table 1. All
MD simulations were performed
using the MDCASK code either in its
parallel or serial version. AU the
collision cascades were simulated at
room temperature (300 K). Since
little influence of the irradiation
temperature on defect production has
been observed [2,21 ,22], the defect
configurations so generated were
used along the entire temperature
range investigated by kMC. The
temperature was controlled by
connecting the MD box to a thermal
bath applying Langevin dynamics
[23] to the two outer layers of atoms.
The atomic interactions were
described by the Johnson and Oh

Figure 1. State of damage generated by a 10 keV
PKA at 300K. The light points represent self-
interstitial atoms and the dark ones vacancies. The
defect population is stable 15 ps after the PKA
entrance. No clusters larger than size 4 are formed.

EAM potential [24]. The short range interaction part was smoothl~ splined to the universal
potential of Biersack and Ziegler [25]. Previous studies with this potential have accurately
reproduced the melting point and the displacement threshold energies [26].
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Figure 2. Average number of interstitial clusters as a function
of size and PKA energy. The low clustering tendency is the same
for vacancy clusters (Not shown in figure).

Due to the .
open character of the
bcc structure,
channeling occurred
in most of the high
energy cascades.
Simulations in which
channeling caused a
cascade to cross the
boundaries of the
simulation box were
eliminated. Only three
of the 20 keV
cascades were
completed out of
more than ten started.
The simulations were

continued until the
number of defects
reached a stable
population. The high

melting point of vanadium confines the thermal spike associated with fi~ cascade to a sm~l
region that cools down quickly. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the damage produced
by a 10 keV recoil after 15 ps. The light points correspond to self-interstitial atoms and the
dark ones to vacancies. Although vacancies occupy the central part and SIAS the periphery,
the trend is not so obvious as in fcc metals. The defects me spread over the simulation box
mostly as point defects. Only small interstitial and vacancy clusters are formed during this
stage.

Table 1: Computational box size and number of simulations for each recoil energy.

Energy (eV ) Box size (Iat units) no. of atoms no. of cascades
20000 80X80X80 1024000 3
10000 50X50X50 250000 6
5000 45x45x45 182250 4
2000 45x45x45 182250 7
1000 30X30X30 54000 9
500 25x25x25 31250 15

200 25x25x25 31250 15

100 25x25x25 31250 15
An important result of these simulations is the low interstitial and vacancy clustering

observed. We consider a defect cluster to be any group of defects in which each of its
members has at least one of the other elements of the cluster in a first nearest neighbor
position. Figure 2 shows the interstitial cluster distribution as a function of recoil energy
and cluster size. The largest cluster obtained was of 7 units in a 2 keV qascade. Except for
this cluster, no clusters greater than 3 were observed in cascades below 10 keV. This low
clustering is in good agreement with previous MD simulations in bcc metals [21,22,26-28].

Another result of these simulations is the effectiveness of the thermal spike in
repairing damage, in contrast to the predictions of a purely ballistic model [29]. Figure 3
depicts the eftlciency of the ballistic NRT model to describe damage production. The
collisional models breakdown at high energies because of the local melting of the material
[30,3 1] and the damage production saturates at high energies due to subcascade formation.
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previous work in bcc [21,22,27,28].
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energy recoils is 26%, in good agreement with

Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations

In order to extend the time scale of the simulation we couple the MD output to a
IcMC code. The kMC simulations were Performed with the Bi~Mac code written bv Mark.
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Figure 3. Efficiency of the NRT model as a function of
PKA energy. The small drop from 5 keV (34%) to 20 keV
(26%) indicates that the NRT efficiency is close to
saturation.

Johnson at LLN~. The
details of its operation are
described elsewhere [32].
The input needed for the
code is the primary state of
damage obtained from MD,
the diffusivities of the
single and clustered
defects, and the binding
energies of the defect
clusters. The input
parameters of the model are
shown in table 2. All
vacancy clusters are
assumed to be immobile.
The binding energy of
vacancy clusters was
computed by MD. The
formation energy of
different cluster
configurations was
calculated up to size 6
minimizing the energy by a
quasi-newton method [33].
A fit of this curve was
made to determine the
binding energy as a

function of cluster size for larger clusters. The main assumption was that the most stable
configuration of large vacancy clusters is purely spherical. Although in pure metals a void
will collapse to form a faulted dislocation loop, the presence of helium stabilizes spherical
voids. Therefore the assumption should hold for vanadium, a material with high impurity
content and in a helium producing environment. Thus another point of the curve could be
computed for a better fit at large sizes. One perfectly spherical void containing more than

100 atoms was rehxed and its
Table 2: Input diffusivities for kMC and reference. formation energy calculated.

As expected ‘-under this
I)(cm’/s) Km(ev) Kef’erence assumption, the best fit of the

I 1.Oe-03 0.03 [281 formation energy as a
12 7.5e-05 0.067 i28j function of clufi~r size is

13-119 1.4e-04 0.17 [28]. close to a power of (2/3).

v 1.Oe-03 0.7 [37] The interstitial cluster
diffusivities and binding

energies are those calculated by Naoki Soneda for iron with the Johnson&Oh potential
[26]. Iron and vanadium have a number of important similarities: the same type of lattice
and proximity in the periodic table. Moreover, within the context of these calculations both
metals are described by the same type of interatomic potential. This factor in particular led
us to presume that a detailed study of cluster binding energies and cluster diffusivities in
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vanadium would yield similar numbers to those of iron. Single-interstitials and interstitial
clusters of sizes up to 3 were allowed to migrate three-dimensionally. Interstitial clusters of
sizes between 4 and 19 were constrained to one-dimensional migration (glissile) and larger
clusters were considered to be sessile.

Freely migrating defects from single cascades

FMD are those defects that escape recombination within their collision cascade. In.
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Figure 4. Escape ratio of interstitial as a function of recoil
energy and annealing temperature. Mobile interstitial clusters are
also inclusded in the escape ratio. Observe that the escape ratio
decreases with increasing recoil energies.

such a case, the
outgoing flux of
defects through a
spherical surface
centered at the
cascade and of
sufficient radius will
account for those
defects that are highly
unlikely to undergo
recombination.
Obviously this
definition is sensitive
to the radius of the
sphere, the
simulation time and
the temperature. In a
real irradiation
experiment cascade
overlapping occurs,
so it is reasonable to
set a simulation time
slightly lower than
the time for cascade
overlapping for a
given dose rate.
Since the simulation
time is fixed by the
dose rate and the

temperature is another physical magnitude, the only parameter of our model that can affect
the FMD so calculated is the sphere radius. Due to the details of the kMC code, the
simulation box is cubic. We compute the fraction of FMD as a function of temperature and
recoil energy and analyze the sensitivity of the model to the kMC box size.

The simulation details are as follows. We anneal the primary state of damage
obtained in each of the cascades of our database in a kMC box of 100 nm edge. Each of the “
defects that leave the box are flagged as FMD and removed from the simulation. The
simulation time is set to 1000s which is equivalent to a dose rate of 10-9s-lcm-2 in a 100 nm
box. In order to improve the statisticrd validity of the simulation, the calculation was
repeated for 100 different random number sequences for each cascade. The same procedure
was followed over the temperature range from 150 K to 750 K. The fraction of freely
migrating interstitial is displayed in figure 4 as a function of anneaIing temperature and
PKA energy and the fraction of freely migrating vacancies in figure 5. The values shown
are averaged over all the cascades available for each recoil energy.
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As was shown in the previous section, the largest interstitial cluster found is of size
7, which is still mobile under our assumption. The high mobility of these clusters causes
them all to leave the box over the entire range of temperatures investigated, as seen in figure
4. Another interesting feature of this simulation is the correlation between recoil energy and
escape ratio. The higher the PKA energy, the more defects produced, therefore the higher
the mobability for those defects to recombine and the lower the escaDe ratio. This
obse’mation i: in contrast to similar work on other metals in
dependence were seen [34]. The type of lattice may play
difference. In the referenced study, the material analyzed was
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1

which the ~pposite or no
an important role in this
gold, an fcc metal. In fcc
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Figure 5. Escape ratio of vacancies as a function of recoil energy
and annealing temperature. The second step corresponding to stage
V starts to be visible at PKA energies of more than 1 keV.

metals big dislocation
loops are formed
after the collision
cascade and the
vacancy rich core is
clearly separated
from the interstitial
in the periphery.

The picture is
considerably
different for
vacancies as shown
in figure 5. The low
diffusivity of the
single vacancy means
its motion is not
noticeable until
temperatures of about
270 K, which is 100
degrees above the
experimental
temperature of stage
III in this metal [35].
Stage III temperature
is determined by the
migration energy of
the single vacancy.
Unfortunately, the
high impuri~ content

of vanadium reflects in wide disagreements over the experimental temperatures of the
annealing stages. Moreover, the annealing stages are more tied to impurity migration
phenomena than to vacancy migration [36]. These factors led us to use the migration
energy calculated by Bacon et al. [37] in the input parameters. Its value of 0.7 eV seems
like a good compromise given that experiments report values from 0.5 eV to 1.2 eV [35].
Therefore, the 100 degree shift of stage III is a direct consequence of our vacancy
migration energy choice. For low energy recoils that is the only feature of the curve due to
the absence of immobile vacancy clusters. At high PKA energies only the single vacancies
have escaped after stage 111has been reached, but small vacancy clusters still remain in the
box. Only when the temperature is high enough for those clusters to break up and emit
single vacancies can all the defects escape the box. This happens in stage V, which occurs
at the second step located at 550K in the curves corresponding to the 5keV, 10keV and 20
keV recoils. Once again, this temperature is 100 degrees above the experimental one [36].

The main conclusion of this study is that no production bias of vacancies occurs at
any of the temperatures simulated. The fraction of FMD obtained for 20 keV recoils is 17%
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after normalizing by the NRT model. This number is in the same line of previous computer
simulations of metals [28,34,38],

The sensitivity of the FMD to the kMC box size was studied. The same simulation
was perfoned for one of the 20keV cascades, varying the edge of the simulation box from
50 nm to 200 nm. No appreciable difference in the number of FMD was found. The only
difference observed was at the stage III transition temperature. In that temperature regime,
the motion of single-vacancies is extremely low and the box size may slightly shift the
transition temperature. Some slowly moving vacancies escaped from the small boxes while
they did not have enough time in the big ones. This effect is completely negligible.

Damage accumulation

The simulation of the previous section is purely ideal and no experiment would ever
measure that FMD concentration. The interaction of newly produced point defects with the
darnage from previous cascades will dramatically lower that figure. In an attempt to
calculate the fraction of FMD in a more realistic fashion we perform the following darnage
accumulation simulation:

- Dose rate of 104 dpa/s in a kMC box of 200 nm edge.
- Periodic boundary conditions along the three coordinate axes.

- Flat recoil spectrum of 20 keV. The fraction of FMD represented by q is
calculated as follows:

N FMD

V
(1)=

NRT

The fraction of FMD so calculated is independent of recoil energy once the NRT
model efficiency is constant. Figure 3 shows that the efficiency is already constant at 20
keV. Therefore, the results are directly comparable to experiments of neutron or heavy ions
irradiation.

- Temperature of 650K, well above the transition temperature for stage V where
vacancies clusters become unstable.

- Two spherical sinks with a capture radius of 1.5 nm, both for interstitial and
vacancies. These long range sinks play a role similar to that of dislocations. Assuming an
effective length for the dislocation of the order of the kMC box the dislocation density is

5“109 dislcm2.
- Presence of interstitial traps.
The traps can be likened to generic impurities. They are immobile, which

reproduces a stable population of impurities once steady-state is reached. They are
transparent to vacancies but forma tightly bound complex with single-interstitials. In other
words, they are sinks of infinite strength for single-interstitials. Once the impurity-
interstitial complex is formed, the arrival of new interstitial can make it grow but it will
always remain infinitely bound. The only way such complexes can shrink is by the arrival
of diffusing vacancies.

In a simulation of this sort, the number of FMD equals the number of mobile
species immediately before the introduction of a new collision cascade and subsequent
defect overlap. The population of mobile species will drop noticeably after several
cascades. More defects will be available for recombination and a steady count of FMD will
be reached. The fraction of FMD will be this steady-state value over the number of defects
produced by the recoil energy analyzed according to the NRT model.
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Theabsence ofdetrapping will haveanegligible effect onthefractionof~D. On
the other hand, its influence on the damage accumulation will not allow us to establish
quantitative comparisons with experiments. The no-detrapping feature speeds up the
simulation driving the system towards the saturation of the darnage at low doses. Despite
this mismatch between damage and dose, qualitative conclusions can be drawn since the
overall trend is preserved.

We repeat the calculation for two different impurity concentrations: 5 ppm and 100
ppm. In this way we can single out the role of impurities both on the fraction of FMD and
on the damage accumulation. The simulation with 5 ppm is clearly more representative of a
high purity sample used by experimentalists.

Figures 6 and 7 show how the damage accumulation occurs in both simulations.
Darnage saturation is quickly reached at about 10-3 dpa in the high purity case. The cluster
density in the 100 ppm case keeps increasing linearly at the same dose. These curves are
not quantitatively comparable to experiments, not only for the lack of detrapping previously
mentioned, but aho due to the small size of the clusters in the simulation. As will &
explained later, none of the clusters in the simulation should be visible in the microscope,
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Figure 6. Interstitial and vacancy cluster density as a function of
dose for vanadium with 5 ppm impurity content. All the interstial
clusters represented are trapped at the impurities. The number of free
interstitial clusters is negligible.

The -
different behavior
of the two
simulations is
easy to explain in
terms of occupied
trapping sites and
free defects
available. only
when the vast
majority of the
interstitial traps
have captured at
least one
interstitial, can
cluster growth be
expected. Once
this trap
saturation “
reached #
cluster density
growth drops
departing from
linear -behavior
and the growth of
the already
existing clusters
takes place.

Evidently, in the high purity case, the lower concentration of tra~ sites and consequent
faster saturation of them leads to a saturation of the damage faster ‘than in the low ~urity
case. The number of trap sites not only affects the darnage accumulation behavior, but also
the number of freely migrating defects. Most of the cascade produced interstitial are
promptly captured by impurities leaving a population of freely migrating interstitial close
to zero. In any case, the dependence of this rather small number of freely migrating
interstitial on the number of traps is beyond all doubt. The trap concentration plays its role
on the number of freely migrating vacancies also. Although trapping sites are transparent to
vacancies, saturated traps are an effective sink for them. This dependence is shown in
figures 8 and 9. As seen in figure 8, the average of the population of single vacancies in the
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instant before the next recoil entrance is 20 in the case of 5 ppm of impurities. This average
is obtained only over the points of the curve with a steady population of free vacancies.
Normalizing by the NRT collisional model we obtain a fraction of freely migrating
vacancies of 11%. In the low purity case of figure 9, the number of freely migrating
vacancies is 4, 2.2% of the defects predicted by the NRT model. These numbers are in line
with previous experimental and computer simulation results and display the strong
dependence of the fraction of FMD and the concentration of impurities[13,28,34,38]. Due
to the greater effectiveness of the traps at capturing interstitial, the fraction of freely
migrating interstitial is much lower than the fraction of freely migrating vacancies for the
two impurity concentrations. In the case of 5 ppm, the fraction of freely migrating
interstitial is 1% and for 100 ppm an almost negligible 0.07%. Very likely, the presence of
vacancy traps would sway these figures towards more balanced numbers both for freely
migrating vacancies and interstitial. Nonetheless, the imbalance of the two populations of
FMD shows the influence of the type of impurity on the fraction of FMD.
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Interstitial and vacancy cluster density as a function of
dose in vanadium with 100 ppm impurity content. The damage has
not saturated at 10-3 dpa because not all the trapping sites have been
taken.

Figures 10
and 11 show the
cluster size
distribution
function at two
different doses for
the 5 ppm case. At
10-3 dpa, a clear
change in the
shape of the curve
is observed. A
shift toward
higher cluster
sizes is shown in
figure 11. Since
TEM resolution is
of the order of
nanometers, only
clusters over size
40 are visible.
Since the largest
clusters are of size
27, none of the
clusters in our
simulation would
be visible in the
microscope, as
pointed out in the

beginning of this section. In the case of the simulation with 100 ppm, s;nce at 10-3dpa the
damage accumulation is still in the linear regime, no cluster growth has occurred. The
distribution function is not displayed in this case, because no significant changes in the
form of the curve can be seen in the dose range analyzed.

Conclusions

.— — -.—.——
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We have presented an extensive study of darnage accumulation
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Figure 8. Number of freely migrating vacancies as a
function of dose in vanadium with 5 ppm impurity content.
The average number is 20.

couples
in Vanadium that
MD to simulate

darnage production and
kMC to reproduce damage
evolution. The collision
cascades showed the
expected low clustering
behavior of bcc metals.
However, the defect
production obtained is
lower than in the 5 keV
cascades at 10K reported
by Morishita et al. [26].
The production of self-
interstitial atoms (SIA)
drops from 18 at 10K to
12 at 300K, which implies
a 33% decrease.

We calculated the
fraction of FMD by two
different - approaches and
compared both results.
The first one is
comparable to an infinitely
small dose rate in a
perfectly pure material.
The second one consists

of the simulation of low dose rate irradiation conditions in two different materials: one of
high and another of low purity. The main difference detected is the imbalance in the number

I . AverLdy is 4 Irtx vacancies
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Figure 9. Number of freely migrating vacancies as a
funcion of dose in vanadium with 100 ppm impurity content.
The average number is 4 vacancies.

of freely migrating
interstitial and freely
migrating vacancies in the
two cases with impurities.
This disproportion is the
result of the biased nature
of the trapping sites.
Therefore, different types
of imbalances can be
expected for different
kinds of impurities. The
absence of impurities
evens out this imbalance
as seen in the single-
cascade simulation. There
is a strong correlation
between the impurity
content and the fraction of
FMD. For vacancies, this
fraction is 17% in the
pure case, drops down to
11% for only 5 ppm of
interstitial-trapping
impurities and decreases
to 2.2% for 100 ppm. We
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believe the damage
accumulation simulation is the
most valid method to compute
the fraction of FMD.

We also analyze the role
of impurities in the darnage
accumulation process. In spite
of the impossibility of
establishing direct comparison
with experiments, qualitative
conclusions can be drawn. The
existence of impurities clearly
increases the dose required to
achieve the saturation of the
damage. This saturation is
reached in a state in which
defect production and
recombination are perfectly
balanced. Until most of the
trapping sites are taken, the
trapping contribution is too high
to allow equilibrium. Thus, the
higher the content of impurities,
the later the material will reach
the steady state of darnage.

In order to get a deeper
insight into these phenomena
and to reproduce experimental
conditions in a more realistic
manner, work is underway to
include the effect of detrapping,
real impurities and alloying

elements. Additional work is underway to model the behavior of V-Ti-Cr alloys and to
investigate radiation induced hardening and void swelling in these materials.
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KINETIC MONTE CARLO STUDIES OF THE EFFECTS OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL GLIDE
ON THE REACTION KINETICS OF INTERSTITIAL CLUSTERS - H.L. Heinisch (Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory”), B.N. Singh (Rkw National Laboratoy, Denmark) and S.1.

Golubov (Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Russia)

(Summary of a paper presented at the International Workshop on Basic Aspects of
Differences in Irradiation Effects between FCC, BCC and HCP Metals and Alloys, Cangas
de Onis, Spain, October 15-20, 1998. The paper will appear in the workshop proceedings in
J. Nucl. Mater.)

EXTENDED ABSTRACT

A comparison of the available experimental results on cluster dens.Hy and void swelling

clearly demonstrates that there are very significant differences in the defect accumulation
behavior between fcc and bcc metals irradiated under cascade damage conditions over a
wide temperature range [1]. In an attempt to understand the mechanisms responsible for
causing these large differences in the swelling behavior between fcc and bcc metals,
Golubov, Singh and Trinkaus [2] have analyzed the experimental results on void swelling
within the framework of the production bias model (PBM) with the assumption of one-
dimensional (l-D) diffusional transport of self-interstitial atom (SIA) clusters. Molecular
dynamics (MD) studies have demonstrated that the structure, stabil.~, and the fraction of
glissile SIA clusters (migrating onedimensionally) that are produced in cascades in bcc iron
are different from that in fcc copper [3,4].

The mncept of “pure” I-D diffusional transport implies that the gliding SIA clusters
(essentially small glissile dislocation loops) are assumed to maintain the same Burgers
vector throughout their lifetime (until they interact with a sink). It was found that
incorporating the assumption of pure 1-D diffusional transport of SIA clusters into the PBM
does not provide an adequate explanation for the observed large differences in the swelling
behavior between fcc and bcc metals [2]. Rather, Golubov et al. [2] have proposed that the
treatment of the damage accumulation in the PBM should include the effects of changes in
the Burgers vector of SIA clusters during their I-D d.fisional transport. MD simulation
studies have shown that such changes can occur either by thermal activation [5,6] or by
interaction with another SIA cluster ~]. The net effect of this kind of migration is a defect
migration path that is 3-D but consists of segments of 1-D random walks. The reaction
kinetics of this mixed l-D/3-D type of migration will depend on the average length of 1-D
segments relative to the size and concentration of other defects and microstructural features
the SIAS can interact with.

Unfortunately, at present, there exists no mathematical description of the reaction kinetics for
1-D glide with random Burgers vector changes. Some guidance can be found from earlier
work by GUsele and Seeger [8], who analytically described the reaction kinetics of single
crowdions involved in defect recovery during annealing experiments. Their work

demonstrated that even a ve~ small deviation from the pure 1-D d-tiusion (which in their
case involved infrequent jumps of crowdions from one row of atoms to another, continuing in
the same direction in “preferentially “ I-D migration) leads to a decisive change in the
reaction kinetics. While this conclusion has been taken to be the central argument in the
treatment of defect accumulation and void lattice formation in fcc and bcc metals by Golubov

“ Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by
Battelle Memorial Institute under contract DE-AC06-76RL0 1830.
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et al. [2], there still remains the difficulty of analytically describing the effects of random
Burgers vector changes and mixed l-D/3-D migration.

In order to gain insight on these processes, we began investigating the changes in reaction
kinetics as a function of changes in the Burgers vector of one-dimensionally diffusing SIA
clusters, and the size and density of randomly or periodically distributed sinks using kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations.

When the frequency of changes in the Burgers vector is so high that the mean transport
distance between Burgers vector changes becomes of the order of the lattice parameter of
the crystal, the reaction kinetics under these conditions can be assumed to be the same as
in the case of “pure” 3-D d“tisional transport. Thus, the Monte Carlo simulations are used to
study the reaction kinetics of the two limiting cases of “pure” I-D (i.e. when there is no
change in Burgers vector) and “pure” 3-D diffusional transport, as well as when the
dili%sional transport occurs as a mixture of I-D and 3-D.

Empirical computational studies of the effects of scale and Burgers vector change were
performed using a simple kinetic Monte Carlo computer code, following the basic concepts
of the ALSOME kinetic Monte Carlo code used for annealing studies of cascades [9] and
simulations of defect accumulation under irradiation.[1 O] Studies were performed to
determine the effects on absorption of defects into a static array of unsaturable absorbers as
a function of the number of jumps N between direction changes, varying from N=O for “pure”
3-D migration with equally probable jumps along any of the twelve c110s directions to N=co
for pure 1-D migration. These were done for different absorber sizes and concentrations,
and were plotted in terms of the average distance between direction changes, L = a (N/2)1’2,
where a is the FCC lattice parameter.
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Figure 1. The fractions of mobile SIAS absorbed by a periodic array of absorbers of
radius 0.9 nm as a function of the average distance traveled between direction
changes for various concentrations.
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As an example, Figure 1 shows the fraction of defects absorbed as a function of L for six
different levels of concentration.of a periodic array of absorbers of radius R=O.9 nm. Evey
data point represents the average value for the individual trajectories of 1000 mobile defects,
initiated one at a time at random positions and with randomly chosen initial migration
directions within the computational cell. When the probabil.Ry of meeting an absorber
increases at higher concentration, the transition from I-D to 3-D behavior as a function of L
becomes much sharper. This illustrates how defect reaction kinetics in a global sense will
change differently during defect accumulation, depending on the value of L.
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Figure 2. The fraction of 1000 initial SIAS absorbed in a
random array of absorbers as a function of time (in units of
defect jumps) for various values of L, the average distan~
between direction changes

In another example, Fig. 2 shows results of a simulation of recovery (or decay of a defect
population) as a function of time. In this case 1000 mobile SIAS were placed randomly in a
cell containing a tandem array of stationa~ absorbers. The SIAS did not interact with each
other. Figure 2 shows the number of mobile SIAS absorbed in the absorbers as a function
of time, which is measured in units of defect jumps, for runs using various values of L and
the same set of random numbers. The upper curve is for 3-D migration with L=a/d2, and it
shows essentially linear absorption with time. The lower curve is for pure I-D (L=I=J), and it
tends toward a saturation value reflecting the finite size of the cell. In every intermediate
case, there is a transition from 1-D behavior to near 3-D behavior once the defects have
migrated distances comparable to the distances between diretilon changes. In all cases
here about 3% or less of the defects are absorbed under pure 1-D kinetics; significant
absorption occurs only in the regime where the defects display near 3-D kinetics.
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Figure 2 illustrates that even if the distance L between direction changes is large, there is a
regime in which 3-D reaction kinetics takes place. The importance of the onset of 3-D
behavior is directly related to the scale, relative to L, of the microstructural features with
which the SIAS can interact.

Future work will aim at further elucidating the ramifications of mixed l-D/3-D migration on “
defect reaction kinetics through additional kinetic Monte Carlo simulations and incorporating
them analytically into the PBM.
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MATERIALS INPUT FOR THE ARIES-ST DESIGN PROGRAM”
M. C. Billone (Argonne National Laboratory)

SUMMARY

The ARIES-ST design incorporates a number of materials for which data and design criteria are
required. The materials input includes the present status of the materials database, as well as
progress in fabrication techniques and materials development which can be reasonably achieved
over the next 25-50 years. During the past year, input was provided for the copper alloys
considered for the electrically-conducting center post, the aluminum alloys proposed for the
toroidal field return outer shell, the ferritic steels (low-activation and ODS) to be used as first-wall
and blanket structural material, the compatibility between the slow-flowing Pb-Li breeder and the
SiC thermal barrier and the ferritic steel structural material, and the tungsten selected for both the
plasma-facing divertor material and the divertor coolant pipes. Some guidance was also provided
with regard to fabrication and joining techniques. The level of detail provided with regard to the
database and design guidelines for the various components depended on the functional
importance of the component and the status of the database.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

The ARIES Team has completed its design of the ARIES-ST spherical tokamak reactor as part of
its latest power plant study. Final presentations and documentation are due at the January 28-29,
1999 ARIES Team meeting at UCSD in San Diego. Detailed information regarding design
parameters, operating conditions, and material properties can be found at the public web site
http://aries.ucsd. edu/PUBLlC/ by clicking sequentially on “Design Study Descriptions”, “ARlES-
ST”, and “Engineering Design Book.

Throughout the course of the ARIES-ST design study, questions about materials performance
and limits have arisen which required input from the Fusion Materials Program, as well as design
criteria work performed for ITER. Documents such as the iTEFl Material Properties Handbook
(lMPH)and the ITER Interim Structural Design Criteria (lISDC),as well as material properties
summaries written for APEX have been used to resole some of these questions. On-going
research efforts, such as those published in these Semiannual, in summaries of IEA meetings
and in proceedings of materials conferences (e.g., ICFRMS), have also been communicated from
the Fusion Materials Program to the ARIES-ST Design Team. This author has served as the
interface between the materials and design programs to facilitate communication and exchange.
In particular, both material properties and materials performance evaluations have been
communicated to the ARIES Design Team. In addition, design limits have been established
based on the material databases.

The particular materials of interest to the ARIES-ST Design Team are: DS and PH copper alloys for
the toroidal field (W) center post, weldable aluminum alloys for the TF outer shell (which also
serves as the vacuum vessel), low-activation ferritic steels (FSS) for the first-wall and blanket
structural material, low-thermal-conductivity SiC or SiC/SiC composites for the thermal insulation
between the FS and the hot Pb-Li breeder material, and tungsten for the divertor coolant tubes,
which also serve as the plasma-facing component.

*Work Supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Fusion Energy Sciences, under Contract W-31- 109-Eng-38.
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Results

The ARIES-ST Design Team selected a DS copper alloy (AL-15) as its primary candidate for the
center post, with a PH alloy (Cu-Cr-Zr) as an alternate material. The operating temperature range
for this water-cooled structure is 30-1 15“C. The selection was made early in the design process.
Since then, two factors have emerged which may make Cu-Cr-Zr a better choice than Al-15. The
first factor has to do with irradiation performance. Both the DS and PH copper alloys experience a
significant decrease in uniform elongation with dpa in this low-temperature range. However,
recent data (ICFRM-8) suggest that the fracture toughness of Cu-Cr-Zr is significantly higher than
DS copper alloys both before and after low-temperature irradiation. The second factor has to do
with fabrication methods planned for the construction of the center post. Mid-way though the
project, a rapid-prototyping fabrication method was proposed for construction of the center post.
This includes converting powder to molten material and computer-controlled deposition and
shaping. This would be extremely difficult to do with DS copper as the A1203 particles would tend
to redistribute during the melting process. However, it maybe feasible with Cu-Cr-Zr if the material
can be properly heat treated either during or after the deposition and shaping process.

The aluminum TF return shell also sewes as the vacuum vessel for the ARIES-ST. tt is water-
cooled through stainless-steel coolant tubes embedded in the aluminum. The proposed
fabrication includes: welding 13-mm aluminum plates to form upper, middle and lower shell
segments of the vacuum vessel; using computer-controlled spray-casting of aluminum onto each
shell segment to final thicknesses ranging from 0.5-0.7 m at the mid-plane to 2.5 m at the top; and
assembling the three shell segments in the power core area. The top shell is built in place in the
power core area. The bottom and middle shells are constructed outside the power core area.
5000 series aluminum alloys (e.g., 5002 or 5052) are considered as prime candidate materials
because of their good electrical conductivity and weldability. The outer shell operates at relatively
low temperature and stress. All but a very small portion of the shell experiences very low dpa
rates. From a materials perspective, several questions were raised as to the homogeneity and
tensile properties of the final product. For example, would the shell segments need an O-temper
anneal to increase the homogeneity of the final product? Aiso, given the large mass (=2700
metric tons) of the final product, what external structures would be used to support the weight of
the TF return shell?

The first wall is a He-cooled box-like structure constructed of low-activation ferritic steel. In the
early designs, the He entered the first wall at 350”C and exited to the blanket at a temperature low
enough to keep the FS maximum temperature s500”C. For thermodynamic efficiency reasons,
the design was later modified to have the He enter at 300”C and exit to the blanket at 420°C, while
allowing the peak FS temperature to be s600”C. Considerable effort was directed toward
establishing design criteria for the ferritic steel (which is not included in the IMPH). The tensile and
thermal creep data for the Japanese F-82H and the IEA heat F-82H (mod) were compared to the
data for the ASME and RCC-MR code-qualified modified Fe-9Cr-l MoVNb. Even with the
irradiation-induced softening of ultimate tensile and yield strengths of the F82-H above =400”C,
the tensile properties of F82-H remained within the scatter band of those for Fe-9Cr-l MoVNb.
Thus, the established design limit stresses and criteria for the code-qualified material could be
used. The short-term tensile properties resulted in a design stress intensity of 148 MPa at 500”C,
128 MPa at 550”C and 103 MPa at 600°C. However, thermal creep for 3 full-power-years of
operation limited these stresses to 110 MPa at 550”C and 61 MPa at 600”C. The design stress
intensity directly limits the average (through-wall) primary stress and indirectly (though
multiplicative factors) the primaiy bending and secondary thermal stresses. Because of the low
thermal creep strength in the temperature range of 550-600”C, the decision was made to use an
Oxide-Dispersion-Strengthened (ODS) ferritic steel. Because of the limited data on such steels,
the tensile and creep properties of F82-H were shifted (upward) by 50°C which maybe reasonably
conservative. However, the change from 350”C to 300”C minimum temperature and the change
to ODS FS has introduced some uncertainties into the design because of the uncertainties in the
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databases for both FS and ODS-FS. The simultaneous effects of neutron damage and He
transmutation on the DBIT of FS are not well established. While a minimum FS temperature of
3000C maybe reasonable based on neutron irradiations without significant He production, some
question remains regarding the effects of He on the DBIT of ferntic steels such as F82-H. With
regard to the switch to ODS-FS, the uncertainties in the database increase significantly. Also,
special joining techniques are required for ODS-FS in order to retain the creep-resistance of
these alloys. Questions also remain regarding the lower temperature limit (based on DBll_) and
the upper temperature limit (based on possible irradiation-induced softening).

The ARIES-ST blanket consists of a box-like structure of ODS-FS cooled internally by He exiting
the first wall, a thin layer of stagnant or slow-flowing Pb-Li, a SiC thermal barrier, and slow-flowing
Pb-Li breeder. The Pb-Li exits the blanket at 700”C. The database for Pb-LWS is reasonably well
established for faster flow rates. However, the database for the compatibility of Pb-Li/SiC is quite
poor (static Pb-Li with poor quality SiC). More R&D is required in this area to support the design.
Also, no data were found regarding the compatibility of ODS-FS with Pb-Li.

Tungsten was chosen as the divertor material. The divertor consists of Porous Metal Heat
Exchanger Tubes which are best described through the figures in the “Engineering Design
Book.” While the fabrication of these tubes is quite challenging, the focus of this section is the
material properties of the final product. The decision to use unalloyed W rather than more-easily-
fabricated W-Re alloys was based on reducing material costs. This issue will have to be revisited
after a final fabrication cost estimate is made for the unalloyed W. It is specified that the W pipes
will be formed by powder-metallurgy hot-isostatic-pressing, cold-worked, and stress-relieved to
give optimum tensile strength and ductility. The anticipated temperature range is 250-800”C with
the coolant being He. The main structural issues with the stress-relieved W are related to ductility
and fracture toughness both before and after irradiation. The nominal DBIT for stress-relieved W
is given as 100-200”C. However, tensile properties show very low ductility (uniform elongation,
total elongation, and reduction-in-area) in the range of RT-500”C. in general, there are few data
points in this range and there is considerable scatter in the data for cold-worked/stress-relieved W
depending on impurities, amount of cold-work, and time-temperature of the stress relief.
Whatever the DBIT of unirradiated W, the DBll is expected to increase with neutron irradiation.
It is possible that the whole divertor will eventually be in the “brittle” regime with regard to design
rules. Thus, the fracture toughness and/or the critical stress intensity become extremely
important design parameters. With the database for the fracture toughness of unirradiated W
relatively limited, one can only expect that the database for irradiated W is even more limited.
Thus, there remains a material’s issue with regard to the performance of the W divertor. An
additional design feature which may require optimization and demonstration is the joining of the W
divertor to the FS He manifolds in the back of the divertor. Brazing has been specified with Ti-
25Cr-3Be as a possible braze material.

Discussion

While a number of fabrication and materials performance issues regarding the ARIES-ST design
remain unresolved, the design study concerns a power reactor with about a 50 year lead time. In
evaluating the design, it is important to consider what improvements in materials performance and
fabrication can be reasonably achieved over the next 25-50 years, rather than rely on the
limitations of the existing database.

FUTURE WORK

The materials input to the ARIES-ST Design Team will be documented for incorporation into the
final report, as well as journal articles.
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ACCELERATED HELIUM PRODUCTION IN FE-54 DOPED ALLOYS - MEASUREMENTS
AND CALCULATIONS FOR THE FIST (FERRITIC ISOTOPIC TAILORING) EXPERIMENT
L. R. Greenwood, B. M. Oliver, D. S. Genes (Pacific Northwest National Laborato~~, S. Ohnuki
(Hokkaido University), K. Shiba (JAERI), Y. Kohno (University of Tokyo), A. Kohyama (Kyoto
University) and J. P. Robertson (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

To demonstrate and predict the production of helium in iron alloys enriched in Fe-54 to
accelerate helium production for fusion irradiation simulations in mixed-spectrum reactors.

SUMMARY

Iron alloys enriched in Fe-54 were irradiated in the High Flux Isotopes Reactor (HFIR).
Measurements and calculations have been performed to demonstrate and to predict the

accelerated helium production due to higher fast and/or thermal neutron cross sections for
helium-producing reactions on the iron isotopes of Fe-54 and Fe-55. A heliurnldpa ratio of 2.3
was achieved for a 1.25-year irradiation.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Helium analyses of natural iron samples irradiated in HFIR indicated a non-linear buildup of
helium suggesting accelerated helium production due to isotopic shifts.f In order to study these
isotopic differences in both helium and hydrogen production, iron alloys enriched up to 90% in
Fe-54 were fabricated in Japan.2 The F-82H alloy nominally consisted of 8Cr-2WVTa. Fe-54 in
the alloy comprised 967. of the iron or 869’. of the total alloy by weight. For comparison, similar
alloys were produced both with natural iron and with natural iron doped with varying amounts of
boron.

TEM (transmission electron microscopy) aIloy specimens were irradiated in the JP17 and JP22
irradiations in HFIR.3”4Neutron dosimeby measurements and radiation damage calculations for
the JP17 experiment were reported previously: Dosimetry monitors have not yet been
analyzed for the JP22 irradiation. The JP17 irradiation was conducted from December 31,
1991, to February 17, 1992 for an exposure of 43.5 EFPDleadingto about 2.8 dpa and 1.0
appm helium in natural iron. The JP22 irradiation from December 1993 to January 1996
produced an exposure of 458.2 EFPD leading to about 29 dpa and 10.5 appm helium in natural
iron. Calculations discussed in this report used the JP17 dosimetry data normalized to the
JP22 exposure conditions.

Recently, four samples from these irradiations were analyzed for helium content at the Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory. The composition of each specimen is listed in Table 1, The
helium content of each specimen was determined by isotope-dilution gas mass spectrometry

following vaporization in a resistance-heated graphite crucible in one of the mass
spectrometer system’s high-temperature vacuum fumaces.s The absolute amount of 4He
released was measured relative to a known quantity of added 3He“spike”. The results of the
helium analyses are given in Table 11,and are listed as total atoms of 4He released, and as
4He concentrations in atomic parts per million (10% atom fraction). Conversion from total

● Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) is operated for the U.S. Department of
Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under contract DE-AC06-76RL0-1830.

—— — —.. .
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helium to helium concentration was based on an average value of 1.075x 1022atoms/g. The
conversion values were calculated using the alloy compositions. It should be noted, however,
that these conversion values, and the helium concentrations obtained using them, are not
very sensitive to small changes in material composition. Absolute uncertainty (1a) in the

individual helium analysis results, determined from the cumulative uncertainties in the sample
mass, the isotope ratio measurement, and the spike size, is estimated to be approximately
1’?/0.

Table 1. Composition of Fe Alloys

Sample Irradiation Alloy* Iron Boron-10

FN51 JP-17 F-82H Fe54 96% Fe-54

C603 JP-22 F-82H Fe54 96% Fe-54

CI03 JP-22 F-82HB-1O Natural iron 0.0001%
C203 JP-22 F-82H B-1 O Natural Iron 0.0058 yO

*F82-H Fe-54 alloy composition: 7.1 Cr-1 .8W-O.55Si-O.40Mn-O.l 7V-O.1 C-O.04Ta

Table 2. Helium Concentrations in FIST Samples

Specimen

FN51-2-A
-B

Cl 03-A
-B

C203-A

-B

C603-A
-B

Massa

(mg)

1.073
1.603

1.567
1.892

0.851

1.864

1.047
1.711

Measured
4He

(10’4 atoms)

0.5278
0.7765

3.684
4.407

29.81

63.05

7.348
11.96

Helium Concentration
(appm)b

Measured Averagec

4.550 4.52
4.481 0.05

21.89 21.8
21.69 0.1

325.9 320

314.7 8

‘Mass of specimen for analysis. Mass uncertainty is kO.002 mg.
bHelium concentration in atomic parts per million (1O* atom fraction) with respect to
the total number of atoms in the specimen.

CMean and standard deviation (10) of duplicate analyses.

The production cross sections for helium differ for each iron isotope, as shown in Figure 1. The
cross sections shown in the figure were taken from the ENDF/B-Vl libraries.7 During the course
of each irradiation, the iron isotope ratios change due to (n,y) reactions, followed by the
subsequent decay of the radioactive isotopes of Fe-55 (2.73 y) and Fe-59 (44.5 d). Reference
1 demonstrated these effects using mass spectrometry to measure the altered iron isotopic
ratios. As the iron isotope ratios change, the helium production will increase or decrease
according to the different cross sections shown in Figure 1.
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These cross sections were integrated over the HFIR neutron energy spectrum to determine the
helium production rates. The calculated ratios of fast neutron helium production relative to that
of natural iron are 1.85 (Fe-54), 0.93 (Fe-56), 1.89 (Fe-57), and 0.16 (Fe-58). Helium
production cross sections are not available for the radioactive isotopes Fe-55 and Fe-59. New

theoretical calculations would be highly useful for predicting these effects. In reference 1, the
semi-empirical computer code THRESH2 was used to calculate the helium production rate
ratios. These calculations predicted a ratio of 5.95 for Fe-55, although the ratios differed
somewhat from the ENDF/B-Vl values for the other iron isotopes.
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Figure 1. ENDF/B-Vl neutron cross sections for the (n,a) reaction for various iron isotopes.

In order to calculate the helium production for the materials used in the present study, the

measured neutron energy spectrum was used to calculate the transmutation rates for the
various iron isotopes. Helium production was then integrated over short time intervals over the
course of each irradiation. For the samples FN-51 and C603, which are enriched in Fe-54, the
calculations using the above cross section ratios underpredict the measured helium values by
about 50?40. In order to fit the JP-17 helium measurement for sample FN-51, it is necessary to
increase the fast neutron helium production in Fe-54 by about 86?40. This cross section is not
very well known at lower neutron energies, which are the most important in the HFIR neutron
energy spectrum. This new measurement would thus suggest that the Fe-54 (n,a) cross
section in ENDF/B-Vl is too low. The higher helium level seen in the JP-22 irradiation for
sampleC603futi~rrequires some adjustment of the helium production cross 5eCtiOn in F&55.
Mathematically, it is possible to fit the data with either a greatly elevated rate of fast neutron

production in Fe-55 or a weak thermal neutron effect in Fe-55, as originally suggested in
reference 1. If the effect is solely due to fast neutrons, then the ratio of helium production in Fe-
55 to that of natural iron would have to be quite high at about 37:1. Looking at Figure 1, this
would require a neutron cross section peaking at about 1.8 barns, which seems rather unlikely.
The Q-value for the Fe-55(n,a)Cr-52 reaction is quite high at +3.584 MeV. This would suggest
the possibility of a thermal neutron cross section. If the Fe-55/natura! iron helium production
ratio is held at the THRESH2 predicted value of 5.95, then the helium data can be very well fit
using a small thermal neutron helium production cross section in Fe-55 of about 0.011 barns,
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well within the range of the suggested value given in reference 1. Since we do not know either
the fast or thermal helium cross sections for Fe-55, we can only give a range of values that
would fit the data. The most likely answer is that there is a thermal neutron cross section in Fe-
55 of about 0.01 barns and that the fast helium cross section ratio to natural iron is about 5-10.
The data and calculations are compared in Figure 2. The dotted line is calculated without
considering any possible helium production from Fe-55. The curve starts to bend over at high
dpa due to the burnup of Fe-54. The solid line includes helium production from Fe-55 using a
thermal neutron cross section of 0.01 barns and a fast helium cross section of 6 times the
natural iron helium production. The calculations were extended to hiaher exDosures to Dredict
achievable helium/dpa ratios in HFIR for these alloys, as discussed beiow. ‘
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Figure 2. Measured helium production (solid circles) compared to calculations with onlv
the modified Fe-54 cross sections (dotted line) and “with both Fe-54 and Fe-55 modified
cross sections (solid line).

In the case of the natural iron alloys doped with boron (C103 and C203) the high thermal
neutron fluences in these HFIR experiments totally burned out the B-1 O to helium. Converting
from weight percent to atom percent this would predict 4 appm helium from B-1 O in sample
Cl 03 and 321 appm helium from B-1 O in sample C203. Using the same iron isotopic cross

sections derived for the Fe-54 doped alloys, we would predict 20 appm helium from the natural
iron alloys. Adding this to the B-1O values would predict 24 appm helium in sample Cl 03
compared to the experimental value of 22 appm helium (C/E = 1.1O). Similarly, the calculated
value for sample C203 is 344 appm helium compared to the measured value of 321 appm
helium (C/E = 1.07). This level of agreement is well within the uncertainties on the boron
concentrations. Hence, the Fe-54 and Fe-55 cross sections also give good agreement for
natural iron, similar to that seen previously in Reference 1.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE IRRADIATIONS

The present work demonstrates that elevated helium production can be achieved in iron by
enriching with Fe-54 or Fe-55. Irradiations with natural iron produce a nearty constant ratio of
helium (appm) to dpa of about 0.54 using the ENDF/B-Vlcalculatedrate. It shouldbe noted
that this rate is somewhat higher than the ENDF/B-VGas ProductionFile value of 0.37, as
quoted in reference 5, for example. The present experiment achieved a heliumddpa ratio of 2.3,
an increase of a factor of 4.3 over natural iron. In order to simulate fusion reactor conditions,

we would like to achievea helium/dpa ratio of about 10. Using the present alloys, which are
nearly fidly-enriched in Fe-54, it would only be possible to achieve a helium/dpa ratio of about
3:1 with a similar irradiation in HFIR lasting about 4 years, as shown in Figure 2. HFIR
produces about 22.7 dpa in iron per full power year of operation. If alloys were produced with
an initial doping with Fe-55, then fusion-like ratios of helium/dpa could be easily achieved.
Regardless of whether the Fe-55 effect is due to thermal or fast neutrons, Fe-55 will produce
about 37 times more helium than natural iron in HFIR. Pure Fe-55 would thus produce a
heliurn/dpa ratio of about 20:1. The desired fusion helium/dpa ratio of 10:1 could be achieved
by doping natural iron with 50% Fe-55 or with a mix of Fe-54 and Fe-55. This production rate
would, -however, decrease with time as Fe-55 either decays (2.73 y) or is transmuted to Fe-56.
It would be possible to offset these losses by using a mix of Fe-54 and Fe-55 so that Fe-54
would be transmuted to Fe-55 to replace these losses. Total replacement is possible if we
match the initial Fe-54/Fe-55 ratio to the ratio of the decay rate of Fe-55 to the transmutation
rate of Fe-54 of about 3.5:1. In this case, we could achieve a nearly constant heliurddpa ratio
of about 5.9:1. Of course, one would have to allow for losses of Fe-55 due to decay from the
time of production and including possible reactor down times.

Fe-55 is a low-energy x-ray emitter. Hence, it could be safely handled in relatively large
quantities for production of doped alloys, although cost considerations might be a more serious
problem. An alternative would be to first irradiate Fe-54 to breed Fe-55, then use this
transmuted material to make the alloy for the fusion simulation experiment. For example, a two-
year irradiation of Fe-54 in HFIR would breed about 8% Fe-55. The Fe-54 will decrease about
15%, the difference mostiy going to Fe-56. The decay of Fe-55 produces Mn-55 which also
rapidly bumsup to Fe-56. This transmuted iron would then produce an initial heliumldpa ratio

of about 3.3:1 increasing to about 4:1 after a year of irradiation. In order to achieve higher
helium/dpa ratios, it would be necessary to isotonically separate the Fe-55 produced from the
Fe-54 irradiation (or purchased commercially) and then use the separated Fe-55 for further
alloy preparation. In this way, one could produce alloys w“th any desired helium/dpa ratio

including 20:1 (pure Fe-55), 10:1 (50:50 mix of Fe and Fe-55), or a steady-state production at
6:1 (3.5:1 ratio of Fe-54 to Fe-55).

FUTURE WORK

Work is in progress to measure and calculate hydrogen production in these samples.
Additional helium measurements at higher exposure levels would be highly useful in
establishing the helium production cross sections in the iron isotopes.
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MODULATED-BEAM MASS SPECTOMETRYSYSTEM FOR THE DETERMINATIONOF
LOW LEVELS OF HYDROGEN IN IRRADIATED MATERIALS -B. M. Oliver, J. A. Abrefah,
F. A. Garner (Pacific Northwest National Laboratoty~, and A. Kumar (University of Missouri,
Rolls)

OBJECTIVE

To develop a hydrogen analysis system for the determination of low levels of hydrogen in
irradiated materials.

SUMMARY

A high-sensitivity analysis system has been developed for the measurement of hydrogen in
solid materials. The system is based on a low-volume hot crucible hydrogen extraction
furnace in combination with a modulated-beam quadruple mass spectrometer detector
system. Calibration of the system is conducted using a commercially available hydrogen
leak source attached to the detector volume input line. Initial tests on the system using 5 to
10 mg sized specimens cut from a hydrogen-containing steel standard of 5.2 k 0.3 wppm

gave an average concentration of 5.8 * 0.2 wppm. The ultimate system detection limit is
currently -5 x 1014 atoms, or -5 appm for a 10 mg specimen. Future work will now involve
analysis of a number of irradiated materials from various fission and fusion research
programs.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Introduction

Starting in 1997, tests were carried out at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) for
the purpose of fabricating a furnace/analysis system to measure hydrogen gas generation in
1) target and cladding materials proposed for the Accelerator Production of Tritium (APT)
program, and 2) various materials of interest to the U.S. Fusion Materials Program and the
U, S,-Japan JUPITER program. An initial system was developed which permitted the

measurement of hydrogen in tungsten material irradiated in an 800-MeV proton beamf. This
initial system was based on isotope-dilution static-mode gas mass spectromet~, which is the
basis for an existing system at PNNL for the measurement of very low levels of helium in
irradiated materials. Although this system provided useful initial data to the APT program,
the system could only be used for relatively high hydrogen levels (thousands of appm), and
the absolute accuracy of the system was difficult to assess.

In order to improve on the accuracy and sensitivity of hydrogen measurements at PNNL, a
second development effort was undertaken which involved improvements to both the sample
hydrogen extraction and detector components. The hydrogen extraction system
improvements involved significantly reducing the volume and type of materialsin the sample
furnace that were heated and in direct connection to the mass spectrometer detector. The
detector improvements involved a redesign of the detector based on a technique known as
modulated-beam mass spectromet~ (MBMS)3. The MBMS technique involves chopping the

“ Pacific Northwest National Laborato~ (PNNL) is operated for the U.S. Department of
Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under contract DE-AC06-76RLO-1 830.
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input gas flow to the mass spectrometer using a chopper blade, and then using a lock-in
amplifier to detect the resulting modulated hydrogen signal from the much larger background
“de” hydrogen signal emanating from the detector volume.

Hydrogen Extraction Svstem

A schematic diagram of the hydrogen analysis system is shown in Figure 1, with the sample
extraction furnace shown on the left side, and the MBMS detector system on the right.
Hydrogen is extracted from the analysis samples by heating to temperatures up to -1200°C.
The extraction furnace consists of a sample turntable assembly located above a boron nitride
“test-tube” shaped crucible heated on the outside by a resistance-heated tungsten filament.
Samples are loaded into the upper section of the turntable and remotely dropped through the
central vertical channel into the crucible using a bellows-sealed pusher rod. The upper
section can be isolated, vented, and then vacuum pumped to allow for sample loading while
the crucible is maintained under vacuum heating. The top view-port section is sealed to the
turntable section using a double o-ring seal with differential pumping between the o-rings.
Connection to the hydrogen detector system is through a side vacuum channel located below
the isolation gate valve.

The tungsten heating filament is contained inside a water-cooled copper enclosure
connected to its own separate vacuum system. The upper sample/viewport section is sealed
to the lower copper-block section using the same type of double o-ring seal used in the upper
section. Currently, the crucible temperature range is -750”C to -1200”C and is determined

using an optical pyrometer through the upper viewport. Temperature uncertainty is estimated

to be t50°C. A near-term improvement to the system will be the addition of direct
thermocouple measurement of the temperature which will permit more accurate temperature
determination, and allow for stepped-anneal or ramped hydrogen release measurement.

Hydrogen Detector System

The hydrogen detector system is shown in the right hand side of Figure 1. An isolation valve
and quick-disconnect VCR-type@ fitting are provided in the gas line from the extraction
furnace to allow for easy access to the lower water-cooled copper chamber for crucible or
heater replacement. Hydrogen gas flow from the extraction system travels through the
horizontal vacuum line and is interrupted by the rotating six-blade chopper wheel, which
periodically “blocks” and “unblocks” the direct movement of the hydrogen gas to the
ionization region of the detector. The rotational frequency of the chopper blade is controlled
by an ultra-high vacuum stepper motor and external controller. The rotational speed of the
motor can be varied to provide chopping frequencies up to -120 Hz.

The mass spectrometer detector is a standard quadruple analyzer with both faraday cup
and electron multiplier detectors. For the present application, the direct output of the
electron-multiplier is fed to a lock-in amplifier which is synchronized to the chopper
frequency. Synchronization is provided by a square-wave output signal from an infrared
emitter-detector assembly located around the lower section of the chopper wheel.
Calibration of the MBMS system is performed using an external calibrated hydrogen leak
attached to the vacuum line from the extraction system. This calibrated leak has a very small
trapped volume, resulting in virtually no lowering of the leak rate with time.
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Initial Svstem Tests

Initial tests have been conducted on the system to allow for optimization of the various
system parameters including, chopping frequency, mass spectrometer ionizer parameters,
and lock-in amplifier settings. These initial tests were conducted using small stainless steel
samples cut from materiall with a known hydrogen content of 5.2 * 0.3 wppm (equivalent to
285 appm H) at a system crucible temperature of -1200”C. The form of the standard

material was rods, -4 mm in diameter and -10 mm in length. Samples for analysis were
obtained from slices cut from the rods using a slow-speed lsomet@ saw both with and

without water cooling. From each cut slice, four or five analysis specimens were then cut

using small diagonal cutters. Prior to analysis, each specimen was ultrasonically cleaned in
acetone, air dried, and then weighed using a NIST traceable microbalance.

The results of the initial hydrogen analyses are given in Table 1. Column 2 in Table 1
indicates the cutting method employed for each specimen. The hydrogen release curve for
Sample SS501-13 is also shown in Figure 2 as an example. Two release peaks are evident
as the sample quickly heats to the crucible temperature of -1200”C. The results of the six
analyses indicate an average measured hydrogen content in the steel of 5.8 wppm, with a

standard deviation in the measurements of -3Y0. Compared to the stated content of the
steel, the present results show an average bias of +12Y0, although the measured value is
within the 2C uncertainty of the standard. This possible bias is also within the stated H 5’%
uncertainty of the calibrated leak used to obtain the absolute sensitivity for the MBMS
system. Additional analyses of different standard samples may permit an adjustment in the
calibrated hydrogen leak value, resulting in improved absolute uncertainty estimates.

Hydrogen background levels in the system are currently limited by dissociation of residual
water from the room-temperature parts of the system by the hot crucible. This background
level drops significantly for crucible temperatures of -1 000”C, and this lower temperature
may be sufficient for complete hydrogen release in steels. Addition of a water vapor cold trap
to the upper sample section is also being considered. At the present hydrogen background
levels, the lower sensitivity limit for the system is -5 x 1014 atoms of hydrogen release. This
is equivalent to -5 appm in a 10 mg size steel sample.

FUTURE WORK

Following confirmation of system sensitivity and reproducibility, hydrogen analyses will be
conducted on Inconel 718 and additional tungsten samples from the APT program, as well as
a variety of samples from U.S. and U.S.-Japan JUPITER fusion materials programs,
including isotonically-tailored ferritic alloys, SiC composites, vanadium alloys, and reactor

steels.
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Table 1. Measured Hydrogen Contents in Test Steel Samples

Integrated Calculated
Measured Hydrogen Hydrogen

Cutting Mass Sensitivity Release Concentration

Sample Method (mg) (!/”s/mole) (v”s) (wppm)

SS501-17 dry 6.59 1.15E-02 6.24E+05 5.66

SS501-18 dry 7.02 1.22E-02 5.98E+05 5.88

SS501-11 wet 7.34 1.19E-02 5.88E+05 5.56

SS501-12 wet 7.48 1.29E-02 5.74E+05 6.07

SS501-16 dry 5.31 9.96E-03 6.48E+05 5.83

SS501-13 wet 9.37 1.74E-02 6.45E+05 5.80

Mean 5.8
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Figure 2. Hydrogen Release Curve for Sample SS501-13
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CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE FUSION-2 EXPERIMENT FOR IRRADIATION
TESTING OF VANADIUM ALLOYS IN A LITHIUM ENVIRONMENT AT 500-700”C IN THE
BOR-60 REACTOR1 - V. Kazakov, V. Chakin, V. Efimov, V. Petukhov, A. Tuktabiev, P. Gabiev
(Research Institute of Atomic Reactors), H. Tsai, T. S. Bray, D. L. Smith (Argonne National
Laboratory) and A. Rowcliffe (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

BOR-60 is a sodium-cooled fast reactor in Russia with a coolant inlet temperature of 300-330”C.
Previous vanadium alloy experiments conducted in the BOR-60, EBR-11, HFIR, ATR, and SM
reactors indicate that the threshold for low-temperature embrittlement of vanadium-base alloys is
=400”C. The purpose of the proposed Fusion-2 experiment in BOR-60 is to study the effects of
neutron damage in vanadium-base alloys in a lithium environment at the high-temperature end,
i.e., 500-750”C. The objective of the present task is to develop the conceptual design of the
experimental assembly based on the functional requirements of the experiment. The conceptual
development focuses on the construction of the experimental assembly, methods of temperature .
control and measurement, thermal performance of the assembly, and the feasibility of conducting
assembly and disassembly in the Research Institute of Atomic Reactors (RIAR) where BOR-60 is
located.

SUMMARY

The specific requirements of this task were to complete the conceptual designs of irradiation
capsules to a neutron dose of approximately 20 dpa in BOR-60. The specimen matrix will include
sheet tensile, compact tension, bend bars, irradiation creep tubes, and TEM disks. The irradiation
temperatures will be approximately 500, 550, 600, and 650”C; the temperature changes related
to changes in reactor operating conditions are to be minimized; and all specimens are to be
encapsulated in lithium. In addition, the possibility of a multi-temperature assembly and
reconstitution of assemblies was assessed.

PROGRESS

Task Formulation

The Fusion-2 conceptual design effort concentrated on defining the capabilities and limitations of
the experimental irradiation facility. The conclusions of the conceptual design can then be used
as the basis for the detailed engineering design of the Fusion-2 experiment. The task formulation
consisted of defining the requirements of the conceptual design. The requirements are outlined
as follows:

● Determine the maximum irradiation temperature achievable in the BOR-60 reactor with
specimens in a lithium environment. (The desired range is 450-750”C.)

. Determine the methods for specimen temperature control and measurement.

. Design a capsule assembly that allows ho irradiation temperatures.
● Design a capsule with the possibility of reconstitution for achieving top radiation damage

doses of -100 dpa.
● Determine the feasibility of assembly, disassembly, and reloading of capsules in RIAR.

1This work has been suppotied by the U.S. Departmentof Energy, Office of Fusion Energy Research, under
ContractW-31-I 09-Eng-38.
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Capsule Construction

A conceptual design has been established and the schematic of this design is presented in Figure
1. Table 1 presents the materials of construction for the capsule; item numbers refer to
components as identified in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Two-temperature Fusion-2 capsule assembly (left) and cross-section of the capsule
(right).

Table 1: Materials of construction for the Fusion-2 test assembly

Item Test Temperature = 500,550, Test Temperature = 700”C Fill

No. 600°C
1 Hex Can Hex Can He

2 Ss Ss Sodium

3 304 Ss Inconel He (outer)
Sodium (inner)

4 Mo alloy of TZM or VM-lA type Mo alloy of TZM or VM-IA type Li-7, specimens

5 Mo alloy of TZM or VM-lA type Mo alloy of TZM or VM-IA type Li-7, specimens
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Thermal Calculations

Thermal calculations were performed assuming one and two capsules in the assembly. The
thermal calculations were performed in consideration of the reactor power (55 MW), the
distribution of radiation heating in the elements, specimens and the coolant at the specimen
height, radial and axial heat transfer in the assembly, and convective heat transfer in the capsule.
Thermal gas gaps and spatial distribution of temperature were determined using helium as the
gap gas. The results of the calculations are presented in Tables 2 and 3 for a one and two
capsule assembly, respectively, for capsules at temperatures of 500, 550, 600, and 700°C.

Table 2. Results of Fusion-2 basic variant thermal calculations for one capsule in the capsule
assembly

Parameter Capsule Assembly Variation

A B c D

Capsule Temperature (“C) 500 550 600 700
CalculatedGas Gap (mm) 0.25 0.34 0.41 0.62

Axial Temperature Variation from the average (“C)* +20 *26 *28 *42

*The axial temperature variation can be significantly reduced with the addition of masses (e.g.,
tungsten) at the upper and lower locations of the capsule.

Table 3. Results of Fusion-2 basic variant thermal calculations for two capsules in the capsule
assembly

Parameter Camule Assemblv Variation

Lower Upper Lower Upper
Capsule Capsule Capsule Capsule

Capsule Temperature (“C) 500 600 550 700
Calculated Gas Gap (mm) 0.31 0.41 0.43 0.62
Axial Temperature Variation from the Average (“C) *36 ?45 *42 *63

Axial Temperature Variation from the average after
smoothing attempts (“C)* *20 .tqs *25 ~25

●The axial temperature variation can be significantly reduced with the addition of masses (e.g.,
tungsten) at optimum locations within the capsules,

The calculations show that without extra measures, the axial temperature variation across the
capsule can be large. With the addition of mass (tungsten) into the capsule, the temperature
deviation can be significantly decreased; however, the temperature variation may still be
somewhat unsatisfactory.

The one capsule assembly has two drawbacks. First, only a single test temperature would be
achieved in a single capsule; therefore, in order to irradiate specimens at multiple temperatures,
multiple capsules would need to be constructed. [f a single assembly were used, and only one
capsule was irradiated at a time, the irradiation time increases. The combination of constructing
multiple capsules and increased irradiation time increases the total cost of the study. The
assembly irradiation time could be decreased by means of a parallel irradiation of a few capsule
assemblies in analogous cells of the fifth row of the BOR-60 reactor however, this option also
has increased costs.
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The two capsule assembly also has disadvantages. First, the central part of the core is unused;
this does not take advantage of the temperature profile in this area. Second, the lower capsule
specimens are in the lower part of the core where radiation heating uncertainty increases, and the
axial temperature variation throughout the capsule is quite high.

Temperature Control

The specimen temperature will not be actively controlled. Rather, it will be determined by the
preset width of the gas gap. Errors in the radiation heating calculations are *7% and
determination of the reactor power is *2.5%. There is also some uncertainty in the accuracy of
the gas gap and associated with the thermohydraulic process inside of the capsule. The
uncertainty is approximately 3040”C for a test temperature of 700”C and -25°C for a test
temperature of.500°C.

Reductions in the temperature uncertainty can be achieved through the use of a methodical
capsule in an instrumented D-23 cell of the BOR-60 reactor. The methodical capsule assembly
contains thermocouples in the capsule sodium (see Fig. 1), thereby allowing for the measurement
of the temperature in the capsule. [n addition, the D-23 cell has neutronics and temperatures
similar to those found in the E-23 cell. If the D-23 reactor location is available for the entire
irradiation time and the costs are not prohibitive, the capsule could remain in this location for the
entire irradiation period up to a damage dose of 20 dpa. If the core location is not used
throughout the irradiation period, after a short (i.e., weeks) irradiation in the D-23 cell, the
assembly would be discharged and the thermocouples disconnected at the top of the assembly. If
possible, the assembly would then be inserted into the analogous E-23 cell to continue the
irradiation. A potential complication of this approach is that if the disconnection of the
thermocouples and subsequent insertion of the assembly into the E-23 location fails, the capsules
would need to be removed from the D-23 assembly, the subcapsules would need to be opened,

and the capsuleswould have to be reconstructedand placed into a new assembly.

The reactor power over the course of a year can be described in two campaigns, winter and
summer, divided by 45-day outages between each campaign. In addition, another 10 day
refueling outage occurs in the winter campaign. The reactor power averages 30-35 MW in the
summer and -45 MW in the winter. For a 10-MW change in the reactor power, the corresponding
change in the specimen temperature is estimated to be 65-70”C for a test temperature of 700°C
and 30-35°C for a test temperature of 500”C. Additionally, the reactor power fluctuates AI O-15%
during normal operations. Therefore, an acceptable test temperature range must be developed.

One possible way to achieve a more steady temperature for the specimens during the entire
irradiation is to irradiate the assembly only in winter campaigns. Two winters would be necessary
to achieve the desired damage dose of -20 dpa. There is, however, a potentially significant
drawback of staying out of the reactor during the summer. In addition to the prolonged irradiation
time, such action could potentially jeopardize the conduct of a dynamic helium charging
experiment (DHCE) which may be included in Fusion-2. (In a DHCE, tritium is implanted in the
capsule. During the irradiation, some of the tritium would diffuse into the specimen and decay in-
situ into 3He, thereby yielding the concurrent effects of helium generation and neutron damage.
If, however, the assembly is out of the core during the summer, excessive helium may build up in
the specimens without the concurrent neutron damage, thus degrading the experiment.) These
drawbacks could be eliminated by moving the assembly to a more central core location for the
summer to compensate for the lower reactor power in the summer campaign.
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Reconstituted Capsule

A dose-dependent radiation creep model can be developed by collecting geometric data on
specimens at varying doses. The BOR-60 reactor and associated facilities do not allow for the
removal, measurement, and reinsertion of the specimens. Thus, Tables 4 and 5 propose an
irradiation scheme for multiple capsules that allows for the collection of the geometric data on
samples removed and replaced with fresh specimens. Table 4 allows for three capsules in the
assembly; Table 5 allows for four capsules in the assembly. The maximum dose accumulation for
any one capsule is 100 dpa.

Table 4: Dose Accumulation for a Reconstituted Capsule Assembly with Three Capsules.

Irradiation Time Accumulated Dose (dpa)
(Years) Capsule Capsule Capsule Removed

Position 1 Position 2 Position 3 Capsule

1 20” 20 20 20
2 20 40’ 40 40
3 40 20 60* 60
4 60 40 20
5 80’ 60 40 80
6 20 80 60
7 40” 100’ 80’ 100, 80, 40

“Accumulated dose of capsule removed at the end of the year

Table 5: Dose Accumulation for a Reconstituted Capsule Assembly with Four Capsules.

Irradiation Accumulated dose (dpa)
Time (years)

Capsule Capsule Capsule Capsule Removed
Pos”ition 1 Pos-ition 2 Pos”ition 3 Pos”ition 4 capsule

1 20” 20 20 20 20
2 20 40’ 40 40 40
3 40 20 60” 60 60

4 60 40 20 80’ 80
5 80 60 40 20 100
6 100’ 80’ 60’ 40’ 100, 80, 60,

40

●Accumulated dose of capsule removed at the end of the year

The irradiation schemes presented in Tables 4 and 5 assume that the assemblies are at a single
irradiation temperature. However, because some data points will be duplicated with the above

schemes, one could insert the fresh capsulesat a second temperature, thereby allowing for the
collection of dose dependent data at two temperatures.

Table 6 presents the thermal calculations for a four capsule assembly assuming a two-
temperature irradiation scheme. The first four capsules, variations 1 through 4, are at an
assumed 700”C. The last three capsules, inserted after the removal of an original capsule,
variations 5 through 7, are assumed to be inserted at 650”C.
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Table 6: Thermal calculation results for a four-capsule assembly that involves the removal of one
capsule per year and replacingthe removedcapsulewith a fresh capsule.
Parameter CapsuleVariation

1 2 3 4 5* 6* 7*

Capsule Temperature (“C) 700 7;0 700 700 6:0 6:0 650
Calculated Gas Gap (mm) 0.77 0.59 0.56 0.36 0.64 0.49 0.53
Axial Temperature Variation from the average ~32 *5 *2O *65 *35 *5 *2O
(“C)**
*Fresh capsules reinserted after the removal of an original capsule (i.e., capsule 5 replaces
capsule 1 after year one, etc.).
** The axial temperature variation can be significantly reduced with the addition of masses (e.g.,

tungsten) at the upper and lower locationsof the capsule.

.

From the table, it can be seen that the highest axial temperature variation occurs in capsule 4, or
bottom-most, capsule. The addition of tungsten rods does not acceptably smooth the temperature
profile; therefore, a slight shift of the capsules upwards in the core should alleviate this high axial
temperature variation.

CONCLUSION

The Fusion-2 conceptual design effort concentrated on defining the capabilities and limitations of
the experimental irradiation facility. The conclusions of the conceptual design can be used in the
engineering design of the Fusion-2 experiment. During the conceptual design effort, irradiation
temperatures and corresponding thermal gas gaps for multiple capsule assemblies were
determined. Calculations also showed that the test temperatures can be maintained to provide
the desired irradiation damage doses .up to 100 dpa; higher doses can be achieved through
increased irradiation time.

REFERENCE

V. Kazakov et. al., “Conceptual Development of Fusion-2 Experiment for Radiation Test of

Vanadium Alloys in BOR-60 Reactor at 500-700”C in Lithium Environment,” Report on Milestone
1 of the Subcontract28X-SZ738Vof 06/08/98with Lockheed Martin Energy Systems, Inc., USA,
1998.
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE OPERATION OF THE VARYING TEMPERATURE
EXPERIMENT (HFIR-MFE-RB-13J)

A. L. Quails (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) and T. Muroga (National Institute for Fusion
Science, Japan)

OBJECTtVE

The objective of this report is to summarize the irradiation history of the DOE/MONBUSHO
Varying Temperature Experiment (HFIR-MFE-RB13J).

SUMMARY

Imadiation of the HFIR-MFE-RB-13J irradiation experiment began during this reporting period.
Four cycles of operation were completed and the fifth cycle began during the reporling period.
WNle the operating temperatures of the experiment are slightly higher than anticipated, control of
the experiment has worked as expected including temperature control during reactor startup.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

A detailed description of the experiment and planned operating conditions have been reported
[1,2]. The operating guidelines of the experiment were changed to accommodate a higher than
expected heat generation rate within the experimental facility. The temperature of holders B, C,
and D are higher than expected, as shown below. Specimens in Zone B operate at
approximately 530°C. The average specimen temperature in Zone C during the low temperature
operation is approximately 375°C. Specimen temperatures in Zone C are increased to match and
follow those of Zone B during the high temperature phase of the irradiation. The average
specimen temperature during the low temperature phase of the irradiation in Zone D is
approximately 230°C. Zone A operates at the design temperature and the average temperature
of specimens in Zone D are controlled to match those of Zone A during the high temperature
phase of operation.

Average S~ecimen Temperature tC)
Zone Design First 10?40 Remainder
A 350 350 350
B 500 530 530
c 300 375 530
D 200 230 350

Several new control features developed for this experiment have performed well. Electrical
resistance heaters can maintain desired specimen temperatures at all reactor power levels.
Changes in the control gas mixtures take only 10-15 seconds to complete, which results in only
small temperature fluctuations during the reactor power increases of a startup (provided that the
correct flow rates are set before a power change is initiated). Thermal isolation between zones,
and from the zones to the housing is better than expected, which may partially account for high
operating temperatures.

Of the 36 heater elements in the capsule, four failed during pre-imadiation checkouts due to
improper wiring at an instrument cabinet and one was taken out of operation after the first cycle
because of a low electrical resistance to ground. The remaining 31 heaters operated for
approximately 122-full powerdays and show no evidence of degradationto date.
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The control system can maintain specimen temperatures during ascension to full reactor power in
all four zones. Figure 1 shows the reactor power level in MW and the average indicated
temperature of the four specimen holders during a startup and the transition of the variable
temperature zones to the higher temperatures shortly after startup. Typically the temperature
transitions occur approximately 2.4 days after startup, however this startup was a mid-cycle
restart and the temperatures of Zones C and D were increased
after startup.

Mid-cycle restart of Cycle 364

to match those of B and A soon

500

400

200

I

100-

[—Zone A 1

—Zone B

—Zone C

—Zone D
I_ Reactor Power m {

Figure 1: Average indicated temperature of each zone and the indicated reactor power during a
restart of HFIR cycle 364. Soon after startup, the temperature of Zones C and D were increased
to match their steady temperature counterpart.

Due to variations in each startup, reactor power changes will occasionally produce holder
temperatures 10°C higher than the control system is trying to maintain. When this occurs, the
safety systems of the experiment will automatically mol the holder, which results in short term
irradiation of the specimens below the desired irradiation temperature. The temperatures are
returned to nomtal within a few minutes. Figure 2 shows the average indicated temperature of
each zone during a staftup in which the gas flow adjustments made prior to an increase in reactor
power were not sufficient to prevent automated cooling responses.
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Stattup of Cycle 365

600

I
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— reactor power (MVv) 1

I

Figure 2: Average indicated temperature of each zone and the indicated reactor power during
startup of cycle 365. The temperature of Zones A, B and C experienced some low temperature
operation during the startup.

The heaters are rated for 10 amps, but are limited by the control system to an operational range
of 6 amps. The themnal conductivity of the control gas mixture for each zone is varied
independently to keep the required heater power within the operational range of the heaters at all
power levels. Once the reaotor reaches full power, the gas mixtures are adjusted throughout the
cycle to keep cument demands between 1 and 2.5 amps. Gas mixture adjustments are required
every other day at the beginning of a cycle and every day near the end of a cycle.

Zones C and D operate with pure helium (the highest thermally conductive gas available) as the
temperature oontrol gas during the low temperature phase of operation. Argon is added to the
helium to increase their temperature to match those of the steady temperature zones. Because
Zone B operates above the design temperature, pure helium is maintained in its gas gap and little
or no heater input is used in Zone B during full power operation. Because the temperature of
Zone B is not actively controlled, its temperature increases approximately 5°C when the
temperatures of the variable temperature zones are increased. This small temperature change

implies that the gas separation seals between zones are working as planned and the thermal
insulation provided by the stainless steel holder spacers is very good. Wtihin an experimental
length of 44 cm, four zones with temperature differentials as large as 300°C oan be essentially
independently controlled.

Another consequence of not aotively controlling the temperature of Zone B is that its temperature
increases approximately 15°C over the course of a 24-day cyole. This is due to increased heat
generation within the holder (mostly at the end displaced from the reaotor mid-plane) that occurs
as the control plates are pulled from the oenter of the core to compensate for fuel bum-up near
the mid-plane. The use of electric heaters to control temperature in the other zones allows the
response time of the control system to be sufficient to accommodate minor changes in reaotor
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power and primary coolant conditions that can occur when control plates are moved. These
operational necessities can cause short-term temperature changes on the order of 2°C to 4°C in
capsules that are controlled by gas m“tiure adjustment alone. The use of electrical heaters for
temperature control typically reduces the magnitude of the temperature excursions to 0.1“C.

The experiment is rotated 180° after each cycle to ensure that specimens receive a balanced
dose over the course of the imadiation. The angular location within the experimental region
designated Top-Dead-Center (TDC) is closest to the reactor centerline for cycles 2, 4, 6, 8 and
10, and is farthest from the centerline for cycles 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9. The average indicated
temperature of Zone B changes from cycle-to-cycle due to the orientation of the thermocouples
within the zone. The temperature of Zone C is controlled to match that of Zone B. The
temperature of specimens close to TDC will, (on average), experience the largest change in
temperature due to capsule rotation. The average indicated temperature of Zone C is shown in
Figure 3 during cycles 3 and 4 along with the indicated temperature of a group of instrumented
stainless steel CVN and TEM specimens, which are located 15° from TDC. The indicated
temperatures of the specimens are approximately 530°C +/- 8°C in Zone C during the high
temperature phase of irradiation of both cycles. These values are considered typical for stainless
steel specimens in Zones B and C, however additional analysis is required.

550 ,
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500 -

I

475 4
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/

425 - --- I
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*
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I
,
d

350 - ..—

I

325 ——--

300 ~ J

—AVERAGE
!—~~ ~

t— ‘CVN

$s’ $$ N’ N d’ ,$$ ,+’ @ ,$ ,+’ # ,$ ,9’ ,6’ .Q’ ,$’ ,..’ ,$ ,$ ,$ ,..’ ,$? ,$ ,$ .$’,$ ,+’ ,$’
t’ .$’ .%’”.%’”.%*.% .% .% .% .% .% .% .? ,ti? ,$’”

,b J. ,b’ ,W +’ ,b ,b’ .$’ ,M +’ J.’+’ *b 6%# 61 t& ~? & # # (j% ~% (j” C& #

Time (data at 8 hour intervals during cycles 3 and 4)

Figure 3: Average indicated temperature of Zone C and the measured temperature of stainless
steel TEM and CVN specimens in Zone C for cycles 3 and 4 of a 10-cycle imadiation. The
indicated temperature of the zone changes due to rotation from cycle to cycle but the indicated
specimen temperatures remain the same.

One positiie temperature excursion occurred in Zone B due to a control computer failure. The
temperature of the zone increased to a maximum value of approximately 570°C during an

- .—-— — -
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excursion, which lasted approximately 15 minutes. Selected individual thermocouple readings
from each zone are shown in Figure 4 during the transient.

The 10-cycle irradiation ofHFIR-RB-13J is projected to be complete in July 1999.

Cycle364temperature excursion

700

I

‘Zone A

—Zone B

—Zone C

‘Zone D

,, !,.,!,,,.. . . . . . .-,.- ,..- ., - , ,!, ,!, r. r!,, .,, ),V, ,r,, rr, ,”!! $-.-.7.--” -.rlr?Y,.,

Time

Figure 4: Temperature of an individual thermocouple from each zone during a temperature
transient caused by a computer malfunction. Normally the temperature of all zones would
decrease during such a failure, however the temperature of Zone B increased due to argon from
the other zones mixing with the initially pure helium in the Zone B gas gap. The control system
has been modified to prevent additional positive temperature excursions.

1. A. L. Quails and T. Muroga, “Progress on the Design of a Varying Temperature
Irradiation Experiment for Operation in HFIR, “Fusion Materials Semiannual Progress
Report for Period Ending December 31, 1996, p. 255.

2. A. L. Quails, M. T. Hurst, D. L. Raby, D. W. Sparks and T. Muroga, “Progress Report on
the Vaiying Temperature, “Fusion Materials Semiannual Progress Report for Period
Ending June 30, 1997, p. 243.
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OPERATING HISTORY OF THE HFIR MFE-RB-1 IJ AND -12J (P3-2 AND P3-3) EXPERIMENTS

- K, E. Lenox and M. L. Grossbeck (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this report is to provide information on the irradiation history of the HFIR MFE-
RB-1 lJ and -12J experiments.

SUMMARY

The HFIR MFE-RB-I lJ and -12J experiments are being conducted under the auspices of the
Japanese Monbusho, the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), and the U.S. Fusion
Energy Sciences Program. The irradiation of the experiments was completed in July of 1998, and
the disassembly of the experiments is scheduled to be complete in early 1999. The operating
history of both experiments, including the operating temperatures of the specimens, is discussed.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Irradiation History

Both capsules and their associated europium liners were installed into HFIR at the beginning of
fuel cycle 352 which began on Februaw 7, 1997. RB-1 IJ occupied position RB-lA in HFIR and
RB-12J occupied position RB-5B, 180” apart. The desired ten cycles of irradiation were
completed for both capsules at the end of fuel cycle 361, which ended on July 17, 1998. At the
end often cycles, bothcapsuleshad accumulated19,034MWD (megawatt-days) of operation for
a peak dose of 4.9 dpa (in stainlesssteel).

After HFIR cycle 361, the capsules and liners were removed from the reactor and placed in the
HFIR pool for storage. In December of 1998, the RB-I lJ capsule was shipped to the hot cells at
Oak Ridge. National Laborato~ for disassembly. The REL12J capsule is scheduled for shipment to
the hot cells in January of 1999.

Detailed descriptions of the capsules and the associated liners have been reported previously. [1]

Temperature and Irradiation Data

Tables 1 and 2 contain information on the specimens loaded into the RB-1 lJ and -12J capsules.
Each table is sorted by specimen type: Charpy (CVN) specimens in two sizes, bend bars in eight
sizes (88), tensile specimens (SS-3), TEM holders, SiC fibers, J-type tensile specimens (SS-J),
thermal diffusivity specimens (TD, includes temperature monitors), disk compact tension (DCT)
specimens, and pressurized creep tube specimens (PT). Under each specimen type, except for
the TEM holders, a listing of individual specimens is given, grouped by their location and
accumulated dpa values. The operating temperatures are also shown. The same data is given for
the TEM holders, but not for individual TEM disks. The data shown for each of the TEM holders
relates to the centerline of the holder itself. The location of the TEM disks in each holder and the
material composition of each specimen in both capsules was reported previously. [1]

A range is given for each of the temperatures shown in Tables 1 and 2. The range does not reflect
the variation in temperatureof an individual specimen. Instead, the specimentemperature lies
within this range, and the variation of temperaturefor an individual specimen is less than that for
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the group of specimens. With additional analyses, the temperature range for each individual
specimen could be found. The ranges shown for the groups of specimens reflect several different
factors. The factors include changes in HFIR power levels during operation, the change in
temperatures as the capsules are rotated 180° at the end of each cycle, the variation in
temperature over the length of each cycle due to the movement of the HFIR control plates,
uncertainties in the relationship between specimen temperatures and thermocouple temperatures,
and any variation in individual thermocouples over the course of the 10 cycles.

The reactor operated at 85 MW for the majority of the irradiation. However, during cycles 359,
360, and 361, the reactor operated at a reduced power level for short intervals. During cycle 359,
the reactor operated at 10?10power for 45 minutes. During cycle 360, the reactor power dipped to
approximately 83 MW and returned to 85 MW over the course of 30 minutes. During cycle 361,
the reactor operated at 50% power for 47 minutes. The reduced power operation affects less than
3.5 MWD of operation, which is 0.02?40of the total MWD. Temperature data was collected during
these periods of low power operation and the data is included in the results shown in Tables 1 and
2, but the low power data does not have a large impact on the results due to the low displacement
damage accumulated during these periods of low power.

Also included in the temperature data shown in the tables is the observable difference in the
thermocouple readings from cycle to cycle as the capsule is rotated 180° at the end of each cycle.
The thermocouples are oriented such that one half of them are always on the side of the capsule
nearest the reactor core, and the other half are on the other side of the capsule, facing away from
the core. The thermocouple readings are noticeably lower when the thermocouples are not facing
the core. For example, for cycle 354 the average reading on a particular thermocouple in RB-12J
was 478°C, and for cycle 355, the average reading was 491 ‘C. The variation is apparent in all of
the thermocouples in both capsules, but the variation is less for the RB-1 lJ capsule. For RB-1lJ,
the temperature change is 2-10”C, and for RB-12J the temperature change is 5-15“C.

Temperature data was lost for both experiments on two occasions due to the failure of the
computer systems that control the experiments and collect the data. Data is missing for 18 hours
or 64 MWD of operation for the RB-I lJ experiment, which is 0.34% of the total MWD. The data is
missing from cycle 355 (16 hours) and cycle 361 (2 hours). Data is missing for 13 hours or 46
MWD of operation for the RB-12J experiment, which is 0.24% of the total MWD. The data is
missing from cycle 353 (4 hours) and cycle 358 (9 hours). The control equipment for both
experiments is designed to automatically go to a failsafe mode if a control computer fails. This
means that the specimen temperatures during these periods are expected to be lower than the
temperatures shown in the tables by approximately 50°C in RB-1 IJ and 10O°C in RB-12J.

For RB-12J, the attempts to recover from the computer failure during cycle 353 also led to three
separate high temperature excursions. The total time spenl at temperatures above the desired
values was 4 minutes (0.24 MWD). The peak temperatures for the specimens during this time are
approximately 40”C above those shown in Table 2.

REFERENCES

1. M. L. Grossbeck, K. E. Lenox, M. A. Janney, T. Muroga, D. W. Heatherly, K. R. Thorns,”The
Monbusho/U.S. Shielded HFIR Irradiation Experiment: HFIR-MFE-RB-1 lJ and 12J (P3-2 And P3-
3),” Fusion Materials .Serr?iar?nua/ Progress Reporf for the Period Ending June 30, f997, DOE/ER-
0313122, pp. 254-283.

2. R. L. Senn and W. R. Mixon, “Experimental Measurement of Gamma Heat in the High Flux
Isotope Reactor,” Nuclear Technology, Vol. 12, pp. 235-240, October 1971.
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Ible 1. 01

)apsule:
Type:

emp. ~C)
W19

‘6tl O

B*19

Poorlyma

stingten
r
5 CVN
DPA

4.2

7

4.8

4.4

4.f

4.;

4.[

?cf

309

:rature, axial location, accumulated dpa of specimens in RB-11J.

:(cm) iD Code
-12 LBV5

LBV6
LDV8
LDV9

12 L1VI
L1V2
LHVI

LHV2

-6 LDV2

LDV3
LFV8

LFV9
-4 GF37

LDVI
LFV6
LFV7

-10 LBV3
LBV4
LDV6
LDW’

10 L1V3
L1V4
LHV3
LHV4

-6 LBV1
LBV2

LDV4
LDV5

8 L1V5
L1V6
LHV5
LHV6

6 L2V1
12V2
LHV7
LHV8

4 L2V3
L2V4
LFV5
LHV9

emp. ~C
EM 9

irandToi

DPA
4.8

4.g

of 52

Capsule:
Type:

Temp. ~C)
?40-119

261*19

Grand Total

z (cm) ID Code
-2 GF35

GF3&
LFV3
LFV4

2 GF31
GF32
L2V5
L2V6

o GF33

GF34
LFV1
LFV2

b
I I LFV5

R
N202
Z106

3.8 15.5 FA12
LFV4
TJ02
FAO1

4.0 14.15 FA1l
LFV3

TW02m
IT

Z105

3.8 -15.5 FA09
LFVI

LFW1

*

I LFW2
TwOl

23

All dpa values are calculated. Measured valueawill be reported upon completion of dosimety analysis.
DPA calculation basis 19034 MWD of operation; The peak DPAJMWDvalue is 0.000255 for SS, 0.000324 for V,

0.000498 for Al and 20.000255 for the ceramics. All DPA vaiues have been rounded off.

DPA varies with axial location with the equation COS(O.00856(Z-12.7))+ 0.0000171(z-12.7Y2, z in mm (see Ref. 2).

z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. Ail distances have ken rounded off.

Operating temperatures are based on the thermocouple data, corrected for the specimen type and iocation. The given
ranges represent the variation in thermocouple data.

—.. —-. .
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I_able1. (
Capsule:

Type
remp. (Y
294*19

:ratin.atemperature. axial location. accumulateddDaof sDecimensin RB-11J. (cont.)

H-=

-t

FA40
FA54
TJ12

8.89 AO02

FK33

N202

w

*

FA39
6.35 N203

TW03
4.8 -4.21 A024

4.21 FKOO
-3.81 129Z1

3.81

?

4.9 -1.67

-1.27

FA36
N204

TW02
144ZI

A023

130Z1
AO08
FA49

I=I+%
I IFA42

FK30

t-l-=

T
remp. ~c) DPA
!74*19 4.:

5.4

:87*1O 4.7

4.8i

;rand Total of 60

FA41
FA55

TJ11

11.43 AOO1
FK34
N201
TWOS

-11.83 QC62

QC6Y
11.83 QC61*

QC64”
-6.35 FA51

TJ13
6.35 AO03

+=

FK32
4.21 143Z1
4.21 FK04

-3.81 FA50

. .

Capsule:
Type:

Temp. (“C
257*19

?70*10

?77*19

*

TJ14
3.81 AOQ4

FK31

E!3?!w

+
lJ
‘T

I-4=--l

#+

LFVG
4.8 4.48 LIVF

4.48 LFVB
4.5 -8.96 LIVB

mLHVB

8.S6 LBVD
LFVF

4.7 -6.72 L1VD

++=4
LHVD

6.72 LBVB

LFVD
4.8 4.48 LHVF

4.48 LBVA
-2.24 L2VB

mLHVG
2.24 L2VF

LFVA
4.9 0 L2VA

I I A021
“Surrounded by Zr foil

‘“ Contains previously irradiated TEMs

All dpa values are calculated. Measured valueswill be repotted upon completion of dosimetry analysis.
DPA calculation basis: 19034 MWD of operation; The peak DPA/MWD value is 0.000255 for SS, 0.0C0324 for V,

0.000496 for Al and 20.000255 for the ceramics. All DPA values have been rounded off.
DPA vanes with axial lccation with the equation:COS(0.0085B(Z-12.7)) + 0.0000171(Z-12.7)A2,z in mm (sea Ref. 2).

z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have bean roundad off.
Operating temperatures are based on the thermocoupledata, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given

ranges represent the variation in thermocouple data.

,
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‘able 1. Orwatina temmxature, axial location,accumulateddpa of specimens in RB-11J. (cont.)
Capsule

Tyfxx

Temp. ~C)
!8W9

!88*19

Grand Total o
“Pcoriy marke

7lJ- .
Ll

I IY8CWI

I=ta
Y607

8.5 10.5 DY07
8.7 -10.5 DY03
8.8 -9 DY11

9 DY08
9.0 -7.5 DY12

7.5 DY91

9.2 -8 DY1O

6 DY09
-7.5 DT05
7.5 DT02

J+
9.5 -1.5 DY37

DY40
1.5 DY38

-1 DY39

9.6 -4.5 DT03

wDT08

4.5 DTO1
DT04

9.7 0 DYO1
DY05

28

Capsule
Type

Temp. (“C)
?81*19

>rand Total c

4IJi-3

=

DPA z (cm) ID Code
8.5 10.5 DY26
8.8 -9 DY27

9 DY25

9.2 -6 DY23
DY24

6 DY21
DY22

If 7

I Carx.ule: 11lJ 1
Type B-4

Temp. ~C) DPA z (cm) ID Code

281*I9 8.5 10.5 DY31

DY32
8.8 -9 DY33

DY34
9 DY29

DY30

Grand Total of 6

DY19
10.5 DY13

8.8 -9 DY17
9 DYI 4

9.2 -6 DY16
6 DY15

Grand Total of 7

All dpa values are calculated. Measuredvalueswill be reported upon completion of dosimetry analysis.
DPA calculation basis: 19034 MWD of operation; The peak DPAVMWDvalue is 0.000255 for SS, 0.000324 for V,

0.000498 for Al and 2“0.000255 for the ceramics. All DPA valueshave bean rounded off.
DPA varies vdh axial location with the equation COS(O.00858(Z-I2.7)) + 0.0000171(z-12.7Y2, z in mm (see Ref. 2).

z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpointof the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been rounded off.

Operating temperatures are based on the thermocoupledata, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given
ranges represent the variation in thermocoupledata.

— -—. . .
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Table 1. C
Capsule

Type:
Temp. (“C
~3r&9

11219

“heseare I

@ing temperature, axial location, accumulated dpa of specimens in RB-11J. (con!.)

--lIIJ
3-7

t 5.51 F–2 II

J%a
elled identically.

ID Code

Ml

Caosule: 11lJ 1

919 T2
11.25 917 T4

919 M2
271*1O 9.4 6.25 942 T4

Risa
I I I 919M1

9.71 -1.251 917 T3

I w
I 942 M4

>rand Total of 20
These specimens are small unmarked bend

bars that take up the space of one B-6.

All dpa values are calculated. Measured valueswill be reported upon completion of dosimetry analysis.

DPA calculation basis: 19034 MWD of operation; The peak DPA/MWD value is 0.000255 for SS, 0.000324 for V,
0.000496 for Al and 2P0.000255for the ceramics. All DPA values have been rounded off.
DPA varieswith axial locationwith the equation: COS(O.00856(Z-12.7)) +O.OCOOl71(z-12.7)62,z in mm (see Ref. 2).

z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been rounded off.
Operating temperatures are based on the thermocouple data, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given

ranges represent the variation in thermocouple data.
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Jre,axial Iccetion, accumulateddpa of specimens in RB-11J. (cont.)

z (cm) ID Code
-t 1.43 AO02

AO03
N201
N202

11.43 FAI 1
FA12
FK08
FK09

TJ03
TJ04

-11.43 72*
7T

STO1●

ST02’

11.43 70”
70”

-6.89 AO06
AO06
N203
N204

8.69 FA09
FA1O
FK06
FK07
TW03
lvvo4.

-6.35 AO1O
AO11
TJO1
TJ02

6.35 FA07
FA08
FK04
FK05
Twol
TW02

-3.81 AO12
A022
N205
TH02
TH03

emp. ~C
37*19

,mndToti

6.1

x

J
lf 80

z (cm) ID Code
3.81 FA05

FA06

FK02
FK03

ZH40
ZH41

-1.27 A023
A024
TH04
TH05
Z142
Z143

1.27 A025

A026

FKOO
FKOI
Z140

Z141
-6.89 71”

7?
STOY
ST04

8.89 7V
UC15”

-6.35 71”
71”
71
72

6.35 STOY
ST(W

-3.81 ST07
XCIY
XC14

3.81 ZCIY
ZC14

-1.27 Xcls
Zcls

1.27 UCIY
UC14

All dpa values are calculated. Measured values will E-sreported upon completion of dosimetry analysis.
DPA calculation basis 19034 MWD of operation: The peak DPA/MWD value is 0.000255 for SS, 0.000324 for V,

0.000498 for Al and 2“0.030255 for the ceramics. All DPA values havebeen rounded off.
DPA varies with axial locationwiththe equation:cos(O.00858(z-l2.7)) + 0.0000171(z-12.7)’2, z in mm (see Ref. 2).

z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been rounded off.

Operating temperatures are based on the thermocouple data, corrected for thespecimentypeandlocation.Thegiven
ranges represent the variation in therrmxouple data.

-, ..— ——- --- ——-- —



Table 1. C

Capsule
Type

Temp. ~C
!74*9

)7*1 9

“*Bent durir
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temperature,axiallocation,accumulateddpaof specimensin RB-11J. (cont.)

z (Crr
-

7

-1

7

-10.,

x

-M

ion

ID Ctx
AL13*
AL14’
GD3i
GD3S
L2vl
L2V2
AL19
AA47

GB38

GB39

LFV6
LFV7
F7AI “
TD2&
TD31‘
TD34’

TD60’
TD72’
TD9&
TD96”
AV4&

AV52’

F4AR*
F5AH*
TAO?
TD16”
TD40
TD5S
AF76
AL15
GA37
GA38
L2V3
L2V4

AF87

AL17

GA30

GA39

LFV4
LFV5
AF88
AF89
LIV1

“emp.(Y
D7*19

urrounded by Zr foil

z (cm) ID Cod{
-8.8 L2V5

LHV2
LHV3

8.8 AF82
AF85
LFV2
LFV3

LHV1
LHV4

-7.2 AA46

AL18
GB37
L1V2
LI V3

YD02
7.2 AF84

AF86
LBV5
LFV1
LHV5
YD08

-5.6 AA42

AF83

GD38
LI V4
L1V5

YDO1
5.6 AF91

AF92
GD30
LBV3
LBV4
YD09

-4 AA38

AA43

AA48

GF30
GF37
YD07

4 AA41

AA44
AF90’

remp. (“c
107*19

Poorlyma

LBV2
YD04

-2.4 AA40
AF77
AF80
GF38

GF39
YD03

2.4 AA39

AA45
AF79
LDV4
LDV5
YD1O

-0.8 AA38

AA49

AL20
LDV1
LFV8
YD05

0.8 AA37

AF81

AL16
LDV2
LDV3
YD06

-10.4 F2AF*
F347*
F6A2”
F6A4
TD14
TD22’
TD42

TD6tY

10.4 F2A7’

F2AG*

F5AK*

F6A1“
TD25”
TD3&
TD84
TD85’

7
z (cm) ID Code

4 LBV1

All dpa values are calculated. Measured values will be reported upon completion of dosimetry analysis.
DPA calculation basis: 19034 MWD of operation; The peak DPA/MWD value ES0.000255 for SS. 0.000324 for V.

0.000496 for Al and 20.000255 for the ceramics. All DPA values have been rounded off to 2 decimal Dlaces.
-,

DPA varies with axial location with the equation: COS(O.00856(Z-12.7)) + 0.0000171(z-12.7)’2, z in mm (see Ref. 2).
z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been rounded off.
Operating temperatures are based on the thermocouple data, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given

ranges represent the variation in thermocouple data.
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:mperature,axiallocation,accumulateddpaof specimensin RB-11J. (cont.)

D Code’
F2A1
F2A8
F5A7
F7A6

TD12

TD24
TD44

TD46
AV44
AV53

F8A1
F8AG

TAOO
TD52
TD65
TD74
AV42
AV54
F7B0
F8AH
TD20
TD50

TD64
TD76
F340
F34M
F5A0
F7A9
TD1O

TD45

TD83
TD93
AV37
AV39
F6A6
F7AD
TA02
TD15
TD71
TD88

ms are surround(

“emp.(“C;
07il 9

>yZr foil.

z(cm)
5.6

-4

4

x

2.4

D Code”
AV38
AV41
F5A6
F8A7
TD13

TDS4
TD63

TD90
AV40
AV47

F6AM
TA06

TD21
TD51
TD62
TD75
AV48

AV%

F4AB
TA04
TD30
TD41

TD43

TD73
F34R
F4A3
F6AH
F7D0
TAOI

TD11

TD35

TD61
AV49
AV51
F4AH

F5AL

TD23
TD56
TD82
TD94

Temp. (“C)
07*1 9

;rand Total

D Coda*

AV43
AV45
F4A9
F8A0 ~

TA05

TD32 I
TD53
TD80
F2A2
F4A1

F8AK
TD33

TD70
TD81
TD91
TD92

‘All of these specil

All dpa values are calculated. Measuredvalueswillbe reporteduponcompletionof dosimetryanalysis.
DPA calculationbasis 19034 MWD of operatiow The peak DPAJMWDvalue is 0.000255 for SS, 0.000324 for V,

0.000498 for Al and 2’0.000255 for the ceramics. All DPA values havebeen rounded off.
DPA varies with axial location with the equation:COS(O.00858(Z-12.7)) + 0.0000171(z-12.7)’2, z in mm (see Ref. 2).

z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been rounded off.
Operating temperatures are based on the thermocoupledata, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given

ranges represent the variation in thermocoupledata.
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Table 2. Operating temperature,axial location, accumulated dpa of specimens in RB-12J.

Cafxsule 112J

I I ILDW5
LDW6

I I I LHW2
!14*23 3.91 -14.461 LDW1

I I=I-+%%
LFW6

oli22 4.6 -8.11 LHW4
m22 4.4 -10 L1W2

L2W2
10 LBW5

LFW5
4.6 -6 L1W3

L2W3
8 LBW4

LFW4
4.7 -6 L1W4

L2W4
6 LBW3

LFW3
4.8 4 L1W5

L2W5
-2 L1W6

L2’vV6
2 LBW1

LFW1
4 LBW2

LFW2
4.9 0 LHW5

LHW6
and Total of 36

ECapsule:
Type

Temp. ~C
3%21

44!W6

476*22

49(5Q2

;rand Total
Sealedin a

l-l12J
PT

1

. .
1 - . .-.-,,..,

481 -4481 lnln -it .----- .-
4.21 -11.891 LFWG

M
-H=l

LFWB
2.24 X7X7
3.79 L1WA
4.48 x6x6

4.9 -0.69 LBWA

a LFWD
o x8x8

5.75 8.72 11”

9
5.96 6.18 1“
‘ 33

I
r tube

All dpavaluesare calculated.Measuredvalues will be reported upon completion of dosimelryanalysis.
DPA calculation basis: 19034 MWD of operation; The peak DPA/MWD value is 0.000255 for SS, 0.W0324 for V,

0.000498 for Al and 20.000255 for the ceramics. All DPA values have been rounded off.
DPA varies with axial locationwith the equation: COS(O.00858(Z-12.7)) +0.00C0l71(z-12.7)’2, z in mm (see Ref. 2).

z (cm) is the axial distanceof the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been roundad off.
Operating temperatures are baaed on the thermocouple data, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given

ranges represent the variationin thermocouple data.
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Table2, Op

1

Capsule:
TyP&

emp. (“C)
I%21

1W16

3%22

09K22

Surrounde

~tingtern
~J

3 CVN

DPA
4.7

4.8

4.7

4.8

4.2
4.3

5.4

4.5

4.7

byZr foil
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?rature,axial location, accumulated dpa of specimens in RB-I2J. (cont.)

zc(cm) ID Code
6.35 150 Z1

FA46

3.81 A027
FA45

4.32 135 Z1

43.35 FA61
I FKI1

-4=
I FK13

+=

TW09
11.94 149Z1

-11.43 AO06
A02~”

FA56
N206

TA=
Qcw
QC67*
QC6&

-4=

+

A029
FA59
N207
TW07

8.89 151 Z1
FA47
FK09

FK39

*

N211
9.4 148 Z1

-6.35 AO1O

+

A0341
-5.84 131 Z1
6.35 FK06

FK38

*

‘*Appeared bent prior to loading

emp. (“C) DPA z (cm)
19*22 4.8 -3.81

-3.3
1.7a
3.81

4.9 -1.27

-0.76
1.27

rand Total of 56

D Code
AO11
A031
132 Z1
134Z1

FK05
FK37
N209
A012
FA44
FA64
FK35
Twl o
133 Z1
AO07
FA43
FA48
FK36
N208

1- I 46, -7.8, 2a
L I ..-. .——

!51YI+7? I 441 9.71 2-11 I

I 46[ 7.1 I 2-1o I

r.”. — I 1 -. , I

I I
..-1 ,

4.71 -5.3] 2-5’
-. I

LEkiB!a
“Holders made of Zr

““ Contains previouslyirradiated TEMs

All dpavaluesare calculated. Measuredvalueswill be reported upon completion of dosimety analysis.

DPA calculation basis 19034 MWD of operation; The peak DPNMWD value is 0.000255 for SS, 0.000324 for V,
0.000498 for Al and 20.000255 for the ceramics. All DPA values have been rounded off.
DPA varies with axial locationwith the equation: COS(O.00858(Z-12.7))+ 0.0000171(Z-12.7)A2,z in mm (see Ref. 2).

z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been rounded off.
Operating temperatures are based on the thermocouple data, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given

ranges represent the variation in thermocouple data.
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I arxe z. Uperatmg temperature, axial location,accumulated dpa of specimens in RB-I 2J. (cont.)

Capsule: 112J I

DY04
$16*24 7.7 -14.21 DY51

7.9 -14.21 DY42
ta3*22 4.21 -12 Y616

Y618’
8.4 12 DY06

DY49 DY96
~3i22 4.37 -10.5 Y809 9.7 0 DTIO

10.5 Y624 DT12
4.5 -9 Y61O“ Grand Total of 53

9 Y623
4.61 -7.5 Y611

7.5 Y622
4.7 -6 Y612

6 Y621“
4.77 -4.5 Y613

4.5 Y620
4.82 -3 Y614

3 Y619
4.85 -1.5 Y615

o Y617’

1.5 Y618
8.7 -10.5 DY43

DY46
10.5 DY44

DY45
8.8 -9 DT13

DT15
9 DY80

DY83
9 -7.5 DY53

DY55
7.5 DY52

DY54
9.4 -6 DT08

DT09
-3 DY81

DY82
borly marked

333
DPA z (cm) ID Code

9.4 3 DT14
DT16

6 DT07
DT11

9.5 -4.5 DY46

L’R%-’l
H+--l

I CaDsule: 112J I

I TvrE: IB-H., —
Temp. (“C) DPA z (cm) I ID Code
3%24 7.7 14.21I DY58

DY57
DY58

DY59
416?24 7.7 -14.21 DY80

DY61
DY62
DY83

GrandTotalof8

Capsule: 12J
Type B-3

Temp. (“C) DPA z (cm) ID Code
3%24 7.7 14.21 DY68

DY69
DY70
DY71
DY92

416*24 7.7 -14.21 DY28
DY84
DY85
DY88
DY67

Grand Total of 10

All dpa values are calculated. Measured valueswill be reported upon completion of dosimet~ analysis.

DPA calculation basis 19034 MWD of operation; The peak DPAffMWDvalue is 0.000255 for SS,”O.0C0324for V,

0.003498 for Al and 20.000255 for the ceramics. All DPA values have been rounded off.
DPA varies with axial location with the equation:COS(O.0=0858(Z-I2.7)) + 0.0000171(z-12.7)’2, z in mm (see Ref. 2).

z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have bean rounded off.

Operating temperatures are based on the thermocouple data, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given

ranges represent the variation in thermocouple data.
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S1
11.25 P6

S8

98*22 9 -8.75 HI
NI

8.75 D5
N3

9.4 -6.25 D6

6.25 H3

9.6 -3.75 H5

3.75 G4
9.7 -1.25 G3

N2
1.25 P5

S3

3randTotalof 24
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rable 2. Operating temperature, axial location,
Capsule: 12J

Tyfx B-4

Temp. (“C) DPA z (cm) ID Code

X20i24 7.7 14.21 DY35
DY36
DY72
DY73
DY78

U 6*24 7.7 -14.21 DY74
DY75

DY76

Dm

DY79

Grand Total of 10

accun

All dpa values are calculated. Measured values will be reported upon completionof dosimetry analysis.

DPA calculation basis 19034 MWD of operation; The peak DPAJMWDvalue is 0.000255 for SS, 0.000324 for V,
0,000498 for Al and 20.000255 for the ceramics. All DPA valueshavebeen rounded off.
DPA varies with axial locationwith the equation: COS(O.00858(Z-12.7)) + 0.0000171(z-12.7)’2, z in mm (see Ref. 2).

z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have bean rounded off.
Operating temperatures are based on the thermocouple data, corrected for the specimen type and lccation. The given

ranges represent the variation in thermocouple data.
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Table 2.
Capsuk

Tyjx
Temp. (O
486*I7

-

!artdngs a
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!rating temperature, axial location,accumulateddpa of specimens in RB-12J. (cont.)
a

E
B-7

DPA z (cm) IDCod(
4.2 -12.5 B-+5

F-+4

12.5 G-+5
H-+3

4.3 -11.5 E-+2
1-+1

11.5 A-+5

I=E
C-+3

4.4 -10.5 A-+4
E-+2

10.5 E-+4

oor.

zI-+5

-8.5 J-+3
K-+3

8.5 H-+5
M-+2

9.5 D-+2
I-+4

-7.5 G-+4
K-+2

7.5 B4
D-+4

-8.5 J-+4

M-+1
-5.5 G-+3

J-+5
5.5 A-+2

G-+z
6.5 C-+2

1+-+4
4.5 E-+5

1.+2
-3.5 B-5

1)-+3
-3 A-+1

-2.5 E-5
H-+1

-2 6-+1
-1.5 C-+5

K-+1 J

remp. rc) DPA z (cm) ID Code
05~22 4.8 1.5 H-+2

J-+2

2 F-+1
2.5 A-+3

B-+4
3 G.+!

3.5 D-+5

F-+5

4.5 F-+ 1●

J-+1

4.9 -1 C-+1

-0.5 B-+3

F-+2

o D-+1

0.5 C-+4

E--4
1 E-+I

randTotal of 59

Capsule
Type:

Temp. (“C
343*33

~77f28

+

12J
DCT

DPA z (cm) ID Code
3.8 15.46 FA03

N204

TW04

--+=%%

I N203”
-IWOY

+=-l=

*

LFTB
FA14
FA17

3.8 -15.46 LFTD

LFTG

FA15
FA18

4 -14.15 LFTF
LFTH
FA16

~Grand Total
1

“2 out of 4 are actually at 2=16.8 cm &

I I FA19
f 20 I

.6 dpa

All dpa values are calculated. Measuredvalueswill be reported upon completion of dosimetry analysis.

DPA calculationbasis:19034 MWD of operation;ThepeakDPA/MWDvalueis 0.000255for SS,0.000324for V,

0.CO0498for Al and200.000255for the ceramics. All DPAvalueshavebeen rounded off.

DPA varies w“th axial locationwith the equation:COS(O.0085B(Z-12.7)) + 0.0000171(Z-12.7)A2,z in mm (see Ref. 2).
z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been rounded off.

Operatingtemperatures are based on the thermocoupledata, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given
ranges represent the variation in thermocoupledata.
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able2. 01
Capsule

Typa
‘emp.tC]
78*I 7

97*22

97*22

:mperature,axiallocation,accumulateddpaof specimensin RB-12J.(cont.)

N209
TH08
TH09
Z146

--t=

-L
N207
TH06
TH07

11.43 71●

FA17
Twos
TW08
Z144

+
FAI5
TW07

A030

FK1O
FK11

TJ07

+

IA056
TJ05

==-l’=
IA033

FK12

*

I A039
FK18

-1.27

FK19
A034
A035
FK14
FK15

‘emp.~C)
97*22

;randTotal

-1--5.7 8.8s

T6 6.35

m
t

3.81

FA13
FK16
FK17
7V
70”

ucl&
UC17
Xcld
XC17

ZC16”
ZC17”

ST08”

l-t+=
I I ST11“

fao

Grand Total of 10

.%rrounda

All dpa values are calculated. Measuredvalueswill be reported upon completion of dosimet~ analysis.
DPA calculation basis 19034 MWD of operation; The peak DPA/MWD value IS 0.000255 for SS, 0.CO0324for V,

0.000498 for Al and 20.CO0255 for the ceramics. All DPA values have been rounded off.
DPA varieswith axial locationwith the equation: cos(O.00656(z-l2.7)) + 0.0000171(z-12.7)’2, z in mm (see Ref. 2).

z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been rounded off.
Operating temperatures are based on the thermocouple data, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given

ranges represent the variation in thermocoupledata.
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.

Capsule
Type:

remp. (“c
178*17

97*22
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temperature,axial location, accumulated dpa of specimens in RB-I 2J. (cont.)

ID Cod:
AFKO
AFK2

AFLO
AA87’
AFJ7
AFL2
AFL7
AV56
AV9Y
AV9F
AV98”
AV9W
AVBO
TH16

TH37
TH38
TH459
TH78”
AV9Y
AV95”A
F6A8*
F7FW
TH23*
TH31‘

TH56’

TH61‘
TH66’
TH92
AA88
AF&l
AFK4
AFL5
AA90
AF72
AFK5
AFL1
AA93
AF69

AFK6

AFL4

AA97

AFJ8

“emp.(“C
37*22

Bent dur

z (cm) ID Ccd
8.8 AFL3

AFL8

-7.2 AF74
AFJ9
AFM1
AFM2
YD15
YD20

7.2 AA95
AFK3
AFK9
AFL9

-5.6 AA88
AA91
AFK7
AFK8
YD11
YD19

5.6 AA92
AA%
AFL6
LDW2

-4 AF73

AF76

LDW1

LFW2
YD14
YD18

-2.4 AF67
AF71

LIW1
LBW1
YD16
YD17

2.4 AA94
AA98
LBW2
LHW2

4 AF70

AFK1A

L2W2

LFW1
Jation

remp. ~C
197~22

Markings are pow

z (cm
-z

7

-76

Surrounded by 7

All dpa values are calculated. Measured values will be reported upon completion of dosimetry analysis.

ID Ccd
AA89
AFJO

LFW3
LHW1
YD12
YD13

AAg&*

AF75
L1W2
L2vvl
AV55
AV94
AVB~
AVC1
F6AK’
F8AT
THIS
TH22
TH52
TH67’
AVB5”
AVB8’
F7AS

F8Ar

TH17’

TH3S
TH48’
TH74”
THW
TH93’

AV9&
AVB8-
F343
F344

TBO1“
TBO~
TH12’
TH40’

TH6S
TH81*

DPA calculation basis 19034 MWD of operation; The peak DPA/MWD value IS0.fX10255for SS, 0.000324 for V,
0.0C0498 for Al and 20.000255 for the ceramics. All DPA values havebeen rounded off.
DPA varies with axial location with the equation: COS(O.00858(Z-12.7)) + 0.0000171(z-12.7)’2, z in mm (see Ref. 2).

z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been rounded off.

Operating temperatures are baaed on the thermocouple data, correcled for the specimen type and location.Thegiven
rangesrepresentthevariationin thermocoupledata.
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“able2. 0
Capsule

Type:
~emp.(“C:
!97i22
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emparature,axiallocation,accumulateddpaof specimens in RB-12J. (cont.)

All of the specimens on tt

D Code*
AVCO
AVB1

F5AR
F6AL

TH33
TH41
TH71
TH73
TH87

TH98

-mr
AVB7
TH1O

TH34
TH50
TH70

AVB3
AVB9

F4AF
F5AG
F7A2
F8A4
TH14

TH30
TH56
TH63
TH82
TH96

F5A2

F5A8
F8AB
F8AD
TH13
TH43
TH57
TH60

“emp. ~C
97*22

mge are surrounded

D Code
F2A6
F5A4
TB05

TB06

TH26

TH27
TH51
TH55
TH91

TH97

!%243
F346
F6AD

F7G0

TB08
TH42
TH46
TH76

F2AK
F4A7

F6A5

F7AA

TH1l

TH28

TH47

TH54

F2AR
F5AD

TBOO

TB03
TH20
TH25
TH66
TH72
TH90
TH94

remp. (“C;
97*22

>randTot:

ID Code’
F2A5
F2AM
F4AM
F6A9
TH24
TH44
TH75
TH77
TH66
TH95

F349
F4A2
F7AF

F8AM
TH18
TH21
TH53
TH62

F4A5
F4A6
TB04
TB07
TH32

TH36

TH64
TH80
TH63
TH65

All dpa values are calculated. Measured values will be reported upon complehon of dosimetry analysis.
DPA calculation basis: 19034 MWD of operation: The peak DPAJMWD value is 0.000255 for SS, 0.000324 for V,

0.000496 for Al and 20.C00255 for the ceramics. All DPA values have been rounded off.

DPA varies wilh axial location with the equation: COS(0.00858(Z-12.7)) + 0.0000171(Z-12.7)A2,z in mm (see Ref. 2).
z (cm) is the m-al distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been rounded off.
Operating temperatures are based on the thermocouple data, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given

ranges represent the variation in thermocouple data.
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AS-BUILT CONDITION AND OPERATING HISTORY OF THE U.S./JAERl HFIR MFE-RB-1 OJ
CAPSULE – K. E. Lenox and J. P. Robertson (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this report is to provide information on the current status of the HFIR MFE-RB-
10J experiment.

SUMMARY

The HFIR-MFE-RB-I OJ experiment is being conducted under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE)/Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) Collaborative
Testing Program. The final specimen loading lists, operating constraints, and operating history
of the experiment are discussed. The experiment has undergone approximately ten (1 O) days of
irradiation, but has been removed from HFIR due to the development of a leak in the prima~
containment vessel. The associated europium liner has also been removed. Efforts are
undeway to apply for approval to continue the irradiation of the RB-1 OJ experiment as soon as
possible.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Description of the RB-1 OJ Capsule

The RB-1 OJ capsule contains three temperature zones designed to operate at 250”C, 420”C, and
480”C. Two of the zones (420”C and 480”C) contain vanadium specimens in lithium-filled
containers, or subcapsules, while the third zone (250°C) consists of steel specimens placed into
cutouts in an aluminum block. The lithium-filled subcapsules are nested inside of a stainless
steel prima~ containment vessel, which is nested inside of a stainless steel secondary
containment vessel. The stainless steel specimens in the aluminum block are outside of the
primaty containment vessel, but inside the secondary containment vessel. The secondary
containment vessel is in contact with the reactor coolant water. (See Figs. 1-2)

~ UPPER SPEC I MEN HOLDER flSSY r LOMERSPECI MEN HOLDER9SSY

WPITER = HOUSING TUBE~ \ ~tURUPIUM SHltLll W LINER
c1

REr2CTOR

Fig. 1. The interface between the upper and lower halves of the RB-1 OJ specimen region. The
positions of the housing tube and the europium shield are also shown.
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Temperature control is maintained by varying the conductivity in a gas-filled gap inside of the
seconda~ containment vessel. The conductivity is changed by varying the composition of gas in
the gap. The gas composition can range from pure helium to pure neon or any mixture of the
two. Additional neon can be added to the region around the lithium-filled subcapsules in order to
boost the temperature of the vanadium specimens, without increasing the temperature of the
steel specimens. There are thermocouples in each temperature zone, and the data from the
thermocouples are used to control the gas mixture in the gap.

Additional descriptions of the capsule have been reported previously. [1,2]

Specimen Loadina Lists

Table 1 contains information on the specimens loaded into the RB-1 OJ capsule. The table is
sorted into each of eight (8) specimen types: Charpy or bend bars (CVN), tensile specimens
(SS-3), TEM disks, notched thin strip specimens (TS), notched strip specimens (NS), J-type
tensile specimen (SS-3J), and disk compact tension (DCT) specimens, and pressurized creep
tube specimens (PT). Under each specimen type, a listing of individual specimens is given,
grouped by their location and accumulated DPA values. The operating temperatures are also
shown.

Operatincl Constraints

Several operating constraints, above and beyond that of typical MFE type capsules, were placed
upon the RB-1 OJ capsule due to the presence of lithium. The constraints are intended to make
the possibility of interaction between molten lithium and the reactor coolant water an incredible
event. The constraints also influenced the design and physical makeup of the capsule.

The constraints include {he requirement of two independent containment vessels, each with its
own monitoring system to verify the integrity of the containment, along with extensive
requirements on the type and amount of additional analyses and testing that had to be performed
on capsule components. A probabilistic risk assessment was performed to evaluate the potential
for a catastrophic failure of both containment vessels. Furnace experiments were performed
using lithium to evaluate the potential for lithium to attack the capsule materials for the given
conditions. A finite element stress analysis was performed on the lithium-filled subcapsules to
evaluate the behavior of the subcapsules during the melting and solidification of lithium during
the irradiation. In addition, internal and external pressure tests of the containment vessels and
lithium-filled subcapsules were performed prior to irradiation to confirm the integrity of the as-
built capsule.

Operatinq History

The irradiation of the RB-1 OJ experiment began on Oct. 13, 1998. The 250”C region was
brought up to the desired operating temperature within thirty (30) minutes after the reactor
reached full power (84 MW). Due to unexpectedly high temperature readings in one of the three
thermocouples in the 420”C region, the temperatures in the lithium filled regions were left at
30”C below the desired values until Oct. 16, 1998. At that time, because all other temperature
indications showed that the lithium-filled regions were in fact below the desired operating
temperature, the temperatures were brought up to the desired values. The temperature readings
from the deviant thermocouple in the 420°C region stabilized after five days, most likely due to
the release of a helium bubble trapped in the molten lithium. The average temperature readings
in the three zones for the period from Oct. 16, 1998 to Oct. 23, 1998 were 265”C, 41 O“C and
475”C.
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able 1.

E

DPA
0.12

0.13

0.15

0.17

0.10

0.19

~xialLC

:

VN

: cm)
-18.8

-16.1

-13.5

~

18.2

-8.4

%%

_.-!

:ation, Accumulated DPA, and Operating Temperatures of specimens in RB-1 OJ.

Operating
Temp. (C]

291*7

291*7

291*7

291t7

415*1O

291*7

415*1O

=E
Allo ID Code

3A-316F 8HA9
8HC1
8HD2

;A-316F 8HB2
8HC5

3A-JPCA 8NA3
~A-316F 8HB0

*

8HC6
SA-JPCA 8NAI

SA-316F 8HB3
18HD0

iL4Cr-4Ti
8HD4
RC11

RC12
RC13
RC14
RC82
RC83
RC91

*
18Hc2

RC16
RC17
RC18
RC19
RC20
RC21
RC22
RC23
RC24
RC25
RC64
RC85
RC93

RC94

;rand

: (cm)
-5.9

-3.4

=

x

otal 0!

Operating
Temp. (C)

291*7

291*7

47*7

47%7

7

Ia=Allo ID Code
A-316F 8HB4

8HD1

A-JPCA 8NA4
A-316F 8HC8
A-JPCA 8NA0

=-l’=
RC43
RC44

RC45

RC89
RC9D
RC98

RC99

‘-4Cr-4Ti RC31
RC32
RC33
RC34
RC35
RC36
RC37
RC38
RC39
RC40
RC41
RC87
RC88
RC96
RC97

DPAaalculation basis:865?vfWD of operation: Thepeak DPAr?vfWDVSlue is 0.000255for SSand 0.W0324for V.

DPA varies with axial Iecalion with the equation: cOs(O.008Wz-l 2.7)) + 0.0@30171 (z-12.7)”2. z in mm (see Ref. 3).

AU DPA values have been rounded off to 2 decimal places.

z(cm)is lheaxial tistance of themidpint of thes~cimen from lhe HFIR centerline. Alldislances have been rounded off.

Opraling lempratures are based onthelhermwouple data, corrwled forthes~imen tyWand location. Thegiven

ranges represent the variation in thermocouple dala.
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Table 1. Axial Location, Accumulated DPA, and Operating Temperatures of specimens in RB-1 OJ. (cont.)

Type—

DP}

s

E%L%--k0.1
4HAI

269+10 SA-316F IHA2

I 2HA2

3HA0 I 2HA4

3HA1
4HA4

SA-JPCA 1NA2

3NA2

265*1O SA-316F 4HA6

5HA5

269*IO F82HIEAheat NS03

NS04

NT07

NTIO

SA-316F 5HA4

7HA4

=EEE%0.1
lSA-JpC2A 11NA3

26*Io IsA-316F 15HA3*-16 -5
7tfA2

SA-JPCA 1PAO

I t2PA0

40.1 -13

-13 0.2 -3.

5

tt-

NS02

NT04

NT06

SA-316F 1HA5

3HA5

4HA7

5HA7

k=--l=-
0.1 -11

0.1 -11 269*1O SA-316F 5HA3”

7HA3 rend” II of 59 I

SA-JPCA lPA1

2PA1

13PA0

269*Io lSA-JpCA I7NAI

‘Oneoflhese twoenkies may beinerror. Onemayaclually be5HA2.

Tvoe: ISS-3J I
Type: DCT

Operating

DPA z (cm) Temp. (C) Alloy ID Code

I I Operating I I
DPA z (cm) Temp. (C) Alloy ID Code

0.17 17.7 415*1O V-4 Cr-4Ti-O.5SiAlY LBO1

LB02 0.21 I 14.1 I 415*1O lV-4Cr-4Ti /RCO1

0.281 1.7] 479*7 V-4Cr-4Ti IRC03

~Grand Total of 2 1

Srand Total of 6

DPA calculation basis: 665 fvlWD of operation; The peak DPWD value is 0.000255 for SS and 0.000324 for V.

DPA varies with axial location with the equalion: COS(0.00853(Z-12 .7)) + 0.0000171 (z-12 .7) ’2, z in mm (see Ref. 3),

All DPA values have been rounded off to 2 decimal places.

z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been rounded off.

Operating temperatures are based on the thermocouple data, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given

ranges represent the varialion in thermocouple data.
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“able 1.
w:

DPA

0.12

0.13

0.15

:

0.16

0.17

kxial L

is-3

z (cm)

-18.8

-16.2

-13.7

-11.1

18.2

:ation, Accumulated DPA, and OperatingTemperaturesof specimens in RB-1 OJ. (cont.)

C@eratirrl

remp. (C

289i7

289i7

289*7

289k7

4I5*1O

T
Atloy ID COI

F82H IEA heal A905

A913

A926
A934

CHC5

CHC6

SA-JPCA ICNAO

+
A916

A922

A936

=--e
CHC7

CHC8

--t

5A-JPCA CNAI

cf4A8

’82H IEA heat A907

A918

A927

=$=s
ICHC9

lcHDO

A-JPCA ICNAZ

A919

A929

==--1=-

+

CHCI

CHD1

CHD2

A-JPCA CNA3

CNBO

‘-4Cr-4Ti RC03

RC04

RC05

z (cm)

18.i

-8.6

i

15.6

Dperafin

remp. (C

415*IO

289*7

415*IO

Alloy ID Cock

‘-4Cr-4Ti RC06

RC07

RC08

RC09

RC1O

RC21

RC23

RC30

RC31

RC32

RC33

RC34

RC35

RC36

RC37

RC38

RC39

RC94

RC95

4
IRV06

+

*

A915

A930

A939

\-316F CHB8

CHC2

CHD3

CHD4

4-JPCA CNA4

1
RC25

RC40

RC41

RC42

RC43

RC44

RC45

RC46

RC47

I

DPA calculation basis 865 MWD of operation: The peak DPAI’MWD value is 0.000255 for SS and 0.000324 for V.

DPA variea with axial Iecalion with the equalion: COS(0.00858(Z-12 .7)) + 0.0000171 (z-12 .7)A2, z in mm (see Ref. 3).

All DPA values have been rounded off to 2 decimal places.

z (cm) is the axialdistance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been rounded off.

Operating temperatures are based on the thermocouple data, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given

ranges represent the variation in thermocouple data.
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‘able 1. Axk Location,Accumulated DPA, and OperatingTemperatures of specimens in RB-1OJ.(cont.)

0.21

0.27

;s-3

~

15.1

-6.”

-3.5

:cont.)

Operating I

77
Temp. (C) Alloy ID CeC

415*1 O V-4Cr-4T’i RC48

RC49

V-4Cr-4Ti-O.5SiAlY LSO1

LB(2

LB05

LB06

l==--K-
RV02

RV08

RV09

I IRVIO

289*7 F82f-f IEA heat IA910

H
A923

A932

A942

SA-316F CHB9

CHC3

CHD5

CHD6

SA-JPCA ICNA5

]CNB2

289k7 F82H IEA heat A911

I @125

A933

A944

SA-316F CHCO

CHC4

CHD7

SA-JPCA CHD8

CHD9

CNA6

CNB3

5.8 479*7 V-4Cr-4Ti RCO1

RC02

RC1OO

RCIO1

RC13

RC14

RC15

RC16

RC17

RC18

DPA

0.2

0.2

—
rand—

z (cm

7

--Z

al of ‘

Oparatirr

Temp. (C

479*7

479*7

RC27

RC66

RC67

RC66

RC69

RC70

RC71

RC72

RC73

RC74

RC75

RC29

RC56

RC57

RC58

RC59

RC60

RC61

RC62

RC63

RC64

===--&-

3
LB04

LB09

LB1O

LB11

-4Cr-4Ti-RF RV03

RV04

RV17

RV18

RV19

DPA calculation basis: 865 MWD of operalion; The peak DPAIMWD value is 0.000255 for SS and 0.000324 for V.

DPA varies with axial location with the aquation: COS(0.00656(Z-12 .7)) + 0.0000171 (Z-12 .7)A2, z in mm (see Ref. 3).

All DPA values have baen rounded off to 2 decimal places.

z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have bsen rounded off.

Operalmg temperatures are based on the thermocouple dala, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given

ranges represent the variation in thermocouple data.
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~able 1.

-Yw

DPA
=

kxial Location, Accumulated DPA, and Operating Temperatures of specimens in RB-1OJ. (cont.)

“EM

Operating

z (cm) Temp. (C) Alloy ID Cod

-4.3 291*7 SA-JPCA SN13
-4.2 291*7 SA-316F SH1O

SH14

F82H IEA STD AW4

SH25

SH17

-4.0 291i7 SA-316F SH29

F82H IEA STD A912

A904

A905

-3.9 291*7 F82H IEA STD A915

A917

SA-316F SH27

-3.8 291*7 F82f-f IEA STD A913

A920

A921

SA-316F SH21

-3.7 291*7 SA-JPCA SN09

SA-316F SHI 1

e SH15

F82H IEA STD A918

-3.6 291*7 F82H IEA STD A901

A909

A919

Type: ITS I 1
Operating

DPA z (cm) Temp. (C) Alloy ID Code

0.12 -18.6 275i9 SA-316F 3HB5

0.201 -5.9[ 275*9 IsA-316F 17HB5

Grand Total of 6

DPA

0.21

Operating

z (cm) Temp. (C) Alloy ID Cod

L%--l%-3.5 291*7 F82HIEASTD

SH26

-3.4 291*7 F821-I lEA STD A910

SA-JPCA SN03

SN05

SN07

-3.3 291+7 SA-JPCA SNO1

Ill ISN06

SNI 1
F82H IEA STD IA902

-3.2 291*7 SA-316F SH13

SA-316F SH19

F82H IEA STD A906

A911

-3.1 291*7 SA-316F SH16

SH28

I ISA-JPCA ISN1O

-3.01 291*7 IsA-316F ISH20

SH23

SA-JPCA SN08

SN02

-2.9 291*7 SA-316F SH24

SH22

SA-JPCA SN04

SN14

-2.8 291*7 SA-JPCA SNOO

Ill iSN12

DPA calculation basis 865 MWD of operation; The peak DPA/MWD vafue is 0.000255 for SS and 0.W0324 for V.

DPA varies with axial location wilh the equation: COS(0.W858(Z-12 .7)) + 0.0000171 (z-12 .7)A2, z in mm (see Ref. 3).

All DPA values have been rounded off to 2 decimal places.

z (cm) is the axial dislance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been rounded off.

Operating temperatures are based on the thermocouple data, corrected for the specimen type and location. The given

ranges represent the variation in thermocouple data.
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rabk

‘ype:—

DPA

0.2’

—

@xJ

“EM

! (cm)

x

Aay actually b

.ocation, Accumulated DPA, and Operating Temperatures of specimens in RB-1 OJ. (cont.)

:ont.)

>peralinf

‘emp. (C

415*1O TAlloy ID Cod

f.4c~.4~ RCO1

RC02

RC03

RC04

RC05

RC06

RC47

RC48

RC49

RC50

RC51

V-4Cr-4Ti-RF RB31 “

RV32

RV33

RV34

RV42

RB43”

RV44

RV45

‘ V-4Cr-4Ti-SiAIY LBO1

LB02

LBOS

LB06

LB07

LB08

!V31 and RV43

lTy_l

Operating

DPA z (cm) Temp. (C) Alloy ID Code

0.17 18.2 415*1O V-4Cr-4Ti 20

21

22

23

F

G

0.27 5.8 479*7 V-’lcr-ai 24

25

26

27

Q

R

Grand Total of 12

DPA

0.2{

! (cm

-Y

Operating

remp. (C

479*7

rand Total of 107

Ie
RC08

RC09

RC1O

RCI 1

RCI 2

RC52

RC53

RC54

RC56

!.4cr.4Ti.RF RV35

RV36

RV37

RV38

RV46

RV47

RV48

+

1
LB04

Li309

LB1O

LB11

LB12

DPA calculation baais: 865 MWD of operation: The peak DPArMWD value is 0.000255 for SS and 0.000324 for V.

DPA varies with axial location with the equation: COS(0.00858(Z-12 .7)) + 0.WO+3171 (Z-12 .7)A2, z in mm (see Ref. 3).

All DPA values have been rounded off to 2 decimal places.

z (cm) is the axial distance of the midpoint of the specimen from the HFIR centerline. All distances have been rounded off.

Operaling temperatures are based on Ihe thermocouple data, correctad for the specimen type and location. The given

ranges represent the variation in thermocouple data.
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Approximately five days into the irradiation, on Oct. 18, 1998, pressure readings on the primary
containment system started a slow persistent decline. The primary containment system is a
static system, and therefore, a loss of pressure indicated a breach of the primary containment
system. An in-reactor pressure test was performed on Oct. 23, 1998, and the test confirmed that
the leak was in the in-vessel portion of the experiment, not in the associated piping and valves.

Based on the operating constraints for the experiment, HFIRwasshut down on Oct. 23, 1998
and the experiment was removed. HFIR was restarted on Oct. 26, 1998 to complete the rest of
the irradiation cycle. The europium liner associated with the experiment was removed after the
completion of the cycle.

Current Status

The RB-1OJ experiment and the europium liner are currently stored in the HFIR pool. All of the
instrumentation is still hooked up to the experiment and is fully operational. A variety of
pressurization experiments have been performed on the capsule to determine the size of the
leak, and the data have been provided to an independent researcher who is currently working on
a report on the leak and its behavior. An independent review committee has evaluated the
operational data, in conjunction with the design of the experiment, and has provided valuable
input into possible approaches to operating the experiment with the existing leak. Several
members of the staff involved in the design, construction, and operation of the experiment are
currently working on these conceptual approaches from the review committee in an effort to
develop a feasible plan to apply for approval to resume the irradiation of the experiment. The

RB-I OJ capsule must be approved by the HFIR Reactor Experiment Review Committee prior to

re-insertion in the reactor.
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STATUS OF DOE/JAERl COLLABORATIVE PROGRAM PHASE II AND PHASE Ill CAPSULES
- J. P. Robertson, K. E. Lenox (Oak Ridge National Laborato~), and Y. Miwa (Japan Atomic
Energy Research Institute)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of the High Fiux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) irradiations is to determine the response
of various U.S. and Japanese structural alloys with different pretreatments and alloy
compositions to the combined effects of displacement damage and helium generation.

SUMMARY

Significant progress continues to be made in the post-irradiation examinations (PIE) of the
specimens from the DOE ORNL/JAERl collaborative capsules and in the design and fabrication
of additional capsules. This report serves as a summary of the irradiation parameters for the
capsules and the Fusion Materials progress reports related to the design, loading, operation,
and dosimetry.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the progress and status of the capsules involved in the Phase Ii and
Phase Ill irradiation programs. Details of the capsule design, assembly, and operation,
specimen matrices and testing, and alloy compositions can be found in previous reports in this
series. The locations of some of the more detailed reports are shown in the table, but this is not
intended to be an exhaustive list. The dose levels shown in the table are the peak capsule

values achieved at the reactor centerline, The dpa values in the HFIR target are estimated by
assuming 9.38 x 104 dpa/MWd. The dpa values in the hafnium-shielded HFIR RB experiments
are estimated by assuming 2.55 x 104 dpa/MWd. While a status of “testing complete” is listed
for several of the capsules, it should be noted that data analyses and microscopy examinations
are still in progress.

The JP series HFIR target capsules (JP9-16, JP20-22) contain primarily transmission electron
microscopy disks (TEM) and SS-3 flat tensile specimens. A wide variety of alloys and
thermomechanical conditions are included. Many of the TEM disks were made from isotonically
tailored alloys to produce a range of He/dpa ratios (<0.1, 10, 20, 70 apprn/dpa). The specimen
temperatures are 300, 400, 500, and 600°C and the dose levels are 8, 17, 34, and 60 dpa.

The JP17, 18, and 19 capsules each contained miniature fracture toughness specimens, SS-3
tensile specimens, and TEM disk specimens, in order to directly compare fracture toughness,
tensile properties, and microstructure of several austenitic and ferritic steel alloys.

The CTR-62 and 63 capsules, containing low activation ferritic steel specimens, were irradiated
for 7 cycles to approximately 14 dpa. The tensile, Charpy, and TEM specimens operated at
either 300 or 400”C.

The HFIR-JP25 target capsule will be the last of five capsules that compose the ORNUJAERI
Phase Ill Task I project on low activation ferritic steels (the other capsules are RB-11 J, RB-12J,

CTR-62, and CTR-63). This capsule is to be irradiated to a peak dose of 20 dpa. The
specimens will operate at 300 and 500”C, the same temperatures as the RB-1 lJ and 12J
capsules. The capsule will include tensile, Charpy V-notch, pre-cracked Charpy, and TEM
specimens of IEA F82H base metal, nickel-doped base metal, weld metal, and weldment.

The RB-60J-1, 200J-1, 330J-1, and 400J-I experiments are a continuation of the Oak Ridge
Research Reactor (ORR) spectrally tailored experiments. The capsules operated in the RB
positions of the HFIR surrounded by a hafnium shield to simulate the expected fusion helium to
damage (He/dpa) ratio in steel. The doses shown in the table are in addition to the 7 dpa
accumulated during the ORR irradiation, bringing the total for the two-stage irradiation to 16-
19 dpa. Dosimetry and helium measurements from specimens from the 60J-I and 330J-1
capsules indicate that this experiment was successful in producing fusion relevant heliurn/dpa
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Table 1. Summary of Target Capsule Irradiation Parameters and Status

Irradlatlon
Start and

Operating
Parameters: Most Pertinent

End; MWd; ~u~~;r~al Report
Primary Research Number of dpa;

Capsule Objectives Cycles temperature Status DOHER-031 3/xx
Plo austerutlcand start f190 20161 MWd testing Design: 0313/3

JPII ferritic steels; end: 9/91 17.3dpa complete Loading:0313/5
JP13 isotonicallytailored 11cycles 300-60VC Operation: 0313/16
JP16 TEM disks; tensile Dosimetry: 0313/19

specimens
3P14 austenltlc and stait 1190 38186 MWd testing Ueslgn: 031313

ferriticsteels; end: 9192 33.9 dpa’ complete Loading: 0313/5
isotonicallytailored 21 cycles 300-600”C Operation: 0313/16
TEM disks;tensile
specimens

m austemtlcand trt //90 64904 MWd testing Design: 031313
JP12 ferritic steels; ;;d:” 4194 59.6 dpa complete Loading: 0313/5
JP15 isotonically tailored 35 cycles 300-600”C Operation: 0313/16

TEM disks; tensile Dosimetry: 0313/23
specimens

w [ austemtlc and start~ ~ Wd testing Design: 0313112
ferntic steels; end: 2/92 2.9 dpa complete Loading: 0313/12
fracture toughness, 2 cycles 250-300 ‘C Operation: 0313/19
tensile, TEM Dosimetty: 0313/19
specimens

IP18 austenltlc and start: 6191 35 [5 MWd testing Uesfgn: 0313111
JP19 ferritic steels; end: 10/91 2.9 dpa complete Loading: 0313111

fracture toughness, 2 cycles 60-125°C Operation: 0313/19
tensile, TEM Dosimet~: 0313/19
specimens

IWO austenltlc and t rt” 12/93 9361 MWd testing m Design: 0313/12
ferritic steels; ~;d: “ 6194 8.4 dpa progress Loading: 0313/15
isotonically tailored 5 cycles 300-600”C Operation: 0313/18
TEM disks; tensile Dosimety 0313/23
specimens

ml austemhc and t rt” 12193 2133( MWd dlsassembl Ueslgn: 0313/12
ferritic steels; i;d:” 4/95 18.6 dpa’ y complete Loading: 0313/15
isotonically tailored 11 cycles 300-600”C Operation: 0313/18
TEM disks; tensile
specimens

JP22 auster’utlc and start 12/93 38880 MWd testing m Design: 0313/12
ferritic steels; end: 1/96 34 dpa’ progress Loading: 0313/15
isotonicallytailored 19 cycles 300-600”C Operation:0313/18
TEM disks:tensile
specimens

~K 62 ferntm steels; starL 4/95 14 d testing m
STR:63

IJeslgn: 0313/18
tensile, CVN, and end: 12/95 300,TOO”C progress
TEM specimens

Loading: 0313118
7 cycles

ferntlc steels; Ocycles 20 d ● design m
tensile, CVN, and 300,%?OO”C progress
TEMspecimens

●estimated

levels (approximately 11 appm He/dpa). The irradiation temperatures in these experiments
were actively controlled at 60, 200, 330, and 400°C.

The RB-11 J and 12J capsules are the first of the spectrally tailored capsules in the Phase Ill
program. These capsules operated in the HFIR removable ber$lium (RB) positions with a
europium oxide (Eu203) thermal neutron shield in place. They achieved approximately 5 dpa at
300 and 500”C, respectively. The capsules contained primarily low activation ferritic steel and
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vanadium alloy specimens in the form of tensile, fracture, creep, and TEM specimens. The
capsules began irradiation with the start of HFIR fuel cycle 352 (Februaty 1997) and achieved
their goal fluence at the end of cycle 361 (July 1998).

The RB-IOJcapsulewill be irradiatedto 5 dpa in a EuzOs-shielded RB position. It is composed
of two distinct sections separated at the reactor centerline. The upper portion contains
vanadium alloy specimens operating at 420 and 480”C. Bend bars, fracture toughness
specimens, tensile specimens: and TEM disks are included at each temperature. The
specimens are surrounded by hthium in order to prevent oxygen contamination and to provide
good thermal contact to the specimens. The lower portion contains primarily austenitic stainless
steels and operates at approximately 250”C. Tensile specimens, Charpy V-notch specimens,
and TEM disks are included. Fabrication of this capsule was completed in August 1998 and
irradiation began in October. The irradiation was suspended after 10 days due to a change in
the operating conditions. More details can be found in a companion report in this volume [1].

REFERENCES

1. K. E. Lenox, “As-Built Condition and Operating History of the U. S./JAERl HFIR-MFE-RB-1 OJ
Capsule,” Fusion Materials Semiannual Progress Report for the Period Ending December 31,
1998, DOE/ER-031 3/25.

Table 2. Summary of RB Capsule Irradiation Parameters and Status

Capsule
-- 1

I Irradiation Operating I I
Start and Parameters: Most Pertinent
End; MWd; Semiannual Report

Primarv Research Number of dDa: Numbers
DoE/ER-0313/xx
Design: 031313
Loading: 0313/~

4

O~eration: 0313/13

1

kB 330J 1--

RB-400J-I

htLIOJ

Objecthfes I temperature
I 44450 MWd

(Hf-shiel~ed);
tensile, creep, TEM

end: 11/92
24 cycles

stark 11/s
end: 1195
20 cvcles

11.6 dpa
60°C

specimens
alumma; m-situ
measurement of
electrical
conductivity
austeruhc steels
and V alloys;
spectrally tailored
(Eu203-shielded);
tensile, fracture,
TEM specimens
ferntlc steels and V
alloys; spectrally
tailored (Eu203-
shielded); tensile,
fracture, TEM
sDecimens

t rt” 3196
;;d:” 6/96
3 cycles

stark 10/98
end: 4/00”
10 cycles

stark 219(
end: 7/98
10 cycles

50 MWd
11.6 dpa
200°c

specimens
spectrally tailored
(Hf-shielded);
tensile, creep, TEM .
specimens
spectrally tailored start: [190 44450 MWd
(Hf-shielded); end: 11192 11.6 dpa
tensile, creep, TEM 24 cycles 330°c
specimens I I
sDectrallv tailored I start: 11/92 I 3 /450 MWd
(Hf-shiel~ed); end: 1/95 9.2 dpa’
tensile, creep, TEM 20 cycles 400”C

I
d

45{”;

bd ●

ste% 250”C
V 420, 480”C

bd *

30CROO”C

Status
testing m
progress

testing m
progress

testing m
progress

?estmg m
progress

testing
complete

lrradlatlon m
progress

Irradlatlon
complete,
disassemble
yin
progress

Dosimetry:0313/17
Ueslgn: 031313
Loading: 031 3/i4
Operation: 0313/15, 18
Dosimetty: 0313/23
DesIan: 0313/3, 5
Load~ng: 0313/5
Operation: 0313/11, 13
Dosimeby: 0313/17

Design: 031313
Loading: 03131j4
Operation: 0313/1 5, 18

Design: 0313119
Loading: 0313/1 9

20

Operation: 0313/20, 22

Design: 0313123 24
Loading: 0313/25
Operation: 0313/25

Design: 0313122
Loading: 0313/22
Operation: 0313/22

‘esumatea
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SCHEDULE AND STATUS OF IRRADIATION
J. P. Robertson (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

OBJECTIVE

EXPERIMENTS - A. F. Rowcliffe and

To provide an updated summary of the status of irradiation experiments for the fusion materials
program.

SUMMARY

The current status of reactor irradiation experiments is presented in tables summarizing the
experimental objectives, conditions, and schedule.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Currently, the program has two irradiation experiments in reactor and three experiments in the
design or construction stages. Postirradiation examination and testing is in progress on eight
separate experiments.



Summarv of Reactor Irradlatlon Exoerlmente
Responsible I Temperature Dose (dpa)

Experiment t Lead Lab Collaborators Perswr ~ Major Objectives Materials c or fluence Irrad. Start Irrad. Finish Status
EBR-11,Reactor, ANL, Idaho Falls, ID— - -- —----- —.——. .. _____1 ———- —— ———-.,

Austenitic and

I ferritic steels,
Fe-alloys, V, Be,

I

L1

lowacl.
ITensile and fatigue prop.,

14

materials, Cu
ORNL, ANL, Charpy impact, fracture alloys, TI-AI, SIC,
MC+JelJSHO M.L. Hamilton Qughnese, TEM-—. C-C comp. 370, 400, 80~-. —_- .———.

—___——J. —-- .— ...- _l--------

33————

5. . . . ..———.-

—--——. I—-—— —. _ .- . _____I

COBRA 1A2

&

X530.——
-p-

-———-.~–T---- IHigh Flux Isotope Reactor, ORNL, Oak Ridge, TN.— ___

j,
HFIR-CTR.60 _,_

--l

, ~ ~_-._. . ..-— _.

HFIR-CTR-SI———-- — .—. .

HRR-JP-9 _ lm~ -,

““’P-12 4+

HFIRJP-15 JAERI !J.E. Pawel—. --- —— ISimilar to HFIR.JP-9 ____ . ___

tiFA ~ ~a.el ~~:~ti~~~$r~loring- \ ~K._,~.-—-– ————-

‘::Z.LI-::

I

HFIR4P-23 _ PNL MXWJSIW ~D.S. Genes iTEM

‘LL Snead “~”--— -

‘“ “—];:OU;— ‘--–

HFIR-HT-S1, -S7 Imhi
I i

Thermal conductivity

}

—-- -.— .__,:: iinsulatora . 80-350 t 0.01-1.0

Lt. ;

-1

HFIR.HT-F %+S 1L. L. Snead IFiber tensile ISC

L&l
b-l
co



Experiment

tfFfR.TRIST-ERl

HFfR-RB-lfN

HFIR-RB-llJ

HFIR-RB-12J

HFIR-RB-13J

HFIR-RB-14J

HFIR.TRIST-TC1 —.

HFIR.CTR%2

HFIR-CTR-63

Summarv of Reactor Irradiation Exoerlmente
I Responsible

I

Temperature

Lead Lab \ Collaborators Person Major Objecttiea Materials c

I
I MONBUSHO/

m A

In.silu alactrical
JAERI S.J. Zinkle conductivity A1203 450

Vanadium,
316LN-IG,

ORNL JAERl J.E. Pawel Tensile, fracture J316 200, 500

Low activation
- lfJONB.SHO/ ferritlcs,

JAEFfI M. L. Grossbeck Tensile, fracture, TEM V alloys, SIC 300
I Low acttialion
~ MONBUSHO/ ferritics,

oRN; - M. L. Grossbeck ~Tensile, fracture, TEM V alloys, SIC 500

I I

1 I Ceramics, Fa.Cr-

+sJzink’e1‘a”’ng~20035050c

Doss (dpa)
or fluence Irrad. Start I

3=
3E+25 rr/m2 A r.96

5 oct-98

Feb-97

+

5 Feb-97

5 Ju1-96

{ MONBUSHO/ !
1

IL L SneadH I -1 u.:._-_—

:4

;In-sllu thermal conductivity SKYslc,sic 150-700

I

‘1

3—— Jan-99-— —.
and

-~ ml J
Charpy impact and He conventional

R.L Klueh iaffecta ferritic steels 300, 400 13.— _dPJ

and
~Charpy impact and tensile, conventional

ORf&:JAERl——
t--“L’K’ue~-:=~”Hee ”ecta ‘— :;;:c;:;:n -AL4E ‘3

Apr-95

HFIR-JP25 ..– L-—.J [R.L. Klueh ~Tensile, fracture, TEM
I ““.-–—””---

—- .. — —. ..1. ——— .-—

~ferritics J__300, 500
-._—Z.__———— 20 ----

bred. Finish

Jun-96 Y

OCI.99
Q

k

JuI-99

Feb-00 I

High Flux Beam R~actor, Brookhaven National Laboratory

‘4

,L~&}+-

fs;q

=- ‘-~j----~ctrical

——

HFBR-V1 IL.L.Snead
; - 1~——

HFBR-V2
~ - I-++-ens”e” ‘racture —

----

+:::’’::-”-; y;, 2::~ 04
HFBR-V3

+

GFOd. ~. IL.L. Snead lTenslle, fracture——. — Aug.96
I I

HFBR-V4 OFWl IL.L. Snead ]Tenslla, fracture V-4 Cr-4Ti I 105-505 ~ 0.1 ~ A“,-,, I-::-&
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~--~—— -- – —-—
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L
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE TRIST-TC1 EXPERIMENT - A. L. Quails,
L. L. Snead, S. J. Zinkie, W. S. Eatherly, R.G. Sitterson, and D.W. Sparks (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory), R. Yamada (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute), and Y. Katoh (Kyoto
University, Institute of Advanced Energy)

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this report is to summarize the progress of the TRIST-TCI Experiment.

SUMMARY

Fabrication of the experiment began during this reporting period. Forty specimens, in addition
to eight heat generation measurement standards, were cut to size and brazed into twenty-four
specimen pads. The specimen pads were assembled into three temperature zones comprising
the experimental region of the capsule.

PROGRESS AND STATUS

Figure 1 shows a typical specimen pad assembly used in the TRIST-TC1 experiment.
Specimen pads are made of a vanadium alloy (V4Cr4Ti). The specimens are right circular
cylinders. Holes are drilled into the face of the specimens and .023 OD Type N thermocouples
are brazed into the holes. One end of each specimen is brazed into a counterbored hole on
the two outside surfaces (of the three flat, inner surfaces) of a specimen pad. The specimens
are displaced axially so they will not intersect as they extend toward the center of the capsule.
The outer radius of the specimen pad fits precisely against the inside diameter of a specimen
pad holder, and each pad is secured to the holder with eight stainless steel screws, as shown in
Figure 2.

Nuclear interactions produce heat in the specimens, specimen pads and specimen pad holder
during reactor operation. The temperature of a holder, and therefore the specimens, is
controlled by varying the thermal conductivity of a gas mixture in the annular region between
the outer diameter of the holder and the inner diameter of the capsule housing tube, which is
cooled to approximately 60°C by the reactor primary coolant.

During operation, the capsule has a constant purge of helium flowing into the central portion of
the experimental region. The helium flows into plenums below each specimen holder and then
upwards through the temperature control gas gaps and into exhaust plenums at the top of the
holders. To control the temperature of an individual holder, neon or argon is mixed into the
helium as it enters a lower plenum and forms a gas mixture with a thermal conductivity between
that of the gases used (helium and neon or argon). The flow rate of the neon or argon is
adjusted to achieve and maintain the desired operating temperature.

Nuclear heating within a specimen will produce a temperature drop as the heat is lost along its
length to the specimen pad. The temperature difference from the base to the tip of a specimen
is a function of the specimen length, thermal conductivity and the internal volumetric heat
generation rate. The heat generation rates within capsule components are relatively constant
near the reactor mid-plane, but increase substantially in the upper and lower portions of the
experimental region as a reactor cycle progresses. The lengths of specimens are set to
produce a 40°C drop across the specimen based on the expected thermal conductivity of the
irradiated material and the End-of-Cycle heat generation profile.
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STRNDGRD
HOUSING -\

Figurel. Specimen padassembly forthe TRIST-TCl experiment.

The experimental matrix for the TRIST-TC1 capsule is summarized in Table 1. A total of 17
different types of ceramic specimens are contained in 3 different temperature zones. The
specimen matrix includes both monolithic ceramics and current state-of-the-art ceramic
composites (C/C and SiC/SiC).

The experiment contains eight steel measurement standards displaced over the length of the
experimental region. The standards are in positions 1, 6, 16, 21, 27, 33, 40, and 46, numbered
from the top specimen location. The thermal conductivity of the steel will not change due to
irradiation damage, and the temperature drop across the standards will provide a direct
measurement of the heat generation at different axial locations within an unshielded RB*
position of HFIR. The interpolated (and for two specimens, extrapolated) data will allow those
temperature changes resulting from changes in specimen thermal conductivity to be
distinguished from those that are a result of a changing heat generation profile.

Average specimen temperatures are to be 400°C in Zone A, 700”C in Zone B, and 200”C in
Zone C. Temperature control and thermal isolation of the three zones is based on concepts
tested in the Varying Temperature Experiment (RB-13J) [1]. Temperature zones with
temperature differences of 150°C are separated by approximately 1.9 cm in that experiment, and
a temperature increase of 150°C in a zone results in only a 5°C increase in the temperature of
adjacent temperature zones. To accommodate larger temperature differences between zones
in the TRIST-TC1 experiment, the spacing between zones has been increased to 2.5 cm.
Figure 3 shows the assembled experimental region of the irradiation capsule.
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Table 1. Experimental matrix for TRIST-TC1 capsule. Position #1 is located at the top of the irradiation capsule and #48 is located

at the bottom of the capsule. Samples 1-20 are in the 400”C irradiation zone (Zone A), Samples 21-40 are in the 700”C irradiation
zone (Zone B), and Samples 41-48 are in the 200°C irradiation zone (Zone C).

Temperature
Material Position (“c) Vendor and Grade

200 400 700

F82H F/M steel (standard) 2,5,12,15,28,34,39,45 1 3 4 NKK (IEA heat)
CVD SiC (Hi TC) 11,20,21,42 1 2 1 Morton CVD (K,,n-400 W/m-K)
CVD SiC (Lo TC) 17,30,41 1 1 1 CVD SiC (K,~n-l 10 W/m-K)

Single X SiC 19 1 Cree Systems 6H-Alpha

3D SiC Composite 6,33 1 1 Kawasaki PIP 3-D, Hi-Nicalon fiber
Felt SiC Composite 8,31 1 1 Mitsui CV1/PIP, Hi-Nicaion-S fiber
2-D SiC/SiC, in-plane 7,9*,29 2 1 ORNL FCVI, Satin Weave Hi-Nicalon-S
2-D SiC/SiC, cross plane 10,27 1 1 ORNL FCVI, Satin Weave Hi-Nicalon-S

2-D SiC Composite 16,25 1 1 MER CVR, T-300 PAN Fiber

SiC Doped CFC 13,32 1 1 Tonen, (Kl~”-41 O W/m-K)
ID CFC 12 1 Mitsubishi MKC-I PH (K,,fi-560 W/m-K)
lD CFC 18,26 1 1 Tonen, (K,~d-495 W/m-K)
2D-CFC 1,23 1 1 FM I-222 (K,,fi-200 W/m-K)
Graphite 14,24 1 1 Segri-Great Lakes H451

Sapphire 4,37,48 1 1 1 Crystal Systems Hemlux Ultra (VUV)

Silicon Nitride 38,46 1 1 Kyocera SN235P

Beryllium Oxide 3,36,44 1 1 1 Brush Wellman 995

Aluminum Nitride 35,43 1 1 TokoyamaSH15
Spinel 40,47 1 1 Commercial Crystal Systems
●Sample oxidized for 24 hr. at 600”C.

w
.&
u

.
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Typically, experiments are rotated 180° after each cycle to ensure that specimens receive a
balanced dose during irradiation. However, since this rotation would change the nuclear
heating rate of individual specimens (and thereby produce difficulties in interpreting the data), it
is currently planned to maintain the same capsule orientation for all three irradiation cycles.
Dosimetry packets are positioned such that the accumulated dose of all specimens can be
determined.

The three-cycle irradiation is projected to begin near the first of March and end in June 1999,

REFERENCES:

A. L. Quails and T. Muroga, “Progress on the Design of a Varying Temperature Irradiation
Experiment for Operation in HFIR, “Fusion Materials Semiannual Progress Repoti for Period

Ending December 31, 1996, p. 255.
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